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INTRODUCTION
The crowning musical achievements of the Renaissance lay
chiefly within the realm of vocal music.

The masters of the six-

teenth century brought to supreme climax the development of Mass
and motet, chanson and madrigal; yet the Renaissance also witnessed a flowering of instrumental music, destined ultimately to
supplant in importance the older, vocal art.
Most of the instrumental music of the Renaissance was published in the second half of the sixteenth century, a period during
which France and the Low Countries surrendered to Italy their
dominant position on the musical scene.

The Italian masters no

longer were overshadowed by immigrant musicians from the North,
and to them fell the role of leadership in the first important era of
instrumental music.
Throughout the Renaissance, instruments were used wherever
there was music-ma.king, but up to the last half of the sixteenth century, the forms and style of instrumental repertory were chiefly
those of vocal music.

The rise of instrumental music was accom-

panied by the progressive appearance of a body of music composed
1

2
specifically to be played rather than sung.

The Italians found the

models for their instrumental compositions in vocal forms, where
the craftsmanship and refinement were commensurate with the demands of the new instrumental medium.

Among the sixteenty-century

vocal forms, some proved more valuable than others as models for
instrumental composition.

Madrigals, the musical arch-manifestation

of the Renaissance, generally depended too heavily on expression
and depiction of their texts to serve well as instrumental music.
The French polyphonic chanson, popular in Italy throughout the sixteenth century, and the motet offered the best prototypes since they
were deeply indebted to the abstract qualities of imitative counterpoint.

Near midcentury the motet-like ricercar made its appearance.

The canzona, modeled on the French chanson, came later.

Among

the publications cited by Claudio Sartori in his Bibliografia della
musica strumentale italiana stampata in Italia fino al 1700 (Florence:
Leo S. Olschki, 1952), the Italian term for French chanson most
often found is canzon francese (pl. canzoni francesi) .

1

The in-

strumental canzonas are called canzoni alla francese ("canzonas

1 Subsequent citations of Sartori in this study refer to the
Bibliografia except where specified otherwise.

3

in the French style"), canzoni da sonare, or canzoni per sonare
("canzonas to be played").

1

Canzonas for ensembles of instruments were first published
in the 1570's (Sartori, 1572 and 1579).

They increased steadily in

popularity, and by the end of the sixteenth century they were more
numerous than compositions in any other form in Italian instrumental
music.

The canzonas became ever more independent of their vocal

prototype although the chanson continued to exert significant stylistic
influence.

After the first two decades of the seventeenth century,

the importance of the canzona waned and was replaced by that of
the baroque sonata, which relied upon the canzona for its stylistic
point of departure.
In 1608, the Venetian music printer Alessandro Rauerij

published a collection of Canzoni per sonare con ogni sorte di
stromenti ("canzonas to be played on any kind of instruments").

2

Rauerij 's collection presents a comprehensive picture of the canzona for instrumental ensembles in what might be considered the
classical stage of the form.

It contains thirty-six compositions by

twelve composers, including some of the most celebrated musicians

1

Several variants of the term canzon (canzoni) are found,
including canzone (pl . canzoni) and canzona (pl. canzone).
2

The title-page of the original publication is reproduced
here as Plate I, page 247.

4
of the age.

Among the masters represented were Giovanni Gabriel!,

Claudio Merulo, Gioseffo Guami, and Luzzasco Luzzaschi, who inspired torrents of praise from their contemporaries; Florentia
Maschera, who, more than any other man, had given canzona composition its initial momentum; and Girolamo Frescobaldi, who, relatively unknown when his canzonas were published in the Rauerij
collection, was destined for greatness.

At a somewhat lower level,

yet well established as professional musicians, stood Costanzo
Antegnati, Pietro Lappi, Giovanni Battista Grillo, and Tiburtio
Massaino.

Only Bastiano Chilese and Orindio Bartolini seem to

have been from the ranks of lesser musicians.
The canzonas in the Rauerij collection provide a summary
of the stylistic techniques available to canzona composers in the
early seventeenth century.

The compositions are written in four,

five, eight, and sixteen parts.
one indicates dynamic levels.

Some specify instrumentation, and
The publication was made in nine

part-books, including one designated basso generale per l'organo,
a rudimentary continua part of uncertain authorship, possibly the
work of Rauerij himself.

In most respects, the canzonas reflect

the musical style of the Renaissance rather than that of the Baroque.

The more modern stylistic techniques ar e employed

5

sparingly, and even the basso generale is an accessory, rather than
an essential part of the music.
Many of the compositions in Rauerij's collection are by composers who died before 1608.
extant in earlier editions.

Two of the thirty-six canzonas are

A four-part canzona by Guami (No. 17

in the Rauerij collection) appears in the Canzon di diversi per
sonare con ogni sorte di stromenti a quatro, cinque, & sei voci
(Venice:

Giacomo Vincenti, 1588).

A canzona by Merulo (No. 18)

is contained also in Merulo's first book of Canzoni d'intavolatura
(Venice: Angelo Gardano, 1592) in an organistically colored version
under the title of Petit Jacquet, referring probably to a preexisting French chanson.

Other canzonas from Rauerij's collection

may be from earlier publications now lost.

On the other hand,

some of the composers, such as Bartolini, Massaino, and Lappi,
for whom Rauerij also printed collections of madrigals and sacred
music, may have submitted their canzonas directly to Rauerij.
After 1608, the canzonas from the Rauerij collection made
scattered appearances in other publications.

Girolamo Diruta gives

Gabrieli's canzona La spiritata (Rauerij No. 1) in his Seconda
parte del Transilvano (Venice: Giacomo Vincenti, 1609, reprinted
1622), intabulated by Diruta and appropriately embellished.

An

eight-part canzona by Gabrieli (No. 27) is contained in Gabrieli's

6

posthumous Canzoni et sonate (Venice: Bartholomeo Magni, 1615).
Ga rieli's canzona La spiritata, together with the canzonas by
Merulo and Guami mentioned before, also appear in a large organ
tablature published in 1617 by Johann Woltz.

1

With the decline in the importance of the canzona, the compositions from the Rauerij collection cease to appear in publications, and for two and one-half centuries no record exists to show
that the Rauerij collection or any of its canzonas came to the attention of publishers, performers, or scholars.
Only a few copies of Rauerij's original 1608 publication are
extant.

Both the R~pertoire international des sources musicales and

Sartori's Bibliografia list complete sets of part-books at the Augsburg
Staats- und Stadtbibliothek and at the Bayerische Staatsbibliothek
.
lil

MUillC
. h• 2

The two catalogs differ in their lists of libraries hold-

ing incomplete sets of part-books.

According to both, the Biblioteca

Comunale annessa al Conservatorio G. B. Martini in Bologna and

1

Johann Woltz, Nova musices organicae tabulatura (Basel:
Genath, 161 7); transcribed by Alfred Einstin in A collection of
instrumental music of the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries (manuscript, Northampton, Mass.: Smith College Archives, 194~), Vol.
VIII.
2

R~pertoire international des sources musicales, Part I:
Recueils imprim~s; xv1e-xvue siecles (Munich and Duisburg: G.
Henle, 1960), I, 418; Sartori, 1608f.

7

the Biblioteca del Conservatorio Santa Cecilia in Rome hold incomplete sets.

Sartori also lists partial sets in the Frankfurt

Stadt- und Universitatsbibliothek and in the Deutsche Staats bibliothek in Berlin; the Repertoire international des sources nus icales
cites incomplete sets at Helmstedt in the Bibliothek des Kantorats
zu St. Stephani, and in Cesena at the Biblioteca Comunale Malatestiana.
The outburst of musicological activity in the late nineteenth
century resulted in the listing of the Rauerij collection in two
monumental publications, Robert Eitner' s Bibliographie der MusikSammelwerke des XVI. und XVII. Jahrhunderts (Berlin: Liepmannssohn, 1877) and Gaetano Gaspari's Catalogo della biblioteca del
Liceo Musicale di Bologna (Bologna, 1890--).

The first modern

scholar to report on the Rauerij collection in more than bibliographical terms was Luigi Torchi, who gave it a single paragraph in La
musica istrumentale in Italia nei secoli XVI, XVII, e XVIII.

1

Torchi

pointed out some of the more obvious features of the collection,
such as the composers, the number of voices in the canzonas, the

1
A series of articles in Rivista Musicale
VIII (1897-1901) , reprinted separately under the
Fratelli Bocca, 1901). Reference to the Rauerij
Rivista Musicale Italiana, IV (1897), p . 611; and
the reprint.

Italiana, Vols. IVsame title (Torino:
collection is in
on pp . 30-31 of

8

imitative techniques, instrumentation, and dynamic markings, but he
found the general style to be piuttosto aride ("rather arid").
Torchi was hampered in his appraisal of the collection by having
for examination only an incomplete set of part-books.

His study

also reflects the undeveloped state of general knowledge regarding
the canzona at the time of its writing.
In 1904, Alfred Einstein made a manuscript score of the
Rauerij collection, using the set of parts at the Munich Hof- und
Staatsbibliothek (now Bayerische Staatsbibliothek) .

1

Hugo Riemann's Handbuch der Musikgeschichte devotes sev. . co 11ec t.10n. 2
era1 pages t o the Ra uer1J

Riemann realized the impor-

tance of the Rauerij collection, which he described as "a rich selection of thirty-six canzonas, all of which still belong to the old
style, but with addition of a basso seguente" (" Eine reiche Auswahl
von (36) Kanzonen, die s:tmtlich noch dem alten Stile angeMren,
aber mit Beigabe eines Basso seguente' ').

Riemann based his entire

discussion of the mature Renaissance canzona on the Rauerij collection.

After describing the contents, though with some inaccuracies,

1
2

Einstein, A collection of instrumental music, Vol. III.

Hugo Riemann, Handbuch der Musikgeschichte, Vol. II, Part
2: Das Generalbass- Zeitalter (Leipzig: Breitkopf & Hartel, 1911),
pp. 12&-139.

9

he presented a transcription of the four-part capriccio by Grillo
(No. 14) and an analysis and partial transcription of a canzon a
4 & 5 si placet by Merulo (No. 36).

He also provided a thematic

catalog of most of the remaining pieces.

Riemann's knowledge of

the collection was more thorough than that of Torchi, and he was
more secure in his understanding of the canzona in general
Riemann's Musikgeschichte in Beispielen (Leipzig: Breitkopf
& Hartel, 1912) contains four canzonas from Rauerij's collection

(Nos. 10, 13, 20, and 23).

One canzona each is by Luzzaschi

(Riemann, No. 73), Frescobaldi (No. 71), Antegnati (No. 70), and
Merulo (No. 51).

Merulo's canzona is in five parts; the others are

in four parts.
Andr~ Pirro included Diruta's intabulation of Gabrieli's La
spiritata (No. 1 in Rauerij's collection) for his article on the art
of the organists in Lavignac and La Laurencie's EncyclopMie de la
musique et dictionnaire du conservatoire.

1

Pirro considered the

coloration in the intabulation to be the work of Gabriell himself,
rather than Diruta's.

1
Andr~ Pirro, '' L' Art des organistes,'' Encyclop~die de la
musique et dictionnaire du conservatoire, ed. Albert Lavignac and
Lionel de la Laurencie, Part 2: Technique-esthetique-pMagogie, II,
1191-1194.

10
Gino Tagliapietra presented two pieces from the Rauerij collection in his Antologia di musica antica e moderna, a collection of
keyboard music from the sixteenth to the twentieth centuries.

1

Both

compositions, Luzzaschi's Canzon decima and Gabrieli's La spiritata
(intabulated by Diruta), had been reprinted by Riemann and Pirro
(see above).

Tagliapietra's edition, with its questionable scholar-

ship and its fanciful performance directions, contributes little to the
field of musicology.
Alfred Einstein edited Gabriell's four-part canzonas (Rauerij
Nos. 1-4) for Schott's Antigua series in 1933.

2

In his study of the early Italian ensemble sonata, Arthur
Schlossberg referred to the "momentous" (wichtig) Rauerij collection, which he called "the leading repertory of the age" (dem Hauptrepertoire der Zeit).

3

The most important study of the canzona- in general is Eunice
D. Cracker's excellent Introductory study of the Italian canzona for

1

Gino Tagliapietra (ed.), Antologia di musica antica e moderna, Vol II: Grandi maestri del XVI sec. (Milan: Ricardi, 1931),
pp. 25-26; 67-69.
2

Giovanni Gabriell, Canzoni per sonare a quattro, ed. Alfred
Einstein (Mainz: B. Schott's S(jhne, 1933).
3
Artur Schlossberg, Die italienische Sonata fUr mehrere
Instrumente im 17. Jahrhundert (Heidelberg: Heidelberger Studien,
1932 [actually 1936?]), pp. 9, 13- 15.

11

instrumental ensembles and of its influence upon the baroque sonata
(unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Radcliff College, 1943).

Crocker

(Mrs. J. V. Gilmore) worked under the guidance of Alfred Einstein
and had access to Einstein's voluminous collection of manuscript
scores.

She divided the history of the canzona into three main

periods; like Riemann she assigned to the Rauerij collection a position of importance as a landmark at the close of the first major
phase of the canzona's development, a Renaissance phenomenon at
the threshold of the Baroque.

Rather than treating the Rauerij

collection separately as a whole, Crocker distributed her treatment
of the thirty-six canzonas among discussions of what she considered to be distinct stylistic schools of composition at various Italian cities.

She has quoted several musical examples from the

Rauerij collection and presented a score, based on Einstein's manuscript, of the Canzon settima "La Mazzuola" by Maschera.

1

Ob-

viously Crocker knew the collection well, and this knowledge,
coupled with her outstanding background in the field of the canzona
in general, has made her discussion of the Rauerij collection particularly valid.

On the other hand, the comprehensive nature of

her project prohibits any lengthy treatment of single pieces or

1

crocker, Musical Supplement.

12

collections.

Her commentary on the individual compositions is nec-

essarily brief, devoting rarely as much as an entire page to a
single composition and occasionally dismissing with a few sentences
several canzonas at a time.

Despite such scanty commentary,

Crocker has given more information on the Rauerij collection than
have all her predecessors.
Hans T. David's manuscript score of an eight-part canzona
by Gabrieli (Rauerij No. 27) has contributed to Gustave Reese's discussion of the canzona for instrumental ensembles in Music in the
Renaissance.

1

Helmut M()nkemeyer's edition of Venezianische Canzonen
(Mainz: B. Schott's SOhne, 1958) contains eight four-part canzonas

from the Rauerij collection, one by Luzzaschi (Rauerij No. 10), one
by Guami (No. 6), two by Maschera (Nos. 7, 8), three by Grillo (Nos.
14-16), and one by Frescobaldi (No. 13).

Two of these eight can-

zonas (Nos. 10 and 14) were previously made available by Riemann.
William McKee has included the two canzonas by Maschera
(Rauerij Nos. 7 and 8) in The music of Florentio Maschera (15401584) (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, North Texas State University, 1958).
1

McKee has presented an edition of the canzonas and

Gustave Reese, Music in the Renaissance {New York: W. W.
Norton, 1954), p. 551.

13
discussed them in his analytical commentary on the collected works
of Maschera.
In summary, fourteen of the thirty-six canzonas in the

Rauerij collection have reached modern publication.

Twelve of

these are four-part canzonas, and the others are for five voices.
The editions are chiefly the work of Riemann, Einstein, and
Ml1nkemeyer.
Most of the compositions in the collection, including five
four-part canzonas, five five-part canzonas, eleven eight-part canzonas, and one a 16, have never been reprinted in modern edition.
Analysis and commentary on the collection have been sparse.
The remarks of Torchi and Riemann are now half a century old,
and they have been supplemented chiefly in unpublished studies by
Crocker and McKee.

Commentary has been confined generally to

brief descriptions of the collection; analysis has not touched more
than a handful of the pieces.

No detailed study devoted primarily

to the Rauerij collection exists.
The purpose of this dissertation, then, is to present an
analytical study and a complete edition of the Rauerij collection.
The analytical study is supplemented by additional material on
various related subjects, including a historical sketch of Italy in
the late sixteenth century; a study of the use and function of
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instrumental music in Venice and Ferrara, the chief Italian centers
of instrumental music in the late Renaissance; a survey of Italian
forms and types of instrumental music in the late-sixteenth and
early-seventeenth centuries, with particular reference to the growth
of the canzona; biographical material on the twelve composers represented in the Rauerij collection; and commentary on the output
and musical style of these composers, especially as related to their
instrumental music.

CHAPTER I
INSTRUMENTAL MUSIC IN VENICE AND FERRARA
Italy in the Sixteenth Century
During the first half of the sixteenth century, Italy was a
battleground for contesting foreign powers greedy for the spoils of
the defenseless Italian city-states.

The chief protagonists were

France, Spain, and the Holy Roman Empire.

The marriage of

Philip I (1478-1506), son of Emperor Maximilian I, to Joanna the
Mad (147~1555), daughter of Ferdinand and Isabella of Spain,
united the Austrian Habsburgs with the lineage of Spain.

During

the reign (1519- 1556) of Emperor Charles V (1500-1558), who was
also Charles I of Spain, Spain and the Empire formed a single political entity.

France's Italian adventures began in 1494 with an

invasion by the Army of Charles VIII (1470-1498) of the house of
Valois, who attempted to make good an old French claim on the
kingdom of Naples.

The attempt failed, but Charles's successor

Louis XII (1462-1515) captured Milan in 1499; he, in turn, was expelled in 1512 by a coalition of Spaniards, Venetians, and Swiss
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mercenaries in the service of Pope Julius II (pope from 150~1513).
Francis I (1494-1547) followed Louis to the French throne, and
after recapturing Milan in 1515, met final defeat in Italy at the
hands of Spain in 1525.

Charles V, as king of Spain, now ruled

the older Spanish holdings of the Two Sicilies as well as the
newly acquired duchy of Milan.

Charles abdicated in 1556, leaving

Spain to his son Philip II (1527-1598).

Philip confirmed his fa-

ther's Italian gains by thwarting the final French attempt under
Henry II (1519-1559) to regain a foothold in Italy.

The peace of

Citeau Cambresis, signed in 1559, made Spain the supreme political
force in Italy.

1

In addition to the Spanish dominions, which reached from the

Alps to Sicily, Italy was composed of independent states, the most
important of which were the duchy of Savoy, in the Piedmont region
of northwestern Italy; the republic of Venice, reaching in the northeast from the Adda River to the Adriatic Sea; Genoa, on the Mediterranean and south of Milan and Savoy; the marquisate of Monferrato and the duchy of Mantua, under Gonzaga; the duchy of Parma
and Piacenza, under the Farnese; the duchy of Ferrara, Modena,
and Reggio, under the Este; the grand duchy of Tuscany, under the
1

John Addington Symonds and Luigi Villari (in part), ''Italy,"
Eycyclopaedia britannica, 14th ed., XII (1937), 796-798.
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Medici; and the Papal State.

1

A multitude of lesser states, most

of them insignificant, completed the Italian map.

In general, des-

potic, oligarchial governments prevailed in the Italian states, although in some cases the impotent apparatus of older republican
institutions survived.
True to the Renaissance custom, the composers represented
in the Rauerij collection traveled widely.

All were active in north-

ern Italy, and some made extended visits north of the Alps in Bavaria and Austria.

Their activities revolved chiefly around the

churches and courts of Venice and Ferrara, the leading Italian
centers of instrumental music.

Of the twelve composers, eight

spent substantial portions of their lives in the republic of Venice.
Gabrieli, Guami, Merulo, Grillo, and Bartolini served at the church
of San Marco in the capital, while Antegnati, Lappi, and Maschera
held posts in the territorial city of Brescia.

Luzzaschi and Fres-

cobaldi were Ferrarese, although Frescobaldi spent most of his
creative life in Rome.

Of the two remaining composers, the itin-

erant Massaino, born in Cremona, never became permanently established in any of the cities in which he was employed, and practically nothing is lmown of the life of Bastiano Chilese.
1 Luigi Salvatorelli, A concise history of Italy, trans. Bernard
Miall (New York: Oxford University Press, 1940), p. 416.
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Venice
Historical Background
Venice reached the height of her wealth and power during
the fifteenth century.

At her zenith she was a major political

power, with large holdings on the Italian mainland.

Her empire

of islands and coastal areas in the Adriatic and eastern Mediterranean Seas gave her absolute control over European trade with
the Orient.
The rise of the Ottoman Turks signalled the downturn in
Venetian fortunes.

Venice waged war repeatedly with the Turks

throughout the fifteenth, sixteenth, and seventeenth centuries, gradually losing her maritime possessions.

The capture in 1453 of

Constantinople by the Turks and the subsequent discovery of new
trade routes to Asia resulted in the diversion of commerce away
from the Mediterranean in favor of the Atlantic, a shift which
proved disastrous to Venice.

The League of Cambrai, a coalition

of European powers instigated by the pope, jealous of Venetian
power, humbled Venice in the Battle of Agnadello (1510).

Venice

lost all of her mainland dominions, but dissension among the victors
enabled her to recover her losses.
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The decline of Venice was slow despite her misfortunes, and
she long remained a formidable political power, though her splendor
reflected the vitality of an age that had passed.

1

Political and Social Structure
Although nominally a republic, Venice was in realily an oligarchy.

The popular assembly, formerly entrusted with the election

of the doge, was powerless after the twelfth century and met only
to hear the name of the new doge announced.

All political power

was in the hands of an elite, a dynastic caste of nobles.

The base

of political power was the Grand Council, restricted to nobles who
could prove a paternal ancestor on the council.

Those eligible for

election to the council were registered in the Libro d'oro and could
assert their hereditary right to a seat on the council on reaching
the age of twenty-five.
grew to 1671 in 1506.

2

3

From its original size of 480, the council
As a governing body, the council was too

1

Pompeo Molmenti, Venice, its individual growth from the
earliest beginnings to the fall of the republic, trans. Horatio F.
Brown (London: John Murray, 1906-1908), Part 2, Vol. II, p. 175.
2

[Edward Smedley], Sketches from Venetian history ("The
family library," Nos. 43-44; New York: Harper and Brothers,
1837), I, 162.
3

salvatorelli, A concise history of Italy, pp. 420-423, outlines the Venetian political and social structure.
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large to be effective.

Consequently the actual operation of the gov-

ernment was entrusted to several smaller bodies appointed or elected
by the council

Among these were the senate, which varied in mem-

bership from sixty to three hundred, am whose jurisdiction covered
foreign, commercial, and military affairs; the Quarantia, a supreme
civil and criminal court of forty members, which had certain political and administrative powers; the Council of Ten, including three
inquisitors, which achieved extraordinary power due to a clause
that referred to them all matters demanding the utmost secrecy; the
Collegio, which was created to assist the senate, but eventually surpassed it in authority over state, maritime, military, and financial
affairs; and finally, the doge, who was the official figurehead of the
state and executor of the decisions made by the Grand Council
The doge's powers were negligible; yet his prestige and his prerogative to make proposals to the council gave him a large measure
of indirect authority.
The doge, together with the three heads of the juridicial
Quarantia and its six ducal councillors (savii), formed the Serenissima Signoria Veneta, which convoked the Grand Council and presided over it.

The Signoria and Collegio constituted the full

Collegio, the supreme organ of the state.

It opened dispatches,
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received ambassadors, and decided on special kinds of administrative and ecclesiastical controversies.
Below the Venetian nobles or majores in the social structure,
were the mediocres, engaged in commerce or the liberal arts, and
minores, who were the craftsmen, boatmen, and fishermen of Venice.
The mediocres and minores had no political rights and could express
themselves only in their corporazioni delle arti, which were technical and professional organizations, and in their scuole, which were
religiously oriented confraternities.

Membership in the scuole

grandi was restricted to the mediocres.
Venetian Splendor around 1600
The magnificence of Venice at its height inspired the admiration of the world.

The reaction of Philippe de Comines (c.

1445--1509), a French statesman and historian who served as ambassador from the court of Charles VIII, is typical.

Comines de-

scribes his entry into the city and his first trip along the Grand
Canal thus:
Sure in mine opinion it is the goodliest streete in the world
and the best built, and reacheth in length from the one end
of the towne to the other. Their buildings are high and
stately, and all of fine stone. The ancient houses be all
painted; but the rest that haue been built within these hundred yeeres haue their front all of white marble brought
thither out of !stria an hundred miles thence, and are
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beautified with many great peeces of Porphire and Sarpentine.
In the most part of them are at the least two chambers., the seeling
whereof is gilded, the mantle-trees of the chimneies verie rich,
to wit, of grauen marble, the bedsteds gilded, the presses
painted and vermeiled with golde, and maruellous well furnished
with stuff e. To be short, it is the most triumphant citie that
euer I sawe, and where ambassadors and strangers are most
honorably entertained, the commonwealth best gouerned, and
God most deuoutly serued; so far foorth that notwithstanding
they haue diuers imperfections, yet thinke I verily that God
prospereth them, because of the reuerence they beare to the
seruice of the church.1
The prosperity of Venice depended upon trade, and in the
Rialto district the business of the world was transacted.

2

On the

Grand Canal, across from the Rialto stood the Fondaco de'Tedeschi.
Originally a palace for the signoria, it was later leased to the
German merchants as a commercial depot and clubhouse.

It is de-

scribed by the Saxon court historiographer Hieronymus Megiserus
(Megiser, c. 1553-1618):
It covers 512 schuch and has on its exterior 22 shops from
which much gold is derived annually. In this House there are

1

Extract from Memoires de Philippe de Comines (written
1489-1498), trans. Thomas Danett (1596), quoted in Smedley, II, 115.
Similar testimonials by Pietro Casola, a Milanese canon who visited
Venice in 1494--1495, are quoted in Maud F. Jerrold's Italy in the
Renaissance (Boston: John W. Luce, 1928), pp. 110, 118f., 126.
See also Molmenti, Part 2, Vol.' I, pp. 6o--65.
2
Jacob Burckhardt, The civilization of the Renaissance in
Italy, trans. S. G. C. Middlemore (London: George Allen & Unwin
Ltd., 1928), p. 63. Burckhardt, relying on the writings of M. Antonio Sabellico, describes the commercial activity in the Rialto.
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200 chambers and apartments (Losamenten). The community
derives a tremendous benefit and income from this House on
account of the great trade conducted by the Germans. By
reason of this, they receive high privileges from the authorities.l
The close commercial ties binding Venice and Germany created a concomitant bond in the field of music.

This expressed itself

in the migration of Venetian musicians, among them Gabrieli and
Guami, to the courts and chapels of Germany, and in visits to Venice by Hans Leo Hassler (1564-1612) and Heinrich Schutz (15851672).
During those periods of the sixteenth century when she was
not at war, Venice devoted herself to enhancing the magnificence of
the capital

The ducal palace was rebuilt immediately following its

destruction by fire in 1576.

Titian (c. 1477-1576) and Giorgione

(c. 1478-1510) decorated in fresco the exterior of the German
Fondaco.

2

Even the old dungeons were replaced by new prisons

connected to the ducal palace by the Ponte della Paglia, better
known as the Ponte dei Sospiri (Bridge of Sighs).

1

The Rialto

Hieronymus Megiserus, Paradisus deliciarum, or Beschreibung der wunderbaren Stadt Venedig (Leipzig, 1610), p. 127, quoted
in Hans Joachim Moser, Heinrich Schutz, his life and work, trans.
Carl F. Pfatteicher (St. Louis: Concordia Publishing House, 1959),
p. 53.

2

Smedley, ,II, 198.
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bridge was constructed, and the piazza di San Marco was completed.

1

Church and State
Religious and civil elements were closely interwoven in Venetian life, and the state exerted powerful controls over ecclesiastical affairs.
aloof from Rome.

Venice was devoutly Catholic, but held herself
The senate, recognizing the strength of Venetian

popular piety, encouraged the blurring of distinction between Church
and state.

State functions had an aura of religious ritual, and the

doge adopted a half-clerical aspect in the great civic processions. 2
Until 1509, the Venetian Church recognized no spiritual authority
other than God and maintained that the authority of a council of
bishops was above that of the pope.

3

In order that the Church

might serve the best interests of the state, the senate reserved
for itself the right to appoint the Venetian patriarchs and bishops,
submitting them to Rome for approval and occasionally installing
1
65-70.

Smedley, II, 237 f.

See also Molmenti, Part 2, Vol I, pp.

2
will Durant, The story of civilization, Part V: The Renaissance (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1953), p. 291. See also
Burckhardt, p. 73.
3

Durant, p. 292.
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them despite papal rejection.

1

Laws of the republic regulated the

activity of ecclesiastics, particularly in matters of jurisdiction,
revenue collection, and ecclesiastical courts.

Five times between

1173 and 1605, Venetian independence in religious affairs led to
papal interdict.

2

San Marco and Its Music
If Venice was, as Burckhardt suggests, the "jewel-casket of

the world" (The civilization of the Renaissance in Italy, p. 62), then
the prize jewel was the church of San Marco.

Horatio F. Brown

has written a concise history and description of the edifice:
The church of St. Mark's, originally the private chap.e l of the
doge, is unique among the buildings of the world in respect
of its unparalleled richness of material and decoration. It
grew with the growing state whose religious centre it was,
and was adorned with the spoils of countless other buildings,
both in the East and on the Italian mainland. A law of the
republic required every merchant trading to the East to bring
back some material for the adornment of the fane. Indeed,
the building has been compared to the treasure den of a gang
of " sea sharkers," and from a museum of sculpture of the
most varied kind, nearly every century from the fourth down
to the latest Renaissance being represented. The present
church is the third on this site. Soon after the concentration
at Rialto, a small wooden church was erected about the year
828 for the reception of the relics of St. Mark, which had

1
Durant, p. 291.

2

Molmenti, Part 2, Vol I, pp. 22-23.
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been brought from Alexandria when the Moslems pulled down
the church where he was buried. St. Mark then became the
patron saint of Venice in place of St. Theodore. This church
was burned in 976 along with the ducal palace in the insurrection against the Doge Candiano IV. Pietro Orseolo and
his successors rebuilt the church on a larger scale in the
form of a basilica with three eastern apses and no transept,
and Byzantine workmen were employed. As the state grew
in wealth and importance the church grew with it. About the
year 1063 the Doge Contarini resolved to remodel St. Mark's.
There can be no doubt that Byzantine artists had a large
share in the work, but it is equally certain that Lombard
workmen were employed along with the Orientals, and thus
St. Mark's became, as it were, a workshop in which two
styles, Byzantine and Lombard, met and were fused together,
giving birth to a new style, peculiar to the district, which
may fairly be called Veneto-Byzantine.l
In the eastern end of San Marco, behind a marble rood-

screen were two facing choir-lofts, each with its own organ, an
arrangement well suited to the development of the polychoral musical style for which Venice was famous.

2

Thomas Coryat (c.

1577-1617), an English traveler and writer, described the interior
of the choir as follows:
At both sides of it are two exceeding faire payre of Organs,
whose pipes are of silver, especially those on the left hand

1

Horatio F. Brown, "Venice," Encyclopaedia britannica, 11th
ed., XXVII, 996-997.
2

carl von Winterfeld, Johannes Gabriell und sein Zeitalter
(Berlin: Schlesinger, 1834), I, 3; August Wilhelm Ambros, Geschichte
der Musik (1st. ed. Vols. I-III, 1862-1868), 3rd. ed. revised and enlarged (Leipzig: F. E. C. Lueckart, 1887-1909), Vol. III (ed. Otto
Kade), p. 520.
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as you come in from the body of the Church, having the brasen
winged Lyon of S. Marks on the top, and the images of two
Angels at the sides: under them this is written in faire golden
letters, Hoc rarissimum opus Urbanus Venetus F.1
According to Coryat, musicians were often stationed at other
locations in the church than the two choir-lofts:
On the left hand as you goe into the Quire, is a very faire
Pulpit supported with eleven rich pillars of changeable-coloured
marble: at the toppe whereof there is a round place supported
by sixe pillars more of Porphyrie. Also right opposite unto
this Pulpit on the right hand is another faire round thing made
in the forme of a Pulpit, wherein the Singing men do sing upon
Sundaies and festivale daies. This room is supported with nine
pillars more of very curious marble. 2
Coryat's testimony is supported in a drawing by Canaletto
(Antonio Canal, 1697-1768).

Caneletto's drawing, dated 1766, shows

that in the eighteenth century not only the right hand platform, but
possibly the pulpit itself served to accommodate musicians.

3

San Marco was the center of religious activity, but not until
180 7, ten years after the fall of the republic, did it become the

1

Thomas Coryat, Coryat's crudities (1611), modern reprint
(Glasgow: The University Press, 1905), I, 354.
2
Coryat, I, 353.

3
oenis Arnold, "Ceremonial music in Venice at the time of
the Gabriell's," Proceedings of the Royal Musical Association,
LXXXII (1955-56). Caneletto's drawing is reproduced facing p. 47.
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cathedral of Venice.

Under the republic the episcopal see was at-

tached to the minor church of San Pietro di Castello.

1

To oversee the care and operation of San Marco, the state
provided a body of Procuratori, who were among the most esteemed
officers of the republic.

Founded perhaps in the twelfth century,

under the reign of Ziani (Doge 1173-1178), the Procuratori consisted at first of one, then three, then for several centuries, nine
members.

In later times, the membership rose as high as fifty.

2

Occasionally the honorary title was given a foreigner whose name
was enrolled in the Libro d'oro.

The Procuratori functioned chiefly

as guardians of the church and treasure of San Marco.

The cappella

of San Marco was under their jurisdiction, and they supervised the
music-making in San Marco in matters great and small.

They en-

gaged the maestri and the organists, regulated the order and discipline of the choir, provided for dusting the organs, and took measures to control the mice, whose appetite for leather and organ pipes
posed a continual threat to the instruments.

3

1
Durant, p. 294.
2
3

Smedley, I, 68--69.
Molmenti, Part 2, Vol. II, pp. 35-36.
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The cappella of San Marco was organized in 1403 by the
signory of Doge Steno.
tion in singing.

1

Eight boys were chosen and given instruc-

The second organ was installed in 1490, and the

following year Fossis became the first recorded maestro.

2

In 1562,

the cappella was divided into the cappella piccola for boys and the
cappella grande.

This arrangement did not last long, and soon the

cappella piccola was disbanded, although the training of boys to supplement the cappella continued.
singers in 1597.

3

The cappella comprised seventeen

4

The instrumental groups at San Marco were called the concerti.

They are first mentioned by an act dated January 29, 1567

(1566 according to the Venetian calendar) in which Girolamo da
Udine, a famous cornet player was established as capo de' concerti
("head of the concerti").

Girolamo and his brothers Zuanne and

Nicolo were to receive an aggregate annual salary of thirty ducats.
In 1601, Zuanne da Bassan (Giovanni Bassano) detto dal cornetto

1
winterfeld, I, 25; Francesco Caffi, Storia della musica nella
g1a capella ducale di San Marco in Venezia dal 1318 al 1798 (Venice:
Antonelli, 1854-1855; reprinted, Milan: Bollettino Bibliografico Musicale, 1931), I, 39.
2
winterfeld, I, 197.
3
4

caffi, I, 4o-42.
Caffi, II, 39.
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became head of the instrumentalists.

He, together with the sur-

viving brothers Zuanne and Nicolo da Udine, were paid thir y d ucats
each per year.

1

At about this time six players, cornetists and

trombonists, were permanent employees of San Marco.

2

The cap-

pella continued lo grow, and in 1626 Giovanni Rovetta, in the preface to his Salmi concertati (Venice: Magni, 1626), spoke of "not
only thirty and more singers, but twenty and more players of wind
and string instruments. ,,

3

For additional resources the cappella

· could draw on some forty-four boys including those trained specifically for the services at San Marco, as well as pupils from the
Seminario di S. Marco, a school for boys preparing to e1 ter the
church.

4

Special Church and state occasions called for still further

augmentation by hiring extra musicians for the event.

The archive

records show that for a festival in 1568 the basilica hired eight

l Caffi, II, 56.
2
nenis Arnold, "Con ogni sorte di stromenti: some practical
suggestions," Brass Quarterly, II (1958-59), 104.
3

claudio Sartori, Bibliografia della musica strumentali italiana
stampata in Italia fino al 1700 (Florence: Olschki, 1952), 1626a, "non
tanto trenta, e phi Cantori, ma venti, e piu Instrumentisti da fiato,e
da area. '
4william Kimmel, Polychoral music and the Venetian school
(unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Univ. of Rochester, Eastman School
of Music, 1943), pp. 56, 124; Caffi, I, 43.
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extra instrumentalists, including six cornet player~, a cornamusa
player, and a flautist.

1

On August 19, 1586, Giovanni Gabrieli re-

ceived ten ducats with which to pay twelve instrumentalis ts hired
for the eve of the feast of the Ascension.

The instrument alists had

been grouped in three concerti, two near organs and one nel pale~
fatto appresso il pergola dell' evangelio ("on the platform buil near
the pulpit").

2

For Christmas Eve and Christmas Mass in 1603, fo ur-

teen temporary instrumentalists were engaged.

Among them were six

trombonists, three cornetists, two violinists, and single players of
bassoon, violin, and a small organ on a platform.
were paid by Giovanni Gabriell.

Again the players

3

Thus, instrumental music thoroughly permeated San Mar co.
Instruments played in vocal music or performed independent instrumental compositions.

In vocal music instruments doubled or re-

placed voices or choirs of voices.

After the turn of the century,

1
Arnold, "Con ogni sorte di stromenti," p. 104.
musa was a soft double-reed instrument.

The corna-

2
nenis Arnold, "Towards a biography of Giovanni Gabrieli,"
Musica Disciplina, XV (1961), 200.
3
Arnold, "Towards a biography of Giovanni Gabriell," p. 204.
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vocal compositions frequently included obbligato parts in which instrumental performance was specified.

1

For the Procuratori, the music at San Marco was a means of
projecting to the world the splendor and glory of Venice.

The cap-

pella was one of the largest in Europe, and its members were recruited from the leading music centers of the continent.
to Venice were properly impressed.

Visitors

Albrecht DUrer (1471-1528)

wrote in his diary that the strings played so beautifully that the
players "could not hold back their tears. "

2

Jean Baptiste Duval, ambassador from Henry IV of France to
Venice, heard Mass in San Marco on Christmas day, 1607, and reported afterward how sonorous the music, with double organ and a
large orchestra, particulierement de trombones, cornets a bouquin
et dessus de viollons ("particularly of trombones, cornets, and
treble violons ") sounded to him.

3

The following year, Thomas

1

Arnold, "C eremonial music in Venice," pp. 53 ff.; Denis Arnold, ''B rass instruments in the Italian church music of the sixteenth
and early se venteenth centuries," Brass Quarterly, I (1957-58), 88 ff.;
Kimmel, pp. 126-234.
2

Moser, Heinrich Schutz, p. 51.

3
Andre Pirr6, Schutz (Paris: FHix Alcan, 1924), pp. 18-19.
See also Egon Kenton, ''The ' brass' parts in Giovanni Gabrieli's
instrumental ensemble compositions," Brass Quarterly, I (1957- 58),
76.
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Coryat on his Venetian visit attended the Feast of the Assumption,
at which he judged the viol-player and wind-section to be of the
highest quality:
I heard much good musicke in Saint Markes Church, but especially that of a treble viol! which was so excellent, that I
thinke no man could surpasse it. Also there were sagbuts
and cornets as at St. Laurence feast which yielded passing
good mus ick.1
Instrumental Music at Other Churches
San Marco, although the most important church in Venice, was
only one of a total of 120 churches in the city during the sixteenth
century.

2

Undoubtedly many of these were small and of little con-

sequence to the musical life of the city, but at least a few were
more ambitious and enjoyed a level of musical practice suggestive
of San Marco itself.
01

Duval describes a Vesper ser vice held in 1607

he eve of St. Theodore, an importan1 Venetian festival, in the

church o San Salvatore:
A cancer was presented by the besl local vocal and ins lr urnental musicians with six portable organs, in addition to the

1

Coryat, I, 388.

2Giacorno Benvenuti (ed.), Istituzioni e monurnenti dell'arte
musicale italiana, Vol. I: Andrea e Giovanni Gabrieli e la rnusica
strurnentale in San Marco, Torno I: Musiche strurnentali e "per cantar et sonar" sino al 1590 (Milan: Ricardi, 1931), xxxii.
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very good church organ, and trombones, oboes, viols, lutes,
[cornets,] recorders, [and flageolets] . . . . The musical harmony is very sonorous; they sing very well in their own style,
to which, to be sure, one must first accustom oneself as it is
quite different from our own.1
In April 1609, Duval attended Complines for the Feast of

San Rocco in the church of the Frari, where the voices and instruments were fort bien concert~s ("most effectively combined").

He

mentions two portative organs, trombones, lutes, archlutes (th~orbes),
cornets, and bass viols (basses de violon).

There was also un

joueur de flageollet qui fit merveilles ("a flageolet player who did
marvels").

2

The churches of the cities in Venice's mainland dominions
shared the predilection for instruments.

The cathedral in Treviso

used trombones and violins for Christmas Eve in 1596, and the regulations for the cappella of the Basilica of St. Anthony in Padua

1

"II s'y fit un concert des meilleurs mus1c1ens qu'ils eussent,
tant de voix que d'instruments, principalement de six petits jeux
d'orgues, oultre celuy de l'eglise qui est fort bon, et des trombones
ou sacqueboutes, haultbois, violles, viollons, luths, cornets a bouquins, fleustes douces et flageollets. .. . Leurs accords et musique
est fort remplie et ils chantent bien selon leur mode que l'on ne
gouste pas du premier abord pour n'y prendre pas beaucoup de
plaiser, et la trouue differente de nostre usage," Pirro, Schutz,
p. 18; transl after Moser, Heinrich Schutz, p. 59.
2

Pirro, Schutz, p. 19.
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1
provided for as many as six permanent instrumentalists. · Brescia,
near the western extreme of Venice's dominions, honored the return of Cardinal Morisini in 1591 with a truly sumptuous musical
display.

On two successive days the celebration of Mass included

performances of a polychoral motet, Ego te tutti, by Lelia Bertano,
maestro di cappella at the cathedral.

Four choirs participated.

The

first comprised outstanding singers, accompanied by Costanzo Antegnati at the organ; the second choir was made up of a regale (reed
organ) and four viole e voci; the third, of tromboni and cornetti;
and the fourth, of an organo portatile con violoni e con voci.

2

The Scuole
The scuole (see above, p . 21) played an important part in
Venetian musical life.

There were six of the scuole grandi in Ven-

ice, whose members were chiefly laymen from the class of mediocres.
The scuole were wealthy, and they expended large sums in decorating churches and celebrating religious festivals.

84-86.

The feast of the

1
Arnold, "Brass instruments in Italian church music," pp.

2

Emilie Elsner Untersuchung der instrumentalen Besetzungspraxis der weltlichen Musik im 16 . Jahrhundert in ltalien (Berlin
Univ. diss., 1935), p. 55.
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patron saint of a scuola was an occasion for special celebration .

In

1516, the Scuola di Sant' Orsola hired players of trumpets and pifferi (shawms) to perform at the Rialto and in the piazza di San
Marco on the eve of Saint Ursula's day.

1

The richest of the con-

fraternities was the Scuola di San Rocco, which in 1608 had an
income of about 6,000 English pounds per year.
owned a splendid building.
nently employed.

2

The institution

Probably some musicians were perma-

For special occasions the scuola hired additional

personnel, including, perhaps, some of the cappella of San Marco,
Coryat was present in 1608 when the Scuola di San Rocco honored
its patron saint.

He describes the scuola and its luxurious build-

ing, the room with altar and candles, in which the service was to
be held, finally the feast itself:
This feast consisted principally of Musicke, which was both
vocall and instrumental, so good, so delectable, so rare, so
admirable, so superexcellent, that it did even ravish and stupifie all those strangers that never heard the like. But how
others were affected with it I know not; for mine owne part I
can say this, that I was for the time even rept up with Saint
Paul into the third heaven. Sometimes there sung sixeteene
or twenty men together, having their master or moderator to
keepe them in order; and when they sung, the instrumental!
musitians played also. Sometimes sixeteene played together
upon their instruments, ten Sagbuts, foure Cornets, and two

1
Istituzioni e monumenti, I, li; Elsner, p. 17.
2

Coryat, I, 389 .
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Violdegambaes of an extraordinary greatness; sometimes tenne,
sixe Sagbuts and foure Cornets; sometimes two, a Comet and a
treble violl. Of those treble viols I heard three severall there,
whereof each was so good, especially one that I observed above
the rest, that I never heard the like before. Those that played
upon the treble viols, sung and played together and sometimes
two singular fellow es played together upon Theorboes, to which
they sung also, who yeelded admirable sweet musicke, but so
still that they could scarce be heard but by those that were
very neare them . These two Theorbists concluded that nights
musicke, which continued three whole bowers at the least. For
they beganne about five of the clocke, and ended not before
eight. Also it continued as long in the morning: at every time
that every severall musicke played, the Organs, whereof there
are seven faire paire in that room, standing al in a rowe together, plaied with them.l
Public Celebrations and Ceremonies
While Venice declined in political importance during the sixteenth century, her capacity for pleasure in the fruits of her earlier
labors increased.

The great ceremonies and festivals, which played

an ever-increasing role in Venetian public life, served to distract
the populace from the loss of its civil rights and to mask from the
world the decline of the republic.

The festive and ceremonial tra-

ditions of Venice were centuries old, and in the sixteenth century
they gave ri.se to exhibitions of splendor and magnificence unrivalled
1

coryat, pp. 390-391. For further discussion on the Scuola
di San Rocco see Denis Arnold, "Music at the Scuola di San
Rocco," Music and Letters, XL (1959), 22~241; Arnold, "Towards
a biography of Giovanni Gabrieli," pp. 199 ff.
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in any city or in any previous age.

Military victories, the corona-

tion of a doge or dogaressa, Church and state festivals, and the reception of important visitors occasioned outbursts of brilliant celebration.
When in 1571 news of the great naval victory over the Turks
at Lepanto reached Venice, the doge and his cortege proceeded at
once to San Marco, where they heard a Te Deum and high Mass.
Solemn processions continued for four days in the capital and in
cities throughout the dominion.

The streets of Venice were filled

for many days with pageantry and parades by companies of manufacturers and merchants, with masks and musical instruments.

At night

the revelry continued in illuminated booths adorned with paintings
by celebrated artists.

1

The German residents reported hearing

music of trumpets, pifferi, and drums all night long, while they
themselves contributed to the rejoicing with music from the arbors
of the Fondaco.

2

The feast of St. Justina, on which the battle was

fought, was proclaimed a perpetual anniversary.

Later in the same

year a state banquet included a music drama, the Trionfo di Cristo
per la vittoria contra i Turchi.

1
2

Smedley, II, 228.
Elsner, p. 85.

The text, by Celio Magno, presents
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a cast of biblical and other religious figures, including David, who
compares the deeds of Venice with his own, various saints, archangels, and a choir of angels, all extolling the virtues of the victors.
Angelo Solerti has reprinted part of the .text in an article on early
Venetian music drama.

1

At Carnival season the following year, the

victory at Lepanto was the subject of an elaborate allegorical procession.

Seven ensembles employing a total of more than 180 sing-

ers and instrumentalists participated.

The process ion, which made

its way from the Chiesa della Madonna dell' Orto to San Marco,
Santo Stefano, and San Samuele, comprised various vehicles (carri),
probably floats and chariots, and groups of maskers in appropriate
allegorical attire.

Andrea Gabriell (c. 1520-1586), then organist

at San Marco, composed the music for at least part of the celebration.

To him can be ascribed three madrigals sung by choruses

representing Europe, Asia, and Africa.

They were four-part com-

positions published later in his Madrigali et ricercari a quattro
voci (Venice: Angelo Gardano, 1589).

2

The three choruses

1Angelo Solerti, "Le rappresentazioni musicali di Venezia
dal 1571-1605," Rivista Musicale Italiana, IX (1902), 509; see also
Molmenti, Part 2, Vol. II, p. 41.
2

sartori, 1589c.
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concluded with a twelve-part tutti for which the music is not preserved.1
The coronation of the doge took place against a background
of bell-ringing and artillery salutes from galleys anchored in the
basin of San Marco.

The newly elected doge was escorted by the

six savii from his home, first to the ducal palace, then to San
Marco, where he showed himself to the people.

After hearing Mass,

the doge swore fidelity to the constitution and received the ducal
mantle and the standard of the republic.

He then was carried in a

wooden pulpit around the piazza of San Marco.

Arsenal hands

opened a path through the crowds, to whom the doge threw handfulls of gold and silver coins.

The procession terminated at the

Giants' Staircase on the exterior of the ducal palace, where on the
top step the doge was crowned with the corno ducale (the ducal
bonnet).

An official banquet brought the ceremony to a close, but

the popular celebration continued for three days.

2

Equally impressive were the coronations of the dogaresse,
providing ample opportunity for serenades and spectacles.

These

1
Alfred Einstein, in The Italian madrigal, trans. Alexander
Krappe, Roger H. Sessions, and Oliver Strunk (Princeton, N.J.:
Princeton University Press, 1949), II, 523--25, discusses the celebration and reprints a fragment of one four-part madrigal.
2
Molmenti, Part 2, Vol. I, pp. 78-79.
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sometimes took the form of dramatic presentations mounted on stages
specially constructed on floating gondolas.

A pictoral representation

from the late sixteenth century shows such a theater; three musicians play violins of various sizes, while a smaller escorting gondola carries trumpeters and drummers.

1

Morosina Morosini wit-

nessed a similar aquatic drama in connection with her coronation
(1597).

She arrived at the piazzetta of San Marco in the Bucentaur,

the lavishly appointed state galley.

More than a thousand silk-clad

youths led the procession as the dogaressa made her way to the
basilica.

After the ceremony she was received at the ducal palace,

where she passed in state through the rooms, which had been decorated and appointed by the guilds, each trying to exceed the others
in a friendly competition of taste and luxury.

2

Celebrations of important state occasions often resembled the
major church festivals, and at times events of Church and state coincided.

Such was the case with the famous Wedding of the Adri-

atic, celebrated annually on the Feast of Ascension.

According to

Venetian tradition, the ceremony, in which the doge took the Adriatic for the symbolic bride of the republic, originated in 1177 with

1

Elsner, p. 87; see also pp. 83-84.

2
Molmenti, Part II, Vol. I, p. 81.
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the donation of the Adriatic by Alexander Ill (pope 115~1181) to
the republic in recognition of Venetian assistance during the
struggle between the papacy and the Empire.

1

The brotherhoods,

societies of noble youths, and other organizations participated
along with their orchestras, in which wind instruments predominated.

2

Among the many descriptions of the ceremony is one by

Richard Lassels, an English traveler who visited Venice around
1670:

About our eight in the morneing, the Senators in their scarlat
robes, meet at the Doge's Pallace, and there taking him up,
they walk with him processionaly unto the shoare, where the
Bucentoro lyes waiting them; the Popes Nuncio being upon
his right hand, and the Patriarch of Venice, on his left hand.
Then ascending into the Bucentoro, by a hansome bridge throwne
out to the shoare, the Doge takes his place, and the Senators
sit round about the Gallie as they can, to the number of two,
or three hundred. The Senate being placed, the anchor is
weighed, and the slaves being warned by the Capitain's whistle
and the sound of trumpets, begin to strike all at once with their
oares, and to make the Bucentoro march as gravely upon the
water, as if she also went upon cioppini. 3 Thus they steere
for two miles upon the Laguna, while the musick plays, and
sing Epithalamiums all the way long, and makes Neptune jealous
to heare Hymen called upon in his dominions . . . . At last the
Doge being arrived at the appointed place, throws a Ring into
the Sea, without any other ceremony than by saying "Desponsamus

1
2

3

Smedley, I, 63.
Elsner, pp. 2~30.

The exact meaning of the term cioppini has not been determined by the author.
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te, Mare; in signum perpetui dominij---We espouse thee, 0 Sea,
in testimony of our perpetual dominion over thee"; and so returnes to the Church of S. Nicolas in Lio (an Iland hard by)
where he assists at high Masse with the Senate. This done, he
returns home in the same state; and invites those that accompanyed him in his Gally, to dinner in his pallace.1
Music for the Wedding of the Adriatic in 1575 included compositions by Gioseffo Zarlino (1517-1590), maestro di cappella at San
Marco.

The pieces had been performed a year earlier in honor of

the visit of Henry ill of France, but they were deemed appropriate
for outdoor use since they were well suited for instruments as well
as voices.

The pay records for the day mention separately the

musici and the tamburi e trombete, as well as the seven pifres du
Prince, trompettes d'argent, organistes e chantres de S. Marc, and
a company of halberdiers with their band.

2

As was generally true

of important Venetian occasions, festivities for the Wedding of the
Sea and the Feast of Ascension often included dramas with music.

3

Venetian art has left a pictorial record of the great proces sions in the piazza of San Marco.

A set of engravings made by

Mattio Pagan (c. 1560) depicts the procession of the doge on Palm

1

.

Quoted by Arnold in "Ceremonial music in Venice," p. 50.

2
3

Elsner, p. 85.
Einstein, The Italian madrigal, II, 549.
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Sunday.

1

Another procession, celebrating the feast of Corpus

Christi, is recorded in a painting by Gentile Bellini (c. 1426-1507).

2

The participants and order of march must have followed a permanent
standard arrangement.

3

The procession depicted by Bellini closely

resembles that shown in Pagan's engravings although the relatively
restricted field of view in Bellini's painting makes a fuU comparison
impossible.

A procession identical in nearly every detail to that of

Pagan's engravings is shown in an engraving by Giacomo Franco
(1550-1620).

4

A literary description by the Venetian historian

Francesco Sansovino (1521-1586) conforms to the pictures given
by Bellini, Pagan, and Franco:
Elegantly dressed as at the coronation, the body which
goes with the Doge as its head consists of many ranks of
personages and the civil authorities. And they come in a
fixed order as follows, with in the beginning the 8 standards
which were presented by the Pope. Next follow the silver
trumpets, held up in front on the shoulders of several youths.
And two by two the heralds, called in the Latin Praecones;
these clothed always in turquoise blue which is peculiar to

1

Reproduced by Camillo Boito in La basilica di San Marco
See also Elsner,

in Venezia (Venice: F. Ongania, 1880-93), Vol I.

Abb. 3.

2

Reproductions of Bellini's painting include, among others,
Istituzioni e monument!, I, frontispiece.
3

Elsner, p. 30.

4

Reproduced in Molmenti, Part 2, Vol I, facing p. 78.
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their costume, with long cloaks, wearing on their heads the
red berretta with a small gold medallion bearing on one side
the impression of St. Mark.
Behind them come the players with trombones, clad in
red, playing harmoniously all the way. These are followed
by the Squires of the Doge, two by two, dressed in black
velvet. Then six canons wearing priest's vestments, because
it has always been our custom to accompany the temporal with
the religious. Near them walk the Stewards of the Doge, then
the Secretaries of the College, the Senate and the Council of
Ten; and then come those two chancellors of the Doge called
inf eriori and ducali according to the greatness of their service
to the Republic. And behind these comes the Grand Chancellor;
and all these are dressed in purple with closed sleeves with
the exception of the Grand Chancellor who is dressed as Senator. Immediately behind is the chaplain of the Prince with the
bearer of the Ducal Cap who carries a candle, with the Doge's
page. Next come the ceremonial Chair and Cushion, the one to
the left, the other to the right with the umbrella. And nearby
comes the Doge in person, with the ambassadors of foreign
princes around him. And in triumph, he always wears the
ermine cape. After these come the Councillors and Procurators
of St. Mark's . . . two by two, the judges, the Council of Ten,
the army council and the other senators and civil authorities,
hand in hand after the law, all clad in crimson silk with the
sleeves alla Ducale giving a magnificence and splendour which
could never be surpassed. 1
Such descriptions, although vivid, give little evidence of the
specific nature of the music performed.

The silver trumpets near

the head of the procession, due to their inherent melodic limitations,
probably were restricted to playing fanfares or other traditional
trumpet calls.

1

The wind band, which came later in the order of

Quoted from Sansovino's Venezia, citta nobilissima et singolare (Venice, 1581; reprinted 1663) by Denis Arnold in "Ceremonial
music in Venice," pp. 47--48.
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procession, had superior musical possibilities and might have
played any of the contemporary ensemble music within the limitations
of marching musicians.
Marco in the procession.

Bellini's painting shows the cappella di San
1

The edge of the picture seems to hide

part of the ensemble from view, but three instruments are visible,
a harp, a fiddle, and a lute.

Probably the instruments accompanied

the voices of the cappella.
On certain days the six scuole had processions of their own,
and a regulation of the Scuola di San Rocco, recorded in 1550, provides "that those players who cannot play canzoni in procession
shall be deprived of their employment.''

2

The date of the regulation

is rather early for the term canzoni to mean the instrumental

canzoni per sonare.

Probably the term ref erred to instrumental

performances of French chansons, or perhaps it was used in the
general sense of "song."
Visits to Venice by important personages called for unrestrained outbursts of lavish hospitality.

When Henry of Valois

abandoned his Polish throne in 1574 and returned to France to be

1

1sutuzioni e monumenti, Vol I. Enlarged details from the
painting show the wind band (facing p. xlvi) and the cappella (facing
p. xiv). See also p. xix.
2
Arnold, "Con ogni sorte di stromenti," p. 104.
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crowned Henry III, his route took him through Venice.
senate met him at the frontier.

The entire

On arriving at Murano in the Vene-

tian lagoon, Henry was met by the doge, and after visiting the
famed glassworks of Murano, the two princes made their way, amid
salvos of artillery, to the capital

Their ship, a galley of 400 oars,

was manned by a crew attired in the livery of the French king.

The

music played and sung aboard the royal galley was supplied by Zarlino, who set texts by Cornelio Frangipani.

1

The galley, with its

royal passengers, moved up the Grand Canal amid a flotilla of lesser
craft, resplendent with tapestry, cloth of gold, velvet, and arms.
Each of the guilds had its own gondola and band of trumpets, drums,
shawms, cornets, bagpipes, flutes, lironi (lire da gamba), and other
instruments.

2

The French prince stepped ashore at San Nicolo,

where a special triumphal arch decorated by Venetian artists had
been erected.

He was greeted by music of several choirs of instru-

ments playing in alternation, some composed of shawms, some of
trumpets and drums, and still others composed of lironL

The noble

1Molmenti, Part 2, Vol. II, p. 41; Einstein, The Italian madrigal, II, 550; Elsner, p. 26. The same compositions by Zarlino
we're given the following year at the Wedding of the Adriatic. Benvenuti gives a somewhat different account of Zarlino's role in the
celebration in Istituzioni e monumenti, I, lxxv.
2

Elsner, pp. 26, 88.
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company then attended Mass at San Nicolo.

Thirty noble youths

were assigned as personal attendants of the French prince, and he
was given an honor guard of sixty halberdiers clad in orange silk.
Wherever Henry went, he was protected by a canopy supported by
six attendants, and his presence was announced by trumpets,
shawms, and drums.

The Foscari palace and two adjacent mansions

were assigned to him as residence, and for eight days the Prince
of Valois was treated to the most spectacular and luxurious entertainment that the richest city in the world could devise.

There were

regattas, fireworks, sessions of the Grand Council, a visit to the
arsenal, mass fist-fights between rival factions of minores, theatrical representations, and banquets.

1

Every night Henry was sere-

naded from gondolas, with songs and with music of lutes, viols, and
other instruments.

2

One evening a pillared platform, built on boats

and carrying a large number of singers and instrumentalists from
San Marco, was floated toward the king's palace.
trumpets signalled the beginning of a concert.

A flourish of

Among the composi-

tions performed were two madrigals by Andrea Gabriell honoring
Henry, one in eight and the other in twelve parts.

1
2

The two

Smedley, II, 233--234; Molmenti, Part 2, Vol. I, pp. 87-89.
Elsner, p. 26.
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compositions are preserved in a print published thirteen years later
(1587).

1

Zarlino supervised special music for the king at San

Marco and directed a concert in the royal apartment.

2

Claudio

Merulo (1533-1604), organist at San Marco, composed a special
rappresentazione which was performed before the king in the Great
Council Room of the doge's palace.
tragedia by Frangipane.

The piece was a setting of a

The term tragedia did not refer to the

content of the drama, but to the classical, tragic style of the poetry,
which Frangipane considered to be appropriate for Henry III, to
whom the work was dedicated.

The poet's description of the per-

formance indicates that the drama was sung throughout:
This tragedy of mine was recited in the manner which most
closely approaches the form of the ancients; all performers
sang in the sweetest consonance, sometimes alone, sometimes
accompanied. . . . In the musical numbers it was not possible
to imitate antiquity, for they are the work of Claudio Merulo
and the ancients could never have attained his level . . . 3
Instruments were there in plenty.

The prologue was accompanied

by a lute, and the chorus of Mercury, according to Frangipane,
1

concerti di Andrea et di Giovanni Gabrieli, organist! della
Serenissima• Signoria di Venetia, continenti musica di chiesa, madrigali, & altro, per voci & stromenti musicali, a 6, 7, 8, 10, 12, & 16,
libro primo et secondo (Venice: Angelo Gardano, 1587); Sartori,
1587a. See Winterfeld, I, 39.
2
3

solerti, "Le rappresentazioni," p. 558; Elsner, p. 89.
Trans. Einstein, The Italian madrigal, II, 550.
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brought into play "such a variety of instruments that the sonority
was without precedent" (.... quanti varij istrumenti che si sonarono
giamai).

Trumpets announced the entrance of the gods, but the per-

formers were so numerous that a gran tumulto resulted.

t

Never-

theless, the play was a great success and the King was well
pleased.

2

Private Music-making
The Venetian penchant for instrumental music, so prominent
in the religious and official public life of the republic, was equally
in evidence in the activities of her guilds, clubs, and other private

organizations.

The guilds had their own bands of musicians, which

assisted in the public festivals, as well as in the special events of
their parent societies.

Such an occasion was il Giovedi grasso

{"fat Thursday"), on which day, according to an old custom, the
butchers and blacksmiths of Venice annually paraded around the city
to the music of their cappelle.

3

Music-making had a part in festive

student life; a contemporary report describes a mascherata produced
1 Solerti, in "Le rappresentazioni," pp. 554-558, reprints the
text of the play and Frangipane's description.
2
Molmenti, Part 2, Vol II, pp. 41-42.
3

Elsner, p. 17.
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by students in 1538, in which the procession included vehicles bearing players of lutes, violoni, harps, and cornamuses.

1

For large dinner parties, musicians announced the arrival of
guests, called them to the banquet tables, and supplied music for
dinner and dancing.

2

Duval, the French ambassador, describes a

dinner at the doge's palace on Saint Stephan's day, 1607, at which
a spinet, violins, lutes, shawms, and a solo flageolet were played
from a balcony.

3

Often dances were held on the canals, on board ships, or on
specially constructed barges.

As generally in outdoor music-making,

wind instruments were given preference.

4

To implement the produc-

tion of festivals, the Venetian nobility of the sixteenth century were
divided into five corporations.

In 1541, the corporation of the

Sempiterni launched on the Grand Canal a gigantic round macchina
del mondo, representing the universe.

1

Inside the float a splendid

Elsner, p. 84.

2Molmenti, Part 2, Vol. II, pp. 112-121, describes several
typical banquets and balls.
3

Kenton, "The 'brass' parts," p. 76.

4

Elsner, pp. 83, 87.
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ball was given, at which 200 noble ladies danced to the music of a
hundred instruments.

1

When the weather was hot, the canals and lagoons were a
nocturnal refuge to the Venetians, who took to their gondolas to
escape the heat of the summer night.

A woodcut from the late

sixteenth century depicts this practice and shows that the Venetians
took their musical instruments with them.

2

On one gondola a party

of musicians is grouped around a harpsichord.

A cornet, viola da

gamba, viola da braccio, and lute are visible in the hands of players, while two other persons, probably singers, are also on board.
Another gondola carries a viola da braccio player and four other
persons, presumably musicians.
Frequently nobles and artists invited musicians into their
homes for sessions of chamber music, and often the greatest masters
of Venice were their guests.

The music printer Giacomo Vincenzi,

in the dedication of his Canzon di diversi (Venice, 1588), extolled
the house of his patron Antonio Diedo, ''furnished with the most
perfect instruments and frequented by skillful musicians" (fornito

1
Burckhardt, p. 425. Molmenti, Part 2, Vol II, p. 115, mentions this ball and another, given by the corporation of the Accessi
in 1562.
2

Elsner, p. 42.

The woodcut is reproduced there as Abb. 4.
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di perfettissimi stromenti, & frequentato da valenti musici), who
formed "most noble and pleasing ensembles" (nobilissimi & suavissimi concerti).

1

According to Kenton, there is documentary evi-

dence that Giovanni Gabrieli frequented Diedo's house.

2

Among the

musicians to whom Antonio Zantani extended his generous patronage
were Claudio Merulo, Girolamo Parabosco, and Annibale Padovano,
all organists at San Marco.

3

The writer Francesco Doni (1513 ?-

1574) reported playing in a private group with Jacques Buus (d.
1565), another organist at San Marco, and five others.
viola and Buus the soprano violon.

Doni played

On another occasion the group

was larger, col violone, con la viola, col fiff ero traverso, due
cornetti, il liuto, and two singers.
the members of this group.

4

Doni names Parabosco among

Zar lino was a regular guest in the

house of the celebrated painter Tintoretto (1518-1594).
made music with Marietta, the master's daughter.

Marietta Tinto-

retto enjoyed a reputation as both musician and painter.

1 Sartori, 1588b;
2
Kenton, "The 'brass' parts," p. 77.
3
4

Molmenti, Part 2, Vol. II, p. 39.
Elsner,- p. 19.

Here he

One of
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her paintings is a self-portrait in which she pictures herself by a
harpsichord, holding a book of music.

1

Ferrara
The duchy of Ferrara was one of the lesser of the significant powers in sixteenth-century Italy.

It shared its northern

bowidary with the republic of Venice and extended eastward to the
Adriatic.

The duchy was bisected by the River Po.

The capital,

on the trade route between Bologna and Venice, served as a marketplace for the rich agricultural region of the lower Po valley.

2

The Este
The people of ·Ferrara in 1208 ended civil strife between
rival mercantile families by placing themselves wider the rule of
the house of Este.

Though nominally subs ervient to the Empire and

he papacy, the Este ruled Ferrara as an independent state, first
under the title of marquis and, after 1470, as dukes.

In all there

were fiv e Esie dukes of Ferrara, beginning with Borsa (1413-1471},
who secured the title from Pope Paul II.
his brother Ercole I (1431- 1505).

1

Elsner, pp. 19, 84.

Borso was succeeded by

His son Alfonso I (148~1534),

2

Durant, p. 261.
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the third duke, was the husband of Lucrezia Borgia (148(}-1519),
daughter of Pope Alexander VI.
Ercole II (1508-1559).

Alfonso's successor was his son

His son Alfonso II (1533-1597), the last d uke

of Ferrara, died leaving no legitimate male heir.

With Alfonso's

death Pope Clement VIII claimed Ferrara as a papal fief and inco r porated the duchy into the Papal States.

The Este continued as

dukes of Modena and Reggio until the Napoleanic era.
The interests of the dukes of Ferrara came into frequent
conflict with those of their formidable neighbors, Venice to the
north and the papacy to the south.

Their most frequent opponents

were the popes, ever eager to absorb the duchy into their dominions.

Despite this chronic hostility, which lasted from 1473 until

the end of the duchy in 1597, Ferrara joined the papacy, France,
and Spain in the League of Camurai against Venice in 1508.

With

Venice on the brink of defeat, Pope Julius II made peace, and when
Ferrara failed to follow his example, she found herself at war with
both the Venetians and the pope.

After 1527, Ferrara enjoyed

peace for the remainder of the sixteenth century.

In general the

Este were successful in their foreign policies, and if they did not
succeed in extending their dominions, neither were they forced to
relinquish them.
1

1

Durant, pp. 261-266.
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The dukes of Ferrara were able despots, though often cruel
and oppressive.

They taxed the populace without mercy, yet in-

spired in the Ferrarese a sense of duty and loyalty, mixed with
fear and s elf-interest.

The military was well disciplined, the uni-

versity professors were payed on time, the city was safe from invasion, and the overflowing treasury was supplied by a populace
which was moderately prosperous even after taxation.

1

Humanism and Literature in Ferrara
The Este were unexcelled in patronage of the arts, a traditio

which began when Marquis Niccolo ill called to Ferrara the

est eemed humanist Guarino da Verona (1370-1460) to act as tutor
to his son Lionello.

Under Lionello and the succeeding Este rulers,

Ferrara was transformed into a brilliant Renaissance cultural center.
Exercising their patronage through the university or by awarding
high-paying positions in the service of the state, the Este attracted
to Ferrara many of the finest artists and scholars of the age.

2

The supreme achievements of Ferrarese culture lay in the
fields of literature and music.

The humanistic impulse provided by

Guarino da Verona brought about the revival of ancient Latin drama,

1
Burckhardt, pp. 48-49.

2
Burckhardt, pp. 215-216.
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and the plays of Plautus and Terence were performed in Latin as

well as in Italian translation.

To celebrate the marriage of his

son Alfonso to Lucrezia Borgia (1493), Ercole I presented five
comedies by Plautus, performed by 110 actors.
came the model for the budding Italian drama.

1

Latin comedy beIn 1532, Ercole II

established in Ferrara the first permanent theater in modern Europe.
Its designer was the celebrated Lodovico Ariosto (1474--1533), author
of the Orlando furioso.

2

Ariosto knew the patronage of the Este,

serving first under the art-loving Cardinal Ippolito I d'Este (14791520), and later under Duke Alfonso I.

In the second half of the

sixteenth century, the Este sponsored a worthy successor to Ariosto
in Torquato Tasso (1544--1595), whose masterpiece, Gerusalemme
liberata, occupies a commanding place in the history of the epic
poem.
Musicians at the Este Court
Ferrarese music flourished under the Este, whose patronage
brought to the court some of the most brilliant musicians of he
Renaissance.

As generally with Renaissance patrons, the Est e de-

pended at first on the Low Countries to fill their musical needs,

1Burckhardt, pp. 317-318.

2

Durant, p. 270.
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but after about 1560 Italian musicians were able to compete successfully with the foreigners.

The procession of luminaries began

with Jacob Obrecht (c. 1450-1505 ?) and continued with Josquin des
Prez (c. 1445-1521), who served the Este intermittently around
1499-1503.

1

Josquin's contemporary Antoine Brumel (fl. 1483---1520)

was engaged by Alfonso I in 1505, and the frottolist Bartolomeo
Tromboncino (d.c. 1535) may have been active in Ferrara, intermittently from 1497 to 1513.

2

Adrian Willaert (c. 1490-1562), the

Flemish founder of the celebrated Venetian school of composition,
served Alfonso I for three years (1522--1525) before his appointment
as maestro di cappella at San Marco (1527).

3

The predominance of northern masters in Ferrara was given
a temporary setback by Alfonso della Viola (1508-1570), a native of
Ferrara, who was maestro di cappella for some time in the first
half of the sixteenth century.

4

From 1546 until about 1549, the

1

Gustave Reese, Music in the Renaissance (New York: W. W.
Norton, 1954), p. 229.
2

Einstein, The Italian madrigal, I, 46-47.

3
Andrea della Corte, "Ferrara," Musik in Geschichte und
Gegenwart, ed. Friedrich Blume (Kassel und Basel, mtrenreiterVerlag, 1949-), IV, 58.
4
nates of birth and death found in Baker's biographical dictionary of musicians, 5th ed., ed. Nicolas Slonimsky (New York: G.
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post of maestro was held by Niccolo Vicentino (1511-1572), a pupil
of Willaert and a protl!gl! of Cardinal Ippolito II d'Este (1509-1572),
who took him to Rome about 1549.

1

Cipriano de Rore (1516--1565),

another pupil of Willaert, filled the post vacated by Vicentino.

2

Rore was the last great northern composer to find patronage in
Ferrara.

His departure in 1558 left the Italians in command.

His

successor was Francesco Viola (fl. c. 1560), still another pupil of
Willaert and possibly the son of Alfonso della Viola.

3

The central figure in the music of Ferrara during the last
quarter of the sixteenth century was Luzzasco Luzzaschi (c. 15451607), a pupil of Rore and court organist in the service of Alfonso
II sometime before 1571.

4

Luzzaschi's most active colleague was

Ippolito Fiorini, who, in addition to his duties as maestro di cappella of the cathedral, assisted in music-making at the court.

5

The

Schirmer, 1958), p. 1714. Viola's works are discussed in Einstein,
The Italian madrigal, I, 300 ff.; Reese, pp. 546, 568 f.
1

Einstein, The Italian madrigal, I, 385, 412-413.

2

Ibid., I, 384 ff.

3

Della Corte, "Ferrara," p. 61.

4

5

See below, Chap. V.
Elsner, pp. 12, 46, 61-62; Della Corte, "Ferrara," IV, 61.
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exact nature of Fiorini's position at court is not clear.

Hercole

Bottrigari (1531-1612), his contemporary, refers to Fiorini as
maestro di cappella.

1

Luzzaschi' s fame as a teacher is best justified by his most
illustrious pupil, Girolamo Frescobaldi (1583-1643), who left his
native city around 1600 in favor of Rome.
Frescobaldi's departure was logical.
Ferrara' s music was extinguished.

Under the circumstances,

After Luzzaschi the glory of
The reversion of Ferrara in

1597 to the papacy brought an end to patronage by the Este, and

Ferrara's destiny became linked with that of Rome.
The brilliance of the Este court prompted visits by many
celebrated musicians.
quent guest in 1437.

2

Guillaume Dufay (c. 1400--1474) was a freHeinrich Isaac (c. 1450-1517), once a strong

candidate for a post in the Este court, a post ultimately filled by
Josquin, stopped in Ferrara while on leave from the court of Maximilian I (1459-1519) of Austria.

3

So great an impression did the

Este court make on Orlando di Lasso (1532-1594), who visited there
1

Hercole Bottrigari, 11 desiderio overo de'concerti di varii
strumenti musicali (Venice, 1594 without Bottrigari's name; Bologna,
1599 under Bottrigari's name), facsimile ed. by Kathi Meyer (Berlin:
Martin Breslauer, 1924), p. 42.
2
nella Corte, "Ferrara," p. 55.
3

Reese, p. 212.
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in 1567 and again in 1585, that Lasso's patron, Duke Wilhelm V
(1548-1626) of Bavaria, complained in a letter to Alfonso II that
Lasso never tired praising the rare music that he had heard and
that the music of the Bavarian chapel no longer pleased him.

1

A regular visitor from nearby Mantua was the Flemish
madrigalist Giaches de Wert (1535-1596), who lavished praise on
the Este cappella in the dedication of his Ottavo libro de madrigali
a cinque voci (Venice: Angelo Gardano, 1586).

2

Carlo Gesualdo (c.

1560--1613), prince of Venosa and virtuoso madrigalist, married into
the Este lineage, taking as his second wife Eleonora d'Este, a cousin
of Alfonso II.

The couple stayed with the Este from 1594 until

1596, departing barely in time to escape witnessil g the end of the
duchy of Ferrara.

3

The links between the music of Ferrara and that of Venice
are clearly perceptible in the list of musicians responsible for the
glory of Ferrara's music in the sixteenth century.

1

The patriarch

Einstein, The Italian madrigal, II, 828.

2

Emil Vogel, Bibliothek der gedruckten weltlichen Vocalmusik
Italiens aus den Jahren 1500-1700 (Berlin: A. Haack, 1892), II, 342-343. Vogel reprints most of the preface; Einstein, in The Italian
madrigal, II, 831-832, quotes the same excerpts and provides a translation.
3

Einstein, The Italian madrigal, II, 690.
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of music in both cities was Willaert.

The first outstanding master

of the Venetian school exerted a potent influence in Ferrara throughout most of the sixteenth century.

All but one of the masters serv-

ing the court of the Este after Willaert were pupils of Willaert or
pupils of his pupils.

The single exception, Alfonso della Viola, was

fourteen to seventeen years old when Willaert was in Ferrara and
thus could scarcely have escaped the master's influence.

Luzzasco

Luzzaschi was little farther removed from the heritage of Willaert
than was Giovanni Gabrieli.

Cipriano de Rore, like his master,

served both at San Marco and at the court of the Este.

Vicentino

studied with Willaert in Venice, and so must have Rore and Francesco Viola.

Gioseffo Zarlino (1517-1590), theoretician and maestro

di cappella at San Marco, unites the musicians of Ferrara and
Venice in his Dimostrationi harmoniche (Venice: Senese, 1571).
The work consists of five ragionamenti ("reasonings") in dialogue
form.

Three of the participants are Merulo, Zarlino, and Francesco

Viola.

According to Zarlino, the three met in 1562 to discuss theoret-

ical topics at the home of the aged Willaert, their spiritual ancestor.
Instrumental Music at the Court of the Este
To the aristocracy of Ferrara, instrumental music was presented in a variety of settings, such as dramatic productions,
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banquets, receptions, and concerts.

The far-famed cap_Eell~ of the

Este was required to perform not only on special occasions, but
whenever the duke might demand it, in public or in private.

1

When in 1502 the plays of Plautus were given to celebrate
t he marriage of Alfonso d' Este with Lucrezia Borgia, Isabella
d' Este, now Isabella Gonzaga, reported to her husband, the duke
of Mantua, that the intermedie between the acts overshadowed the
plays themselves and that the dramas were dull by comparison.

2

ne of the interludes, performed during Plautus' Cassina, consisted
. v10
. ls . 3
' p l aye d b y six
of music

The chief vehicle for Italian dramatic poetry after the middle
of the sixteenth century was the commedia pastorale, which depict ed
the idyllic land of Arcadia with its shepherds, shepherdesses, and
sy l van d e1·t·ies. 4
With the performance of Agostino Beccari's Sacrificio
d' Abramo (1554) at the court of the Este, Ferrara became the leading center of pastoral drama.

Tasso's Aminta and Il pastor fido by

1Elsner, p. 61.
3

2Burckhardt, p. 318.

rstituzioni e monumenti, I, xlviii.

4
nonald Jay Grout, A short history of opera (New York:
Columbia University Press, 1947), pp. 27-28.
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Battista Guarini (1537-1612), both pastorals, are major landmarks in
Italian literature.
Since the union of poetry and music was a fundamental aesthetic principle in the late Renaissance, it is not surprising that the
pastorals were ordinarily set, at least in part, to music.
of the pastorale music is lost.

Almost all

Vocal music seems to have predom-

inated, but the nature of the pastoral lent itself to the introduction
of ballet and accompanied song.

Alfonso della Viola's setting of

Il sacrificio d' Abramo contained an accompanied monologue in a
style foreshadowing the later Florentine recitative.

1

The role of

music in the pastoral steadily increased, becoming predominant
toward the close of the century.

At this stage the pastoral joined

the stream of stylistic development leading to the birth of opera.
In Ferrara, as in Venice, weddings, receptions for notable

visitors, and other important state events occasioned performances
of instrumental music.

Such performances usually took t he form of

dinner music, concerts, or music for dramatic productions.

When

Ercole d'Este, later Ercole II, arrived in Ferrara in 1529 with his
bride Princess Rene~ of France (1510-1575), their nuptials were

1

Ibid., pp. 35-37.

The monologue is reprinted on p. 36.
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honored by a s umptuous banquet.

1

After a performance of Ariosto's

Cassaria, the table in the great hall of the castle was prepared, and
the entre~ was served to the sound of trumpets.
meal was accompanied by music.

Each course of the

The first offering was a composi-

tion by Alfonso della Viola, performed by a mixed ensemble of instruments and voices.

The instruments included five viols, a double

harpsichord, a lute, and two flutes, one large and one medium.

For

the second course there were madrigals, and for the third, dialoghi,
for eight parts in two choirs, the first of which consisted of four
voices accompanied by lute, viol, German flute, and trombone, while
the second choir was similarly constituted.

During the fourth course

the guests heard another composition by Alfonso della Viola, which
employed five voices, five viols, a small rebec (a forerunner of the
violin) , two contrabass viols, a dolzaina (a double- reed instrument),
a cromorne, two medium recorders, a large organ, and a soft
cornet.

Five trombones and a cornet played during the fifth course.

After an ensemble of eight voices during the sixth course, and
buffoni in the seventh, two dalzaine, a cromorne, a large cornet,
1
Della Corte, "Ferrara," pp. 59---60, quotes most of the
text from the original description by Cristoforo Messisburgo, Banchetti, compositioni di vivande, et apparecchio generale (Ferrara,
1549). See also Nathan Broder, "The beginnings of the orchestra, "
Journal of the American Musicological Society, XIII (1960), 176;
Reese, p. 546.
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and a trombone furnished the music for the eighth course.

At des-

sert an ensemble of five viols, five voices, a harpsichord , a large
flute, a _!!ra (fiddle), a trombone, and a German flut e brought t he
dinner music to a close.
While such lavish productions must have been rare even in
Ferrara, large-scale music-making appears to have been a regular
part of important occasions demanding hospitality.

Ferdinand of

Bavaria, on his visit to Ferrara in 1566, was treated to a concert
in which twenty-six to twenty-eight singers and instr mentalists
took part.

The instruments included two kinds of violins, a small

organ, a small piffero (shawm), a large flute, a cornet, a trumpet,
and a lira.

Each voice was doubled by an instrument.

1

On another

occasion during the same visit cornets and trombones played for the
distinguished visitor from an adjoining room.

2

For concerts at the court of the Este, the duke maintained,
according to Bottrigari, a complete collection of cornets, trombones,
dolzaine, piffarotti (shawms), viols, rebecs, lutes, citare (lyres),
harps, harpsichords, and molto altri diversi strumenti, all kept in
good working order.
1

3

In addition to those instruments intended for

Elsner, p. 53.

3
Bottrigari, pp. 40-42.
pp. 6~5.

2
,!!>id., p. 63.
See also Della Corte, "Ferrara,"
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regular use in courtly music-making, the collection included ancient
and experimental instruments, among them a large harpsichord
(arcicembalo) designed by Vicentino.

1

An offspring of Vicentino's

investigations into classical music theory, it had six manuals, and
thirty-one keys to the octave.

2

The extra keys enabled it to pro-

duce intervals smaller than the semitone, as required by Vicentino's
experiments in the revival of the ancient Greek enharmonic and
chromatic genera.

3

The arcicembalo was seldom used due to the

difficulty of tuning and playing it, but Luzzaschi mastered it and
even wrote some idiomatic compositio s for it.

4

Also at hand in

the music rooms was a large library of theoretical and practical
works.

5

The duke often participated in the concerts, giving advice or
leading the ensemble.

1

6

The duchess had her own cappella, composed

3

Bottrigari, pp. 4o-41.
rigal, I, 413; II, 705.
4
5
6

2

Bottrigari, pp. 4o-41.

Bottrigari, p. 41.

Reese, p. 530.

See also Einstein, The Italian mad-

See also Della Corte, " Ferrara," p. 64.

Bottrigari, p. 42; Elsner, p. 12.

Bottrigari, p. 43. See also Otto Kinkeldey, Orgel und Klavier in der Musik des 16. Jahrhunderts (Leipzig: Breitkopf & Hartel,
1910), p. 159.
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entirely of women.

Bottrigari gives an account of a concert by this

group:
You would see them betake themselves in Indian file to a long
table, upon one end of which a large harpsichord is laid.
Silently they entered, each one with her instrument, be it a
stringed or a wind instrument, . . . and gathered around the
table without the slightest noise, some sitting down, some standing, according to the nature of their instruments. At last, the
conductress faced the table from the other end and, after having
made sure that the other sisters were ready, gave them noiselessly the sign to begin with a long, slender, well-polished
baton. . . . 1
Three ladies in particular, Lucrezia Bendidio, Laura Peperara, and Tarquinia Molza, spread the fame of Ferrara throughout
Italy and at least as far as Munich.

2

Lucrezia Bendidio {b. 1547),

came to Ferrara around 1562 as the bride-elect of Count Paolo
Machiavelli.

Laura Peperara was a lady-in-waiting to Margherita

Gonzaga, third wife of Alfonso II d' Este.

Tarquinia Molza (b. 1542),

who came to the court of the Este in 1583 as dama d'onore, was the
most distinguished musically.

On an earlier visit to Ferrara she

established the ladies' orchestra, and she may well have been the
maestra in Bottrigari's description.

At the court of the Este Tar-

quinia fell in love with Giaches Wert, whose visits to Ferrara from
1

Bottrigari, p. 48. Trans. of the excerpt quoted from Curt
Sachs, Our musical heritage, 2nd ed. {New York: Prentice-Hall,
1955), p. 160.
2

Einstein, The Italian madrigal, II, 825-835, 844-847.
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the Mantuan court, where he was maestro di cappella, have already
been mentioned.

So ardently did Wert return Tarquinia's love, that

he neglected his duties at Mantua.

His chronic absence from the

court of the Gonzaga led to political tension between Ferrara and
Mantua.

In 1584, Duke Guglielmo (ruled from 1550 to 1587) de-

manded that Wert return to Mantua.
victims of intrigue and espionage.

Tarquinia and Wert became the
Political relations between the

two courts grew increasingly strained.

Finally, in 1589, Tarquinia

was expelled from Ferrara and sent to Modena, her native city,
forbidden to see Wert again.

1

The musical excellence of the three cantatrici brought praise
from contemporary poets and from madrigalists in the dedications of
numerous collections.

The ladies performed in a variety of setti11gs,

sometimes separately, sometimes together.

Luzzaschi wrote his

madrigals for one, two, and three voices with harpsichord accompaniment for the singing ladies.

2

The Florentine ambassador to Fer-

rara, Canigiani, reported on a great concert in 1571 honoring the
visiting Rudolph of Austria (1552-1612), heir to the imperial throne.
Some sixty singers and instrumentalists participated, but the
1

1bid., II, 513.

2Fuller discussion of Luzzaschi's collection is found in
Chap. V of this study.
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ambassador was most impressed by the singing of Lucrezia and
Isabella Bendidio, who sang in solo and duet, accompanied by
Luzzasco Luzzaschi at the harpsichord.

1

The cantatrici were

also in demand for the private benefit of the duke and duchess.
At Mesola, the ducal summer residence, the musical entertainment
included instrumental dinner-music and frequent songs by Laura
Peperara, who accompanied herself at the harp.
concerts were a daily event.

Afternoon garden

For one of these the participants

were a harpsichordist (probably Luzzaschi), Fiorino with a great
lute, a Signora Livia with a viol, Guarina (probably Giovanni Battista Guarini, 1538-1612) with a lute, Laura Peperara with her
harp, and three singers.

On other occasions the duke and duchess

themselves joined in the music-making.

2

The Academies and Convents
Concert life in Ferrara did not depend entirely on important
occasions of state, nor was it restricted to performances at the
ducal court.

The Academia Ferrarese was required by its own

1
1stituzioni e monumenti, I, lxiv.
2

Elsner, p. 62.
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rules to present a large concert every three months.

1

An orches-

tra of nuns at the cloister of San Vito in Ferrara drew the attention of two contemporary writers on music.
scribes it in 11 desiderio.

2

Ercole Bottrigari de-

Giovanni Maria Artusi (c. 1540-1613),

author of Delle imperfettioni della moderna musica (Ve~ice, 1600),
attended a concert at San Vito in 1598 and wrote that,
having arrived at the place where the concert was to take
place, everything being quiet, one could hear such smoothness
and sweetness of harmony, cornetti, trombones, violins, viole
bastarde [small viol basses] playing at the same time, thartruly it seemed that he was in Mount Parnassus, yea that
Paradise itself had opened. 3
The nuns of San Vito were renowned for their ability to
give polished performances of even the most demanding works.
Twenty-three nuns participated in the concert described by Artusi,
and at least one of the sisters in the cloister was a successful
composer.

1

4

Kinkeldey, Orgel und Klavier, p. 160.

2
Bottrigari, pp. 48 f. See also Elsner, pp. 52, 84; Broder,
'' The beginnings of the orchestra,'' p. 1 78.
3

Excerpt from Delle imperfettioni, trans. by Arnold in "Con
ogni sorte di stromenti," p. 103. Artusi's original text is quoted by
Kathi Meyer in the introduction to her edition of Bottrigari, 11 desiderio, p. 21. See also Istituzioni e monumenti, I, lxiv.
4

Elsner, pp. 17-18.
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Public Festivals
The Este dukes loved processions, and these were the most
conspicuous manifestations of public pageantry in Ferrara.

The tra-

dition of processions reached back to the Middle Ages, when trains
of participants, masked to represent the allegorical figures so dear
to the medieval mind, proceeded through the streets in observance
of religious occasions.

Even in the Middle Ages, secular elements

were present in the processions, and in the Renaissance the secular
influence became predominant.

Secular processions far outnumbered

their religious counterparts, and pagan antiquity left its mark on
both varieties, which, whether religious or secular, were called
trionfi, a name apparently inspired by the triumphal processions in
.
. l Rome. l
1mper1a

Chariots, banners, canopies, floats, and machines

appropriate to the occasion supplemented the maskers in processions.
The ancient naval car, the carrus navalis, had a place in
religious processions and gave its name to the pre-Lenten Carnival
At Carnival time, according to the reports of Erhard Cellius (15461606), a sixteenth-century German visitor to Ferrara, the whole day

was spent in masquerades, with noble and commoner alike participating

1

Burckhardt, pp. 417-419; Jerrold, Italy in the Renaissance,
pp. 153-154; Durant, p. 263.
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in foolish pastimes without regard for rank.

1

Another report tells

of a mascherata given at the conclusion of the Carnival in 1565.
Sixteen to eighteen musicians performed from a trionfo car.

2

Originally the mascherate were popular spectacles which
included dancing, music, and an array of characters from pagan
mythology and medieval romance, introduced with little regard for
logic or dramatic continuity.

3

The development in Italy of the art

of grouping and composition, an achievement of the early Renaissance,
made possible mascherate that were harmonious, unified, and had
dramatic significance.

4

In the sixteenth century, the mascherata be-

came a courtly entertainment and in this respect fell into the general pattern of Ferrarese artistic life, which revolved around the
ducal court.

The arts in Ferrara existed almost exclusively for an

aristocratic few, and the populace from which the necessary financial backing was extracted had little to reward it for its sacrifices.
Ferrara had no counterpart to Venice's church of San Marco.

The

Este, so often at war with the papacy, had little cause to advance

1

Elsner, p. 22; Ella Noyes, The story of Ferrara (London:
J. M. Dent & Co., 1904), p. 229.
2
4

Elsner, p. 87.

Burckhardt, pp. 407, 411.

3

Grout, pp. 27- 28.
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the institutions of their enemy, and the Ferrarese architects concentrated on palaces rather than churches.

Within the confines of

these palaces, the nobility enjoyed artistic fruits that were among
the best the Renaissance had to offer.

CHAPTER II
ITALIAN INSTRUMENTAL ENSEMBLE MUSIC
IN THE SIXTEENTH AND EARLY
SEVENTEENTH CENTURIES
The Performing Media
Vocal versus Instrumental Music
In the music of the sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries,

two factors, the directions given in the titles and the presence or
absence of text, usually establish whether vocal or instrumental performance is intended.

Music designated per cantare or da cantare is

to be sung; music per sonare or da sonare, to be played .

Compo-

sitions with text are vocal music; compositions without text, instrumental music.
On the basis of musical style, the boundary between the
instrumental and vocal music of the sixteenth century is vaguely
defined and often indistinguishable; the idiomatic possibilities of
voices and instruments were largely unexplored .

Most forms of

instrumental music had roots in the vocal music, and the repertories
75

76

of the early instrumentalists included vocal as well as instrumental

. 1

music.

Octaviano Petrucci's Harmonice musices odhecaton (Venice,
1501; reprinted 1504), the famous earliest book of printed part-music,
contains chiefly Franco- Flemish chansons.

2

Petrucci gives no di-

rections for performance and omits most of the texts beyond the
incipits, which serve as titles.

Most of the compositions are found

complete with texts in other sources, but apparently the Italians regarded them as instrumental music.

As presented by Petrucci, the

compositions could only under extraordinary circumstances have
served for any but instrumental performance.
Numerous compositions and collections specifically permit
both vocal or instrumental rendition.

The usual identification of

such material is per cantare e sonare.

The earliest preserved

example from Italy is a collection of Canzoni francese a due voci
di Antoine Gardane et di altri autori, buone da cantare et sonare

1

Egon Kenton, '•A note on the classification of 16th century
music," Musical Quarterly, XXXVIII (1952), 202-209.
2

Facsimile reprint ed. Fernando Liuzzi (Milan: Bollettino
Bibliografico Musicale, 1931); modem edition by Helen Hewitt and
Isabel Pope (Cambridge, Mass.: Mediaeval Academy of America, 1946).
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(Venice: Antoine Gardane, 1539).
be multiplied .

1

Subsequent examples could easily

2

Gardane's collection is equipped with texts.
texts are absent from music per cantare et sonare.

More generally,
In textless com-

positions designated per cantare or per cantare et sonare, the composer's intent with respect to performance is not always clear.
Where both cantare and sonare are admitted, the term cantare probably refers to the human voice, which might sing a textless part in
solmization or as a vocalise.

Claudio Merulo wrote three books of

Ricercari da cantare (Venice; 1574, 1607, 1608) in which no texts
are supplied.

3

The titles seem to indicate that vocal performance

was intended; yet ricercars are generally instrumental music, and
to relegate Merulo's ricercari unequivocally to the sphere of vocal
music on the basis of the words da cantare is unwarranted.

4

During

1

claudio Sartori, Bibliografia della musica strumentale italiana stampata in Italia fino al 1700 (Florence : Leo S . Olschki, 1952),
1539; modern editions of eight chansons are contained in Florilege
du concert vocal de la Renaissance, ed. Henry Expert (Paris: La
Cite des Livres, 1928-29), Vol. vrn.
2
1610.

sartori cites more than twenty collections between 1540 and

3

sartori, 1574, 1607b, 1608a. The second and third books
were edited posthumously by Claudio's nephew Hiacinto .
4

sartori cites one collection (1605e} of ricercari which apparently include texts.
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the sixteenth century the verb cantare could refer to instrumental as
well as vocal performance .

1

Thus, cantare might be used in place

of sonare, or it might denote cantare et sonare.

Merulo hints at the

instrumental application of cantare in the preface to his first book of
Ricercari da cantare (Sartori, 1574) ~ He refers to the compositions,
which, he says, Deo in organis obtuli ("I have offered to God on the
organ'') .
Instrumental Solo versus Ensemble
The distinction between instrumental solo and ensemble music
in the late sixteenth century hinges on the notation of the publications and on the instructions given on their title-pages.

The choir-

book, in which all the parts of a composition are given separately
on different sections of a single page or on two facing pages,
served ensembles and soloists alike.

It was the common form of

music books from about 1250 to 1500, and it persisted through the
sixteenth century but became increasingly rare .

In ensemble per-

formance, the singers or players would gather in front of a single
book, and each performer would render his appropriate part.

A

1
vocabolario degli Accademici della Crusca (Florence: M.
Cellini E C ., 1863-), II, 487.
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keyboard soloist playing from a choir-book had the task of following
all parts simultaneously.

The Spanish theorist Juan Bermudo (b. c .

1510, d. after 1555), in his Declaracion de instrumentos musicales
(Ossuna, 1555), describes three methods of keyboard performance:
accomplished musicians performed directly from the choir-book; less
expert players used the choir-book, but marked the parts with bars
to facilitate keeping them together; dilettantes and other inept players had to make tablatures .

1

During the sixteenth century, choir-books gradually gave way
to music books of different kinds.

Ensemble music was issued in

separate part-books, keyboard and lute music in tablature .
Italian keyboard tablature presented all parts of a polyphonic
composition in mensural notation on two staves.

The earliest extant

printed example is a collection of Frottole intabulate da sonare organi, libro primo (Rome: Andrea Antico, 1517) .

2

Instrumental music in part-books is first represented by
vocal music in which instrumental performance is adrnitted--in Italy,

1
otto Kinkeldey, Orgel und Klavier in der Musik des 16.
Jahrhunderts (Leipzig: Breitkopf & H~rtel, 1910), pp. 20, 45--46, 98.
2

sartori, 1517. The collection is discussed and six compositions are presented in modern notation by Knud Jeppesen in Die
italienische Orgelmusik am Anfang des Cinquecento (Copenhage~
Einar Munksgaard, 1943; 2nd ed., 2 vols., 1960).
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Gardane's Canzoni francese of 1539.

The earliest extant textless

music in part-books is an anthology of Musica nova, accommodata
per cantar et sonar sopra organi et altri strumenti, composta per
divers! eccellentissimi musici (Venice: Al Segno del Pozzo, 1540) .

1

For three decades instrumental music in part-books was confined to
music per cantare et sonare and to textless compositions in which
no manner of performance is specified, such as the Primo libro a
due voci de diversi autori, novamente ristampato & con diligentia
corretto (Venice: Antonius Gardane, 1553; Sartori, 1553c).

The

earliest preserved ensemble music in which only instrumental performance is prescribed is a canzone da sonare in Nicola Vicentino's
Madrigal! a cinque voci, libro quinto (Milan: Paolo Gottardo Pontico,
1572) .

2
The title-page of the Musica nova of 1540 indicates that the

collection is appropriate for the performance sopra organi.

3

The

1

Sartori, 1540. Sartori describes the publication as a
single volume, but, according to Dr. Hans T. David, the collection
was issued in part-books, of which only the bassus is preserved.
2
Modern edition by Gaetano Cesari in his preface to lstituzioni e monument! dell 'arte musicale italiana, Vol. Il: Andrea" e
Giovanni Gabriell e la musica strumentale in San Marco, ed. Giacomo
Benvenuti, Torno II: Canzoni e sonate a pill strumenti contenute nelle
"Sacrae symphoniae" del 1597 (Milan: Ricardi, 1932), pp. xlvi-xlix.
3

see also Sartori, 1547 and 1549b.
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manner in which part-books might have served a keyboard performer
is largely conjectural.
books.

A performer might play directly from part-

Such a possibility may seem remote in consideration of

present-day keyboard practice, but in view of Bermudo's statement
that accomplished players could play directly from a choir-book, the
hypothesis of keyboard performance from separate part-books gains
credibility.
tablature.

Part-books may have served as the basis for keyboard
Girolamo Diruta, in his Seconda parte del Transilvano

(Venice: Giacomo Vincent!, 1609), exemplifies how to intabulate from
separate parts.
Music in part-books could also be transcribed into open
score (partitura, partidura) .

Musicians found scores useful not only

for performing at the keyboard, but for composing and studying music, as well as for conducting large ensembles .

1

Manuscript scores

were widely used throughout the sixteenth century, but printed
scores, aside from examples in theoretical treatises, appeared only
in the last quarter of the century.

One of the earliest is a collec-

tion of four-part madrigals by Cipriano de Rore: Tutti i madrigal!
di Cipriano di Rore, a quattro voci, spartiti et accommodati per

1

The role of scores in sixteenth-century music is discussed
thoroughly by Edward E. Lowinsky in "Early scores in manuscript,"
Journal of the American Musicological Society, XIII {1960), 143-153 .
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sonar d'ogni sorte d'istrumento perfetto, & per qualunque studioso
di contrapunti ("All the madrigals for four voices by Cipriano de
Rore, scored and arranged to be played on any kind of keyboard
instrument, and for anyone studious of counterpoint," Venice: Angelo Gardano, 1577) .

1

In the same year, Angelo Gardano issued an

anthology of French chansons scored for keyboard instrument .

The

title indicates that the publication is reprinted from an earlier edition: Musica de diversi autori, la bataglia francese et canzon delli
ucelli, insieme alcune canzoni francese, partite in caselle per sonar
d'instromento perfetto, novamente ristampate (Venice: Angelo Gardano, 1577) .

2

The term partitura or partidura frequently appears in connection with early organ-bass parts.

The early organ-basses generally

took the form of the basso seguente ("following bass"), which duplicated the bass part or whatever other part happened to be the
lowest at a given moment.

In the basso seguente, the organist had

before him a truly continuous line, on the basis of which he could

1

Emil Vogel, Bibliothek der gedruckten weltliche Vocalmusik
ltaliens aus den Jahren 1500-1700 (Berlin: A. Haack, 1892), II, 156.
For discussion of the collection see Kinkeldey, Orgel und Klavier,
p . 194; Lowinsky, p. 144.
2

sartori, 1577b.
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provide an accompaniment throughout the performance.

The proxim-

ity of the organ-bass and the partitura is demonstrable in Rauerij's
collection of Canzoni per sonare.
Canzoni de diversi

a 4.

The identification Partitura delle

5. & 8. Lib . I is printed at the bottom of

several pages in the basso generale part.

The pages so printed

occur at intervals of about five canzonas throughout the collection,
apparently without regard for composer or number of voice parts.
In Giovanni Gabrieli's Canzoni et sonate a 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 12, 14,
15, & 22 voci, per sonare con ogni sorte de instrumenti (Venice:
Bartholomeo Magni, 1615), the basso per l 'organo sometimes suggests open score.

For all the canzonas in five, six, and seven

parts except one (Canzon IV a 6), the basso per l'organo is printed
in systems of two staves.

The lower staff gives a basso seguente.

The upper staff provides, in effect, a canto seguente, a continuous
treble line derived from the canto, or whatever part happens to be
the highest at a given moment.

The organ part for all the compo-

sitions in eight or more parts is a regular basso seguente only.
Where the organ part is printed in systems of two staves, the identification Partitura delle Canzoni de Gio. Gabrieli is printed at the
bottom of the page.
1

1

Further discussion of early organ-basses and partiture is
found in Kinkeldey 's Orgel und Kl a vier, pp. 194 ff.
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The problem of identifying the medium for which a composition was originally conceived is complicated by the possibility that
a composition or collection preserved in one form of notation may
represent a transcription from a nonextant prior publication .

This

seems particularly likely when a composition survives only in tablature .

1

Florentia Maschera 's Libro primo de canzoni da sonare a

quattro voci, di nuovo con diligenza ristampate (Brescia: Vincenzo
Sabbio, 1584) has given concern to historians from Wasielewski to
the present day .

The earliest known edition is the first of six

surviving reprints, all in part-books.

2

The print of 1584 contains

a preface signed by Maschera March 2, 1582, probably the year of
the first edition.

Maschera's collection is also preserved in a

manuscript score now in the Library of Congress .

The manuscript

may be a copy of, or a model for, a printed edition not preserved.
It contains a preface signed by Giacomo Vincenti.

The wording of

the title-page makes clear that the edition was intended for organists : Canzoni di Florenzio Maschera

a4

voci, novamente ristampate

1

Eunice C . Crocker, An introductory study of the Italian canzona for instrumental ensembles and of its effect upon the baroque
sonata (unpublished Ph.D . dissertation, Radcliff College, 1943), pp .
40 ff. Crocker discusses the problem and presents several illustrative examples.
2

Sartori, 1584a, 1588c, 1593f, 1596d, 16071, 1621e.
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per i professori d'organo, libro primo (Venice: Giacomo Vincent!,
1590).

The publication of the earlier prints in part-books suggests

that the canzoni were originally intended for an ensemble, but conclusive evidence is lacking.

Wasielewski maintains that Maschera 's

canzonas were originally composed for organ, a contention supported
by the fact that most of the outstanding composers in the second
half of the sixteenth century, including nearly all of the Venetian
. t s. 1
sc hoo1, were orgams

Maschera's own biography offers no help

regarding his intention in the Libro primo de canzoni--he was a
famous violinist, as well as organist at the duomo in Brescia.
Forms of Instrumental Ensemble Music
The repertory of instrumental ensemble music in the sixteenth
and early seventeenth centuries comprises numerous compositions to
which the descriptive terminology of the time was applied with bewildering looseness and inconsistency.

Adriano Banchieri (1568-

1634), a Bolognese organist who later became abbot of San Michele
in nearby Bosco, published a collection of Fantasie overo canzoni
alla francese per suonare nell 'organo et altri stromenti musicali

1
Joseph Wilhelm Wasielewski, Die Violine im XVII. Jahrhundert (Bonn: Cohen, 1874), p. 5.
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("Fantasias or canzonas in the French manner, for playing on the
organ and other musical instruments," Venice: Ricciardo Amadino,
1603)-fantasie and canzoni alla francese are equated.

1

William S.

Newman in his study of the baroque sonata describes as "a veritable
mine of incipient musical terms," Banchieri's Eclesiastiche sinfonie,
dette canzoni in aria francese, a quatro voci, per sonare, et cantare,
et sopra un basso seguente concertare entro l 'organo ("Ecclesiastical sinfonias, called canzonas in [the manner of] French air, for four
voices, for playing, and singing, and performing over a basso seguente on the organ," Venice: Ricciardo Amadino, 1607).

2

In the

preface Banchieri explains that the compositions have been arranged
con nuova maniera, cosl al suono, come al canto, di modo che

e

canzoni francesi et motetti possono essere chiamate (' 'in a new
manner, to be played as well as sung, so that they might be called
canzoni francesi or motets'').

3

Often confusion arises due to the application of one term in
a generic sense, as in the title of a collection, to cover a variety

1

sartori, 1603a.

2
wmiam S. Newman, The sonata in the baroque era (Chapel
Hill: The University of North Carolina Press, 1959), p , 17.
3

Sartori, 1607d.
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of specific forms .

In the Concerti di Andrea et di Giovanni Ga-

brieli organisti della Serenissima Signoria di Venetia, continent!
musica di chiesa, madrigali, & alt ro, per voci & stromenti musicali,
a 6, 7, 8, 10, 12, & 16, libro primo et secondo (Venice: Angelo
Gardano, 1587), the term concerti encompasses motets, madrigals,
and instrumental music, including a ricercar .

1

Among the factors which shaped the musical language of the
Renaissance, the influence of the French polyphonic chanson was of
primary importance .

The imitative chanson of Josquin's time was

supplanted in the 1530's by light- hearted homophonic chansons from
a Parisian school of composition headed by Claudin de Sermis y (c.
1490-1562) and Clement Janequin {d. c. 1560).

The Parisian chan-

son gave way around 1540 to a new style of chanson which combined elements of Josquin's style with those of the Parisians.

The

newer masters were mostly Flemish, represented, among others, by
Thomas Crequillon (d. c. 1557) and Clemens non Papa (d . 1557 or
1558).

1

sartori, 1587a. The instrumental compositions are reprinted in Istituzioni e monumenti dell 'arte musicale italiana, Vol. I:
Andrea e Giovanni Gabrieli e la musica strumentale in San Marco,
ed. Giacomo Benvenuti, Torno I: Musiche strumentali e "per cantar
et sonar" sino al 1590 {Milan: Ricardi, 1931), pp . 25-44. The ricercar is also reprinted in Hugo Riemann's Old chamber music
(London: Augener, 1898), I, 3-5 .
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The chanson left its stamp most decisively on the instrumental
canzona, giving it a structure built up in clearly defined sections,
usually integrated by some plan of repetition or recapitulation.

The

instrumental canzona, like the chanson, is generally light-hearted in
spirit, moving in short note values.

Both the chanson and the in-

strumental canzona are predominantly imitative.

Most chansons and

canzonas begin with dactylic rhythm (long-short-short).
The chanson's influence extended throughout the realm of
music, touching instrumental and vocal, sacred and secular music.

In music for instrumental ensembles, the haphazard application of
descriptive nomenclature and the omnipresent chanson style combine
to complicate the study of any individual form.

The instrumental

canzona grew from the vocal chanson, but its rise is inseparable
from the development of instrumental music in general.

Any dis-

cussion of the canzona must take into account numerous compositions
which, although relegated by their titles to other categories, are
nevertheless stylistically similar to the instrumental canzona; indeed,
many appear to be canzonas in all but name.

Conversely, numerous

instrumental canzonas contain traits more generally associated with
other forms.
Consideration of the instrumental forms most closely related
to the instrumental canzona is, therefore, appropriate in a study of
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the canzona itself.

In its earlier stages the instrumental canzona's

course ran closest to that of the ricercar and fantasia.

Near the

close of the sixteenth century, newer forms, the capriccio, sonata,
concerto, and sinfonia, also joined the development.

Dance music

was less closely related to the instI'l,lmental canzona; nevertheless,
the two forms came into contact frequently throughout the instrumental canzona's history.
Ri cercar

1

The earliest compositions designated as ricercars are by
Francesco Spinaccino, an Italian lutenist whose dates of birth and
death are not known.

Spinaccino's ricercars appear in the first

two books of Ottaviano Petrucci' s Intabolatura de lauto (Venice,
1507).

They are short compositions, consisting generally of

chordal and scale passages; they bear little resemblance to the
later, imitative ricercar (Ex. 1).

2

1

Extensive general discussion of the ricercar is found in
Gordon Sutherland's Studies in the development of the keyboard and
ensemble ricercare from Willaert to Frescobaldi, 2 vols. (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Harvard University, 1942).
2
Modern editions of ricercars by Spinaccino include Oswald
KBrte, Laute und Lautenmusik bis zur Mitte des 16. Jahrhund.e rts, Beiheft III of Publikationen der Internationalen Musikgesellschaft (Leipzig:
Breitkopf & H!irtel, 1901), pp. 129--131; Arnold Schering, Geschichte der
Musik in Beispielen (Leipzig: Breitkopf & H!irtel, 1931), p. 63.
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Ex . 1. Francesco Spinaccino, Ricercare de tutti le toni,
from Intabolatura de lauto, libro primo (1507) 1 opening of
sixth ricercar, after K6rtel

Chordal passages and florid runs, a style suggestive of the
early, improvisatory toccata, predominate in the ricercar throughout
the first four decades of the sixteenth century .

Ricercars were pub-

lished exclusively in lute tablature until the appearance, in keyboard
tablature, of Marco Antonio Cavazzoni di Bologna's Recerchari, motetti, canzoni, libro primo (Venice, 1523) .

2

Marco Antonio (c. 1490-

1
Musical examples contained in this volume have been arranged according to the same principles followed in the second volume of this study . All note values in duple time have been halved;
Sections in triple
duple sections are ruled by the signature
meter have been reduced to measures of 1.. This has been accomplished by halving or quartering the original note values . Where
= J is
note values have been quartered, the reduction formula
placed at the beginning of the section . If no formula is present,
note values have been halved, as in duple meter.

l.

2
Modern editions are found in Jeppesen, Die italienische
Orgelmusik, pp. 33 ff. of Supplement; I classici musicali italiani,
Vol. I: M. A. Cavazzoni, J. Fogliano, J. Segni, ed anonimi, ed.
Giacomo Benvenuti (Milan: I Classici Musicali Italiani, 1941), pp.
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c. 1570) was active in Venice, and at one time was employed as a
singer at San Marco.

The style of Marco Antonio's ricercars

closely resembles that of the earlier ricercars for lute (Ex . 2) .
Ex , 2. Marco Antonio Cavazzoni di Bologna, Ricercare primo
(1523), opening, after Jeppesen

In the 1540's, the style of the ricercar turned toward that of
the imitative motet.

Marco Antonio's son Girolamo Cavazzoni (c .

1520-1560) led the way with his Intavolatura cioe recerchari, canzoni, himni, magnificati, libro prlmo (Venice, 1543; dedication dated
1542), a keyboard tablature containing four ricercars.
primo fills 150 measures in modern edition.

1

The Ricercar

Imitation is Cavazzoni 's

1-55. See also Andre Pirro, "L'Art des organistes," Encyclopedie
de la musique et dictionnaire du conservatoire, ed. Albert Lavignac
and Lionel de la Laurencie (Paris: Libraire Delagrave, 1920-31),
Part 2, Vol. II, pp. 1187-88.
1
Girolamo's collected works in modern edition are contained
in I classici della musica italiana, Quaderni 23-27: G. Cavazzoni,
Composizioni, ed. Giacomo Benvenuti (Milan: Istituto Editoriale
Italiano, 1919). Editions of individual compositions include Luigi
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chief contrapuntal resource, and the Ricercar primo is built up
largely in sections clearly defined by cadences and new imitative
points (Ex. 3).
Ex. 3. Girolamo Cavazzoni, Ricercar primo, opening, after
Riemann

In the second half of the composition the contrapuntal treatment be-

comes more free, and the closing point of imitation is preceded by
a section containing passages reminiscent of the older style (Ex. 4).
In the standard practice of Cavazzoni and his followers, the sec-

tions of the ricercar are lengthened by additional imitative entries.
Torchi, L 'arte musicale in Italia (Milan: Ricordi, 1897-), Ill, 1-44;
Hugo Riemann, Musikgeschichte in Beispielen (Leipzig: Breitkopf &
Hli.rtel, 1912), pp . 64-66 .
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Ex. 4 . Girolamo Cavazzoni, Ricercar primo, meas . 67-69,
after Riemann

As a result, the ricercar generally presents fewer points of imitation than the motet, and the thematic material is more fully worked
out; indeed, some ricercars are mono thematic.

Girolamo Cavazzoni 's

Recercar primo exemplifies this tendency; the second section is
twenty-two measures long and contains no less than fifteen imitative
entries of the subject .

1

The first ricercars to reach publication in part-books are
those contained in the Recercari di M. Jacques Buus organista in
1

Benvenuti, in the preface to Istituzioni e monumenti, I,
lxxxvii, discusses Girolamo's ricercars and quotes the opening
themes .
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Santo Marco di Venetia, da cantare, & sonare d'organo & altri stromenti, libro primo, a quatro voci (Venice: Antonio Gardane, 1547).
Buus (d. 1556), Flemish by birth, was active, as the title of his
publication indicates, at San Marco in Venice, where he held the
post of organist for a decade (1541-1551).
appeared in the libro primo of 1547.

Ten of his ricercars

Two years later Buus issued

a Secondo libro di recercari, da cantare & sonare d'organo (Venice:
Antonio Gardane, 1549) in part-books and an Intabolatura d'organo di
recercari, libro primo (Venice: Antonio Gardane, 1549) .

1

The Se-

condo libro contains eight ricercars; the Intabolatura, four .

The

Recercar primo from the Intabolatura is an ornamented version of
the Recercar primo from the Secondo libro of the same year.

2

The

three remaining ricercars from the tablature are unrelated to either
part-book publication.
Renaissance form.

With Buus the ricercar reaches its mature

The ricercars from the print of 1547 are rela-

tively long compositions, generally at least twice as long as the
normal Renaissance canzona.
imitation.

1
2

They are based entirely on points of

Thematic economy is achieved by the extension, rather

sartori, 1549a, 1549b .

The keyboard setting and part of the part-book version are
reprinted in Kinkeldey, Orgel und IOavier, pp . 245-259 .
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than multiplication of sections.

The longer sections make possible

additional entries of one theme before a new theme and section are
introduced .

1

Large note values and wide spacing of entries in imi-

tation suggest techniques employed in the contemporary motet.

Buus'

contrapuntal style is rather uniform, and the themes within individual
ricercars often resemble one another.

The result is a continuous

and homogeneous musical flow, an effect which Buus frequently
heightens by overlapping cadences with entries of new themes.
The ricercar is generally regarded as the foremost direct
ancestor of the fugue, a relationship which becomes clearest in
ricercars exhibiting the greatest thematic economy.

One of Buus'

ricercars from the libro primo (1547) is monothematic.

Somewhat

excessive in length, it fills 223 measures and contains seventy-three
entries of its one theme.

2

The Intabolatura of 1549 is heavily overlaid with coloratura,
but the Recercar primo retains the contrapuntal _superstructure of
the part-book version (Ex. 5).
1
Gordon Sutherland, "The ricercari of Jacques Buus," Musical Quarterly, XXXI (1945), 453-456.
2

Reprinted in Wilhelm Joseph Wasielewski, Geschichte der
Instrumentalmusik im XVI. Jahrhundert (Berlin: Gutentag, 1878),
Musical Supplement, pp. 30-40; Riemann, Musikgeschichte in Beispielen, pp. 70-75. See Sutherland, "The ricercari of Jacques
Buus," p . 455.
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Ex. 5. Jacques Buus, Recercar primo from Il secondo libro
di recercari (1549) and Intabolatura d'organo, libro primo
(1549), opening, after Kinkeldey

Buus' ricercars are comparatively long compositions, typically containing around 220 measures in modern notation.

All begin in duple

meter, but many change to triple meter for their chosing sections.
Buus' maestro di cappella at San Marco was Adrian Willaert,
who issued three-part ricercars in three anthologies between 1549
and 1552.

1

Eight are included in the Fantesie et recerchari a tre

voci, accomodate da cantare et sonare per ogni instrumento, composte da M. Giuliano Tiburtino da Tievoli, musico eccellentissimo,

1

Sutherland, "The ricercari of Jacques Buus," p. 449.
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con la giunta di alcuni altri recerchari, & madrigal! a tre voce
composti da lo eccellentiss.

Adriano Vuigliart et Cipriano Rore

suo discepolo (Venice: Girolamo Scotto, 1549) .

1

They were re-

printed, with one additional ricercar, in the Fantasie, recercari,
contrapunti a tre voci di M. Adriano et di altri autori, appropriati
per cantare et sonare d'ogni sorte di stromenti, con dui Regina
celi, l 'uno di M. Adriano et l 'altro di M. Cipriano, sopra uno medesimo canto fermo (Venice: Antonio Gardane, 1551; reprinted 1559,
1593).

2

Four ricercars by Willaert, one duplicated in the earlier

publications, are included in the Motetta trium vocum ab pluribus
authoribus composita quorum nomina sunt.

Jachetus Galicus, Mora-

les Hispanus, Constantius Festa, Adrianus VVilgliardus (Venice: Antonio Gardane, 1552).

3

The continuous homogeneous musical flow

manifest in the ricercars by Buus is still more evident in Willaert 's

1

Sartori, 1549c; transcribed by Alfred Einstein in A collection of instrumental music of the sixteenth and early seventeenth
centuries (manuscript, Northampton, Mass.: Smith College Archives,
194 ~) , Vol. VIII.
2

Sartori, 1551a, 1559a, 15931; Einstein, A collection of instrumental music, Vol. IX. A single ricercar is included in Riemann, Musikgeschichte in Beispielen, pp. 78--81.
3

Sartori, 1552; Einstein, A collection of instrumental music,
Vol. IX. A single ricercar is included in Schering, Geschichte der
Musik in Beispielen, p. 102.
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style.

Generally Willaert begins a ricercar with an orthodox imi-

tation, after which the composition proceeds smoothly from section
to section.

Indeed, the form often defies recognition, due to the

introduction, in one section, of themes or fragments of themes from
other sections.

At times Willaert resorts to motivic elaboration,

instead of imitation of longer subjects.

Schering's reprint of

Willaert 's ricercar from the 1552 print illustrates this tendency
and shows that Willaert's subjects within a single ricercar, like
those of Buus, tend toward similarity (Ex. 6).
Ex. 6. Adrian Willaert, themes from ricercar Tertius del fa
(1552)

$•t
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The same ricercar contains a repeat of the last section, written out
in the original, an early portent of a formal technique found frequently a few decades later in the ricercars by Andrea Gabriell.
The predominance of musicians from San Marco in ricercar
composition continued throughout the remainder of the sixteenth century .

Annibale Padovano, organist between 1552 and 1564, published

a Primo libro of four-part ensemble ricercars in 1556 .

1

Claudio

Merulo, who won the post of organist in 1557, left three collections
of ricercars printed in part-books (1574, 1607, and 1608) .

His

Primo libro de ricercari da cantare, a quattro voci (Venice: Antonio Gardano, 1574) comprises twenty compositions, a sampling of
which reveals a style similar to that of Buus.

2

They are lengthy

compositions built up in large sections, each containing numerous
subject entries.

One, the Ricercar secondo, consists of two equal

and only slightly contrasting sections.

In another, the Ricercar

sestodecimo, Merulo presents an extended opening section based on
a single theme and its inversion, followed by a closing section in
triple meter (Ex. 7).

1
2

sartori, 1556; see also, Sutherland, Studies, I, 162-177 .

The author is indebted to Mr. James Bastian for access to
his microfilm reproductions of the original part-books.
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Ex. 7. Claudio Merulo, themes from Ricercar sestodecimo
(1574)
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1

Merulo's imitations arise from clearly defined thematic entries, and
his contrapuntal style avoids Willaert's tendency to concentrate on
short motives.
Among the ricercars by non-Venetians, eight Ricercari sopra
11 tuoni a quattro voci, attributed to Palestrina, are outstanding examples of the contrapuntal art.

1

Somewhat more modest in length

than the ricercars by Buus, Willaert, and Merulo, they are made up
of shorter, more numerous sections.

Imitation, executed with scru-

pulous regularity, marks the openings of the sections, and a greater
variety of thematic material results in somewhat sharper contrast
between sections than in the earlier ricercars.
Andrea Gabriell became an organist at San Marco on the
death of Padovano in 1564.

1

He left thirty-three ricercars, all

Edited by Gustav Fellerer (Mainz: B. Schott's Sohne, 1933).
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published posthumously .

Of these, eight appeared in part-books, one

eight-part ricercar in the Concerti di Andrea, et di Giovanni Gabriell (1587) and seven four-part ricercars in the Madrigali et ricercari di Andrea Gabrieli (Venice: Angelo Gardano, 1589).

All of

the ensemble ricercars are reprinted in the first volume of Istituzioni e monumenti.

1

With Andrea, the style of the ricercar turns abruptly toward
that of the canzona.

All of Andrea's preserved instrumental music

was published posthumously, and possibly the titles of Gabriell's
ricercari were not original but were applied by someone else to
compositions that were properly canzonas.

Gustave Reese has

pointed out that ''so far as is known, all canzoni up to Andrea are
arrangements of pre-existent works," and that "perhaps original
coµipositions in canzone style were often included under the term
'ricercare' in Andrea's day because 'canzone' had come to imply an
arrangement of a pre-existent work."

2

1

The eight-part composition is also reprinted in Hugo Riemann's Old chamber music (London: Augener, 1898), I, 3-5. Editions of four-part ricercars include Andrea Gabriell, Three fourpart ricercari, ed. Hans T. David (New York: Music Press, 1940).
2
Gustave Reese, Music in the Renaissance (New York: W. W.
Norton, 1954), p. 538.
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Some of Andrea's ricercars open with dactylic rhythm, and
in general the ricercars show a predominance of short notes, in
contrast to the solumn breves, semibreves, and minims of the older
style.

Gabrieli's formal resources include a wide variety of possi-

bilities.

Some of his ricercars are monothematic; some are built

up in a few large but thematically unrelated sections in which the
subjects are given exhaustive contrapuntal treatment_

To this tra-

ditional formal practice, Gabrieli adds patterns more typical of the
canzona.

His Ricercar a 8 per sonar closes with a return of the

opening section.

The Ricercar del sesto tuono, from the 1589

print, marks its close with a repeat of the last section, while in
the Ricercar del duodecimo tuono, both sectional repetition and recapitulation of the opening section occur.

l

In addition to the usual

imitative counterpoint, Gabrieli employs chordal writing (Ex . 8) and
brief antiphonal effects (Ex. 9).
Still closer to the canzona are Gabrieli's keyboard ricercars
such as those in his fifth book of Canzoni alla francese sopra istromenti da tasti (Venice: Angelo Gardano, 1605).

2

The collection

1
Istituzioni e monumenti, I, 25-34, 74-80, 86-91; Andrea
Gabrieli, Three four-part ricercari, ed. David, pp. 4--6, 9-12.
2

sartori, 1605f. Andrea's works for keyboard have been edited
in five volumes under separate titles by Pierre Pidoux (cont. on p. 104)
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Ex. 8. Andrea Gabrieli, Ricercar del duodecimo tuono (1589),
meas. 21-24, after David

Ex, 9. Andrea Gabrieli, Ricercar a 8 per sonar (1587),
meas. 21-23, after Riemann
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contains twelve compositions.
French chansons.

Five are ornamented settings of

Three are ricercars based on themes of chan-

sons (e.g., Ricercar sopra Martin menoit) .
cercari ariosi.

Three are called Ri-

In the ricercars based on chanson themes, the

pre-existent themes serve as points of imitation.

Sometimes the

formal plan in which the themes are presented follows that of the
prototype.

At other times the material from the original is pre-

sented in a succession of thematically unrelated sections.

The

ricercari ariosi do not identify vocal models, but their general
style suggests that of the ricercars based on chansons.
After the beginning of the seventeenth century, the great
composers of instrumental ensemble music turned away from the
ricercar, although it continued to flourish as a keyboard formnotably in the ricercars of Frescobaldi-and as a vehicle for the
efforts of several lesser composers of ensemble music.

The first

decade of the seventeenth century produced the greatest profusion of

(Kassel and Basel: BH.renreiter-Verlag, 1952-1959); the fifth book
of Canzoni alla francesa (1605) is found in Canzonen und ricercari
ariosi (1952). See also Einstein, A collection of instrumental music,
Vol. VIII. Modern editions of individual compositions include Kinkeldey, Orgel und Klavier, pp. 264 ff.; Wasielewski, Geschichte der
Instrumentalmusik, pp. 66 ff. of Supplement. The collection is discussed by J. Merrill Knapp in The canzone francese and its vocal
models (unpublished M.A. dissertation, Columbia University, 1941),
pp. 55-58.
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ricercar publications in the history of the form, but the celebrated
composers are represented only in posthumous editions and reprints.
Unlike the canzona, the ricercar was rarely written for more
than four voice parts-Andrea Gabrieli's eight-part ricercar is exceptional.

One of the later developments in the ricercar was a

tendency toward the employment of still fewer parts.

Orlando di

Lasso in 1577 published twenty-four cantiones for two voices, twelve
without text.

In an Italian reprint of 1585, the textless compositions

are called ricercari.

1

Francesco Guami (c. 1544-1601), Gioseffo

Guami 's brother, who served as a trombonist under Lasso in the
court chapel at Munich, and was active later in Venice, published
twenty-three Ricercari a due voci (Venice: Angelo Gardano, 1588},
the earliest extant two-part pieces called ricercars by their composer.

2

Two-part ricercars increased in popularity and account for

a large proportion of the total ricercar output in the first two decades of the seventeenth century.

Particularly popular were those

by Grammatio Metallo (1541-?).

His Ricercari a due voci, per so-

nare et cantare (Venice: Ricciardo Amadino, 1605} were reprinted
at least eleven times between 1609 and 1685.

1

3

Sartori, 158 5c.
sartori, 1605~16851, passim.

2

3

Sartori, 1588d.
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Fantasia
. The development of the fantasia runs parallel with that of the
ricercar, and at times the two terms seem to have been applied interchangeably.

The earliest surviving fantasias are compositions for

lute, generally composed of chordal and scale passages.
1540, imitation became an ingredient in the fantasia .

1

Around

An anthology

of lute compositions published in 1536 includes a fantasia by Marco
d 'Aquila which opens with a point of imitation.

2

The fully developed

imitative fantasia for lute arrived in the works of Francesco Canova
da Milano (1497-1543).

Schering has reprinted an example published

in 1547 but composed at least several years earlier.

3

The earliest extant fantasias in part-books are by Giuliano
Tiburtino da Tievoli (d. 1569).

They are included in the Fantesie

et recerchari a tre voci of 1549, which contain eight ricercars by
Willaert.

In the Tavola, the table of contents, Tiburtino's portion is

1

see Luys Milan, Libro de musica (Valencia, 1536); modern edition contained in Luys Milan: Musikalische Werke, ed . Leo
Schrade, Jahrgang 2 of Publikationen filterer Musik (Leipzig: Breitkopf & H1i.rtel, 1926-1940).
2

Reprinted in Schering, Geschichte der Musik in Beispielen,
pp. 89--90.
3

schering, Geschichte der Musik in Beis pielen, pp . 114-115 .
See also Reese, Music in the Renaissance, pp. 526- 527 .
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entitled Fantesie et recerchari.

It contains thirteen compositions,

of which one is called fantasia.

The fantasia opens with imitation

in the two lower voic es , but thereafter the counterpoint is free and
nonimitative.

The remaining twelve compositions by Tiburtino are

labeled only with solmization formulas and presumably could be
either fantasias or ricercars.
labeled Ut re mi fa sol la.

In the first the lower voices are

This ascending hexachord is the me-

lodic basis for both lower parts, where it appears in a variety of
rhythms and transpositions.

Motives are elaborated in both voices.

The cantus is based on an inversion of the ascending hexachord, and
is appropriately designated La sol fa mi re ut.

1

Fantasia and ricercar merge in the title of the Fantasie, ricercari, contrapunti a tre voci of 1551.
seventeen compositions.

The collection contains

Two are entitled Regina celi; the rest

are called ricercar (see above, p. 97).
Like the ricercar, the fantasia felt the influence of the
French chanson in the later decades of the sixteenth century and
thereby took on traits more generally characteristic of the canzona.
Lodovico Agostini (1534-1590), maestro di cappella to Alfonso II
d 'Este in Ferrara, included a five-part fantasia in Il nuovo echo,

1

Einstein, A collection of instrumental music, Vol.

vm.
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libro terzo (Ferrara; Baldini, 1583), a collection devoted chiefly to
madrigals .

1

Agostini's fantasia inherits the lively motion of the

canzona, as well as its propensity for sectional reiteration .

It

comprises a single, large, repeated unit built of two smaller sections (ABAB).
Giovanni Bassano, who contributed to music making at San
Marco, first as a singer, then as a singing teacher, and finally as
head instrumentalist (see above, pp. 29-30), issued twenty-one
Fantasie a tre voci per cantar e sonar con ogni sorte d'istrumenti
(Venice: Vincenti, 1585) .

2

Bassano's fantasias employ small note

values, and several begin with dactylic rhythm, but the structural
units are briefer and more numerous than in the typical canzona.
Sectional contrast is mild, and the contrapuntal procedure is based
on elaboration of motives rather than themes .

Moreover, Bassano 's

fantasias lack the sectional repetition found in the canzona.
Orazio Vecchi {155~1605), whose fame rests primarily on
his madrigal comedy L 'amfiparnasso, left a monothematic four-voice

1
2

Einstein, A collection of instrumental music, Vol. III.

seven fantasias are reprinted in Giovanni Bassano, Sieben
Trios, ed . Edith Kiwi, Vol. 16 of Hortus musicus (Kassel and Basel:
BH.renreiter, 1949).
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fantasia, based possibly on the opening theme of a pass 'e mezo ditto
11 Romano by Francesco Bendusi of Siena.

1

With Adriano Banchieri the fantasia is indistinguishable from
the canzona.

In his Fantasie overo canzoni alla francese (Venice :

Ricciardo Amadino, 1603), the individual compositions are called
fantasias, although collectively they are "Fantasias or canzonas in
the French style."
tasias.

2

Wasielewski has reprinted two of these fan-

In a Fantasia in echo, a central section in chordal style

and duple meter, with echo effects, is enclosed by an imitative
opening section in triple meter and its return at the close.

In

another fantasia all the characteristic ingredients of the canzona
are present, the dactylic opening, points of imitation, lively rhythmic motion, and a structure based on repetition (ABAB).

1

Bendusi's pass'e mezo appears in his Opera nova de balli
(Venice: Antoine Gardane, 1553). Wasielewski, in his Geschichte der
Instrumentalmusik, reprints Vecehi's fantasia and Bendusi's pass'e
mezo in the Musical Supplement, pp. 73-78, 90. See also p. 144 of
Wasielewski's main text. Wasielewski gives 1593 as the date for the
fantasia, but Sartori lists no publications by Vecchi for that year.
According to Dr. Hans T. David, the fantasia is contained in
Veccbi's Selva di varia ricreatione (Venice: Angelo Gardano, 1590;
reprinted, 1595; Sartori, 1590b and 1595c). Probably Wasielewski's
1593 is an error for 1590 or 1595.
2

wilhelm Joseph Wasielewski, Instrumentals~tze vom Ende des
XVI. bis Ende des XVII. Jahrhunderts (Berlin: Liepmannssohn, 1874),
pp. 10-12.
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The Italian fantasia, like the ricercar, declined in numerical
incidence after the beginning of the seventeenth century although its
counterpart in other countries, notably England, continued to flourish.

Girolamo Frescobaldi 's Primo libro delle fantasie a quattro

(Milan: L'herede di Simon Tini, & Filippo Lomazzo, 1608), is the
last important Italian contribution to the form .

1

Frescobaldi refers

to these fantasias as his first works ("queste mie prime fatiche").
They appear in partitura and are apparently intended for keyboard,
a contention that Frescobaldi affirms in the preface to the collection, by his reference to "the sound of keys" (nel suono de taste).

2

Frescobaldi's fantasias move in large note value and are frugal in
thematic material; thus they adhere to the tradition of the ricercar,
not that of the canzona.

The collection contains twelve fantasias,

three each based on one, two, three, and four soggetti ("subjects'').
The subjects, regardless of number, enter at the opening of the
comp0sition and persist throughout.

In a Fantasia sopra un soggetto

a single subject is introduced imitatively in all voices and maintained
till the close, while in a Fantasia sopra quattro soggetti each of the

1

Reprinted in Girolamo Frescobaldi, Orgel- upd Klavierwerke,
ed . Pierre Pidoux (Kassel und Basel: Barenreiter-Verlag, 1954-57),
I, 2-46 .
2

sartori, 1608i.
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voice parts presents a different subject.

During the composition the

subject or subjects undergo extensive transformation, particularly in
rhythm.

Where two or more subjects are present, one subject may

represent an inversion of another.

A subject is not restricted to the

voice part of its initial presentation b:it may occur in any voice.
The tendency to employ only limited thematic resources is a
prime trait distinguishing the fantasia and the ricercar from other
forms.

This thematic economy is manifest particularly in the mono-

thematic ricercars by Buus and Andrea Gabrieli, in the fantasias on
solmization formulas by Tiburtino, and in Frescobaldi's fantasias
sopra soggetti .

An examination given at San Marco for applicants

to the post of organist indicates that the fantasia was understood to
be monothematic and possibly improvised:
First. The choir-book is opened, and the beginning of a Kyrie
or motet is chosen at random, copied, and given to the competing organist, who must play on the same vacant organ, a correct
fantasia upon the said subject according to the rules, not confusing the parts, as four singers would sing it.l

1
Istituzioni e monumenti, I, xlv. "Primo. Si apre il libro
di Capella, et a sorte si trova un principio di Kirie, overo di Motteto, et si copia mandandola a I 'Organista che concorre, il quale
sopra quel sugetto ne l 'istesso organo vacante deve sonar di fantasia regolamente, non confondendo le parti, come che quattro Cantori cantassero" (from the Archivo di Stato di Venezia). See also
Francesco Caffi, Storia della musica nella gia cappella ducale di
San Marco in Venezia dal 1318 al 1797 (Venice: G. Antonelli, 1854:
reprinted, Milan: Bollettino Bibliografico Musicale, 1931), I, 28.
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Capriccio
The term capriccio refers generally to whimsy or passing
fancy, imagination, and fantasy ; in Italian it is frequently associated
with fantasia.

1

The term used as the title for a musical composi-

tion first appears in 1586, with a collection of vocal capricci for
six voices by Lodovico Balbi (d . 1604) of Padua .

2

Before 1600,

capriccios for ensembles of instruments predominated, but the later
capriccios were composed chiefly as keyboard music.

Several pub-

lications in part-books, from the late sixteenth and early seventeenth
centuries, are devoted entirely to capriccios for instrumental ensembles.

Among them are Giovanni Bassano's four-part Fiori de

caprici musicali (1588), a collection of Capricci overo canzoni a
quattro (1594) by Ottavio Bariolla, a Milanese organist, the Caprice!
a tre voci (1600 ?) by Vincenzo Ruffo (c. 1510-1587), who rose to
the post of maestro di cappella at the cathedral of Milan, and a
collection of four-part capriccios per cantare, e suonare (1616) by
Giacomo Bonzanini Mantovano.

3

1
vocabolario della Crusca, II, 548f.
2
Vogel, I, 50.
3

Sartori, 1588a, 1594a, 1600 ?a, 1616c .
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Many--but by no means all--capriccios employ special themes,
such as solmization formulas or themes derived from popular tunes.
The special theme may persist throughout the composition, a trait
which these capriccios share with certain ricercars and fantasias.
Some capriccios move at the relatively slow tempo of the ricercar;
others adopt the livelier pace of the canzona.

Most capriccios are

multisectional, with structural units clearly set apart from one another by changes in rhythm, meter, or contrapuntal procedure.

A

capriccio may present a single reiterated theme throughout a succession of new musical sections, or it may, like the canzona, introduce several themes in a formal plan based on sectional repetition
or recapitulation.

Such a diversity of stylistic possibilities pre-

cludes establishment of characteristics exclusive to the capriccio.
Particularly frustrating in this regard is a collection of Sinfonie,
scherzi, ricercari, capricci, et fantasie, a due voci, per cantar &
sonar con ogni sorte di stromenti (Venice: Amadino, 1608.) by Antonio Troilo, a town musician of Vicenza.

1

The title of the collec-

tion suggests that it may be a veritable catalogue of stylistic practices applicable to the forms listed.

1

Instead, Troilo presents

Einstein, A collection of instrumental music, Vol. VII;
Sartori, 1608b.
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twenty-one short duos, most of whose subtitles indicate that they are
in reality two compositions in one: e.g., Duo primo, ricercar & capriccio; Duo secondo , sinfonia & ricercar.

The general style

throughout the collection is rather uniform, heavily indebted to the
canzona, but lacking the canzona's sectional restatement.

Within

each duo the two compositions indicated in the title mostly defy
separate identification.

Where stylistic variety within a duo is

more pronounced, the styles of the resulting musical sections seem
unrelated to the styles of the forms named in the titles.
Giovanni Battista Grillo's four-part Canzon quartadecima
from Rauerij 's collection is subtitled capricio and differs from
Grillo's other canzonas by its fragmentary structure and its relatively complex scheme of thematic relationships .

1

The Compositioni armoniche (Venice : Bartolomeo Magni, 1619)
by Francesco Usper, organist at the Venetian church of San Salvatore, include two capriccios.

2

One, a six-part composition subtitled

La sol fa re mi, is built almost entirely of the theme represented by
its subtitle and a single countersubject.

The capriccio is in triple

1
Grillo's compositions will be discussed in greater detail
in Chap. V.
2

Einstein, A collection of instrumental music, Vol. Ill;
Sartori, 1619a.
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meter throughout, and its general style resembles that of the ricercar rather than the canzona.

Its special theme undergoes no sig-

nificant alteration during the course of the piece.

The other ca-

priccio is in eight parts, divided into two four-voice choirs of
contrasting voice ranges, one high and the other low.

Its structure

is multisectional, with rapid fluctuation of duple and triple meter.
It contains no persistent thematic material nor sectional repetition
although a few of the tiny sections present material suggestive of
earlier themes.

The contrapuntal style is based on alternation of

choirs, rather than on imitation among the individual voices.
Biagio Marini (c. 1595-1665), who was active at various
centers in northern Italy and Germany during the first half of the
seventeenth century, left two capriccios in a diversified collection
of instrumental music in one to six voice parts (op. 8, 1629).

1

Both

compositions are constructed in a multiplicity of brief sections, and
both seem to merit their title of capriccio on the basis of the multisectional structure since they employ no persistent thematic material.
In each capriccio, sectional integration is restricted to a single reappearance of the opening section near the midpoint.

1

The general

Einstein, A collection of instrumental music, Vol. X;
Sartori, 1629g.
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style is close to that of the canzona.

The first capriccio calls for

two violins and basso continuo while the second specifies three-part
writing for a solo violin, played in the chordal style of the lira
(Per sonar con il violino solo tre parti in modo di lira).
As keyboard music, the capriccio was cultivated first by a
Neapolitan school of composers headed by Giovanni de Macque (c.
155(}-1614), a Belgian by birth, who served the Spanish viceroys at
Naples.

Macque's instrumental compositions are preserved chiefly

in manuscript and have been edited by J. Watelet for Monumenta
musicae belgicae.

1

The capriccios show a preference for persist-

ent themes, with inversion and rhythmic transformation.

Macque 's

chief assistants at the viceregal chapel, as well as his most promising pupils, were Ascanio Mayone (d. 1627) and Giovanni Maria
Trabaci (c. 158(}-1647).

In two prints by Mayone (1603, 1609) the

term capricci in the general title covers a variety of compositions
designated individually as ricercars, canzonas, toccatas, and partitas.

Trabaci included two capriccios in a large collection of

keyboard music (1603).

2

1

Monumenta musicae belgicae, ed. Joseph Watelet (Antwerp:
De Ring, 1932-1943), IV, 33~9. See also Reese, Music in the
Renaissance, p. 543.
2

Sartori, 1603b, 1609f, 1603c .
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With Frescobaldi the development of the capriccio reaches a
climax.

Three publications between 1624 and 1637, not including

reprints, preserve sixteen keyboard capriccios, which vary in
length from 45 to 196 measures in Pidoux's edition.

1

Stylistically

they stand somewhere between the canzona and the ricercar and
show no consistent tendency in preference of either.

All are based

on some persistei:it theme, usually a familiar melody or a solmization formula.

Generally, where a pre-existent tune is borrowed, it

is subjected to melodic and rhythmic variation.

Solmization formu-

las mostly retain their melodic identity throughout the composition
although they may undergo extensive rhythmic transformation.

Most,

but not all, capriccios by Frescobaldi consist of clearly defined
sections, set apart from one another by changes in treatment of the
subject, often accompanied by changes in meter.

In two capriccios

the sections become actual separate movements designated as partiPrima parte, Seconda parte. . . .

2

Frescobaldi's chief contrapuntal

resource in the capriccios is imitation, which he applies to the subject, or to the countersubjects, or to both.

Frescobaldi 's ingenuity

1

Frescobaldi, Orgel- und Klavierwerke, II, 3-55; III, 86-89,
92-95· V, 66-69.
2

Frescobaldi, Orgel- und Klavierwerke, II, 53-55; III, 86-88.
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in transforming thematic material is evident in the Capriccio sopra
la sol fa re mi from his Primo libro di capricci fatti sopra diversi
soggetti et arie (Rome: Luca Antonio Soldi, 1624) .

1

It comprises

eight imitative sections, which form a composition 161 measures in
length.

Four sections employ countersubjects, and four do not.

Climax is achieved by the progressive introduction of smaller note
values and increased contrapuntal activity.
The subject La sol fa re mi is the theme of several compositions from the sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries.

It oc-

curs as the cantus firmus for Josquin's Missa La sol fa re mi from
Petrucci's first book of Masses (1502}.

Supposedly, the syllables

were derived from the words Lascia fare mi ("Leave it to me")
with which an anonymous patron customarily answered his petitioners .

2

The Fantesie et ricerchari a tre voci of 1549 contain a fan-

tasia by Giuliano Tiburtino based on La sol fa re mi, and the same
subject is the theme of a capriccio in Francesco Usper 's Compositioni armoniche of 1619 (above, pp. 96-97, 114-115).

1

Frescobaldi, Orgel- und Kl.avierwerke, II, 21-25. Pidoux's
edition is based on a print of 1626 which includes a reprint of the
1624 edition. See Sartori, 1624b, 16261.
2

Reese, Music in the Renaissance, p . 238.
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In Frescobaldi 's Capriccio sopra la sol fa re mi (Ex . 10), the

subject always appears either at the level of the hexachordum naturale (A G F D E) or the hexachordum durum (E D C A B).

The

opening section (meas. 1-56} comprises two subsections in duple and
triple meter and consists of an imitative presentation of the subject
in numerous rhythmic settings .

Next, a countersubject is introduced

against the subject, which now moves in even half-notes (meas. 5767).

Two lively triple sections follow, with new countersubjects,

first in quarter-notes (meas. 68-87), then in eighths (meas. 88-99),
against a relatively slow, even presentation of the subject.

A slow

section (meas. 100-116), reminiscent of the opening, but in triple
meter, introduces new rhythmic variations of the subject.

In the

two following sections the subject remains rhythmically unchanged
throughout each section.

First it is a quick motive tossed from

voice to voice (meas. 117-129} ; then, in syncopated form, it becomes
a point of imitation (meas. 130-141).

The closing section presents

the subject, now in whole notes, against two countersubjects in
lively motion (meas. 142-161).
Sonata
With the turn into the seventeenth century, the destiny of the
canzona became interwoven with that of the sonata, a relationship
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that persisted for the remainder of the canzona's history.

The

haphazard application of nomenclature prevalent in the instrumental
music since the early sixteenth century was particularly noticeable
in the sonatas and canzonas of the period, and any posthumous distinction between the styles of the sonata and canzona must remain
tentative.

Recent investigations, notably Eunice Crocker's Intro-

ductory study of the Italian canzona for instrumental ensembles and
of its influence upon the baroque sonata and William S. Newman's
The sonata in the baroque era, make treatment of the sonata in detail unnecessary here.

The ensuing remarks are intended to present

supplementary material within a general synopsis of the subject.
Sonatas, by their very name, disclaimed a vocal heritage-they were written to be played, not sung.

The term was applied

generically to some dances by the Spanish lutenist Luys Milan as
early as 1536 and was used as the title of a specific composition
in a lute tablature of 1561 by Giacomo Gorzanis, where a pair of
dances is called Sonata per liuto .

1

The earliest surviving sonatas for instrumental ensembles
are two found in Giovanni Gabrieli's Sacrae symphoniae, senis, 7,

1
Newman, The sonata in the baroque era, p. 18. Gorzanis'
sonata is reprinted in Andrea dell a Corte 's Scelta di musiche per
lo studio della storia (Milan : Ricardi, 1928), pp. 78-80.
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8, 10 ., 12 , 14 ., 15, & 16 , tam vocibus , quam instrumentis , editio nova
(Venice : Angelo Gardano, 1597) .

1

One, the celebrated Sonata pian

e forte, employs two four-part choirs, one consisting of a cornetto
and three trombones, the other of a violino and three trombones.
The Sonata octavi toni a 12 is set for two six-voice choirs without
specified instrumentation.

The sonatas in the Sacrae symphoniae are

not strikingly different from the canzonas in the same collection,
and any attempt to differentiate the styles of the two forms must
resort to citation of traits which are merely more prevalent in the
one than in the other.

Such a comparison is, of necessity, tenuous

in validity, for the sonatas display no trait that is not found in at
least one of the canzonas .

The sonatas generally move more slowly

than the canzonas, avoiding passages in eighth and sixteenth notes .
On the other hand, the Canzon quarti toni a 15 (Istituzioni e monumenti, II, 290 ff.) matches the sonatas in solemnity of pace.

Imitative

counterpoint is a resource for the sonatas as well as for the canzonas, al though it is more prevalent in the canzonas .
rely more heavily on free counterpoint and homophony.

The sonatas
In summary,

the sonatas agree with Michael Praetorius' definition, as stated in

1

The instrumental compositions are reprinted in Istituzioni e
monumenti, Vol. II: the sonatas are found on pp. 64-74, 270-289 .
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the third volume of his Syntagma musicum (Woffenbilttel: E. Holwein,
1618-1619):

a

The "sonata
sonando" is so named because it is performed
as the canzonas are, not with human voices but solely by instruments. Very lovely [examples] of that sort are to be found
in the "Canzonibus" and "Symphoniis" of Giovanni Gabrieli
and other authors. In my opinion, however, the distinction [between sonata and canzona] lies in this: The sonatas are made
to be grave and imposing in the manner of the motet, whereas
the canzonas have many black notes running briskly, gayly, and
rapidly through them .1
The distinction between canzona and sonata disappears almost entirely in Gabriell's Canzoni et sonate (Venice: Bartolomeo
Magni, 1615), which include five sonatas--one each for eight,
fourteen, fifteen, and twenty-two voice parts, and a sonata con
tre violini.

The collection as a whole has been paid little at-

tention by scholars.

Einstein bypassed it, and only the Sonata

con tre violini and two canzonas, one in five and the other in
six parts, have been reprinted in modern notation.

2

Excerpts

1

Translated by Newman in The sonata in the baroque era,
p. 23. The Syntagma musicum has been reprinted in facsimile,
ed. Wilibald Gurlitt (Kassel and Basel: Bltrenreiter-Verlag, 195859). The definition of the sonata is found on p. 24 (actually p. 22)
of the original.

2
Riemann, Old chamber music, pp. 9-13, contains the sonata .
Wasielewski, Instrumentalslttze, pp. 13-16, contains the sonata and
the six-part canzona. The sonata has also been edited by W. Dankkert (Kassel and Basel: Bltrenreiter-Verlag, 1950). The five-part
canzona has been reprinted in an arrangement for brass instruments
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from the large-scale sonatas in the collection are included here
(Exx. 11 and 13-15).

1

The eight-part sonata (No. xm, Ex. 11) occupies a place at
the end of the eight-part compositions analogous to that of the Sonata pian e forte in the Sacrae symphoniae.

Both are written for

two four-voice choirs, and both make extensive use of dynamic effects.

The Sonata

xm,

however, bears a still closer resemblance

to a six-part canzona from the 1615 collection.

Both compositions

open with a brisk, canzona-like section in which only a few instruments participate~ followed by a chordal section in triple meter for
the entire ensemble (cf. Exx. 11 and 12).

Both compositions close

with duple sections containing brilliant virtuoso passages for the
upper instruments.

(New York: Mentor Music Co., 1961). According to Helen Hewitt's
"Supplement (1956) to doctoral dissertations in musicology," Journal
of the American Musicological Society. IX (1956) 208, a dissertation by Leon Ford Brown on Gabrieli's Canzoni et sonate of 1615
is in progress at North Texas State University.

1
The excerpts were edited mostly from a microfilm copy of
the set of parts in the Augsburg Staats- und Stadtbibliothek. The
part of the basso, missing from the set, has been reconstructed
where necessary from the basso per l'organo and other parts. The
author is indebted to Dr. Hans T. David for access to his photocopy of the original parts for the fifteen-part sonata and to his
manuscript score of the twenty-two part sonata, from which Ex. 15
has been quoted.
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Ex. 12.

CANTO

Giovanni Gabrieli, Canzon IV a 6 (1615), opening

Violin

((I/INTO Vtol,m,
AL TO Co,.nel-to

Trom/,011

BASSO Tromiu:m

1

In the Sonata a 14 (Ex. 13) the fourteen voices establish

three choirs, two of two cornetti and three tromboni, and one of
four trombones.

The composition is monothematic in that a duet

beginning with canonic imitation (meas . 1-11) returns throughout.
Variety is achieved by shifting the duet from choir to choir, by enriching its contrapuntal texture through the addition of voice-parts
1

The Basso has been reconstructed from the Basso per l 'organo.
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(meas. 14-), and by combining it with a diversity of countersubjects
(Choir I, meas. 5-10; Choir II, meas. 10-15), some of which are
truly spectacular.
In the Sonata a 15, the fifteen voices are disposed in similar five-voice choirs of unspecified instrumentation.

The closing

section (Ex. 14) illustrates the incipient tendency of the time toward idiomatic instrumental writing.

The upper voice parts, usually

performed by the more agile instruments, such as violini and cornetti, are awarded the more florid passages.

The lower voice

parts, perhaps played by trombones, are given slower-moving parts,
commensurate with the trombone's technical limitations.

Similar

consciousness of the medium is manifest in much, though not all,
of Gabrieli's instrumental ensemble music, including many compositions both in the Sacrae symphoniae and the Canzoni et sonate.
The final cadence chord of the Sonata a 15 is particularly impressive--it consumes one and one-half measures in bringing all the
voices to rest.
Gabrieli's largest instrumental work, in terms of musical
forces, is the Sonata a 22, in which he distributes the twenty-two
voices among five choirs.

The choro primo is composed of six

voices, the other four choirs of four each.
fifth choirs are similar in range.

The first, second, and

The fourth choir is slightly
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higher, and the third choir is lower-the upper voice is written in
alto clef.

Instrumentation is left unspecified except for one cornet,

the upper voice of the four th choir, and two trombones , the lower
voices of the first choir.

Contras t in meter is somewhat more

prevalent than in Gabrieli's other sonatas: the prevailing duple
meter is twice interrupted by sections in triple time.

The individ-

ual voices, particularly the sopranos of each choir, move at a comparatively slow pace .
smallest note value .

Fusas, with one or two exceptions, are the
Imitative counterpoint is suppressed in favor

of a chordal , antiphonal style .

Particularly arresting in this re-

gard is the second triple section (Ex . 15) , in which the composer ,
working chiefly with pairs of choirs, regroups his forces with
nearly every measure.

One pair of choirs answers another in

close imitation of short motives which become ever more vital as
the section progresses, allowing increasing independence in the individual voices .

At the close of the section, Gabrieli brings the

five choirs together for a splendid tutti, which, coupled with a return to duple meter, announces the final section of the composition .
Curiously, the Sonata con tre violini, which calls for the
smallest performing body of any composition in the Canzoni et sonate, appears at the end of the collection, in which the compositions
are otherwise arranged according to their numbers of voices, from
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smallest to largest.

This deviation from the established sequence

sets the Sonata con tre violini apart from the collection as a whole .
Indeed, it is a unique composition, differing in style from any other
work by Gabrieli.

Three treble instruments, equal in range . and im-

portance, present the upper parts .

Violini are prescribed, but

other instruments are permissible ("overo altri instrumenti").

The

basso per l 'organo is far removed from the basso seguente style
characteristic of the early seventeenth century.

In the Sonata con

tre violini, it is independent of the upper voices and moves in generally slow notes which serve as a harmonic foundation.

Occa-

sionally it participates briefly in the presentation of thematic material.

In these instances its role is that of a separate voice, not

a slavish double of another part (Ex . 16a) . The duodecimo part-book
contains a basso part, but it is declared optional ("se piace ") since
it is completely contained in the basso per l 'organo .

The sonata is in duple meter and consists chiefly of a multitude of brief sections, some imitative and some chordal.

Two rela-

tively long sections at the beginning are balanced by a repeated
group of short sections near the end.

A brilliant section with

flourishes of semifusas brings the sonata to a close .
Gabrieli's consciousness of idiomatic possibilities and limitations in the various instruments led him in the larger-scale

147
Ex . 16. Giovanni Gabrieli, from Sonata con tre violini
(1615), after Wasielewski
ml~S- IS- ,,

Cb> m~JI. 2 7-Z •
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compositions to award the chief melodic duties to the upper voices
(above, p. 133).

Such predominance of the upper parts becomes

strikingly obvious, for instance, in the concluding measures of the
Sonata a 15 (Ex. 14).

With the realization of the basso per l 'organo,

the middle voices might be omitted altogether.

If the entire ensem-

ble is represented simply by the three choir leaders and the basso
per l 'organo, the resulting musical texture is decidedly similar to
that of the Sonata con tre violini (cf. Exx. 16b and 17) .
Ex. 17. Giovanni Gabrieli, Sonata a 15 (1615), conclusion,
sopranos of each choir (canto, settimo, and quinto) and
basso per l 'organo only - ---
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The tendency toward expansion of the performing forcescharacteristic of the late Renaissance and early Baroque-reaches
a climax in Gabrieli 's Sonata a 22.

The Sonata con tre violini

contains the germ of a new style, one in which a few closely spaced
upper voices of equal importance contend with one another in the
presentation of material.

This new style, which reaches maturity

in the baroque sonata, requires the basso continua, whose realiza-

I

tion compensates for the harmonic sparseness brought about by the
reduction of forces.

The continua is no longer optional, but is now

a necessary part of the musical texture.
The earliest instrumental essay in the new style is Salamon
Rossi's Primo libro delle sinfonie et gagliarde a tre, quatro, & a
cinque voci, per sonar due viole, overo doi cornetti, & un chittarone
o altro istromento da corpo ("First book of symphonies and galliards
for three, four, and five voices, to be played on two viols or two
cornetti, and a bass lute or other harmony instrument," Venice:
Ricciardo Amadino, 1607).

Rossi (c. 157k. 1630), an Italian Jew

who served the Gonzaga at Mantua, presents fifteen sinfonie for two
canti and basso and six five-part compositions which, with the omission of the alto and tenore, may be performed
1

a

3 si placet.

Einstein, A collection of instrumental music, Vol. X;
Sartori, 1607c.

1

The
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four-part compositions are set in the older style for canto , alto ,
tenore, and basso .
tenore part.

They include a sonata, called sinfonia in the

The sonata, in contrast with the other four-part com-

positions , is largely imitative and lacks sectional repetition .

It is

also the longest composition in the collection, and while it contains
only twenty-seven measures, it is twice as long as many of the
other compositions.
Cesario Gussago, organist at the Brescian church of Santa
Maria delle Gratie, left twenty sonatas for four, six, and eight
voices , in a print of 1608 .

1

They are compositions of medium

length, covering an average of fifty measures.

They are generally

chordal but admit some imitative sections and antiphonal pairing of
voices.

Slower motion predominates, but dactylic rhythm, charac-

teristic of the canzona, opens several of the sonatas.
reiteration occurs fairly frequently .

Sectional

The sonatas for larger num-

bers of voices are generally chordal ; the eight-part compositions
are antiphonal .
Giovanni Gabrieli may have been the first to apply to the
sonata the modern style of closely spaced upper voices and an accompanying basso continua .

1

Since the Sonata con tre violini was

Einstein, A collection of instrumental music, Vol. III.
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published posthumously, its date of composition cannot be exactly
ascertained.

Gabrieli, however, died in 1612 or 1613 , and it is

likely that the Sonata con tre violini was written several years
earlier.
The earliest print containing sonatas in the new style is a
collection by Giovanni Paolo Cima, who held the post of organist at
the cathedral of Milan.

Cima's Concerti ecclesiastici (Milan

L'he-

rede di Simon Tini & Filippo Lomazzo, 1610) include six sonatas,
four by Giovanni and two, called capriccio in their individual titles,
by Giovanni's brother Andrea .

1

Of the six sonatas, three are in

two parts, one in three parts, and two in four parts.

Except for

the capriccios, instrumentation is specified, together with alternative possibilities .

Violini or cornetti are recommended for the

upper parts, violone or trombones for the lower voices .
Publications containing sonatas became increasingly numerous as the seicento progressed, including prints by Rossi (1613) ,
Biagio Marini (1617, 1629, 1644, 1655), Francesco and Gabriel
Usper (1619), and others .

2

1

sartori, 1610d; Newman, The sonata in the baroque era,
pp. 117-118.
2

see Crocker, pp. 385 ff. Einstein, A collection of instrumental music, Vol. III, contains sonatas by Stefano Bernardi (1613),
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It remained for the masters of the second half of the seicento

to give the baroque sonata its final definition.

In particular, Gio-

vanni Legrenzi (1626-1690) and Arcangelo Corelli (1653-1713), whose
works lie outside the scope of this study, consolidated the fragmentary formal sections of the early sonata into genuine sonata movements and reconciled the style of the baroque sonata with that of
dance music.
Concerto
At the close of the sixteenth century, the term concerto was
subject to a variety of connotations.

It might refer to a body of

performers, usually instrumentalists, or to a musical performance,
or to a style of musical composition .

Concerti played a significant

part in the festivities accompanying the wedding, in 1589, of Ferdinand de'Medici, archduke of Tuscany, and Christiana di Loreno.
Cristofano Malvezzi {1547-1597), one of several composers who
furnished the music, left an account of the celebration and an

Francesco and Gabriel Usper {1619): Vol. X contains sonatas by
Rossi (1613) and Marini (1617, 1629, 1655) . Modern reprints include a Sonata a 3 by Rossi (1613), in Riemann, Musikgeschichte in
Beispielen, pp. 151-154 ~ and a sonata for violin and basso continuo
by Marini (1629), in Schering , Geschichte der Musik in Beispielen,
pp . 213-217.
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edition of the music performed., entitled Intermedii et concerti fatti
per la commedia rappresentata in Firenze nelle nozze del serenissimo Don Ferdinando Medici e Madama Christiana di Loreno, gran
1
duchi di Toscana (Venice: Vincenti, 1591) .

In Malvezzi's preface,

concerti refer s to ensembles of performers:

. . . . per che sarebbe

cosa tediosa il far mentione di tutti gli Strumenti che furono ne'
concerti grossi., se ne trattera a i suoi luoghi (' 'since it would be
tedious to name all the instruments of the large ensembles, it will
be undertaken at the proper places'').

As for the title of Malvezzi 's

edition. the meaning of concerti is not so clear.

Both the inter-

medii and the concerti are linked with Girolamo Bargagli 's commedia La pellegrina.

2

The intermedii are intermission pieces (above,

p. 63); the concerti might be the ensembles mentioned in the preface, but could just as easily be concerts , or concertos.
Alfred Einstein has devoted a chapter of his monumental
study of the Italian madrigal to the rise of the concerto principle
in music of the sixteenth century, basing his definition of concerto
on that given by Ercole Bottrigari in his dialogue 11 desiderio

1

sartori, 1591a; Vogel, I, 382-385, contains part of the
preface , as well as descriptive material found in the nono part .
See also lstituzioni e monumenti , I, lvii.
2

Kinkeldey, Orgel und Klavier , p. 172 .
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(1594):

"If you will inquire into the word concerto, you will find

that it signifies ' contention' or 'contrast.'"

1

The repertory of

compositions under the title of concerto confirm Bottrigari's understanding of the term, for concertos generally contain elements of
contrast or contention--between antiphonal choirs, between voices
and instruments, between the smaller and larger ensembles of the
concerto grosso, between s oloist and orchestra in the solo concerto.
Indeed, the word concerto embodies a stylistic principle of primary
importance to baroque music in general.

When a single voice, or

group of voices become detached from an otherwise homogeneous
combination of equally important voices, the principle of concerto
is operative.

At the close of the sixteenth century, concerto ex-

pressed modernity in music, and the musical style of the succeeding
era was dominated by its influence.
The origins of the concerto's style reach back to the early
Renaissance and even beyond.

They are incipient in the style of

Josquin, whose pairing of voices in the normal four-part texture
anticipates the antiphonal writing of the Venetian masters.

In the

music of the sixteenth century, the individual voices in polyphonic

1
Alfred Einstein, The Italian madrigal, trans. Alexander H.
Krappe, Roger H. Sessions, and Oliver Strunk (Princeton, N.J. :
Princeton University Press, 1949), II, 821.
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composition are nominally equal in function and importance.

In re-

ality, the upper voices, because of their register and superior
agility, hold the advantage.

As the century progresses, the con-

trast between the roles of high and low voices becomes stronger.
The upper voices assume an increasing share of the melodic responsibility while the bass, moving more slowly, takes on the angular contour of a harmonic foundation.

The final s t ep in this devel-

opment is taken with the introduction, near the beginning of the
seventeenth century, of the basso continuo.

In the early Baroque ,

according to Bukofzer, "all works with a chordal accompaniment
were called 'in concertato style .'"

1

Since contrast was a significant element of the "concerto"
style, it is understandable that the first compositions called concerti were of Venetian origin; the polychoral style, for which
Venice was famous, was well-suited to the expression of the "concerto" principle. The term concerto as a title for musical compositio~ first appears in the Concerti di Andrea et di Gio. Gabriell
(Venice: Angelo Gardano, 1587).

2

Here the term is used

1Manfred Bukofzer, Music in the baroque era (New York:
W. W. Norton, 1947), p. 21.
2A few compositions from this publication are reprinted in
Instituz ioni e monument!, Vol. I.
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generically to cover motets, madrigals, and a ricercar (abov e, p. 49
et passim).

Collections of "concertos" soon become numerous.

Vocal music- motets and madrigals--predominates; organ-bass parts
are generally included beginning with Adriano Banchieri's Concerti
ecclesiastici a 8 voci (Venice : Giacomo Vincenti, 1595).

1

An im-

portant step in the development of baroque music was taken by
Lodovico Viadana (1564--1645), whose Cento concerti ecclesiastici
(Venice: Vincenti, 1602), contained pieces for one to four voices,
making the basso continua obligatory at least in the compositions
for fewer voices.

At the end of the collection Viadana presents a

Canzon francese in riposta for violino, cornetto, and two trombones.
The instruments are grouped in pairs almost throughout the composition; one pair answers the other in presentation of material.
The application of the title concerto to vocal as well as instrumental music persisted through the time of J. S. Bach.

In

Sartori's Bibliografia vocal music predominates in all collections
of "concertos" issued before 1650.

Such instrumental compositions

as do appear in the early "concerto" collections are designated
individually by other titles, such as canzon, ricercar, sonata, or

1
2

Kinkeldey, Orgel und Klavier, p. 197.
Reprinted in Riemann, Old chamber music, pp. 19- 24.

2
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sinfonia.

Not until 1685, when Giovanni Bononcini {1670-1747) pub-

lished his Concerti da camera a tre, due violini e violone, con il
basso continua per il cembalo, opera seconda (Bologna: Giacomo
Monti, 1685), was the title concerto applied to an individual instrumental work.

1

Sinfonia
The Latin form of the term sinfonia appears in the titles of
two large collections of works by Giovanni Gabrieli, the Sacrae
symphoniae of 1597 and the Symphoniae sacrae, Uber secundus,
senis, 7, 8, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17 et 19, tam vocibus, quam
instrumentatis, editio nova {Venice: Bartolomeo Magni, 1615).

2

Here

the word is used only in the highly general sense implied by its
Greek roots-"sounding together."

The earliest compositions

called individually sinfonie were generally constituent parts or accessories of larger works.

Around the middle of the sixteenth

century, they occurred in connection with the rising commedia pastorale, at the beginning or end of the play, but more often at the

1
2

sartori, 1685e.

Gaetano Gaspari, Catalogo della biblioteca del Licea Musicale di Bologna {Bologna: Libreria Romagnoli dall' Acqua, 1890-),
II, 424.
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1
m

A contemporary account relates that a performance

of the pastoral L'amico fido closed with una dolcissima sinfonia.

2

The intermission pieces (intermedii} presented with the pastoral
comedies generally were unrelated to the main drama or to each
other.

They might include dancing, as well as both vocal and in-

strumental music.

Some were sumptuous and employed large num-

bers of performers and elaborate equipment, such as vehicles for
conveying the participants onto the scene.

3

The production of

Girolamo Bargaglia's La pellegrina, in honor of the marriage of
Ferdinando de'Medici (1589), occasioned six intermedii, described
by Cristofano Malvezzi in his edition of the music.

4

Malvezzi and

the celebrated Luca Marenzio (1533-1599) composed most of the music, which included four sinfonie--three six-part compositions by
Malvezzi and one in five parts by Marenzio.
printed Marenzio's sinfonia.

Kinkeldey has re-

It introduced the second intermedio

and was performed by an orchestra consisting of a harp, two !_!re,

1

See above, pages 63-64.

2

Emilie Elsner, Untersuchung der instrumentalen Besetzungspraxis der weltlichen Musik im 16. Jahrhundert in Italien (Berlin
University diss., 1935), p. 54.
3
Kinkeldey, Orgel und Klavier, pp. 168 ff.
4

Vogel, I, 382-385; see also above, page 153.
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a basso di viola, two lutes, a violino, a viola bastarda, and a bass
lute (chitarrone) .

1

The composition is rather unpretentious, and

comprises two nearly equal repeated sections:

the first in duple

meter; the second, in triple time but derived from the first.

Inde-

pendence of voices is almost totally lacking, and the whole sinfonia
(not counting repeats) is only fifteen measures long.
A motet by Lasso includes an opening six-part sinfonia.

2

The sinfonia, predominantly in imitative style, is longer than Marenzio's (about forty-eight measures).

It lacks sectional repetition and

suggests in general the style of Lasso's motets.
At the beginning of the seventeenth century, publications containing sinfonias become more numerous.

The total output of sin-

fonie from the first two decades of the century includes such a diversity of styles that only the most general descriptive statements
are defensible.

1

Kinkeldey, Orgel und Klavier, p. 173.
printed on p. 312.

The sinfonia is re-

2
wasielewski, in his Geschichte der Instrumentalmusik, reprints the sinfonia (pp. 92-95 of the Musical Supplement) and discusses it (pp. 152-153). Wasielewski's source for the sinfonia is
the first volume of a manuscript collection of instrumental music
performed at the French court from the time of Francis I. The
collection was compiled by Andrl! Danican-Philidor (d. 1730), a
cromorne player in the French king's band and assistant librarian
for the Royal Music Library at Versailles.
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Almost without exception, the sinfonie were instrumental; yet
Banchieri's Eclesiastici sinfonie of 1607 (above, p. 86) are individually named sinfonia and are supplied with sacred Latin texts. 1
S infonie might be independent instrumental compositions, or
they might serve as component parts of larger vocal works, such as
madrigals, operas, or concerti.

The sinfonia, like the concerto, re-

tained its affinity to vocal forms throughout the baroque period.

The

independent sinfonie from the early seventeenth century are contained principally in collections by Rossi (1607, 1608, 1613), Viadana
(1610), Marini (1617, 1629), and Francesco Usper (1619).

2

The sin-

fonia as part of larger vocal works is equally at home in sacred or
secular surroundings.

Claudio Monteverdi (1567-1643) includes sin-

fonie with his madrigal Questi vaghi from the Quinto libro de madrigali (1605) and with L'Orfeo (1607).

3

Cesario Gussago, in his

Sonate a quatro, sei, et otto con alcuni concerti a otto con le sue
1
Alfred Einstein, Madrigals of the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries (manuscript, Northampton, Mass.: Smith College Archives,
194~), Vol III. One piece, the Terzadecima sinfonia, lacks a text.
It also appears in Einstein, A collection of instrumental music, Vol.
II, and is reprinted in Riemann, Musikgeschichte in Beispielen, p.
114; and Schering, Geschichte der Musik in Beispielen, p. 155.
2

sartori, 1607c, 1608h, 1623a, 1610a, 1617c, 1629g, 1619a;
Einstein, A collection pf instrumental music, Vol. X.
3

claudio Monteverdi, Tutte le opere, ed. Francesco Malipiero
(Asolo, 192&--1942), V, 104--105, 116; XI, passim.
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sinfonie (Venice: Ricciardo Amadino, 1608), prefaces each of eight
sacred concerti with a sinfonia.

1

Amante Franzoni, an obscure

Bolognese composer, and Pietro Lappi, who contributed to the
Rauerij collection, include sinfonie in collections devoted otherwise
to sacred vocal music.

2

Franzoni's collection indicates that the

sinfonia was suitable for use at Mass; the table of contents lists a
Sinfonia al Sanctus a quattro and a Sinfonia all' Agnus a quattro.
Giovanni Gabriell's Symphoniae sacrae (1615), like his
Canzoni et sonate, was published posthumously.
collection is unpublished in modern score.
by Winterfeld contain instrumental sinfonias.

At present the

Two motets reprinted
3

Surrexit Christus

includes sinfonias for two cornetti, two violini, and four trombones,
set against a three-part vocal choir; the In ecclesiis incorporates
as an interlude a sinfonia for three cornetti, violino, and two
trombones, against three vocal groups, two in two and one in
four parts .

A manuscript score of the collection~ made in the

first half of the nineteenth century and now in the holdings of the
1

sartori, 1608j. Einstein, A collection of instrumental music,
Vol. III, includes three of Gussago's sinfonie.
2

sartori, 1613a, 1614e. Einstein, A collection of instrumental music, Vol vm, includes Lappi's sinfonie.
3

carl von Winterfeld, Johannes Gabrieli und sein Zeitalter
(Berlin: Schlesinger, 1834), III, 66--81.
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Bibliotheque Royale at Brussels, shows that instruments participate
in three other motets.

1

In the fifteenth motet, two cornetti, five

trombones, and a bassoon play a prelude, then rest while ten voices
sing the remainder of the composition.

Six voices and six trom-

bones perform simultaneously throughout the twentieth motet.

In the

twenty-fifth motet two cornetti and six trombones supplement seven
voices; the vocal and instrumental ensembles perform separately and
together.
The number of voice parts in the early sinfonia ranges from
two (Troilo, 1608; Marini, 1617) to eight (Gussago, 1608; Viadana,
1610; Usper, 1619).
The sinfonia tends toward brevity.

Marenzio's fifteen-measure

composition is no shorter than many by Rossi, Gussago, Lappi, and
Marini.

In Viadana's collection (1610) and Rossi's opus 12 (1613),

the sinfonia becomes more extended, and compositions of forty to
fifty measures are not uncommon.

Usper's Sinfonia prima from the

1619 print seems to represent the upper limit in the size of the
sinfonia in the early seventeenth century, but its seventy-two measures are not impressive by comparison with the dimensions of contemporary compositions in other forms.
1

The author is indebted to Dr. John Flower and Mr. James
Bastian for access to their microfilm copies of the manuscript. -
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Aside from its general brevity, the sinfonia developed few
particular stylistic or formal traits.

Most of the individual compo-

sitions can best be described in terms of their similarity to other
forms.
Many of the early sinfonie show a close kinship with dance
music.

The sinfonie in collections by Rossi, Marini, and others are

juxtaposed with dances of varying sorts, with titles such as gagliarda, corrente, and brando.

Moreover, the sinfonie are likely to be

cast in the characteristic dance form of two repeated strains.

This

is true not only of the independent s!.nfonie by Rossi and Marini, but
also of the sinfonie included in Pietro Lappi's Sacrae melodiae (Venice: Ricciardo Amadino, 1614), which were clearly intended for use
in church (Sartori, 1614e).
Viadana's Sinfonie musicali a otto voci, op. 18 (Venice:
Giacomo Vincenti, 161 O) are close to the style of the canzona.

1

In Banchieri's Eclesiastiche sinfonie dette canzoni in aria francese,

op. 16 (Venice: Ricciardo Amadino, 1607), the author verifies the
relationship between sinfonia and canzona in the wording of the
title (Sartori, 1607d).
1

Lodovico Viadana, Sinfonie. musicale, op. 18, ed. F. Balilla
Pratella (Bologna: Bongiovianni, 1931), includes six sinfonie. Einstein, A collection of instrumental music, Vol. III, gives the canto
for the entire collection.
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Gussago's sinfonie are brief chordal compositions lacking
sectional repetition.

Their large note values suggest the style of

the sonata as defined by Praetorius, while the occasional opening
dactyls recall the contemporary canzona.
The opening sinfonia from Gabriell's Surrexit Christus could
easily replace the opening section of some of the compositions in
the Canzoni et sonate (1615).

It is a short imitative piece for two

cornetti and four trombones, based on a single brilliant theme strikingly similar to the opening themes of the Canzon IV a 6 and the
Sonata a 8 from the Canzoni et sonate {Ex. 18).

The sinfonia is

shortly interrupted by a vocal section and continues with the addition of two violini.

The initial theme is retained but extended by

sequence (Ex. 19).

In Gabriell's In ecclesiis the sinfonia, which

serves as an interlude, is performed by three cornetti, a violino,
and two tromboni.

The instruments enter in an imposing tutti.

An

initial dactyl is followed by a vigorous chordal passage in dotted
rhythm, after which the vertical writing gives way to linear counterpoint and the voices alternate in imitative presentation of short
motives.
Francesco Usper opens the instrumental portion of his Composition! armoniche {1619) with two sinfonie which are remarkable
works for their time.

They surpass most contemporary sinfonie
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Ex. 18.

Giovanni Gabriell, opening themes

Sur..-e.•i+ Chrishu, S1"<o"ia. (1615), G.f½er Wi"terfeld
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Giovanni Gabriell, Surrexit Christus, Sinfonia,
meas. 21-23, cornetto I, after Winterfeld

Ex. 19.

in number of voice parts and in length.

Both are written for

double four-voice choirs with basso cont inua.

The Sinfonia prima

fills seventy-two measures and the Sinfonia seconda, sixty-four.

1

Usper's sinfonie, as Einstein has pointed out, anticipate the style

1

Einstein, A collection of instrumental music, Vol III.
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of the concerto grosso.

1

The Sinfonia prima employs two choirs-

one of viol~, flautino, viola, and liuto o chitaron; and one of
violin, two viole, and a viola basso.

A chordal ritornello opens

the composition and is restated three times, first immediately after
its introduction, then after the first third of the piece, and finally
at the close.

In contrast to the tutti forces of the ritornello, two

episodic sections engage small soloistic groups.

The first episode

is given the violin primo, violin secondo, and basso continuo, while
the second episode is played by the flautino and chitaron from the
first choir, and the basso continuo, now merely a basso seguente.
For the Sinfonia seconda, Usper does not specify instrumentation.
As in the preceding sinfonia, the ritornello principle is applied.
The ritornello, which is stated at the beginning, middle, and close,
opens chordally, but the tutti gives way to antiphony between the
two choirs.

Two episodes are rendered by two pairs of instruments,

the canto and basso from the first choir and their counterparts from
the second choir.

In the first episode the pair from the first choir

predominates; the other pair serves as an echo at the phraseendings.

For the second episode the roles of the two pairs are

1
Alfred Einstein, "Ein Concerto grosso von 1619," Festschrift Hermann Kretzschmar zum siebzigsten Geburtstag (Leipzig,
1918), pp. 2~28.
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reversed.

While Usper's sinfonie are progressive in style, they

cannot be claimed as the earliest examples of the concerto grosso
style.

This honor seems to belong to Giovanni Gabrieli, whose

works must certainly have been familiar to Usper.

In a Canzon

duodecimi toni a 10 of 1597, Gabriell presents a recurrent tutti with
intervening episodes for smaller groups of instruments.

1

The contrapuntal style of the early sinfonie reflects the
changes taking place at the time.

Gussago's eight-part Sinfonie

{1608) are not equipped with an organ bass, and Antonio Troilo's

Sinfonie, scherzi, ricercari, capricci, et fantasie a due voci {1608,
above, pp. 113-114) are written in the duet style of the Renaissance
bicinia.

More generally, the sinfonie adhere to the modern practice,

which requires some kind of organ-bass.

In sinfonie for many

voices, the organ-bass often takes the form of a basso seguente
while in the sinfonie for fewer voices, particularly where the melodic voices are concentrated in the upper register, the organ-bass
becomes an independent basso continua.

At times the organ-bass

may fluctuate in its degree of independence according to the requirements of the upper voices.

In Usper's Sinfonia prima, the

basso continua follows the lowest melodic part in the tutti sections

118 ff.

1The canzona is reprinted in Istituzioni e monument!, II, pp.
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and during the episode for flautino and chitaron; the chitaron part
is suitable for an organ-bass as well.

In the episode for the two

violins, however, the basso continua must have its own independent
bass line if the two violini are to receive the necessary harmonic
support.
The sinfonia as an independent form was cultivated throughout the remainder of the baroque era.

With some exceptions the

later examples are written for small combinations of instruments and
thus contribute to the development of chamber music, rather than
orchestral music.
vocal forms.
tion.

1

The sinfonia likewise retained its affiliation with

Here its orchestral possibilities received fuller atten-

Monteverdi's later operas, 11 ritorno d'Ulisse in patria (1641)

and L'incoronazione di Poppea (1642) open with orchestral sinfonie.

2

Monteverdi's successors in Venetian opera, Francesco Cavalli (16021676) and Marc' Antonio Cesti (1618-1669), likewise wrote orchestral

pieces for the beginnings of their operas.

In Cavalli's 11 Giasone

(1649) and Cesti's La Doria (1663), the overtures are called sinfonia

1
2

Sartori, Bibliografia.
Monteverdi, Tutte le opere, Vols. XII and XIIL
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avanti il prologo.

1

In the Neapolitan operas by Alessandro Scarlatti

(1659-1725), the sinfonia is sometimes cast in four contrasting movements-slow, fast, slow, and fast-as in the sinfonia for La Rosaura
(c. 1680).

2

In L' Eraclea (1700), the sinfonia consists of three move-

ments, fast, slow, and fast; thus it foreshadows the form of the
classical symphony.

3

Dance Music
Petrucci published dances in his lute books (Venice: 15071509), but the leading sixteenth-century publishers of dance music

were from France and Belgium, i.e., Pierre Attaingnant (d. 1552) in
Paris, Tielman Susato (d. c. 1561) and the house of Phalese (Pierre,
c. 1510--c. 1573, succeeded by his sons Pierre and Corneille) in
Antwerp.

4

In general, sixteenth-century dance music for ensembles

1

Modern editions of the two operas are found in Publikation
alterer praktischer und theoretischer Musikwerke, ed. Robert Eitner
(Berlin and Leipzig, 1873-1905), VoL XII.
2

La Rosaura is reprinted in Publikation alterer praktischer
und theoretischer Musikwerke, VoL XIV.
3

The overture is reprinted in Robert Haas, Die Musik des
Barocks, Vol III of Handbuch der Musikwissenschaft, ed. Ernst
BUcken (Potsdam: Akademische Verlagsgesellschaft, 1928; reprinted,
1949), pp. 207f.; see also ibid., p. 143.
4

Einstein, A collection of instrumental music, VoL xm, includes important publications of dance music by Attaingnant (1529,
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of instruments is formed in repeated strains.

Most commonly,

dances contain two repeated strains although the number of repeated strains might vary from one to six.
chordal style predominate.

Four-part writing and

Sometimes the dances are grouped in

pairs consisting of a dance in duple meter followed by a dance in
triple time.

In pairs of dances both dances frequently share a

single melody which is recast in quicker rhythm and contrasting
meter in the second dance.
Attaingnant, Susato, and Phalese do not identify the composers who contributed to their collections, but the authors of the
dances frequently are indebted to pre-existent works for their musical materials.

Chansons were particularly popular as models.

Thus, Susato's 1551 collection includes dances subtitled Mille
regretz and La bataille, probably based on chansons by Josquin and
Jannequin.

1530), Susato (1551), and Phalese (1571). A large sampling of
dances from Susato and Phalese is found in Nederlandsche Dansen
der 16de Eeuw, ed. Julius Rontgen, with preface by D. F. Scheurleer,
Vols. XXV and XXVII of Vereeniging voor Noord-Nederlands Muziekgeschiedenis (Amsterdam, 1869-). Other modern editions of dances
from Attaingnant, Susato, and Phalese include Riemann, Musikgeschichte in Beispielen, p. 58; Wasielewski, Geschichte der Instrumentalmusik, pp. 6-9 of Musical Supplement; Schering, Geschichte
der Musik in Beispielen, pp. 85-87; Johannes Wolf, Musik of earlier
times (New York: Broude Bros., 1946), p. 92.
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The earliest preserved Italian print of dance music for ensembles is the Opera nova de balli di Francesco Bendusi a quatro
accommodati da cantare & sonare d'ogni sorte de stromenti {Venice:
Antonio Gardane, 1553).

1

Bendusi's collection contains twenty-four

dances with titles which, with the exception of two pass' e mezi, do
not refer to the dances themselves.
chordal writing is the rule.

As with the French dances,

Repetition of musical material is an

important formal element, but Bendusi rarely confines himself to the
strictness imposed by repeat marks.

Twenty-five years elapsed be-

fore the appearance of another significant Italian contribution to the
repertory of dance music for ensembles.

Giorgio Mainerio, who was

maestro di cappella at the Santa Chiesa d' Aquilegia in Parma, issued
a Primo libro de balli a quatro voci accomodati per cantar et sonar
d'ogni sorte de istromenti {Venice: Angelo Gardano, 1578), consisting chiefly of saltarelli, gagliarde, tedesche, padoane, and pass 'e

mezzi.

2

1

Sartori, 1553b; transcribed in Einstein, A collection of instrumental music, Vol XIIL Individual compositions are reprinted
in Wasielewski, Geschichte der Instrumentalmusik, pp. 90-91 of Musical Supplement; Wolf, Music of earlier times, pp. 78--79.
2

sartori, 1578b. The saltarello, gagliarda (galliard), and
tedesca {allemande) are relatively quick dances in triple meter. The
padoana may be related to the pavane, a slow dance in duple time.
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The titles of Bendusi's and Mainerio's collections admit the
possibility of performance by singers as well as by players.
Mainerio, in the preface to his collection, dedicates his balli, which
he calls his concerti ("questi miei concerti") to the Academia de
Philarmonici of Parma, for the pleasure of players and also of
singers ("per tratenimento cosi dei sonatori come anco di Cantori").
Here the historical stream of dance music approaches that of the
lighter secular Italian vocal forms.

These offshoots of the Italian

madrigal movement are a blend of diverse elements in which dance
music is an important ingredient.

In the background of the develop-

ment stand the frottola and the French chanson.

Modern scholarship

agrees that the two forms are related, but whether the stylistic influence flows from chanson to frottola, or from frottola to chanson
has not been established.
Among the lighter forms owing their heritage to the frottola
are the villotta and the Neapolitan canzon villanesca.

Villotte are

simple, pseudo-plebeian songs used to accompany dancing.

1

The

canzon villanesca alla Napoletana in its earliest stage borrowed
musical crudities from the rustic folksong style of southern Italy.

1
148.

Einstein, The Italian madrigal, I, 340, 343;

m,

73, 77, 146-
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Around the middle of the sixteenth century its studied artlessness
was turned into parody on the refinement of the madrigal.

1

During

the second half of the century, the title villanesca gave way to
villanella.

The satirical qualities were attenuated, and the villa-

nella took on attributes of the madrigal-but no longer in parody.
The villanelle are written for three to six voices.

Usually, but not

always, they adhere to a formal plan incorporating repeated sections
at the beginning and end surrounding an unrepeated middle section
(AABCC).

Chordal writing alternates with imitation and motivic

interplay between voices.

2

Thomas Morley (1557-1602), who refers

generously to Italian practice in his Plain and easy introduction to
practical music (London, 1597), recommends the Canzone a la
Napolitana by Luca Marenzio (five books, 1584--1587) and John
Ferretti (Giovanni Ferretti, c. 1540-C. 1610; seven books, 15671585) as models for study.

3

In the closing years of the century, the villanella was trans-

formed into the canzonetta and the balletto.

1

The ·canzonetta generally

Einstein, The Italian madrigal, I, 352-383.

2

Einstein, in The Italian madrigal, Vol III, reprints numerous villanesche and villanelle, pp. 78-91, 146--150, 230-236.
3

Morley, A plain and easy introduction to practical music, ed.
R. Alec Harman (New York: W. W. Norton, 1952), p. 295.
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retains the form of the villanella (AABCC), but the balletto often
omits the unrepeated middle section and thus arrives at the normal
dance form (AABB).

The leading composer of canzonette was

Orazio Vecchi (six books, 1580-1597).

Giovanni Gastoldi (c. 1550-

1622), who served the Gonzaga at Mantua as maestro di cappella of

the family church of Santa Barbara, wrote three books of canzonette, but his enduring fame rests on his Balletti a 5 per cantare,
suonare, e ballare ("Balletti for five voices, to be sung, played,
and danced," Venice: Ricciardo Amadino, 1591) and a similar collection for three voices (Venice: Ricciardo Amadino, 1594).

1

Gastoldi's balletti establish a strong link between dance music and
the light secular vocal forms.

Since the composer specifies that

the balletti may be sung or played, they are properly considered
instrumental music.
The formal patterns of the canzonetta and the balletta occur
fairly frequently in the earlier canzoni per sonare.

Florentia

Maschera's Libro primo de canzoni da sonare a quattro voci (Brescia: Vincenzo Sabbio, 1584) contains two examples of the canzonetta

1

vogel, I, 273, 278. Einstein, The Italian madrigal, II, 602606; canzonette are reprinted in Vol. III on pp. 237-240, 295-296;
balletti, III, 242-247.
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form (Nos. 2, 6) and two of the balletto form (Nos. 1, 8).

1

Other

points of similarity, notably the alternation of chordal and imitative
writing, opening dactylic rhythm, and an over-all light-hearted
style, suggest a relationship between the canzona and the lighter
Italian secular vocal music.

Their common ancestor is the French

chanson, in which the traits discussed above are present early in
the century.

2

The title of ~ria (English, "air") was widely applied around
1600 to light secular vocal and instrumental music.

According to

Morley, "all . . . kinds of light music (saving the Madrigal) are by
a general name called 'airs.' ,,

3

The leading Italian composers of dance music in the first two
decades of the seventeenth century are Salamon Rossi and Biagio
Marini, who have already been introduced in connection with their
contribution to other forms (above, pp. 149, 115).

1

Sartori, 1584a. William McKee, in The music of Florentia
Maschera (1540-1584), includes an edition of the collection on pp.
135 ff.
2

Crocker, pp. 64, 105-106. Einstein, in The Italian madrigal,
I, 268; III, 241, reprints chansons with forms corresponding to those
of the canzonetta and balletto.
3

Morley, A plain and easy introduction, p. 295.
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Rossi, in his Sinfonie et gagliarde (Book I, 1607; Book II,
1608), confines his dances to galliards for four and five voices.
They are brief compositions interspersed among sinfonie, from
which they differ little in style.

Dances occupy a larger share

of Rossi's Terzo libro de varie sonate, sinfonie, gagliarde, brandi,
e corrente (Venice, 1613).
as well as galliards.

2

1

Rossi now includes brand! and corrente,

The compositions are longer, and the texture

is that of the trio sonata, introducing two canti and

The

composer suggests performance by two violins and a chitarrone, or
similar instruments.
predecessor.

Rossi's fourth book {1622) is similar to its

The wording of the title and the categories of com-

position included are almost identical.

3

Progress manifests itself

in the arrangement of several galliards and corrente in pairs.

The

wording of the tavola suggests that the dances within each pair belong together (''Gagliarda terza detta La favorita; La sua correnta"),

1

Sartori omits this edition. Einstein, in A collection of instrumental music, Vol X, transcribes a reprint (Venice: Vincenti,
1623), with the notation that the first edition appeared in 1613.
2The brando (Fr., branle; Eng., "brawl") is a group dance
in duple or triple meter. The corrente {from Fr. courir, to run)
is in fast triple meter.
3

Sartori, 1622b.
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but pairing of dances was not new in 1622, except in Rossi's own
works .
Biagio Marini 's Affetti musicali, opera prima, nella quali si
contiene symfonie, canzon, sonate, balletti, arie, brandi, gagliarde,
& corenti,

a 1,

2, 3 (Venice: Bartolomeo Magni, 1617), suggests

Rossi's print of 1613, except that Marini includes dance-like balletti
and arie as well as galliards, corenti, and brandi.

In one instance

Marini equates the terms balletto and sinfonia (' 'Balletto overo symfonia' ') .

1

The composition in question is formed in two brief re-

peated strains .

Marini 's next major contribution to dance music is

his Sonate, symphonie, canzoni, pass 'emezzi, baletti, corenti, gagliarde, & retornelli, a 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, & 6 voci , per ogni sorte
2
d'instrumenti (Venice: Bartolomeo Magni. 1629) .

Here Marini pairs

balletti with correnti and presents a Pass 'emezzo concertato in otto
parti , in which the parti are variations.

Marini 's last publication

of dance music, the Diversi generi di sonate da chiesa e da camera (Venice: Francesco Magni, 1655), advances the earlier tendency

1
2

sartori, 1617c.

sartori, 1629g; Einstein, A collection of instrumental music,
Vol. X, includes the publication but gives 1626 for its date.
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toward integration of isolated movements .

1

The Balletto primo is

a five-movement work in which a balletto proper is followed by
three variations and a closing corrente.

The Balletto secondo be-

gins with an Entrata (opening dance), followed by a Balletto allegro,
a Corrente, and a Retirata (closing dance).
During the interim between Marini's last two publications of
dance music, Giovanni Battista Buonamente (d .. 1643), who was
maestro di cappella at the Austrian court in Vienna, then in Prague,
and finally in Assisi, published his Settimo libro di sonate, sinfonie,
gagliarde, corrente, et brandi, a tre, due violini & basso di viola
da brazzo (Venice: Alessandro Vincenti, 1637).

2

o

Buonamente antici-

pates Marini's grouping of dances and presents eight regularly constituted, four-movement suites.
the arrangement:

The composer's own words describe

Ogni sinfonia ha il suo brando, gagliarda, e cor-

rente (" Each sinfonia has its own brando, galliard, and corrente. ")
The Canzona before Rauerij's Collection
The early history of the instrumental canzona has been dis cussed generously by Eunice Crocker in her excellent Introductory
Vol. X.

1 Sartori, 1655a; Einstein, A collection of instrumental music,
2

Sartori, 1637d; Einstein, A collection of instrumental music,
Vol VIII.
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study of the Italian canzona (pp. 49-99).

Cracker's study is based

partially on J. M. Knapp's earlier investigation, The canzone francese and its vocal models (unpublished M.A. dissertation, Columbia
University, 1941).

Since the appearance of these two works, Gustave

Reese has provided a valuable concise account of the French polyphonic chanson in his Music in the Renaissance (pp. 230-235; 288311; 38o-400).

The earliest instrumental canzonas were usually designated
as canzoni alla f rancese.

This reference to ''the French manner''

emphasizes the decisive role played by the French polyphonic chanson
in the development of the Italian instrumental canzona.

Any discus-

sion of the early canzona must accordingly turn to the French chanson itself.
The French chanson
Following the period of the Burgundian court composers, of
whom Dufay and Binchois were the leaders, the French chanson
underwent an acute change in style.

The central figure and pos-

sibly the leader in this shift was Josquin des Prez.

Josquin ap-

plied principles of imitative counterpoint, often including canon, to
his chansons, which were written for three to six parts.

Sometimes

Josquin employed the old formes fixes, but more often his chansons
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were through-composed or based on freer plans with repetition of
sections (e.g., AABBC) or recapitulation of the opening section
(ABA).

1

In the generation after Josquin, a Parisian school of compo-

sition, headed by CMment Jannequin (c. 1485-c. 1560) and Claudin de
Sermisy (c. 1490-1562), took the lead in the development of the
chanson.
voices.

The Parisian chansons generally were written for four
They displayed more rhythmic animation than their predeces-

sors had done; minims and semiminims replaced the earlier breves
and semibreves.

A trademark of the Parisian chanson was the dac-

tylic opening motive

JJJjJ,

often in repeated notes.

2

It was perhaps

the most obvious tie linking the chanson and the instrumental canzona.
The texts of Paris chansons covered a variety of subject matter.

They could be sentimental or gay, philosophical or risqu~,

anecdotal or descriptive.

Generally they tended toward lightness,

in contrast to the melancholy of Josquin's chansons.

3

The chansons

1

Reese, Music in the Renaissance, pp. 230-235. Josquin des
Pres, Werken, ed. A. A. Smijers, Wereldlijke Werken, Vol. I (Amsterdam, G. Alsbach, 1925).
2The last note of the rhythm quoted might be of any value.
3

Crocker, p. 80.
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by Jannequin were especially noted for their pictorial qualities:
When he composes motets with their mighty words,
When he attempts to represent the din of battle,
When in his songs he renders women's clack and prattle,
When he depicts the chirping of birds ,
In all that Janequin has tried to design,
He has never been mortal, but is all divine.
-Antoine de Balfl
As in the chansons of Josquin, musical form of the P aris
chansons was often dictated by the rhyme scheme of the text.

For-

mal plans including recapitulation or immediate repetition of musical
material predominated.

Sectional divisions were more clearly de-

fined than in the chansons of Josquin, who often veiled formal lucidity by dovetailing cadences with introduction of new thematic material

Josquin's prevailingly imitative style gave way in the Pari-

sian chansons to a style in which chordal sections were admitted on
an equal footing with imitation.
The Parisian chanson enjoyed unprecedented popularity, much
of which must be attributed to the printing activities of Attaingnant,
who issued 533 chansons in seventeen prints between 1528 and 1549.
Attaingnant's role in diffusing the chanson corresponds to that of
1Translated by Curt Sachs in Our musical heritage, 2nd ed.
{New York: Prentice-Hall, 1955), p. 141.
2Knapp, p. 4.

2
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Petrucci in making the frottola popular some thirty years earlier.
The earlier appearance of the frottola, together with certain stylistic similarities between the frottola and the Parisian chanson,
has led the Italian musicologist Gaetano Cesari to postulate an
Italian heritage for the Parisian chanson.

1

Cesari points to the

essentially homophonic style of the frottola, comparing it with similar tendencies in the chanson.

He finds that the frottolists set

texts similar in subject matter to those of the Parisian chansons
and that the characteristic dactylic opening figure of the chanson
occurs in the frottola as well

He reinforces his case by refer-

ence to the numerous Franco-Flemish composers in Italy during
the era of the frottola, including Josquin himself.
has been examined by both Crocker and Knapp.

2

Cesari's evidence
Both admit that it

is impressive but are hesitant to accept it without reservation.
Crocker's most potent rebuttal is that among Josquin's pupils were
composers in the Parisian circle, among them Jannequin and Pierre
Certon (c. 1510-1572); thus the chanson tradition must have been
passed from master to pupil

1
2

Knapp, who seems more susceptible

Preface to Istituz ioni e monumenti, I, ix ff.
Crocker, pp. 71ff.; Knapp, pp. 6ff.
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to Cesari's thesis, finally describes the chanson as "international"
in style.

The controversy over the relationship between frottola and
Paris chanson is relevant to the history of the instrumental canzona
only if the Parisian chanson is accepted as the direct ancestor of
the canzon per sonar.

In this regard, Cracker's assertion that the

Paris style of chanson was the most influential on the stylistic
formation of the early canzona requires some comment.

1

Florentia

Maschera's Libro primo de canzoni da sonare a quattro voci is the
chief source of instrumental canzonas before the appearance of
Giovanni Gabriell's Sacrae symphoniae {1597).

Maschera's style is

rather consistent throughout the collection, and a general summary
admitting only scattered exceptions is possible.
are in four parts.

The compositions

They are built up in clearly defined sections

which establish definite formal patterns through immediate repetition
or later recapitulation.

The basic note values are the minim and

semiminim, and nearly all the compositions open with dactylic rhythm.
Some chordal writing occurs in about half of the canzonas, but in
only two canzonas is it used at the opening.
mophony is shunned in favor of imitation.

1

Crocker, pp. 71, 9~97.

More generally, ho-

A suitable basis for
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comparison between Maschera's canzonas and the chansons of the
Paris school is afforded in Attaingnant's Trente et une chansons ·
musicales

a quatre

parties nouvellement imprim~es {Paris, 1529),

to which Sermisy and Jannequin were the leading contributors.

1

Attaingnant's collection has little in common with that of Maschera
aside from four-part writing, frequent dactylic openings, and occasional repetition of formal patterns.

The most striking difference

arises from Maschera's predilection for imitative counterpoint, as
opposed to the generally chordal style of the Parisian chansons.
Of Attaingnant's thirty-one chansons, twenty-one open chordally.

Not

a single chanson from the collection can justifiably be claimed as a
prototype for Maschera's canzonas.
The chordal, pictorial style of Sermisy and Jannequin reflects a subservience of music in relation to its text that seems
characteristic of the Parisian attitude toward the chanson and finds
its final expression in the Parisian Acad~mie de Po~sie et Musique,
founded in 1570.

Claude le Jeune (c. 1525-1600), the leading mu-

sical exponent of the Acad~mie, composed, among others, chansons in
an essentially chordal style, conforming in rhythm with metrical

1

Reprinted in Les Mattres Musiciens de la Renaissance franc;aise, ed. Henry Expert {Paris: Senart, 1894-1908), Vol V.
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patterns drawn from ancient poetic ideals-vers mesur~s

a l'antique. 1

Le Jeune's chansons, like those of the earlier Parisians, are related
only indirectly to the development of the instrumental canzona.
Aside from the Parisian school, the leading composers of
French chansons were Netherlanders.

Flemish composers are rep-

resented only sparsely in Attaingnant's prints; their chief publisher
was Tielman Susato, who, beginning in 1543, issued thirteen books
of chansons from his shop in Antwerp.

2

Among the leading Flemish masters of the French chanson
were Jean Richafort (c. 1480-1548), Nicolas Gombert (c. 1490-1556),
Clemens non Papa (Jacobus Clemens, c. 1510-1556), Thomas Crequillon (d. 1557), and, in the following generation, Roland de Lass us
(Orlando di Lasso).

Richafort and Gombert probably studied with

Josquin.
The Netherlanders' output lagged about a decade behind that
of the Parisian school, and so it could easily have been influenced
by the Parisian style.

The Flemish chansons exhibit the formal

clarity and light-hearted spirit of the Parisian chansons.

In

1 Reese, Music in the Renaissance, pp. 382-385.
2

R~pertoire international des sources musicales, Part I:
Recueils imprim~s; xv1e,_xv11e siecles, ed. Franc;ois Lesure (Munich and Duisburg: G. Henle, 1960), 154a1 -l560', passim.
5
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contrapuntal style, however, they generally recall the imitative
tendencies of Josquin.

1

The Parisian chanson bequeathed to the instrumental canzona
its four-part texture and clear sectional structure.

The imitative

style of the canzona, however, is a legacy from the Netherlanders
of the 1540's.

The declamatory style of the Parisian chanson, which

often resulted in successions of repeated chords, held little appeal
as a model for instrumental music although it may account for similar passages that occur occasionally in the canzona.

Such passages

are found in Maschera's Libro primo de canzoni (Ex. 20).
Ex. 20. Homophonic passages in vocal and instrumental
music.
Jannequin, Au verd bois (1529), meas. 19--20, after Expert

uu
1

r

T

Reese, Music in the Renaissance, pp. 300-305.
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Ex. 20 (cont.)
Maschera, Canzon undecima (1584), meas. 64--67, after
McKee

r uuuu
The style of the instrumental canzona is closer to the Flemish chanson than to its Parisian counterpart.

Crequillon's Pour ung

plasir from Susato's Premier Livre des chansons

a quatre

parties

(Antwerp, 1543) relies on imitation and sectional repetition (AABCC),
anticipating Mascheras instrumental canzonas.

1

Without its text,

Crequillon's chanson might easily pass for a canzon per sonare
(Ex. 21).
Since the composers of instrumental canzonas generally
avoided the chordal, Parisian style, Cesari's argument in favor of
an Italian heritage for the instrumental canzona loses much of its
force.

Whether or not the frottola was responsible for the

1Modern edition, Carl Parrish and John F. Ohl, Masterpieces
of music before 1750 (New York: W. W. Norton, 1951), pp. 66 ff.
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Ex. 21.

Style of Flemish chanson and instrumental canzona

Thomas Crequillon, Pour ung plasir, opening, after Parrish
and Ohl

,,

ptv

cl" -

,.

Florentia Maschera, Canzon prima detta La Capriola,
opening, after McKee

homophonic style of the Parisian chanson is irrelevant to the history
of the instrumental canzona.

The prevailing style of the instrumen-

tal canzona is imitative, and Josquin's style of imitative counterpoint
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was transmitted to the instrumental canzona through Flemish masters
rather than through the earlier, Parisian cc,mposers.
Vocal forms as instrumental music
Vocal music, throughout history, has supplied the instrumentalist with a rich repertory, and the late sixteenth century was no
exception.

Interest in instrumental music was widespread, and the

instrumentalists of the time knew a number and variety of instruments unequalled before or since.

Double-reed players, for exam-

ple, were provided with no less than ten complete families of instruments.

1

In spite of such profusion, the wealth of instruments far

outstripped that of instrumental music, a situation which was not to
be remedied until the next century.
Sixteenth-century sources preserve a literary and pictorial
record of instrumental trespassing in the realm of vocal music.
Andrea Antico, a Venetian printer, published a collection of frottolas
arranged for keyboard, Frottole intabulate da sonare organi, libro
primo {Rome, 1517).

2

Pietro Bembo {1470-1547), who rose to the rank

of cardinal, sent to Isabella Gonzaga {born Isabella d' Este) some

w.

1

curt Sachs, The history of musical instruments {New York:
W. Norton, 1940), p. 298.
2

sartori, 1517.

Six of the frottolas are edited by Jeppesen

in Die italienische Orgelmusik, pp. 3*- 25*.
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sonnets and strambotti, specifying that they be sung to the accompaniment of lute or some other instrument.

1

Isabella was well able

to fulfill Bembo's request since she had in her service at Mantua
the frottolists Marco Cara and Bartolomeo Tromboncino, who were
renowned as lute-singers.

2

A French painting from around 1530 depicts what must have
been a typical sixteenth-century performance: three ladies are reading a chanson by Sermisy; one sings, another plays the flute, and
the third plays the two remaining voice parts on a lute.

3

Massimo

Troiano, who was active as a singer, actor, and composer in Munich,
describes the festivities occasioned by the wedding of William of
Bavaria (1548-1626, later, Duke William V) and Renee of Lorraine,
in his Discorsi delli triomphi, giostri, apparati, ... nelle sontuose nozze
dell'ill Signor Duca Guglielmo .... de Bavaria (Munich, 1568).

These

included a wedding feast held on February 22, 1568, at which several compositions were performed for each course of the meal

4

Among the compositions were a seven-part motet by Lassus, played

1
2

3
4

Einstein, The Italian madrigal, I, 110.
Ibid., I, 77.
Reproduced in Sachs, Our musical heritage, pl XIII.

Kinkeldey, Orgel und Klavier, pp. 179-180.
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by five cornetti and two trombones; a six-part motet by Cipriano de
Rare, performed by six viole da braccio; and a six-part madrigal by
Alessandro Striggio, played by six trombones.
Of the various vocal forms tested by instrumentalists, only
the imitative chanson proved satisfactory as a prototype for pure
instrumental ensemble music.
more than accompanied melody.

The frottola was essentially nothing
Its interest was concentrated in

the upper, melodic voice and in a harmonically conceived bass while
the inner parts might be dull and lifeless filler.

Under the impact

of Flemish imitative counterpoint, the frottola declined, but its style
was revived later, in the homophonic experiments of the late Renaissance and early Baroque.

The chordal and descriptive styles of

the Parisian chanson emphasized the text, at the expense of melodic
and contrapuntal interest.

The madrigal shared the declamatory

tendencies of the Parisian chanson; but text and music were so
intimately related that the same music could not serve for two different lines of text.

As a result, the madrigalists g.e nerally avoided

sectional repetition, preferring a through-composed style that depended on the presence of words to help provide the necessary
formal cohesion.

1

1

Einstein, The Italian madrigal, I, 267.
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The motet, like the madrigal, lacked the integration through
sectional repetition since the music was to be, as Morley says,
"aptly framed for the ditty."

1

Morley admonishes singers of motets

"to study how to vowel and sing clean, expressing their words with
devotion and passion whereby to draw the hearer, as it were, in
chains of gold by the ears to the consideration of holy things.''

He

prescribes slow tempos: '' let it be in long notes, for the nature of
it will not bear short notes and quick motions which denote a kind
of wantonness," and in a final sentence he speaks of ''motets, under
which I comprehend all grave and sober music."

Probably the

solemn motion of the motet detracted from its appeal to instrumentalists, whose agile instruments were well able to execute the ''short
notes and quick motions" denied the motet.
Among the vocal forms of the sixteenth century, only the imitative chanson combined a closely knit musical structure, a contrapuntal style in which the voices participated as equals, and quick
motion, commensurate with the technical possibilities of instruments;
thus it was uniquely qualified to serve as a point of departure for
the development of instrumental music.

1

Morley, A plain and easy introduction, pp. 292-294.
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The transition to the canzona
In 1533, Attaingnant published a collection of Vingt & Sept

Chansons musicales, a quatre parties, desquelles les plus convenables a la fleuste d'allemant son signees en la table cy dessoubz
escripte par a, et a la fleuste a neuf trous par b, et pour les deux
par ab ("Twenty-seven musical songs, for four voices, of which
those most appropriate to the German flute are designated in the
table below by ~' and to the nine-hole flute by ~' and for both by
ab").

1

Thereafter, most of the major collections of chansons ad-

mitted the suitability of instrumental performance.

2

Antoine Gar-

dane's collection of Canzoni francese a due voce, buone da cantare
et sonare of 1539 has been discussed above (pp. 76f).
earliest Italian publication so designated.

It is the

The recognition of in-

strumental performance in titles of collections did not reflect a different style of composition; it merely confirmed an existing practice
and enabled the publisher to advertise his wares to a larger market.
Francesco da Milano (1497-c. 1573), outstanding Italian lutenist and composer, included arrangements of chansons in his first
1

Robert Eitner, Bibliographie der Musik-Sammelwerke des
XVI. und XVII. Jahrhunderts (Berlin: Liepmannssohn, 1877), p.
27; R~pertoire international, Part I: Recueils imprim~s; xv1exv11e siecles, 1533 1.
2

Crocker, p. 81.
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Intavolatura di liuto (1536), and in the following decades the intabulated chansons constituted an important part of the lutenist's repertory.

In general, the lutenist chose chansons from the Paris school

as his models.

This is not surprising since the chordal style of

the Parisian chanson was most suitable for the technique of the
lute.

Ordinarily the transcriptions for lute remained faithful to the

style of their prototypes.

1

Most of the early composers of ensemble canzonas were
organists, and many composed canzonas for organ as well as for
ensemble.

Keyboard arrangements of chansons, therefore, are more

closely related than lute transcriptions to the development of the
canzona for instrumental ensembles.

The organ was better able to

reproduce independent voices in a polyphonic composition, and consequently arrangers for keyboard drew more generally upon the
stock of the Flemish imitative chanson, in contrast to the Parisian
models chosen by the lutenists.

One anthology of chansons ar-

ranged for keyboard, Musica de diversi autori (Venice: Angelo
Gardano, 1577), presents thirteen compositions, including three by
Jannequin and ten by the Flemish masters Crequillon, Clemens non
Papa, Jean Courtois, Philippe Rogier, and Roland de Lassus.

1

Knapp, pp. 19-23.

2

Sartori, 1577b.

2
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Andrea Gabriell's keyboard compositions show a similar preponderance of Flemish, instead of Parisian, models.

1

Attaingnant published several collections of chansons intabulated for organ, including three prints in 1531.

2

Schering and

Kinkeldey have reprinted one example each from Attaingnant's
Vingt et six chansons musicales reduictes en la tabulature des
argues, espinettes, manicordions (Paris, 1531).

3

Both examples

are heavily embellished with characteristic keyboard ornamentation
in small note values.

Kinkeldey's edition is juxtaposed with a re-

print of the alto and the bass from a part-book edition (Venice,
1535), showing that the intabulation follows the structure and voice
leading of the original.
In Italy, Marco Antonio Cavazzoni di Bologna, his son Giro-

lamo, and Andrea Gabriell, whose contributions to the evolution of
the ricercar have been discussed above, were the leading arrangers
of chansons for keyboard.

1

s artori, l 605f and 1605g.

2R~pertoire international, Part I: Recueils imprim~s; xv1exvne siecles, 1531 ', 1531 7, and 1531'.
3

schering, Geschichte der Musik in Beispielen, p. 87; Kinkeldey, Orgel und Klavier, pp. 260-263.
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Marco Antonio included four chanson arrangements in his
Recerchari, motetti, canzoni of 1523.

1

The chanson arrangements

share the traits of the composer's ricercars; an essentially chordal
texture is relieved by occasional independent melodic voice leading.
Semiminims and fusas dominate the rhythmic picture, often forming
runs and trills that suggest a specific keyboard style.

The can-

zonas, nevertheless, disclose a chanson ancestry in their formal
plans, which are based on sectional repetition, and in their French
titles-Perdone moi sie folie, Madame vous aves mon cuor, Plus ne
regres, and Lautre yor per un matin.
are not known.

The specific vocal models

Marco Antonio's canzonas are the earliest known

chanson arrangements, and the collection is the first recorded instance of the term canzoni as applied to instrumental music.

2

Girolamo Cavazzoni's Intavolatura cioe recercari, canzoni,
himni, magnificati, libro primo (Venice, 1543) contains arrangements
of Josquin's Faulte d'argent and Passereau's 11 est bel e bon.

3

1

Jeppesen, in Die itallenische Orgelmusik, Musical Supplement, reprints the collection, as does Benvenuti in I classici musicali italiani, I, 31-5 5.
2

Jeppesen, Die itallenische Orgelmusik, p. 103.

3

Benvenuti, in I classici della musica itallana, Quaderni 2327, reprints the collection; Tor chi, in L' arte musicale in Italia, Ill,
1--44, reprints part of the collection.
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Cavazzoni's arrangements go far beyond mere transcription from
vocal to keyboard notation.

They retain the thematic material and

imitative style of their models, but here the similarity ends.

In his

arrangement of Faulte d'argent, Cavazzoni applies the usual keyboard embellishment to the longer notes of Josquin's original
Moreover, he reduces the number of voice parts from five to four
and employs a contrapuntal procedure entirely independent of Josquin's.

Cavazzoni's Faulte d'argent follows the general structural

plan of the vocal model, but 11 est bel e bon differs from Passereau's
chanson in omitting one section of the original

In both canzonas,

Cavazzoni supplements the original thematic material with newlyinvented themes. 1
Andrea Gabriell takes the final step toward the emancipation
of the keyboard canzona from its vocal models.

His canzonas are

preserved in three posthumous editions, the Terzo libro de ricercari
{Venice: Angelo Gardano, 1596) and the fifth and sixth books of his
Canzoni alla francese {Venice: Angelo Gardano, 1605).

2

Andrea uses

material from chansons in two ways, illustrated in two compositions
included in his fifth book of canzonas and both based on Crequillon's

1

2

For more on Cavazzoni's canzonas, see Knapp, pp. 43-46.
Sartori, 1596c, 1605f, and 1605g.
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Pour ung plasir.

1

The Canzona francesa deta Pour ung plasir fol-

lows the form of the original, but its melodic lines are dissolved,
after each entrance, into florid passages in fusas and semifusas
(Ex. 22; the beginning of Crequillon's chanson is quoted in Ex. 21). 2
Ex. 22. Andrea Gabriell, two compositions based on Crequillon's Pour ung plasir
Canzon deta Pour ung plasir (1605), opening, after Wolf

1

The collection is edited by Pidoux in Andrea Gabrieli,
Canzonen und Ricercari ariosi fllr Orgel. See also, Einstein, A
collection of instrumental music, Vol vm.
2

Reprinted by Wolf in Music of earlier times, pp. 120-132.
Parrish and Ohl, in Masterpieces of music before 1750, pp. 66--73,
reprint the original chanson together with Andrea's arrangement.
Other chanson arrangements by Andrea are contained in Wasielewski,
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Ex. 22 (cont.)
Ricercar sopra Pour ung plasir (1605), opening, after
Pidoux

The Ricercar sopra Pour ung plasir departs farther from its model
Crequillon's thematic material serves as the basis for an original
ricercar (see above, pp. 102, 104).

The note values are essentially

Geschichte der Instrumentalmusik, pp. 66-72 of Supplement; Kinkeldey, Orgel und Klavier, pp. 264--274; and Istituzioni e monument!, II,
lxx-lxxii.
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those of the original, but Gabrieli spaces the entries of the voices
at wider intervals, in keeping with the style of the ricercar (Ex.
22).

The themes appear in the same order as in the chanson, and

the last section, repeated in the chanson, is also repeated in the
ricercar.
Andrea also wrote keyboard compositions which adhere to
the style of his canzoni alla francese but do not name a vocal
prototype.

These apparently independent compositions, a Canzon

ariosa in the Terzo libro de ricercari (1596) and several Ricercari
ariosi in the fifth book of Canzoni alla francese (above, p. 104),
preserve the sectional repetition of the chanson and the florid dirninution of Andrea's chanson arrangements.

1

They may be the earliest

independent canzonas for keyboard, but it is impossible to establish
their dates of composition, since Andrea died in 1586 and most of
his instrumental compositions were published posthumously.
Early canzonas for ensembles
The earliest ensemble canzonas for which no vocal models
seem to have existed cannot be named with certainty.

1

The leading

The Canzon ariosa is contained in Andrea Gabrieli, Intonationen fur Orgel, ed. Pierre Pidoux (Kassel and Basel: mtrenreiterVerlag, 1959), pp. 2~1; also Wasielewski, Geschichte der Instrumentalmusik, pp. 57- 59 of Musical Supplement.
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candidates for this distinction include a Canzone da sonare in
Nicola Vicentino's fifth book of five-part madrigals {1572), two
Arie di canzon francese per sonare from Marc' Antonio Ingegneri's
second book of four-part madrigals {1579), and finally, Andrea
Gabriell's ricercars published in part-books {1586, 1589).
Vicentino's Canzone da sonare, entitled La bella, is the only
surviving instrumental essay by the Milanese arcimusico, published
in 1572, the year of his death.

1

Notwithstanding its title, the com-

position displays little similarity to the typical canzona; on the
whole, it seems closer to the style of the madrigal

It opens with

dactylic rhythm, but this trait is by no means the exclusive property
of the chanson and canzona.

La bella is for five voices and through-

composed, in accordance with the standard practice of the madrigal.
Although its contrapuntal style is chiefly imitative, the imitations
are not executed with the regularity and strictness that is characteristic of the canzona.
The two arie di canzon frances

by Ingegneri (c. 1545- 1592)

resemble more closely the typical style of the canzona.
four-part settings.

2

Both are

In the first composition, the opening section

1 Reprinted in Istituzioni e monumenti, II, xlvi- xlix.
2Reprinted in Istituzioni e monumenti, II, 1-liii.
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returns, with modifications, at the close.

The second aria contains

reminiscences of the declamatory and chordal Parisian chanson.
If, as Reese suggests, the term ricercar was occasionally

applied to canzonas, in order to distinguish them from arrangements
of chansons, then some of Andrea Gabriell's ricercars are canzonas
in all but name.
1560.

Gabrieli's works began to appear in print around

The ricercars published in part-books, like those that ap-

peared in tablature, were issued posthumously; consequently they
might have been composed several years before Andrea's death in
1586, possibly even earlier than the canz onas by Vicentino and

Ingegneri.
Maschera's Libra primo de canzoni
The first collection devoted entirely to instrumental canzonas
is the Libra primo de canzoni da sonare a quattro voci by Florentio Maschera (above, pp. 84f., 183 f.).

The date 1582 in Maschera's

preface indicates that the work was finished-and probably published-in that year.

The medium for which Maschera intended his

canzonas cannot be established with certainty, but the collection's
consistent publication in part-books justifies its consideration here
as ensemble music.

Maschera's canzonas are not the earliest ex-

amples of the form, but they are among the most significant.

The
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collection must have been exceptionally popular; its record of reprinting can scarcely be matched in the instrumental music of that
time.

Cesari has provided a thematic index, together with analytical

and descriptive material, in his preface to the second volume of
Istituzioni e monumenti (II, liv- lxii).

More recently the collection

has been made the subject of a study and edition by William Elmer
McKee.

1
Twenty-one four-part canzonas constitute Maschera's Libro

primo de canzoni.

The four parts are labeled canto, alto, tenore,

basso; no instrumentation is specified.
The formal plans of Maschera's canzonas, like those of the
French chanson, rely chiefly on sectional restatement.

2

A section

may be repeated immediately, or it may be restated following the

1
William Elmer McKee, The music of Florentio Maschera
(154~1584) (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, North Texas State Univ.,
1958). Reprints of individual canzonas are contained in Wasielewski,
Instrumentalsatze, pp. 1-2; Riemann, Musikgeschichte in Beispielen,
pp. 92-93; Istituz ioni e monumenti, II, lxix- lxx.

2

The formal plans of Maschera's canzonas have been presented by Cesari in his preface to the second volume of Istituzioni
e monumenti, p. lv, and by McKee, p. 97. The analyses given here
are based on the manuscript score dated 1590 (above, pp. 84-85). In
the score the Canzoni 19, 20, and 21 are interchanged. To avoid
misunderstanding, the numbers are quoted in accordance with the
earliest extant edition, Cesari, and McKee.
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introduction of new mat erial

Both principles are occasionally real-

ized in the same composition.
Sixteen of t he twenty-one canzonas contain s ections repeat ed
without int ervening material

Of the sixteen, the last section only

is repeated in nine; an interior section is repeated in two.

In four

can onas both the first and last sections are repeated, and in one
(No. 5) the first, second, and last of its four sections are repeated.
Sections return after intervening material in three canzonas.
In the Canzon duodecima, the second and third sections return in

reverse order after a section in triple meter.

In t he following can-

zona the opening section returns at the close, following a r epealed
section.

The most complex formal plan is that of the Canzon v i-

gesima.

The first and second sections are repeated as a single unit

although the first section is modified somewhat in its repeated form.
The reiterated statement of the second section (now the fourth section) serves as the center of a balanced seven-part design.

The

center section joins a section of new material, and the new pair of
sections is repeated in the same manner as the firs t pair.

The last

section is varied slightly from its original form (ABA' BCBC').
Three canzonas, the third, tenth, and twenty-first, abstain
from sectional restatement; they are simply chains of thematically
unrelated sections.

Generally the contrast between sections is mild.
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An exception is the Canzon vigesimaprima, in which triple time

gives way to duple between the first two sections.
Two canzonas display monothematic tendencies.

In the Can-

zon decima, a single theme provides the basis for three-fourths of
the composition.

The second theme of the Canzon decimanona is de-

rived from the first, and the rhythm of the third theme stems from
that of the second {Ex. 23).
Ex. 23. Florentia Maschera, Canzon decimanona {1584),
themes

iJ

ti Er pf IElh 11,r UEr t.!i MQU r.t IJ

The parts are mostly written in the high clefs {chiavette) of
the time (treble, mezzo soprano, alto, baritone or tenor), as opposed to the standard clefs (soprano, alto, tenor, bass).

1

The range

of each part is approximately two octaves in the collection as a
whole and a tenth or eleventh in the individual canzonas.

In gen-

eral, the parts conform in range with the corresponding vocal parts.
The opening themes are usually built of steps and thirds.

1

Often

For more concerning the chiavette, see Reese, Music in the
Renaissance, pp. 531-533.
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the smaller intervals are coupled with a fourth, fifth, or
octave.

Most of the opening themes form an ascending line,

which turns back near the end of the phrase (Ex. 24a).

The

Ex. 24. Florentia Maschera, Libro primo de canzoni (1584),
opening themes

ca., CClnzon
cb,

deti Mel se ft i rJ\G

$ r u.rt t ISIFf
I r
Canz.on decinu,terz.a.

initial melodic thrust, whether upward or downward, may be abrupt,
but more often it is gentle.
24b).

Often the melodies outline triads (Ex.

Maschera's canzonas are in no sense arrangements of vocal

models; yet much of their thematic material is easily traceable to
French chansons (Ex. 25).

1

The rather limited range of note values in Maschera's collection presents a picture composed essentially of semiminims, relatively fewer minims, and a sprinkling of semibreves and fusas.

The

collection is almost entirely in imperfect time, indicated by C or,
less frequently,
1

¢.

By the end of the sixteenth century, the time

Crocker, p. 165, also Fig. 6; McKee, pp. 59--62.
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Ex. 25. Themes from Maschera's Libra primo de canzoni
compared with themes of chansons

nuir
$
uJ r Irr r mr I r rflJrrrlf
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C,11-un

dui..,.,,;

Ser... i,y

.\1!!: pilil (15?1'1)

1

8

signatures C and

4 had

lost their proportional significance and

were used rather indiscriminately.

2

Sometimes

¢

was applied to

compositions written in larger note values and C to compositions
in smaller values.

Triple sections generally retained the older

notational style, in which white notes predominated.

Consequently,

the proportional relationship between triple and duple sections
within a composition was blurred.

Generally sections in triple

time moved at a brisk pace, but in the seventeenth century triple
sections marked presto were still notated in breves and semibreves.
In Maschera's canzonas the choice of signature apparently is not

1 Reprinted in Florilege du concert vocal de la Renaissance,
VIII, 1-3.
2c rt Sachs, Rhythm and tempo (New York: W. W. Norton,
1953), pp. 223-224.

3 Einstein, The Italian madrigal, I, 399-400.

3
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related to the choice of note values.

Only two instances of triple

meter occur in the collection: a brief middle section in the Canzon
duodecima and the opening of the Canzon vigesimaprima.

The triple

sections are indicated by the numeral 3, and the adjacent duple sections are in tempus imperfectum, uncut C .

1

In the triple sections

the ternary pattern fills the perfect semibreve.

2

Almost every

canzona in the collection opens with dactylic rhythm, always notated

Maschera's contrapuntal style is based chiefly on imitation.
Generally the four voices are disposed in two pairs for the initial
group of entries.

The two voices within each pair are imitative at

short intervals of time.

The distance is most frequently a semi-

breve, but any interval from a minim (No. 1) to two breves (No. 15)
may appear.

The two pairs, in turn, are separated by substantially

longer intervals.

Sometimes the entry of the fourth voice is de-

layed so that no pairing is established between the third and fourth
voices.

After the first group of entries, pairing is less frequent.

1

1n the manuscript score dated 1590, the canzona which opens
in triple time (No. 21 in the 1584 edition) is marked C 3 .

2In the manuscript score the barred measure throughout the
collection is the semibreve.
3

The last note of the rhythm quoted

may be of any value.
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Imitation is carried out for two to four semibreves, after which it
giv es way to free counterpoint.

In almost half of the canzonas,

the voices enter in descending order.
of the entries varies.

In the remainder, the order

No pattern of preference appears, except

that the basso is never permitted to enter first.
Maschera's resources include homophony, as apparent at the
beginning of the Canzon quinta, in the Canzon undecima, and in the
triple section of the Canzon duodecima.

The close of the Canzon

undecima is reminiscent of the style of the Parisian chanson (Ex.
20).

Sometimes Maschera lets the first pair of parts rest when
the second pair enters.

This results in antiphonal effects.

Here

imitation within each pair is often quite close (Ex. 26).
Maschera's canzonas reflect the harmonic trend of the time.
Modality during the sixteenth century was changing to the more
modern major and minor tonality.

Composers concentrated on those

older modes which could easily be made to conform with the major
and minor species.

Dorian, if equipped with a raised seventh de-

gree, can scarcely be distinguished from the melodic minor.

Mixo-

lydian becomes the equivalent of major if its seventh degree is
raised.
major.

Likewise, Lydian with a lowered fourth takes the form of
Henricus Glareanus (1488--1563) recognized this tendency
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Ex. 26.

Florentio Maschera, Canzon ottava (1584), opening

and in his Dodekachordon (Basel, 1547) proposed the recognition of
Ionian and Aeolian, the modal counterparts of major and minor, with
their accompanying hypo-modes.

Many composers were reluctant to

accept Glareanus' new terminology.

Andrea Gabrieli's four-part

ricercars (1589) recognize the Ionian and Aeolian in their titles,
but his Ricercare del sesto tono, as well as a Ricercare del quinto
tono attributed to Palestrina end on F and contain B-flat in their
signatures.

In Glareanus' system, the compositions are transposed

Ionian; yet their composers refer to them as Lydian, even though
the flat in their signatures destroys their modal character.
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A third of the canzonas in Maschera's collection are in
Ionian or Aeolian.

The remainder are in Dorian or Mixolydian,

either at their natural levels, or transposed down a fifth, as indicated by a flat in the key signature.

The principle of musica ficta

enables the Dorian and Mixolydian to incorporate the raised seventh
degree and thereby to become minor and major.
key level is G.
G minor.

Maschera's favorite

Eight compositions in transposed Dorian approximate

Three compositions in Mixolydian approximate G major.

Other modes represented suggest C major, A minor, D minor, and
F major.
In general, the pitches at which the voices first enter cor-

respond to the tonic and dominant of the final chord.

In the initial

group of entries, the voices may enter at the upper or lower fifth
or fourth, as in a tonic-dominant or dominant-tonic relationship.
During the course of the canzona, Maschera may form cadences on
other levels, but these are only brief excursions to closely related
keys.
Ten canzonas bear titles beyond the simple designation of
their place in the order of the collection.

Claudio Sartori has ob-

served that titles such as La Capriola, La Martinenga, and La
Duranda correspond to the names of prominent Brescian families,
to whom Maschera presumably wished to do homage.

No relationship
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between the titles and the musical style of the pieces seems to
exist.

1

The canzona from Maschera
to Giovanni Gabriell
In the development of the canzona, the next major landmark

after Maschera's Libra primo de canzoni is Giovanni Gabriell's
Sacrae symphoniae (Venice: Angelo Gardano, 1597).

The stylistic

advance from Maschera to Gabriell seems dramatic, but the interim
between the two publications is marked by the appearance of several
collections and individual canzonas which make the change in style
from Maschera to Gabriell seem less abrupt.
In 1588, the Venetian publisher Giacomo Vincenti issued an

anthology of Canzon di diversi per sonar con ogni sorte di stromenti
a quatro, cinque, & sei voci, libro primo ("Canzonas by various
[composers] to be played on all kinds of instruments, in four,
five, and six parts, book one").

Two Venetians, Claudio Merulo

and Gioseffo Guami, both important musical figures at San

1

Claudio Sartori, ''Une pratique des musiciens lombards
(1582-1639) ," La Musique instrumentale de la Renaissance, ed. Jean
Jacquot (Paris: Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique, 1955),
p. 307.
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Marco, are named as the composers of the four-part canzonas.

1

No

authors are designated for the compositions in five and six parts,
but the canzonas are equipped with French titles, probably indicative
of close ties with vocal models.

The second canzona in the collec-

tion, a four-part composition, is attributed to Crequillon in the
table of contents, and to Merulo on the pages of music.
composition is a four-part canzona by Guami.

2

The third

It stands out in

Vincenti's collection because of a rhythmic animation substantially
advanced over that of Maschera.

The collection as a whole reflects

an increasing interest in composition for more than four voices, a
tendency that finds full expression in the works of Giovanni Gabrieli.
Adriano Banchieri, whose contributions to the development of
the fantasia and sinfonia have been discussed, was a pupil of Guami.
Banchieri's first extant instrumental publication is his Canzoni alla
francese a quattro voci per sonare, dentrovi un echo & in fine una
battaglia a otto & dui concerti fatti sopra Lieto godea, libro secondo
(Venice: Ricciardo Amadino, 1596).

1The above discussion of Vincenti's collection is based on
Einstein's score (A collection of instrumental music, Vol. II) and on
a microfilm copy of the original part-books in the Oeffentliche Bibliothek der Universitat in Basel
2

The composition was reprinted in Rauerij's collection and
appears here in Vol. II as No. 17.
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An ear lier collection of canzonas, implicit in the title of his

Libro secondo, has not been preserved.

In his Fantas ie overo can-

zoni alla francese (Venice: Ricciardo Amadino, 1603), canzona and
fantasia are synonyms in the title of the collection, while th

indi-

vidual pieces are called fantasias.
The second book of canzoni alla francese contains several
stylistic ingredients which anticipate Giovanni Gabrieli's Sacrae
symphoniae, published a year later.

It comprises eleven four-part

instrumental canzonas, including one by Guami, and three eight-part
concerti per sonare & cantare with text.

1

The first concerto is

entitled La battaglia and was probably inspired by Jannequin's La
guerre.

2

Then follows a Magnificat in two partes, based on Giovanni

Gabriell's madrigal Lieto godea and identified as concerto secondo
and concerto terzo.

Banchieri introduces small notes with still more

freedom than his teacher Guami.

Sometimes he forms rapid melodic

sequences (Ex. 27), an advanced practice for the time.

1

The discussion of Banchieri's collection is based on examination of a microfilm copy of the original parts in the Biblioteca
Comunale Musicale annessa al Conservatorio G. B. Martini at Bologna.
2
Jannequin's chanson is reprinted in Les Maitres Musiciens,

VIII, 31-61.
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Ex. 27.

Adriano Banchieri, Canzon decima (1596), close

The Canzon undecima carries the designation In echo and is
generously endowed with directions for loud and soft playing indicated by forte, piano, or_!, ~ a year earlier than Giovanni Gabriell's celebrated Sonata pian e forte.

Banchieri, like Maschera,

bows to the leading families of his city, by affixing their names to
some of his canzonas, generally adding the affectionate diminutive
suffix ina, as in La Rovatina, L' Ardina, and others.

1

Guami's can-

zona is entitled La Guamina, and Banchieri signs his own name to

1
p. 308.

claudio Sartori, "Une pratique des musiciens lombards,"
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another, La Banchierina.

The Canzon undecima in echo bears an

appellation that seems to go beyond simple reference to a family.
It is called L' organistina bella.

Purely instrumental music in more than four parts is q uite
rare before Giovanni Gabrieli's Sacrae symphoniae (1597).

A

canzona-like ricercar in eight parts by Andrea Gabriell is included
in the Concerti di Andrea e di Gio. Gabrieli (1587).

Orazio Vecchi's

Selva di varia ricreatione (Venice: Angelo Gardano, 1590; reprinted,
1592) contains a five-part capriccio entitled Gioite tutti, Saltarello

(" Let all rejoyce, Saltarello") and designated per sonare con gli
stromenti da corde (' 'to be played on string instruments'') .

1

An

anthology of Dialoghi musicali ("musical dialogues," Venice : Angelo
Gardano, 1590; reprinted, 1592 and 1594) contains two Arie della
battaglia per sonar d'istrumenti da fiato ("Battle pieces to be played
on wind instruments") by Andrea Gabrieli and Annibale Padovano.

2

Like Banchieri's Battaglia, the compositions by Andrea Gabrieli and
Padovano stem from Jannequin's La guerre, from which both borrow
thematic material.
as their model.
1
2

As a result, they resemble each other as well

They retain Jannequin's structural plan of two

sartori, 1590b.

sartori, 1590d. Both arie are reprinted in Istituzioni e
monumenti, I, 93-135, 177- 202.
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broad unrelated sections and are lengthy, rather monotonous compositions.

They bear little stylistic similarity to the canzona, but

they reflect an incipient tendency toward composition of instrumental
music for many voices.

A single twelve-part canzona is included in

the Primo libro de madrigali spirituali, a sei voci (Venice: Ricciardo
Amadino, 1597) by Alessandro Marino, an obscure Paduan churchman.

1

Large ensembles of instruments were plentiful in the leading
musical centers of sixteenth-century Italy (above, Chap. I, passim),
but their repertories must have relied mostly on vocal music and
on compositions from the neutral land of music per cantare e sonare.
Banchieri's three concerti a otto per sonare e cantare have already
been cited.

The Dialoghi musicali of 1590 (Sartori, 1590d) contains

three eight-part madrigals by Giovanni Gabriell which admit the possibility of instrumental as well as vocal performance.

One is the

Madrigale Lieto godea, per cantar & sonar; two are designated ~ria
per sonar.

2

Not only are these compositions significant as early

examples of large-scale instrumental writing, but they have much in
common with Gabriell's canzonas from the Sacrae symphoniae-1

Sartori, 1597a.

2Reprinted in Istituzioni e monumenti, I, 35-44, 136-163,
164--176.
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melodic motives, harmonic progressions, rhythmic patterns, and
range of note values.

Two open with dactylic rhythm, and all have

clearly defined formal plans, two of which are based on sectional
r ecapitulation.

In Lieto godea, both repetition and recapitulation

occur (AABCCA).
The canzonas in Giovanni Gabrieli's
Sacrae symphoniae (1597)
In 1597, Angelo Gardano issued Giovanni Gabrieli's Sacrae

symphoniae, senis, 7, 8, 10, 12, 14, 15, & 16, tam vocibus, quam
instrumentis, editio nova.
symphoniae.

Sixty compositions comprise the Sacrae

Of these, forty-five are sacred vocal compositions,

mostly motets, for six to sixteen voices .

The remaining fifteen

compositions, two sonatas and thirteen canzonas, are for instrumental ensemble.
The instrumental compositions in the Sacrae symphoniae have
been reprinted in the second volume of Istituzioni e monument!,
edited by Giacomo Benvenuti, who has assigned a number to each
composition according to its place in the order of the original
Since one canzona appears in two versions in the original, Benvenuti's numbers extend from one to sixteen.

These numbers will

serve on the following pages to identify individual canzonas from
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the Sacrae symphoniae.

1

Benvenuti furnishes a thematic index to

his edition, and in the preface Gaetano Cesari discusses the instrumental compositions in some detail.

2

The most striking characteristic of the Sacrae symphoniae is
the expansion in the number of voice parts and the application of
the Venetian polychoral style to instrumental composition.

3

The

modest four-part canzonas of a few years earlier give way in the
Sacrae symphoniae to the polychoral canzonas for eight to fifteen
voices.

The canzonas in the Sacrae symphoniae include five com-

positions in eight parts, five in ten, two in twelve, and one in fifteen.

Polychoral writing is found in all the instrumental composi-

tions except three (Nos. 7, 8, and 9).

The eight-part canzonas are

written for two choirs of four voices each; the polychoral ten-part
canzonas for two five-part choirs; the twelve-part canzonas for
three four-part choirs; and the fifteen-part canzona for three
choirs of five voices each.
1

Reprints of individual canzonas include Wasielewski, Instrumentalsatze, pp. H; Andrea della Corte, Scelta di musiche perlo
studio della storia (Milan: Ricardi, 1928), pp. 93-102; Winterfeld,
Johannes Gabriell, III, 119 ff.
2 see also Crocker, pp. 232-244.
3 see William Kimmel, Polychoral music and the Venetian
school (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Univ. of Rochester, Eastman
School of Music, 1942).
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The structural plans of the canzonas in the Sacrae symphoniae are based on three principles; i.e., immediate sectional repetition, reiteration after intervening material, and continuous exposition of new material.
The principle of repetition, Maschera's favorite, is operative
in only two canzonas in the Sacrae symphoniae (Nos. 1, 7).

The

initial section of the first canzona is repeated, and the last two
sections are repeated as a single unit (AABCDEDE).

In the repeat

of the last two sections, the order of entry for the two choirs is
reversed, a practice which Gabrieli also follows in his earlier polychoral madrigal Lieto godea.

The first of the two final repeated

sections is in triple meter; consequently the contrast between the
two sections of the repeated unit is quite marked, and the listener
tends to hear the beginning of the repeat as a restatement following
intervening material.

In the seventh canzona a repeated section in

triple meter is introduced near the end.

It is followed by a return

to duple meter, a general rest, and a brief imitative conclusion.

1

Sectional reiter.ation following the introduction of new material is found only occasionally in Maschera's canzonas.

In the

Sacrae symphoniae it occurs in six of the thirteen canzonas.
1

section.

In

Crocker, pp. 240-241, does not rec~nize this repeated
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three of these (Nos. 3 and 5 a 8 and No. 13 a 12) a section or sections from the beginning return at or near the conclusion.

In the

third eight-part canzona the recapitulation is followed by a final
flourish.

In the fifth canz ona the first three sections return at the

close, followed by a comparatively long coda, consisting mostly of
short motives in close imitation.

The thirteenth composition is

built up in a multitude of brief sections.
sections returns near the conclusion.

The opening group of

The recapitulatio~ follows

a section in triple meter and is in turn followed by a short coda.
In three canzonas (Nos. 2, 4, 9), the restated section occurs

at least three times, each presentation separated from the others by
new material.

Thus formal patterns arise that foreshadow the rondo

and ritornello of the Baroque.

The recurring material for the sec-

ond canzona comprises a section in triple meter followed by three
measures in duple time, which form an extension of the cadence in
the triple section.

The intervening sections are equal in length.

Combined with the cadence extensions of the triple sections, they
are equal in length to the opening section.

A shorter section of

new material closes the composition.
The eight-part Canzon noni toni (No. 4) is more complex.
The ritornello, in triple time, is modified in each of its appearances.

In its first recurrence the order in which the choirs enter
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is reversed, and the key is A minor instead of D minor, the key of
the original statement.

A sequence through a descending cycle of

fifths restores the key level of the original s~atement.

In its third

and last presentation, the ritornello is drastically shortened, and
the key level is that of the initial statement.

The sections separat-

ing the triple sections are derived from the opening section, but

their contrapuntal settings are so different that they do not constitute sectional restatements.
One of Gabrieli's most elaborate compositions, yet one of the
easiest to describe, is a ten-part Canzon duodecimi toni {No. 9).

A

four-measure tutti opens the composition and reappears five times
thereafter.

Separating the six tuttis are five contrasting episodes,

with no thematic connection between them.

A short and brilliant

final section follows the last tutti.
Five among the canzonas (Nos. 8, 10, and 11 a 10, No.
14 a 12, and No. 16 a 15) abstain altogether from sectional restatement and rely on other elements for formal coherence.

Usually

their forms are defined by changes in thematic material, but where
a canzona is built up in a chain of minute sections, other details,
such as strong cadences, changes in contrapuntal style, and redistribution of musical forces, determine the structure.

Since the de-

markation of sections is often not clearly established, varying
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interpretations of Gabrieli's forms are possible.

In general, each

composition contains a number of major points of structural demarkation which suggest structures built up in five to eight large sections.
Garbieli's thematic material occasionally betrays its chanson
heritage. 1

More generally, his melodic resources are far richer

than those of his predecessors.

Particularly striking are his se-

quences and skips of wide intervals (Ex. 28).
Ex. 28. Giovanni Gabriell, from Sacrae symphoniae (1597),
after Istituzioni e monumenti, Vol II

1crocker, p. 235, also fig. 6.
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The clefs in the original, following the practice of the time,
are chosen in such a way as to avoid the use of ledger lines.

More

than one ledger line above or below the staff is rare in the sixteenth century.

Accordingly, the range of the individual parts is

generally about a twelfth; somewhat less for the inner voices; somewhat more for the bass and soprano.

The cantus and septimus in

the ninth canzona (Ex. 28) are exceptional; each part spans more
than two octaves, and in the original edition changes of clef are
introduced.

The canzonas for two choirs are, with one exception

(No. 10), written in the high chiavette; that is, treble clef for the
soprano in each choir, baritone clef for the basses.

The range is

somewhat extended in the three nonpolychoral pieces (Nos. 7, 8, and
9), as indicated by the introduction of the bass clef.

The ranges of

the constituent choirs do not coincide in the canzonas for three
choirs (Nos. 13, 14, and 16).

Except for the last composition, one

or more choirs in each canzona are in the high chiavette; the remaining choirs are about a third lower.

The three choirs of the

sixteenth canzona are in a generally low range.

The soprano of

the first choir is written in treble clef, but the basses of the second and third choirs are notated in the sub-bass clef.
range for the collection is nearly four octaves (C-b").

The total
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All the instrumental compositions in the Sacrae symphoniae
begin and end in duple time.

Nine canzonas change to triple meter

at least once during the composition.
the sign

¢ , triple

Duple rhythm is indicated by

sections by the numeral 3.

In all the triple

sections, the ternary pattern covers a perfect breve.

The range

of note values extends from the breve to the semifusa.

Long notes

predominate in the triple sections.
Rhythmic interest is heightened in the Sacrae symphoniae by
the extensive introduction of semifusas.

Rarely found in Maschera's

Libro primo de canzoni, they become a basic resource for mel~ic
construction in Gabrieli's hands (Ex. 28).

The prevalence of semi-

fusas is indicative of a general tendency to favor smaller note
values; a few canzonas, however (e.g., Nos. 8 and 16), retain the
broader rhythmic flow of the ear lier style.
The canzonas in the Sacrae symphoniae are sprinkled with
rhythmic patterns characteristic of Gabriell's style.
pattern

1

ffl J,

Typical is the

often combined in close imitation with other

voices, to give the effect of continuous motion in fusas.
patterns contain syncopation:

1

n_Jffl J ,

7

1

Several

r.;J J .

These

In rhythms quoted in modern notation, note values are halved.
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patterns, too, may be combined to produce continuous motion in
small notes (Ex. 29).
Ex. 29. Giovanni Gabriell, Canzon duodecimi toni (1597),
meas. 40-42, Istituzioni e monumenti, Vol II, No. 8
odavc,1

In Maschera's works the traditional dactylic opening of the

canzona is always written as

! ! 4J . 1

In Gabrieli's Sacrae

symphoniae the pattern is found on three levels, as •

J, i ! J , and

! l l .,/ .

!J

,

Jannequin's descriptive chanson La

guerre, the prototype for battle pieces by Andrea Gabrieli, Padovano, and Banchieri, also seems to have left its imprint on some
compositions by the younger Gabriell

The secunda pars of the

chanson begins with lively bursts of rapid repeated notes, in imitation of military bugles (Ex. 30a).

value.

The same style is found in

1The final note of dactylic rhythms quoted may be of any
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Ex. 30.

Repeated-note patterns

(a) Clement Jannequin, La guerre, Secunda pars, meas. 3839, after Expert

(b) Giovanni Gabriell, madrigal Lieto godea, meas. 4-5,
after Istituzioni e monumenti, Vol. I
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Ex. 30 (cont.)
(c) Giovanni Gabrieli, Canzon duodecimi toni, meas. 3-5,
after Istituzioni e monument!, Vol II, No. 3

Gabriell's Canzon duodecimi toni (No. 2) and in Lieto godea, his
earlier madrigale per cantar e sonar (Ex, 30b and c).
Instrumentation is specified in three canzonas, in which
Gabrieli names cornets, trombones, violini, and organ.
struments are assigned parts of appropriate range.

1

The in-

Thus, in the

te~-part Canzon duodecimi toni (No. 11), where the two choirs are
generally high in range, Gabrieli specifies cornets for the four
1

The violino named by Gabrieli is not the modern violin,
since the parts to which it is assigned are lower than the violin
range. Probably the violino was similar to the modern viola.
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upper voices in each choir, but a trombone must play the lowest
part in each.

Conversely, the three choirs in the fifteen-part

Canzon quarti toni (No. 16) are low in range, and Gabrieli prescribes trombones for the four lower voices in each choir.

The

top voice in each choir demands a higher range, and thus two
choirs are led by a cornet and the third by a viollno.

In one

ten-part canzona (No. 10) Gabriell prescribes a cornet for the
cantus part of the first choir while the other voices retain their
neutral designations (e.g., quintus and sextus).

The ten-part

Canzon in echo (No. 12) is an alternate version of the canzona
immediately preceding it.

An organ participates by playing the two

parts originally assigned to the highest cornet of each choir.

The

lower voices omit portions of their parts in order that the organ
may stand out.

1

The compositions for which Gabriell specified instrumentation represent a small minority of his total output.

The signifi-

cance of his frequent reference to trombones and cornets is not
clear.

Cornets and trombones were the chief instruments at San

1 Sartori, 1597e, footnote No. 3. See also Cesari's preface
to Istituzioni e monumenti, II, lxxxiii, for an attempt to justify the
rather free organ part added to the score of the canzona in Istituzioni e monument!, II, No. 12.
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Marco, and Gabrieli's prescription may be simply a confirmation of
customary Venetian orchestration.
The degree to which the melodic and rhythmic style of an individual part corresponds to the possibilities of the instrument for
which it is designated varies among the orchestrated compositions in
the Sacrae symphoniae.

The cornet part in the tenth composition

does not differ vastly from the remaining parts, for which instruments are not specified.

In the following canzona, the cornet parts,

which constitute the upper four voices of each five-part choir, contain somewhat more motion in fusas than do the bass parts, to which
trombones are assigned.

The last canzona, which specifies twelve

trombones, two cornetti, and a violino, moves at a slow pace, commensurate with the limited technique of the trombones.
In a more general way, Gabriell recognizes the superior

technical possibilities of the treble instruments, by awarding them
the more florid parts.

Throughout the instrumental compositions in

the Symphoniae sacrae, passages in semifusas occur only in the
soprano parts.

In the eleventh canzona, where cornetti play all

parts above the two basses (trombones), the chief stylistic distinction among the parts occurs not between the cornetti and the trombones, but, instead, between the two sopranos and the lower voices.
The ninth canzona anticipates the concerto grosso; two florid parts
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stand out against the recurrent tutti sections.

No instruments are

specified for the soloists, but they are the two soprano parts and
hence are the logical choices for solo work.
Gabrieli's harmonic procedure, like that of Maschera, reflects the decline of modality and the corresponding rise of later
tonality.

The canzonas bear titles which designate their modes ac-

cording to the nomenclature of Glareanus.

Gabrieli displays a

strong preference for major keys, which are found in eight of the
thirteen canzonas, five Ionian (C major) and three Mixolydian {G
major).

Two canzonas in Aeolian and two in transposed Dorian

correspond to A minor and G minor.

The Phrygian Canzon quarti

toni {No. 16) is the most strongly modal composition.

The tonal

forms of Dorian, Lydian, and Mixolydian are achieved by application
of the most basic principles of musica ficta-B is flatted to avoid
the tritone, and C or F raised to produce a leading tone.

The Hypo-

phrygian (quartus tonus) requires a more drastic step to become
mcxlernized--the raising of its second degree.

Gabrieli's Canzon

quarti toni is unsettled tonally but develops tonal orientation as the
composition progresses, through the introduction of F-sharps.

These

become more numerous toward the conclusion, and in the closing
measures they are the rule, with the result that the canzona ends
decidedly in E minor.

In general, the tonal levels of the
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compositions in the Sacrae symphoniae stay close to the_ initial and
final key.
Chromatic harmony, perhaps a bequest from the contemporary
madrigal, is found occasionally in the canzonas from the Sacrae
symphoniae.

One such instance of harmonic richness occurs in the

Canzon noni toni {No. 4), where Gabriell, having begun in A minor,
turns briefly toward A major, then introduces a B-flat in a G minor
triad.

In the madrigal Lieto godea, also in A minor, Gabrieli makes

B-flat the root of a major triad juxtaposed with the major tonic
{Ex. 31).
Ex. 31. Giovanni Gabrieli, chromatic harmony. Madrigal
Lieto godea, opening, after Istituzioni e monumenti, I, 35;
Canzon noni toni (1597), meas. 38-39, after Istituzioni e
monument!, Vol II, No. 4

Gabriell's contrapuntal style encompasses two major aspects:
his treatment of individual voices within a choir and his treatment
of separate choirs in a polychoral composition.
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Within each choir the voices may be disposed in any of several styles.

They may be imitative (Nos. 2, 7, 8), chordal {Nos. 9,

11, 13, 14), or they may be combined in a manner neither strictly

imitative nor chordal but combining elements of both styles.

In imi-

tative sections, free counterpoint supplants imitation soon after the
voices enter.

Frequently an entrance by a single voice is followed

by a chordal entry of the other voices, one of which imitates the
first entry (Ex. 32).

In general, the choirs retain their identity

throughout most of a polychoral composition.
Ex. 32. Giovanni Gabrieli, Canzon primi toni {1597), opening,
after Istituzioni e monumenti, Vol II, No. 1

r

u

In juxtaposing the choirs, Gabriell brings into play a wide

variety of styles, exemplified in the opening sections of the different
canzonas.

The second choir may answer the first with the same ma-

terial at a distance of several measures, while the first choir rests
{No. 1).

The second choir may answer the first with new material
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and in a different contrapuntal style (Nos. 2, 10); or the choirs may
enter in the same style with different material (No. 16).

In the

fourth canzona, the second choir answers the first in a different
style, but with material derived from that presented by the first
choir.

One choir may be given an entire section, while the other

choir rests, as in the opening of the fifth canzona.

Finally, the

choirs may alternate in the presentation of short motives in close
imitation (Nos. 3 and 12).

As the composition progresses, the rests

for each choir become shorter, and the choirs over lap one another,
generally converging as they approach a strong cadence.
Gabrieli takes advantage of the sonorous possibilities of the
large ensembles by bringing all the voices together in a majestic
tutti at the end of the compositions.

Occasionally he begins with

all parts (Nos. 9 and 13), or brings them together at some other
point of structural importance, such as the midpoint (No. 8, meas.
34).
In the diversity of styles with which he combines choirs and

individual voices, Gabriell achieves a wealth of textural variety,
useful in the definition of form, but also delightful and impressive
in its own right.
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The instrumental canzona in Italian
culture during the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries
The instrumental canzona played a variety of roles in the
cultural life of its time.

Its functions were religious as well as

secular, and it was given a place in education.
The chroniclers who describe the musical performances of
the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries frequently mention the size
and nature of the performing bodies, but they often fail to specify
the music performed either by title or by composer.
Since the instrumental canzona stemmed fr om the French
chanson, it is probably safe to assert that such canzonas might
have been performed in any setting that was appropriate for the
chanson or its Italian counterpart, the madrigal.

Thus the canzona

was admissible in a wide range of large and small secular functions--parties, banquets, domestic entertainment, concerts, and dramatic productions, as well as civic ceremonies and festivals.

1

The

earliest preserved publications containing instrumental canzonas are
collections devoted otherwise to madrigals.

2

Canzonas and madrigals

continue to appear side by side in numerous collections from the

1 See above, Chap. I.
2

sartori, 1572 and 1579.
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late sixteenth to the early seventeenth centuries.

1

With the opening

decades of the seventeenth century, the madrigal waned in importance, and the canzona drew farther away from its vocal heritage.
As a result, the secular role of the canzona after about 1620 is

reflected chiefly by collections in which canzonas are included together with dance music rather than with madrigals.

2

While the early instrumental canzona seems to have been associated chiefly with secular life, canzonas were published increasingly in collections devoted primarily to sacred music.

In 1597,

Alessandro Marino included a twelve-part canzona in a collection
of Madrigali spirituali (Sartori, 1597a).

In the same year appeared

Giovanni Gabriell's Sacrae symphoniae (Sartori, 1597e).
The didactic role of the canzona has been discussed by
Crocker, who cites the dedications to Giovanni Paolo Cima's
Partito de ricercari & canzoni alla francese (Milan: L'herede di
Simon Tini & Filippo Lomazzo, 1606) and to Valerio Bona's Sei
canzoni italiane da sonare concertate

a doi

chori in echo, op. 21

1

For example, collections by Giovanni Cavaccio da Bergamo
(Sartori, 1597c), Francesco Stivorio (1603d), Giacomo Bonzanini
(1616c), and Stefano Bernardi (1621f).
2

For example, collections by Biagio Marini (Sartori, 1617c,
1629g), Carlo Farina (1626f, 1627a, 1627c, 1628c), Filippo Biume
(1627d), Tarquinio Merula (1637a), and P. F. Bartolomeo (1638c).
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(Venice: Vincenti, 1614).

1

The dedication to Cima's collection is

written by Filippo Lomazzo, the publisher, and is addressed to
Signora Caterina Assandra.

Lomazzo tells Signora Assandra that

the compositions in the collection have been put into score by Cima
per giovare alli desiderosi di apprendere l'arte di suonare d'organo
("for the benefit of those desirous of learning the art of playing the
organ") and that per l'artificio che trovera in essi, potra facilmente
con la vivacita del suo felice ingegno, farsi eccellentissima suona("because of the artifice that you will find in them, you will
easily be able, with the vivacity of your happy talent, to become a
most excellent player").

2

Signor Cesare Castagna.

Valerio Bona addresses his dedication to
Bona tells his patron that the canzonas

in the collection at hand were composed in order to introduce
Castagna's son, a pupil of Bona, to the violin.

3

During the first half of the seventeenth century, the canzona
took root solidly in Italian religious life.

Between 1597 and 1650,

1

Sartori, 1606a, 1614j; Crocker, Appendix B, contains quotations from the dedications.
2
3

sartori, 1606a; transl after Crocker, Appendix B.

"Per introdottione del figlio suo al violino," quotation after
August Wilhelm Ambros, Geschichte der Musik (1st ed., 1862-1868;
3rd ed., Leipzig: F. E. C. Leuckart, 1887- 1909), Vol. Ill, ed. Otto
Kade, p. 520.
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canzonas appeared in numerous collections alongside motets, Masses,
and other sacred music.

1

In that period canzonas are inserted

about twice as frequently in collections of sacred music than collections of secular music.
Se'\{eral publications provide clues regarding the place of the
canzona in religious service.

Adriano Banchieri, in his Conclusion!

nel suono dell'organo (Bologna, 1609), assigned the canzona a place
in the Mass after the second Agnus Del; on Maundy Thursday the
Agnus Del was omitted and the canzona was to be played at the end
of the service:
After the second Agnus Dei has been sung in response
by the chorus, a francese or aria musicale is played.
SPECIAL REMINDER
On Maundy Thursday . . . an instrumental interlude is
to be played alternately with the Magnificat, and at the end a
francesina allegra and the Ite Missa est. 2
Amante Franzoni, who was maestro di cappella at the ducal
chapel in Mantua, included a Canzon francese a quattro per l'epistola,

1
2

Sartori, Bibliograf ia.

Facsimile ed. (Milan: Bollettino Bibliografico Musicale, 1934),
pp. 22-23, "Replicato il secondo Agnus Dei in Choro suonasi una
francese, overo aria Musicale. RICORDO PARTICOLARE. ll Giovedl Santo.... Suonasi al cantico Magnificat l'ottavo tuono alternativamenti, & nel fine una francesina allegra, & Ite Missa est," translation after Crocker, Appendix B.
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La Gonzaga in his Apparato musicale di Messa, opera quinta, libro
primo (Venice: Ricciardo Amadino, 1613; Sartori, 1613a).
Valerio Bona (c. 1560--c. 1619), who was maestro di cappella
successively at Milan, Brescia, and Verona, published Otto ordini di
letanie della Madonna, che si cantano ogni Sabbato nella Santa Casa
di Loreto (" Eight orders of the litany of the Madonna, which is sung
every Saturday at the Holy House of Loreto"; Venice: Giacomo Vincenti, 1619; Sartori, 1619i).

Each of the eight ordini is preceded

by an instrumental composition.

Four of the compositions are can-

zonas, two by Bona, one by Giovanni Gabriell, and one by Giovanni
Battista Rizzo (Riccio?).

The remaining instrumental compositions

comprise three sinfonias and one fantasia.
Michael Praetorius, in his Syntagma musicum (1615--1620),
recommends that a canzona or some other instrumental composition
be performed at the conclusion of sacred vocal works:
In the same manner, after a Concerto or a magnificent motet,
a gay canzon, galliard, courant, or similar piece with . . .
instruments should be introduced.1
Carlo Milanuzzi (c. 1590--c. 1645), who was maestro di cappella at Santa Eufemia in Verona, included three canzonas in his
1 Facsimile ed., p. 130, "Ebenermassen dass man nach eim
Concert oder sonsten einer prechtigen Mutet, bald ein lustig Canzon,
Galliard, Courant oder dergleichen mit . . . Instrumenten herfUr
bringe," translation after Crocker, Appendix B.
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Armonia sacra di concerti, Messa, & canzoni

a cinque

voci con il

suo basso continua per l'organo, op. 6 (Venice: Alessandro Vincenti, 1622; Sartori, 1622a).

The collection contains, in addition to

the canzonas, three concerti and a Messa Liquide perle amor.

The

canzonas bear the dedicatory subtitles La Zorzi, La Riatelli, and
La Guaralda.

is specified.

The place of each canzona and concerto in the liturgy
One five-part canzona for two violins, viols, tenore,

basso, and organ is designated per l' epistola.
canzona is assigned per il post communio.

Another five-part

A Canzon a 2, alla Ba-

starda is the work of P. A.. Mariani; it is written for violin and
trombone with organ-bass and is intended for the Deo gratias.
Girolamo Frescobaldi's Fiori musicali di diverse composition!,
toccate, Kirie, canzoni, caprice!, e recercari, in partitura a quattro,
op. 12 (Venice: Alessandro Vincenti, 1635) contains five canzonas;
three are dopo la pistola, one post il comune, and one dopo il post
c o ~ (Sartori, 1635a).

1

Several other instrumental compositions

in the collection are assigned to other items of the service.
In his preface to the reader, Frescobaldi explains that it is

not necessary to play the individual compositions from beginning to
end:
1Modern edition, Girolamo Frescobaldi, Oregl- und Klavierwerke, ed. Pierre Pidoux, Vol. V.
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. . . [I have] made these compositions in such a style of playing
that organists can play responses at Masses and Vespers . . .
and can also . . . finish at the cadences in the canzoni, as in
the ricercari, when they seem too long, . . .1
In summary, a canzona might be introduced in the Mass wher-

ever nonliturgical music was admissible.

Most generally it was as-

signed a place near the epistle or between the communion and the
dismissal.

fatto tale compositione di tal stile di sonare, che [gli
organist!] potranno rispondere a Messe & a Vesper!, ... e potranno
anco...• nelle Canzoni finire nelle sue Cadenze cosl ne Ricercari,
quando paressero troppo lunghi, ... ," quotation and translation after
Crocker, Appendix B.

CHAPTER III
THE CANZONI PER SONARE OF 1608
The Publisher
Alessandro Rauerij, in his own publications, spelled his
name two ways, according to whether the title of the publication
was in Latin or Italian.

In Latin he spelled his name as Raverius,

which may be derived from an Italian plural Raveri.

1

In Italian

titles he combined his Italian first name with a form of the family
name that suggests a Latin possessive.

When he set his name in

capital letters he spelled it RAVERII, since the capital U and J did
not exist at the time.

2

A contemporary spelled Rauerij's name as

Allissandro Raverio (see next page).

Modern writers differ in their

1

claudio Sartori's Dizionario degli editori musicali italiani
(Florence: Leo. S. Olschki, 1958), lists composers whose sacred music was published by Rauerij. Fuller Latin titles are found under
the composers' names in Robert Eitner's Biographische-bibliographisches Quellen-Lexikon (Leipzig: Breitkopf & Hartel, 1899-1904).
2

see the titles of Rauerij's publications in Claudio Sartori,
Bibliografia della musica strumentale italiana stampata in Italia fino
al 1700 (Florence: Leo S. Olschki, 1952), 1606b, 1606f, 1607i,
1608f, 1609b).
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spellings:

Raverij, Raverius (Eitner); Rauerii (Riemann); Raveri

(Gaspari); Raverii (Sartori); and others.

Rauerij's own spelling,

as it appears in his collection of Canzoni per sonare, has been
adopted here.

In Italian the medial

should be pronounced as a

consonant, like the English !; but in Latin,

might be pronounced

as a bilabial semivowel--equivalent to the English ~-which did not
exist in later Romance languages.
Biographical data for Rauerij are meager, but a study by
Claudio Sartori shows that Rauerij was linked with two other families of music printers, the houses of Bindoni and Gardano.

1

The

geneological connections are best approached through the family of
Gardano.

Antoine Gardane (1509-1569), a French music printer,

moved to Italy, where, as Antonio Gardano, he founded the famous
house of music printing that bore his name.

Antonio Gardano mar-

ried a daughter of Agostino Bindoni, a book dealer and editor.

An-

other daughter of Agostino Bindoni married Costantin Rauerij,
Alessandro's father.

The family relations become clear from the

will of Stefano Bindoni (d. 1599), a son of Agostino Bindoni.

In the

will Bindoni speaks of mio Nepote Allissandro Raverio figliolo di
una mia sorella et di un m. Costantin ("my nephew Alessandro
1

claudio Sartori, ' 'Una dinastia di editori musicali, " La Bibliofilia, LVlli (1956), 194-197.
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Rauerij, son of one of my sisters and of a Mr. Costantin [Rauerij]").

1

Alessandro, then, was a nephew of Antonio Gardano and a cousin
of Alessandro and Angelo Gardano, who inherited their father's printing business.

Quite possibly Rauerij learned music printing in the

Gardano shop.
Alessandro Rauerij's career as a publisher, judging from his
extant editions, began suddenly in 1606 and ended just as abruptly
three years later.

During this brief period he issued an impressive

number of prints.

Claudio Sartori, in his Dizionario, has listed

Rauerij's output.

It includes nineteen books of madrigals, fifteen

books of sacred music, and three books of instrumental music.

Sar-

tori's list omits several publications by Rauerij cited in the standard
music catalogs.

Eitner mentions two additional collections of sacred

vocal music by Massaino (op. 32, 1607; op. 33, 1607) and another
collection of sacred vocal music by Lodovico Balbi (1609).

2

1

sartori, in "Una dinastia," pp. 194-195, reprints the will
and furnishes a genealogical table, p. 197.
2

Robert Eitner, Quellen-Lexikon, VI, 370-371; I, 312.
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Vogel cites two additional collections of madrigals by Giovanni
Ghizzolo (both 1609).

1

The Publication
During the first decade of the seventeenth century, the canzona enjoyed its greatest popularity.

Canzonas were included in

half of the instrumental ensemble publications from that period, and
collections devoted entirely to the canzona outnumbered all other instrumental publications.

2

The development of the canzona proceeded along the lines
established by Maschera and Giovanni Gabrieli.

Maschera's Libro

primo de canzoni was reprinted in 1607 (Sartori, 1607i), and the influence of Giovanni Gabrieli's Sacrae symphoniae is evident in the
sudden appearance of numerous eight-part canzonas.
In the midst of this development, Rauerij published his

Canzoni per sonare.

The general outlines of the collection have

been discussed (above, pp. 3 ff.); it is a unique publication, the only

1

Emil Vogel, Bibliothek der gedruckten weltlichen Vocalmusik
Italiens aus den Jahren 1500-1700 (Berlin: A. Haack, 1892), I, 291292. The Repertoire international des sources musicales, Part I:
Recueils imprimes; xv1e-xvne siecles, ed. Fran~ois Lesure (Munich: G. Henle, 1960), suggests no further additions.
2

sartori, 1600-1610.
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significant collection of ensemble canzonas by more than one author.
It contains thirty-six canzonas by twelve composers, who represent

three generations of creativity, from Maschera, the first great
master of the canzona, to Frescobaldi, one of the last (see Tables
1 and 2, pp. 251- 253).

The Original Edition

1

Nine part-books in quarto (approximately 9 by 12 inches)
constitute the original set.

These are designated according to the

standard nomenclature of the time--<::anto, ~Ito, Tenore, Basso,
Quinto, Sesto, Settimo, Ottavo, and Basso generale per l ' organo.
Each of the books except the Basso generale includes a title-page
and a dedicatory page in front and a table of contents (tavola delle
canzoni) at the rear.

These pages are nearly identical in the

various books, except for the designation of the part.

1
The original title-page, dedicatory page, one of the pages of
music, and the tavola are reproduced here as Plates I-IV, pages
247-250.
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SOR T E

D I S T R O M E N -~ I

A ~uu:o, Ciuquc,& Octo,
Con it luo E2.!fo gcncrJ.le per l1 0rg:tno,
No~~1ncutc raccoltc d, di1,,1crfi Eccelknti~fuia
Muhc i • & d~tc in lucc.

L I J R O
Co)!

j

N

p

P R I M 0.

RI Y I LEG I o .

V E N E T I A.

Apprdfo:\ lc lLlltd ro l(au~rij. ~1.IJ .C\ llL

Plate I
Title-page of Rauerij's Canzoni per sonare.
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AL MOL TO ILL VSTRE
SIGNOR MIO OSSERVANDrss.
lL SlG. CONTE. SCIPIO NASICA

FANTAGVCCI.

-==~~""'";;;;;:a 'Os

L 1 <i o, che 111 gem.Tale fon tcnnto cli hliqcce.aHz Pa~rr1:t, & qucl!o, chc 10 partirnlarc dcu<> i (ll :tlli, d\~ m dl~
per ~·1rr1;, valc•re:, & nobilci Ji fanguc fonopm r igu.ml-1.:1:0•
11,. trJ qua!, V. !')ig. Molto Jlluf1re nc ric:11c "grado ful-.J !111e,.
t'haucrli io fempre oonofi:imapcr ru i a Jr'nor:eu~ I f.ucrice, ,ni Ira muffo 2 d_
ouerc (otto b tut 1: iil (i.1_a pore Ill lt1((',con le mie fb.rnpe,. le prefcuri C:inzo1\1 l'~r fonJrc c~m l'Or..
gano,& altrr Stromenri,Ja me racrnhe d:.z qudl1 pm hcdlenri~fimi Mu{ici, c'hoggi<li con qut.:111 di 111:i~g,or grido,.
con 1 opre l0ro p·i u ri irfcnJono tra gl1 airri; cla chc 11t.: vtnghi io ;i r-iccucr ·gratia,. & fauorc, & c •, li rdlit10 h-onor:ui
d c:1I1protc:trion cd t L.:i ;olm:ci~t' pi~l iandoV. Sig. Molw lJl11llrc f.;!'ltiul~., cram."nimemom c,ra fiia. di qm·!fonohit dlt:rcirio dt:!la M1111t:J., non k fad forfi '-11i(lrn l'h~luere- con queflo 111~·21> tanto pill occa.lionc di fanor irc gf I profcfluri di dfa. I.a ~1n.: go
adun,r1e :i nonfdeg ·urli di riccm:re in gradoq:H~flomiodnno, che c011 p 1.1ro a!frrto di
d-.:u-:.:no aJHmo le por~o, & ltn1ndomi al Co! irn, mi CO!)laui per fempn: nc ila (ua huon:t
~rl~1a ,c,)a ..:he '. >:1.\.-ia•1d ,' llc le nn ·1i ., le p:c:t!:> d:t '.-..J :, ig-. Dio, qudll lccilictd, (he
m.1gg:orc defickra. Di V c:n<'t :1 d J1 :.o Giug.no 16 ..8.
7

D1 V. ~ig. M. JI!u(lrc
er. Affcttion:uifi.

Alctfo :11.Iro Raucrij.

Plate II
Dedication of Rauerij's Canzoni per sonare.
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Page of notation from Rauerij's Canzoni per sonare.
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TAVOLA DELtE CANZONI
De diuerfi Eccclle.!1t iffimi Auttori.

Cinl()U

Ca1uo11
Canzon
Canton

Cam:on

CaJ.12on
Canzon
C1nzon
Canzon
Canzo11
Canzon
Canzon
Can1011
Canzoa
C2nzon

Canzon
Canzon

A ~attro.
Giouanni (;31lricll i
Del ditto
l
2
3
3 Del ditto
4 Dd ditto
4
J Claudio Mcrulo da
CorreG~io
6 Cio(cppc Guami
6
7 Florentio ~hfchera
7
8 Del ditto
8
9 Conflanzo Antcgnati 9
10 Lnzafco L11zafchi
10
ti Pietro Lappt
II
u Del ditto
u
13 Girolamo Frcfcob:itdo 13
14 Clpriccio di G10: Bat•
ti Ila Grillo
14
15 Del ditto
IS
16 Del ditto
17 Giofcppc Guami
17
I

1,

A Cinque.

Canzon lg CJawdio Merulo da
Corrc1gio

1~

C :mzon 19 C iorcppc Qu~1i
Ca:)zon 20 C,>llanzo Antc 0 nsti

Canzon
Canzon

19

20

Girolamo frefcoba1do 2 r
22,
Ualliano Chilcfe
Canzo11 23 Gaudio Mcrulo da
(."orrcggio
13
A Otto.
Canzon !4 G1ofcppc Guami
24
Canzon 25 Del ditro
25
Canzon 26 Pietro Lappi
26
Canzon 27 Gioftaryn1 GabrleJli
1.7
<..anzon 13 Del ditto
28
Canton 29 Cirolamo Frefcobal<lo 29
C2nzo11 30 Orindo Bartolini
30
Canzon 31 B:ifli3no Chilefc
~I
Canzon 3! Del ditto
32
C;iu1.011 B Tiburtio Malfaino
B
Canzon H Dclditto
HCanzon _;, Del di tro :i 16.
H
Canton J6 Claudio Merulo d:i
Correggio .i 5.
36
11

21

I L 1~ I N E~

Plate IV
Tavola of Rauerij's Canzoni per sonare.
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TABLE 1
CONTENTS OF RAUERIJ'S CANZONI PER SONARE
Canzona
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
1 7.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.

35.
36.

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

La spiritata . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Giovanni Gabriell
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Giovanni Gabriell
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . Giovanni Gabriell
. . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Giovanni Gabriell
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Claudio Merulo
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Gioseffo Guami
La Mazzuola . . . . . . . . • . . . . . Florentio Maschera
La Fontana . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . Florentio Maschera
La Battera . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Costanzo Antegnati
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Luzzasco Luzzaschi
La Serafina • . • . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . • . Pietro Lappi
La Alie . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Pietro Lappi
. . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . Girolamo Frescobaldi
Capricio . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Giovanni Battista Grillo
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Giovanni Battista Grillo
. . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . . . . . Giovanni Battista Grillo
. . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . Gioseffo Guami
A4 & 5 si placet . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . Claudio Merulo
A 5 . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Gioseffo Guami
A 5 La Moranda . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Costanzo Antegnati
A 5 . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Girolamo Frescobaldi
A 5 . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . • . Bastiano Chilese
A 5 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • Claudio Merulo
A 8 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Glos effo Guami
A 8 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Gioseffo Guami
A 8 La Negrona . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Pietro Lappi
A 8 Fa sol la re . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Giovanni Gabrieli
A 8 Sol sol la sol fa mi . . . . • . . . . . . Giovanni Gabriell
A 8 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Girolamo Frescobaldi
A 8 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Orindio Bartolini
A 8 Echo a 8 per sonar, & si puol
far anco a 4 voci, cioe ll doi
bassi & doi soprani . . . . . . . . . • . Bastiano Chilese
A 8 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Bastiano Chilese
A 8 Per otto tromboni . . . . . . . • • . . • Tiburtio Massaino
A 8 Quattro viole e quattro
chitaroni o leuti . . . . . . . . . . . . . Tiburtio Massaino
A 16 . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . • . . . . Tiburtio Massaino
A4& 5 si placet . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . Claudio Merulo
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TABLE 2
CONTENTS OF RAUERIJ'S CANZONI PER SONARE
LISTED ACCORDING TO COMPOSER ·
Costanzo Antegnati
No. 9
No. 20

a 4
a 5

La Battera

La Moranda

Orindio Bartolini
No. 30

a 8

Bastiano Chilese
No. 22
No. 31

a 5

No. 32

a 8

a 8

Echo a 8 per sonar, & si puol far anco
voci cioe li doi bass i & doi soprani

Girolamo Frescobaldi
No. 13
No. 21
No. 29

a 4
a 5
a 8

Giovanni Gabriell
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

1
2
3
4

27
28

a
a
a
a
a
a

4
4
4
4

La spiritata

8 Fa sol la re
8 Sol sol la sol fa mi

Giovanni Battista Grillo
No. 14
No. 15
No. 16

a 4
a 4

a 4

Capricio

a4
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TABLE 2 (Continued)
Gioseffo Guami
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

6
17
19
24
25

a
a
a
a
a

4
4
5
8
8

Pietro Lappi
No. 11
No. 12
No. 26

a 4
a 4
a 8

La Serafina
La Alie
La Negrona

Luzzasco Luzzaschi
No. 10

a 4

Florentio Maschera
No. 7
No. 8

a 4
a 4

La Mazzuola
La Fontana

Tiburtio Massaino
No. 33
No. 34
No. 35

a 8 Per otto tromboni
a 8 Quattro viole & quattro chitaroni
a 16

C!audio Merulo
No.
No.
No.
No.

5
18
23
36

a 4

a4

& 5 si placet

a4

& 5 si placet

a

5

o leuti
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The title-page of the first part reads:
CANTO
CANZONI PER
SONARE CON OGNI
SORTE DI STROMENTI
A Quattro, Cinque, & Otto,
Con il suo Basso generale per l'Organo,
Nouamente raccolte da diuersi Eccellentissimi
Musici, & date in luce.
LIBRO PRIMO.
CON PRIVILEGIO.
[printer's mark]
IN VENETIA,
Appresso Alessandro Rauerij. M. D. CVIIL
"Canto.
Canzonas to be played on all kinds of instruments, in four,
five, and eight parts, with its Basso generale for the organ,
newly collected from various most excellent musicians, and
brought to light, the first book. With license. [printer's
mark] In Venice, at Alessandro Rauerij's, 1608"
The dedication, by Rauerij, is addressed to Count Scipio
Nasica Fantagucci.

It is filled with the usual servile artificialities

with which it was customary to address one's patron (Pl II):
To the very illustrious, most worthy sir, Count Scipio Nasica
Fantagucci.
The duty which in general I must have to my country and
that which in particular I owe to those who therein by
virtue, valor, and nobility of blood are held in highest
esteem--among whom you, most illustrious sir, hold a
sublime rank-and having always known my country (i.e.,
Venice] for a loving patroness, has moved me to be
obliged to bring to light, under your protection, with my
printing, these canzonas to play for the organ and other
instruments, collected by me from these most excellent
musicians who nowadays with their works, with those of
the greatest fame, outshine the others; from which I will
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receive grace and favor, and they remain honored by your
protection. Besides bringing to you, most illustrious sir,
gracious entertainment from this noble exercise in music,
it will probably not be unpleasant to have in this way so
much more opportunity to assist the practitioners thereof.
I pray you, therefore, not to disdain to receive with
pleasure this my gift, which I offer with the pure affection
of a devout soul; and loving me as before, keep me always
in your good grace, with which, kissing your hand, I pray
to God our Lord for that felicity for you which you most
desire.
Your most affectionate servant,
most illustrious sir,
Alessandro Rauerij
June 20, 1608
Rauerij's printer's mark, which appears on the title-page, depicts an eagle (Sartori, Dizionario) holding a ribbon in its beak.

On

the ribbon is written eternitati (' 'for eternity'').
The Basso generale differs from the other eight books.

The

dedication is omitted, the wording is slightly varied, and the printer's
mark is different; the bird depicted is not an eagle, but a longnecked fowl, perhaps a swan or a goose.

The inscription on the

ribbon is the same, but the border of the stamp is different.
In general, each canzona requires a little more than a page

in the part-books.

The thirty-six compositions are printed on forty-

one pages in the Canto, Alto, Tenore, and Basso part-books.

The

Basso generale, which contains a part for each canzona, requires
fifty-eight pages.
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The four-part canzonas are contained in the Canto, Alto,
Tenore, and Basso books.

For the five-part canzonas, the Quinto

is added, and for the canzonas in eight parts or more all the books

are required.

Numbers in the part-books are not page numbers;

instead, they ref er to the numerical order of the compositions.

The

canzonas are arranged in accordance with the number of parts introduced.

Thus the four-part canzonas appear at the beginning of the

part-books, followed by the five-part canzonas, the eight-part canzona, and the sixteen-part canzona.

For the canzona in sixteen

parts, two parts are printed on facing pages of each part-book, thus
enabling sixteen players to play from eight books.

The collection

includes two canzonas by Merulo for four or, alternatively, five
voices (Nos. 18 and 36).

One appears at the beginning of the five-

part canzonas; the other, at the end of the collection.
Each page is printed with nine staves.

Ra.uerij, following

the general practice of his time, printed in single impression with
movable type, in which the individual pieces of type printed not only
the note or other symbol, but a tiny portion of staff.

Slight imper-

fections in the alignment of staff lines between segments do not
greatly impair the readability of the part.
produced here as Plate

m

(p. 249}.

A page of music is re-
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Rauerij uses G, C, and F clefs.
the second staff-line.

The G clef appears only on

The C clef may appear on any of the four

lowest lines, and the F clef on any of the three highest lines.
cordingly, the total list of clefs includes eight:

Ac-

treble, soprano,

mezzo soprano, alto, tenor, baritone, bass, and sub-bass.
Within each part, the clef remains the same throughout an individual
canzona, except for the basso generale, in which the clef changes
whenever a different melodic voice becomes the basis for the organ
part.
All but one of the canzonas begin in duple meter.
one canzonas duple time is indicated by the symbol
by C .

¢;

In twenty-

in fifteen

The two signs never appear in the same composition.

The

uncut semicircle predominates in the four-part canzonas; the crossed
semicircle in the canzonas for five and more voices.

The signature

C seems to have been preferred by the younger generation of composers, especially Lappi, Frescobaldi, Grillo, and Bartolini, while
the signature

¢

before 1615.

The note values in which the duple sections are writ-

appears mostly in canzonas by composers who died

ten seem unrelated to the choice of meter signature.
Twelve canzonas contain sections in triple meter.

Medial

sections in triple time are designated by the proportional sign 3 ,
except for one four-part canzona by Lappi (No. 11) in which triple
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time is indicated by the sign

i.

An eight-part canzona by Gabriell

(No. 27) opens in triple meter under the sign

¢3

; subsequent sec-

tions in duple and triple meter are indicated by the signs

¢ and 3 .

The time signatures at any given moment are the same in all voices.
In the triple sections, the metrical grouping of three is un-

mistakable.

The ternary pattern may fill the duration of a perfect

breve or a perfect semibreve.

The notation of the triple pattern in

relation to the duple-time signature is consistently treated in ten of
the twelve canzonas which include triple sections.

Where the duple

meter is ruled by a simple semicircle, the ternary pattern fills the
duration of a perfect semibreve; where a crossed semicircle governs
the duple meter, the ternary pattern fills the duration of a perfect
breve.

In two canzonas by Gabrieli and Grillo (Nos. 3 and 16 a 4)

the duple signature is an uncrossed semicircle, but the ternary
grouping is in perfect breves.
Triple measures equivalent to the perfect semibreve juxtaposed with duple sections ruled by C may have been regarded as
more modern.

The combination occurs only in canzonas by the

younger generation of composers, Lappi (No. 11 a 4 and No. 26 a 8)
and Bartolini (No. 30 a 8).

Combinations of triple sections equiva-

lent to the perfect breve and duple sections in cut time are found
chiefly in canzonas by the older masters, such as Gabriell (No. 1
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a 4; Nos. 27 and 28 a 8), Guami (No. 24 a 8), and Merulo (No. 36
a 4 & 5).

The range of note values in the collection extends from the
imperfect long to the semifusa.

Held notes of indefinite value at the

ends of compositions are represented by the long.

The noteheads

are diamond-shaped for the semibreve and smaller values; square
for the breve and long.

A single example of ligature occurs in the

basso of one of Gabriell's four-part canzonas (No. 4), a ligature
cum opposita proprietate,

if , which

stands for two semibreves.

In

this instance, however, the second member of the ligature is blackened, and the ligature is followed by a blackened minim, forming
minor color, •

4 , which expresses the same note values as a

dotted minim followed by a semiminim,

6' •-: oh· 4 .

In two can-

zonas by Grillo (No. 14 and 16 a 4) and one by Guami (No. 24 a 8),
blackened breves, semibreves, and minims are found in triple time.
The coloration, which reduces the perfect value of notes by onethird, is not necessary for a mathematically correct reading.

Prob-

ably it was introduced to denote hemiola rhythm, whereby three imperfect values take the place of two perfect ones; or perhaps the
notes were blackened simply to ensure that they would be read as
imperfect values.

The superfluity of the coloration is illustrated in

a repeated section, printed twice in the original, in one of Grillo's
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canzonas (No. 16 a 4)--two notes are blackened the first time but
not the second (meas. 14, basso).
Rauerij employs three signs for accidentals, the flat, the
natural, and the sharp, which takes the form of two nearly superimposed X's (

).

Accidentals generally are valid only for single

notes and their immediate repetitions, but particularly within cadence formulas accidentals may be missing.

Accidentals are not

introduced to indicate the cancellation of a preceding accidental.
The only alteration specified in the key signatures is B-flat.
Since no sharps are found in the key signatures, a flat before a
note always lowers an otherwise natural degree, but occasionally
B-flat in the signature is confirmed by a flat in the individual lines.
The natural is only introduced to mark a B durum or B-natural
The sharp may raise a natural pitch or cancel a B-flat prescribed
by the key signature.

If a sharp appears beside a B-natural or E-

natural, it simply cautions the player against flatting.
Repeated sections mostly are printed twice, not indicated with
repeat marks; however, repeat marks occur in the opening four-part
canzona by Gabrieli and in the canto of a canzona for four or five
parts by Merulo (No. 18).

Performance directions are sparse.

In-

strumentation, aside from the organ-bass, is specified only in two
eight-part canzonas by Massaino (Nos. 33 and 34), where the
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directions appear with the title.

Dynamic indications occur only in

Chilese's Canzon trigesimaprima, echo
anco

a4

a8

per sonar, & si puol far

voci, cioe li doi bassi & doi soprani ("Canzona No. 31,

echo, to be played in eight parts and, if desired, also in four parts,
namely the two basses and two sopranos").

The voices are assigned

roles as "initiators" or "responders" in the echo (Proposta d'echo
and Risposta d'echo).

The echo (risposta) is designated at various

points in the composition by specifications placed below the staves.
In addition, the parts contain sections marked pian and forte.

Barring appears in the basso generale parts.

The degree to

which barring is applied varies from complete omission to nearly
regular barring, but most of the basso generale parts contain some
barring at irregular intervals.
ual composers is not consistent.

The barring practice of the individAmong the canzonas by Gabriell

some basso generale parts are barred with almost perfect regularity
(No. 4 a 4), while others omit bars altogether (No. 28 a 8).

The

same is true of Frescobaldi, one of the youngest composers represented in the collection (see No. 21 a 5 and No. 29 a 8); but the
compositions by the younger generation in general are much more
generously barred in the basso generale than the canzonas by the
older masters (compare Nos. 11-13 with Nos. 5-7).

Where barring

falls into regular patterns, the bars are most frequently spaced at
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a distance of one breve.

Regularity in barring results inevitably in

the introduction of ties (Nos. 4, 21, and 30).

Barring in the upper

parts is inserted only in the canto and quinto of Chilese's Canzon,
echo a 8 mentioned above, where bars occur sporadically throughout,
but at regular intervals of a semibreve near the conclusion.
The basso generale includes a few characteristic figured-bass
symbols.

Flats or sharps indicate that the organist should play a

major or minor third, and the numerals 6 and 5 specify intervals to
be played above the bass.

The accidental signs and numerals are

placed above the staves to which they ref er.
Each canzona is designated according to its numerical place
in the order of the collection and its number of voice parts.

Dedi-

catory titles, such as Maschera applied to some of the canzonas in
his Libro primo de canzoni, are given to seven compositions in
Rauerij's collection, all by Brescian composers-Nos. 7 and 8, La
Mazzuola and La Fontana, by Maschera; Nos. 9 and 20, La Battera
and La Moranda, by Antegnati; and Nos. 11, 12, and 26, La Sera-

fina, La Aile, and La Negrona, by Lappi.

The first canzona, by

Gabriell, carries the descriptive title La spiritata.

Two eight-part

canzonas by Gabriell are identified in their titles by solmization
syllables.

In one (No. 27), the syllables Fa sol la re refer to an

ostinato bass; in the other (No. 28), the syllables Sol sol la sol
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fa mi ref er to the theme of an opening imitation.

A four-part can-

zona by Grillo (No. 14) is also called Capricio (sic).
Sartori's Dizionario describes Rauerij's publications as
belle ("beautiful") and elegant! e nitide (''elegant and neat").

This

may be true, but in the matter of accuracy, Rauerij's Canzoni per
sonare occupies a somewhat lower leveL

Printing errors in the

collection are found at the rate of about five· or six for each canzona.

They mostly result from omission of symbols, frequently

rests, and from misplaced notes and accidental signs.
Editorial Problems
A complete edition of Rauerij's Canzoni per sonare is given
in the second volume of this study.

It is based on a set of original

part-books in the Staats- und Stadtbibliothek at Augsburg.
Alfred Einstein made a score of the collection (above, p.
8).

The present edition was made independently of Einstein's manu-

script, which is essentially an unedited copy of the original parts.
Einstein's transcription preserves the clefs, meter signatures, and
note values of the original

Editorial musica ficta is almost non-

existent, and printing errors in the original are generally left uncorrected.

Einstein has added bars in most of his score, spaced
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at a distance of a breve in the duple sections and a distance of one
or two perfect breves in the triple sections.
For the present edition, note values have been reduced
throughout.

In duple meter, note values are halved.

Note values

in tempus perfect um have been reduced to one-quarter, and note
values of prolatio perfecta to one-half of the original value.
triple time appears invariably as

1.

Thus,

Where original note values

have been quartered, the relationship between original and reduced
values is indicated by the equation
system.

<> : J placed

above the notational

Within each canzona the reduction is the same for all sec-

tions in triple time.
Barring in the duple sections is spaced at a distance of one
breve (unreduced) or one whole note (reduced).

1

The bars have

been so arranged that cadential chords at important structural
points begin a new measure.

This has necessitated, in some in-

stances, the extension of the measure immediately before the cadence
by half its normal length.

The extended measure, whose duration is

that of a dotted whole note (reduced), is divided with a dotted bar,

1

Edward E. Lowinsky, "Early scores in manuscript," Journal of the American Musicological Society, XIII (1960), 126ff., includes facsimile reproductions of many early scores, mostly from
the sixteenth century. These show a decided preference for the
breve as the unit of the barred measure.
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which separates the normal measure from its extension.

The meter

l has been adopted for the duple sections; triple sections
all in 1 . Two canzonas by Guami and Chilese (Nos. 25 and 31

signature
are

a 8) are so rich in extended passages of semifusas that measures of

I

would be cumbersome and awkward.

Here, the barring is spaced

at a distance of the semibreve, Le., the half note in reduced values,
and the signature

1 has been adopted.

The clefs in the edition have been chosen in accordance with
modern instrumental practice and, in particular, that of the string
quartet.

Accordingly, the four-part compositions are written in two

treble, alto, and bass clefs.

The same clefs are employed through-

out the edition, but their distribution varies from canzona to canzona
in the compositions for five and more voices.

A single exception is

Massaino's Canzon trigesimaterza (No. 33), which is written for eight
trombones.

Here the edition adopts the customary clefs of trombone

music-alto, tenor, and bass.
Editorial musica ficta has been added with moderation.

In

general, the editorial procedure followed agrees with that in Denis
Arnold's edition of Giovanni Gabriell's Sacrae symphoniae of 1597.
Arnold's editorial musica ficta corresponds closely with that
1Giovanni Gabriell, Opera omnia, ed. Denis Arnold (Rome:
American Institute of Musicology, 1956-).

1
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prescribed by John A. Flower in his edition of motets selected from
Gabriell's Sacrae symphoniae.

1

Gabriell's Sacrae symphoniae are

preserved in part-books and also in a manuscript score dated 1616
and made by Caspar Flurschllz of Augsburg.

2

Flurschllz' score con-

tains numerous chromatic alterations beyond those supplied in the
part-books.

While the addition of chromaticism is not consistently

treated by Flurschllz, the score nevertheless confirms the editorial
alterations in the editions by Arnold, Flower, and the author of this
study.
In the present edition of Rauerij's collection, chromatic alter-

ations are indicated by accidental signs placed above the notes to
which they apply.

Most alterations occur at or near cadences.

Final triads have been made major.

Suspensions immediately before

cadences have been made to resolve with a half step (Ex. 33 a and
b).

3

The principle of downward resolution by a semitone in sus-

pension formulas is abundantly illustrated in Rauerij's notation and
in contemporary prints.

Presumably the performer was expected to

1

John A. Flower, Giovanni Gabriell's Sacrae symphoniae
(1597), 2 vols. (unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, University of Michigan, 1955), Vol IL
2

Giovanni Gabriel!, Partitur zu Sacrae symphoniae, 1597
(manuscript score in Augsburg Staats- und Stadtbibliothek).
3

Phrygian cadences do not occur in Rauerij's collection.
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execute resolutions with a half step whether or not it was specified
in the notation.

Morley gives the name "cadence" to ties and sus-

pensions and their resolutions at a "close."

1

In the course of the

dialogue the master reprimands his pupil Philomathes for making a
''flat cadence [ resolution by a whole step] in your Countertenor
which is a thing against nature for every cadence is sharp. "

2

Where the suspension is embellished, the notes within the
ornamental figure have been altered in conformity with the resolution of the suspension (Ex. 33 c and d).
Ex. 33.

Musica ficta at cadences

(a)

*#

(c)

IJ

1

tr

"A Cadence we call that when, coming to a close, two notes
are bound together and the following note descendeth . . . , " Thomas
Morley, A plain and easy introduction to practical music (1597), modern ed. by R. Alec Harman (New York: W. W. Norton, 1952), p.
145.

2

Morley, p. 243.
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Accidentals have been added to clarify alterations in passages of repeated notes (Ex. 34 a), trills (Ex. 34 b), and neighboring tones (Ex. 34 c).

When a passage is repeated or imitated at the

unison or octave, alteration in one presentation is duplicated in
other presentations, whether they occur earlier or later (Ex. 34 d).
Sequences and passages in imitation, other than imitation at the
unison or octave, have generally been left unchanged from the original notation.
Ex. 34.

Mus ica f icta

(b)

I

I

(c)

t

~~=:tt:jll(t::iitm.....-+r----41~1*[~]J-~Iq__,.-~

The chromatic inflections in the basso ge.n erale and the upper
voices to which it corresponds have been made to agree by the addition of accidentals to whichever part is not altered in the originaL
Where a note is doubled and one note of the pair is altered in the
original, the other note is made to conform.

Most successive cross

relations have been allowed to stand as in the original; however,
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leaps of a tritone or augmented second in a single voice have
been avoided by chromatic alteration where necessary.
The single example of ligature in Gabriell's four-part canzona {No. 4, meas. 24, basso) has been indicated by a bracket.
Blackened breves, semibreves, and minims have been marked
with asterisks (*).
Crossbars in the edition have been so arranged as to make

m ).

the reiteration of motives more easily perceptible.
bars and crossbars sometimes intersect (

Consequently the

Barring in the original is shown by daggers ( t) placed below the staves.
Where possible, repeated sections, although printed twice in
the original, are presented in the edition as single sections with
repeat marks.

Minor discrepancies between the two statements in

the original are noted in the edition by lower-case Roman numerals
(i, ii), which denote whether the symbol to which they are attached
occurs the first or second time in the original
Where printing errors in the original occur due to the omission of a note, rest, or accidental sign, the missing symbol has
been added and placed in brackets.
rected in the edition.

Other printing errors are cor-

They are cited in the score by Arabic
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numerals in parentheses.

The numerals ref er to the Editorial Re-

vis ions listed following the pages of score (Il, 167ff.) ..
The wording and spelling of all titles, performance directions,
and composers' names have been left unaltered from the original.
The basso generale part has been left unrealized; it is an
accessory, not an essential part of the polyphonic texture.

1

1

The role of the basso generale is discussed more fully in
the following chapter.

CHAPTER IV
MUSICAL FORM AND STYLE

Rauerij's collection includes seventeen canzonas for four
parts {Nos. 1-17); two for four or, alternatively, five parts {Nos.
18 and 36); five for five parts {Nos. 19-23); eleven for eight parts

{Nos. 24-34); and one for sixteen parts {No. 35).

Of the canzonas

for eight and sixteen parts, ten are polychoral compositions, whose
voice parts are grouped in four-part choirs.

The two canz onas

in four or five parts are classified as five-part canzonas in the

following discussion.
Structures
The formal patterns of the canzonas suggest a relationship
between the numbers of voice parts and the structural plans in the
individual compositions.

Twenty-three of the thirty-six canzonas

are based on plans of sectional reiteration.
canzonas for less than eight voices.

Of these, twenty are

The canzonas in eight and

sixteen parts mostly lack thematic integration between sections.
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Sectional repetition, Maschera's favorite formal technique,
occurs in eleven canzonas from Rauerij's collection (Nos. 1, 8-11,
15-18, 20, and 29).
four or five.

One is in eight parts (No. 29); the others, in

Invariably the last section is repeated, but in four

canzonas (Nos. 9, 15, 16, and 18), the first section is also repeated.
In a four-part canzona by Grillo (No. 16), the last repeated section
comprises two distinct smaller sections, one in triple meter, the
other in duple.

The effect of immediate repetition is weakened

since a change in meter occurs within the repeat (cf. Giovanni
Gabriell, Canzon, No. 1 in Istituzioni e monumenti, Vol II).
Recapitulation of previous sections following the introduction
of new material is found only sparsely in the works of Maschera.
It is introduced more frequently in the eight-part canzonas of Ga-

brieli's Sacrae syrnphoniae and appears in twelve canzonas in the
Rauerij collection, ten in four or five parts (Nos. 2-5, 7, 12, 14, 21,
23, and 36) and two in eight parts (Nos. 27 and 28).

Generally the

opening section is restated at the close of the canzona, but in three
canzonas (Nos. 7, 21, 27), a later section is chosen for reiteration.
Two canzonas are somewhat more complex.

Grillo's four-

part Capricio (No. 14), which has been mentioned earlier in connection with the capriccio (above, p. 114), lets the two initial sections, one in duple, the other in triple meter, return near the
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conclusion.

The returns are followed in turn by a closing variant

of the opening section.

In Gabriell's eight-part Canzon sol sol la

sol fa mi, a twice-stated section in triple meter interlocks with
three sections in duple time.

The duple sections share the same

thematic material, which is presented either in its original form
or with modifications.

Gabriell foreshadows this form in an eight-

part Canzon noni toni in the Sacrae symphoniae (Istituzioni e monument!, II, No. 4).

In Merulo's five-part Canzon vigesimaterza (No.

23), opening material returns near the end but in a new contrapuntal

setting.
Thirteen canzonas (Nos. 6, 13, 19, 22, 24-26, 30-35) avoid
sectional restatement.

As in Gabriell's Sacrae symphoniae, the

through-composed canzonas include chiefly compositions in the
largest numbers of parts.
Two canzonas based on sectional restatement also receive
integration through themes which reappear though not as reiterated
sections.

In Antegnati's five-part Canzon vigesima, two motives,

which together form the opening theme, reappear throughout.

Par-

ticularly striking is Gabriell's Canzon vigesimasettima, Fa sol la re,
in which the lowest voice is built entirely from the melodic figure

represented by the solmization syllables in its title.

The ostinato
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motive is stated at irregular intervals, in different rhythms, and on
different pitches.
Melody
The clefs in the original parts are chosen in such a way as
to avoid ledger lines so far as possibJe; thus they are themselves
indicators of the range in pitch for a single part or for an entire
polyphonic web.

The parts are written mostly in the high clefs

(chiavette) of the time, treble clef for the soprano, tenor or baritone clef for the bass, and appropriate C or F clefs for the inner
parts.

Other combinations of clefs occur in three canzonas for

four and five voices (Nos. 6, 20, and 23), in four polychoral canzonas where the choirs differ in range (Nos. 26, 29, 34, and 35),
and in Massaino's eight-part canzona for trombones (No. 33).
The range of pitches for the collection extends from C to
b"-flat.

The canzonas generally span about three octaves; G and

a" are the most common lower and upper limits.

The choirs within

the polychoral canzonas coincide approximately in range, except in
Lappi's Canzon vigesimasesta, where the two choirs are a sixth
apart.

Massaino's canzona for eight trombones conforms to the low

register of the instruments for which it was written.
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The range of the individual voices is narrow by comparison
with Gabriell's Sacrae symphoniae.
a thirteenth in a single canzona.
eleventh are the most common.

No voice exceeds the span of

Ranges of a ninth, tenth, and
Occasionally parts remain within

the range of a sixth, as in the tenore of Frescobaldi's eight-part
canzona (No. 29), or even a fifth, as in the alto of Massaino's canzona for viols and lutes (No. 34).

In contrast with the Sacrae

symphoniae, the soprano and bass parts of the Rauerij collection
are no wider in range than are the inner voices.
Most of the melody is a blend of conjunct and disjunct motion.

The themes in Rauerij 's collection retain their affinity with

those of the French chanson.

One canzona by Merulo (No. 18)

appears to be a chanson arrangement.
one of the canzonas.

Dactylic rhythm opens thirty-

The vocal style is evident in the narrow range

of the themes-most span less than an octave-and in their scarcity
of large skips.

Some canzonas, however, specifically suggest an

instrumental medium by the generous introduction of skips and of
fusas and semifusas.

Melodies such as open Gabrieli's Canzon se-

conda a 4 or close his Canzon vigesimasettima a 8 are distinctly
instrumental (Ex. 35).
Rapid flourishes and broad melodic sweeps in semifusas,
similar to those which occur occasionally in Gabriell's Sacrae
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Ex. 35.

Giovanni Gabriell, instrumental idioms

Canzona No. 2 a 4, opening, canto

Canzona No. 27 a 8, close, alto

symphoniae, are sometimes found in Rauerij 's collection, particularly
in the eight-part canzonas by Guami and Chilese (Nos. 24, 25, and
31; see Ex. 36).
Ex. 36.

Florid melody

Bastiano Chilese, Canzona No. 31 a 8, meas. 47-48, canto

Gioseffo Guami, Canzona No. 24 a 8, meas. 5-6, canto
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Melodic sequence is carried out sparingly except in a few
instances (e.g., Lappi, Canzona No. 12 a 4, meas. 30-32; see Ex.
39).

The opening themes of twelve canzonas outline triads, offering

proof of rising harmonic orientation.
Often the themes move in one direction and then turn back,
without reaching their starting points, thus forming incomplete arcs.
Meter and Rhythm
The range of note values, as stated (above, p. 259), extends
from the imperfect long to the semifusa.

The individual canzonas

vary widely in their usage, but in general the collection presents a
picture in black, rather than white notes.

Duple sections are writ-

ten mostly in black notes; triple sections--only a small part of the
collection-in breves, semibreves, and minims.
The time signatures appearing in the Canzoni per sonare
have been summarized above (pp. 257ff.).

The metrical implica-

tions of the various signs, among the different compositions or from
section to section within the same canzona, are fraught with uncertainty.

The time signature in the Renaissance, as Curt Sachs has

pointed out, "is a graphic symbol of the tactus and nothing else."
1

Curt Sachs, Rhythm and tempo (New York: W. W. Norton,
1953), p. 242.

1
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Tactus refers to the steady time-beating of the conductor.

Each

tactus contained two beats, alternately up and down. :The beats
were equal in stress, and the time-beating expressed no pattern
of strong and weak beats.
The outlook of the early seventeenth century toward time
signatures and tactus is expressed by Michael Praetorius (15711621) in his Syntagma musicum (3 vols., WolfenbUttel and Wittenberg,
1614-1620).

1

Praetorius, a versatile composer as well as theorist,

was thoroughly conversant with the Italian practice.
of the signs C and

¢ begins

His treatment

with a brief historical discussion:

The old musicians called C tempus perfectum minus or signum
minores tactus. There they reckoned a semibreve (~) or two
minims ( l) as one tactus and in Italian called it alla semibreve; the ¢. , however, [they called] tempus perfectum majus or
signum major es (tactus] or totalis tactus, because in their vocal
music [cantionibus l designated with the sign ¢ they measured two
semibreves and also two tactus minores in a nevertheless much
slower tactus, which the Italians called alla breve.2

1
vols. 1-111, facsimile, ed. Wilibald Gurlitt (Kassel and Basel:
Barenreiter-Verlag, 1958-59); Vol. II, pts. i-ii, trans. Harold Blumenfeld ( [New Haven, Conn.:] Chinese Printing Office, Yale University, 1949). Discussion of tempo and time signatures, based on
Praetorius, is found in Thurston Dart's The interpretation of music
(London: Hutchinson's Music Library, 1954), p. 107.
2
Praetorius, ID, 49, "Die alten Musici haben das C genennet
Tempus perfectum minus, oder Signum Minoris Tactus; Do sie eine
Semibrevem o , oder zwo Minimas b b uff einen Tact gerechnet, unnd
Italice alla Semibreve genennet haben: Das ¢ aber Tempus perfectum majus, oder signum Majoris vel totalis Tactus; Dieweil sie in
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Thus tactus alla breve was slower than tactus alla semibreve,
but it may have resulted in faster motion since it contained twice as
many notes.

In Praetorius' own time tactus alla breve implied a

faster time-beating than tactus alla semibreve.
controlled the semibreve.

1

Both kinds of tacti

Tactus alla breve was suitable for com-

positions written in large note values, but where small note values
predominated, tactus alla semibreve was more appropriate:
Nowadays, however, both these signs are mostly so emplfed
that the c is used primarily in madrigals and the 4 in motets.
The uncut semicircle was also admissible in motets if a
profusion of black notes made performance under

¢. impractical:

Therefore it does not seem wrong to me
motets and other sacred songs, when they are
black notes, with the sign C, to show that the
kept somewhat slower and more grave.3

if one marks
written in many
tactus must be
---

denen CanU.onibus, so mit diesem Signo, ¢ bezeichnet, zwo Semibreves und also zweene Tactus minores auff einen doch gar langsamen Tact, den die !tali alla Breve genennet, ... mensuriret haben.
1

"

Sachs, Rhythm and tempo, pp. 222-225.

2

Praetorius, m, 50, "Jetziger zeit aber werden diese beyde
Signa meistentheils also observiret, dass das C. fUrnemlich in Madrigalien, das ¢ aber in Motetten gebraucht wird."
3

Praetorius, m, 50, ''Darumb deuchtet mich nicht ubel gethan
seyn, wenn man die Motecten, und andere geistliche GesH.nge, welche
mit vielen schwartzen Noten gesetzt seyn, mit diesem Signo C zeichnet; anzuzeigen, dass alssdann der Tact etwas langsamer und gravitetischer mUsse gehalten werden."
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The tempo to be adopted depended on the text and the musical style:
Each instance, however, may be considered individually, and from the consideration of the words and music [ it
may be] determined whether a slower or faster tactus must be
-maintained.1
The cut and uncut semicircles usually indicated faster and
slower shades of time-beating, but in Italian music the distinction
disappeared altogether:
And if nowadays I look at Italian compositions, which in
only a few years have been directed toward a new style, different from anything else, then I find in duple and triple time
signatures great discrepancies and variety.
For Giovanni Gabrieli has marked all his concertos, sinfonias, and sonatas, with and without text, with ¢ throughout;
nor have I, up to now, in all his works, found the signature C .
Some [composers], however, and most, maintain the C
throughout.
Claudio Monteverdi uses the ¢ in his compositions in
motet style, and they can be performed in tactum alla breve. In
all the other [compositions], however, if there are more black
notes than white, he writes the C .
Lodovico Viadana uses the ¢ whenever there is a text.
In the sinfoniis without text, however, he maintains the C.
Some mix the two together, now ¢, now C, and yet one
can see no difference from the notes or the whole composition.2

1Praetorius, m, 51, "Es kan aber ein jeder den Sachen
selbsten nachdencken und ex consideratione Textus & Harmoniae
observiren, wo ein langsamer oder geschwinder Tact gehalten werdent mUsse."
2
Praetorius, m, 51, "Und wenn ich jetziger zeit der Italorum Compositiones, so in gar wenig Jahr en gantz uff eine andere
sonderbahre newe Art gerichtet worden, ansehe, so befinde ich in
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In Rauerij 's collection, then, duple time is alla semibreve,
whether marked with a cut or uncut semicircle.
the tactus each control a minim.

The two beats of

The prevalence of fusas and semi-

fusas renders alla breve interpretation unfeasible in all but a few
canzonas (No. 26 a 8 by Lappi, No. 33 a 8 and No. 35 a 16 by
Massaino).

The equalization of the two signatures is demonstrable

in the first four compositions of the collection.

All are four-part

canzonas by Gabrieli; all are written in essentially the same note
values; but the first two are in cut time, while the third and fourth
--notwithstanding Praetorius' statement to the contrary-are marked
with an uncut semicircle.

praefixione Signorum Tactus aequalis & Inaequalis sehr grosse discrepantias und Varieteten.
"Denn Johann Gabriel hat alle seine Concerten, Symphonien,
Canzonen und Sonaten mit und ohne Text, mit dem 4 durch und
durch bezeichnet, also, dass noch biss anjetzo in allen seinen Operibus das Signum C ich niemals befunden.
"Etliche aber, und die meisten behalten das C durch und
durch gantz allein.
"Claudius de Monte Verde praeponirt das ¢ in denen, so er
uff Motetten Art gesetzet, und ad Tactum alla Breve musicirt werden
ktlnnen:. In den andern all en aber, darinnen mehr schwartze, als
weisse Noten, praeponiret er das C .
"Lud. Viadana gebraucht sich das ¢ in allen seinen Sachen
cum Textu: In den Symphoniis aber sine Textu, hat er das C behalten.
''Etliche vermengen es durch einander, bald in dies em das
¢, im andern das C unnd kan man gleichwol an den No ten oder
gantzem Gesange keinen unterscheid erkennen. ''
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The semibreve is important in Rauerij 's collection, not only
as the tactus, but also as an organizing principle of the musical elements.

The melodic construction frequently suggests grouping of

notes into patterns equivalent to a semibreve, as in the opening
theme of Gabrieli 's third canzona for four parts (Ex. 37), where
metrical grouping is defined by wide skips, changes in melodic
direction, and changes in rhythmic diminution.
Ex. 37.

Giovanni Gabrieli, Canzona No. 3, opening, canto

The metric implications of melody and rhythm are confirmed
in the harmony.

Throughout the collection, almost without exception,

cadences introduced by suspensions and plagal resolutions occur at
the beginnings of semibreve units.

In imitations the voices usually

--but not always--enter at a distance of one or more full semibreves.
Grouping in semibreves is indicated in the original in a way
not revealed by modern notation.

Just as in modern notation each

system of score comprises a number of complete measures, so in
Rauerij 's print each line of staff comprises a number of complete
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semibreves.
quential.

Exceptions to this rule are so few as to be inconse-

The rests, as they appear in the original, also reflect

metric grouping.

Often where a larger rest would suffice, the rest

is represented by smaller rests, as if separated by invisible bars
that mark breves and semibreves (Ex. 38}.
Rests in Rauerij's original parts, Alto part-book

Ex. 38.

(~;Ir$•, C•nuna No.SI• 6 j G,-;l/01 (a,,i.0111 No. If~ 4
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The extent, if any, to which concentration on the unit of the
semibreve resulted in a musical pulse or recurrent stress has not
been fully established.

Curt Sachs has said:

The question of accent must not be given a rigid, exclusive answer. That the polyphony of the sixteenth century did
not know accentuation is a pious legend. . . . Meter does not
and cannot exist without at least a suggestion of stresses.
Even where the stresses are weak, the mere entrance of a new
voice part has the effect of a decided accent. To be sure,
these and other unavoidable stresses must not be confused with
intentional sforzatos .1

1

Sachs, Rhythm and tempo, p. 256. A recent discussion
favoring recognition of recurrent stress is found in Edward E.
Lowinsky's "Early scores in manuscript," Journal of the American
Musicological Society, XIIl (1960}, 156 ff.
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Praetorius describes two kinds of ternary tactus, according
to proportio tripla and proportio sesquialtera.

Accordi~g to the old

system of proportions, tripla d~manded diminution at the rate of
three to one---the pace of the notes was tripled.

Under sesquialtera

diminution was three to two, three notes in the place of two 1n standard time.

By Praetorius' time, however, the proportional system

was virtually extinct, and the terms tripla and sesquialtera expressed
a newer meaning.

According to Praetorius:

Tripla is [formed] when three semibreves ~oo or their equivalent constitute one tactus . . . . Sesquialtera is [formed] when
three minims !, J, or their equivalent constitute one tactus .1

b

Rauerij 's collection contains examples both of tripla and sesquialtera, but the difference between the two kinds of ternary tactus
is expressed only in the typography.

Ternary patterns, whether

equivalent to three semibreves or three minims, must fill the duration of one imperfect semibreve, since the duple tactus is consistently alla semibreve.

The existence of two sets of note values for

triple time may represent nothing more than a bow to the old proportional system.

1

As has been shown (above, pp. 258 f.), triple

Praetorius, m, 51, "Tripla est, quando tres Semibreves
ooo vel his aequivalentes uno mensurantur Tactu . . . . Sesquialtera est, quando tres Minimae, J. ! vel his aequivalentes uno Tactu
mensurantur. ''
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sections in which the ternary pattern is equivalent to a perfect
breve occur mostly in canzonas where the duple signature is the
old alla breve sign,

¢;

where the ternary pattern is equivalent to

a perfect semibreve, the duple sections are marked with the uncut
semicircle of tactus alla semibreve.

By the early seventeenth een-

tury, duple signatures were interchangeable; so, apparently, were
tripla and sesquialtera.

1

Most of the rhythmic patterns traditional to the canzona occur
in Rauerij 's collection.
zonas.

Dactylic rhythm opens all except five can-

The dactyl is almost always notated as

-, mJ

sionally as O

44

or

! l l-,r.

k !!

but occa-

Other common patterns include

and the truncated dactyl, .,

m J.

2

Occasionally rhyth-

mic patterns are presented in two or more voices, displaced in
such a way as to produce continuous motion in short notes (Ex. 39),
but the vigorous interlocking dotted patterns found in Gabrieli's
Sacrae symphoniae (Ex. 29) are missing from Rauerij's collection.

1
Alfred Einstein, in The Italian madrigal, trans. Alexander
H. Krappe, Roger H. Sessions, and Oliver Strunk (Princeton, N.J .:
Princeton University Press, 1949), I, 399-400, suggests a looser
relationship between triple and duple time. Further discussion is
found in Sachs, Rhythm and tempo, pp. 230 and 271.
2

or

The final note of rhythmic patterns quoted, shown here as
be of any length.

J, may
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Ex. 39.

Pietro Lappi, Canzona No. 12 . a 4, meas. 30-~2

Modality and Harmony
The tonal inclination of the times, manifest in the works of
Maschera and Gabriell, is evident throughout Rauerij 's collection.
The repertory of modes is reduced to four:
Aeolian, and Ionian.

Dorian, Mixolydian,

The adaptability of the Dorian and Mixolydian

to the more modern species of minor and major has been mentioned
above (pp. 209 f.).
in the collection.

Minor and major are represented almost equally
Minor is implied in fifteen canzonas presented as

Dorian transposed to G and two in Aeolian on A; major is represented by eight canzonas in Ionian on C, five on F, five in Mixolydian
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on G, and one on C.

In more modern nomenclature fifteen canzonas

suggest G minor, two A minor, nine C major, five G major, and
five F major.
Within the individual compositions, the most decidedly tonal
points occur at the beginning and end.

In all the compositions ex-

cept one, Luzzaschi's (No. 10), the pitches of the initial imitative
entries correspond to the tonic and dominant of the final chord.
Where a canzona opens homophonically the first and last harmonies
are the same.

Cadences on other levels occur between these ton-

ally oriented points, resulting in transitory modulations to other
levels--generally, nearby keys, such as the dominant and the relative minor or major.

Occasionally the composer may introduce

modulations through a cycle of descending fifths.

In the Canzon

prim a, Gabriell establishes G minor, the key of the composition,
then moves in rapid succession through C and F, into B-flat, the
relative major (Vol. II, p. 3, meas. 37-40).
Modality asserts itself in several canzonas, when the tonality lingers on some level or levels other than that of the composition as a whole.

Gabriell's Canzon prima, despite its receptivity

to other tonal levels, is clearly in G minor.
sections.

It comprises four

The first is in G minor; the second is in D minor; the

third modulates from D minor to G minor; and the fourth begins and
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ends in G minor.

By contrast, Bartolini 's Canzon trigesima begins

and ends in G minor, but otherwise it avoids the home key altogether.

The tonal center for most of the composition is C, with

the result that the final cadence chord on G is unconvincing and
gives the impression of a half-cadence.
Chromaticism is restricted to alterations appropriate to the
key of the moment.

Juxtaposition of remote harmonies, prevalent in

the contemporary madrigal, is not found in Rauerij's collection.
Chords are constructed chiefly in thirds, fifths, sixths, and
octaves (and their equivalents in upper octaves) above the bass.
The resulting chordal vocabulary includes mostly major and minor
triads in root position and first inversion.

Some diminished triads

and seventh chords occur, both with the third in the bass, but they
are seldom found at points of rhythmic stress.

Nonharmonic tones

occur in suspensions, passing tones, neighboring tones, and the nota
cambiata, in which a rhythmically weak dissonance is approached
diatonically from above and resolved downward by a third {Ex. 40).
Suspensions and passing tones are treated regularly according to the style of Palestrina, but the prevalence of smaller note
values makes possible greater freedom in the introduction of nonharmonic tones.

Thus Guami, for example, is able to set an ex-

tended scale passage against an unchanging harmonic background
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Ex. 40.

Giovanni Gabrieli, Canzona No. 4 a 4, meas. 18

and yet abide by the principle whereby the first note of each minim
must be consonant .(Ex. 41).
Ex. 41.

Gioseffo Guami, Canzona No. 25 a 8, meas. 35-36

Neighborlng tones are found occasionally.

Upper neighbors

in particular are introduced with a freedom beyond that found in the
style of Palestrina.

As with passing tones, the freedom is possible

largely because of the small note values (Ex. 42).
Less usual instances of nonharmonic tones include an example
in Chilese's echo canzona (No. 31 a 8), where in a group of four
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Ex. 42. Gioseffo Guami, Canzona No. 25 a 8, meas. 25-26,
Choir I

fusas the first is consonant, the second dissonant; the third, approached by a skip, is dissonant, and the fourth is consonant (Ex.
43).
Ex. 43.

Bastiano Chilese, Canzona No. 31 a 8, meas. 172-

173, Choir I

The root progressions of the chords reflect modern harmonic
principles.

Intervals of a third or more predominate; thus the occa-

sional passages in which the root movement is diatonic stand out
because of their archaic sound.

A few instances of parallel triads

in first inversion suggest the fauxbourdon style of the fifteenth
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century.

Examples are found in Merulo's five-part canzona (No. 23,

meas. 7-10, 25-28; Ex. 44).
Ex. 44.

Claudio Merulo, Canzona No. 23 a 5, meas. 8

Also reminiscent of an earlier era are the closing chords of
four canzonas for four parts, in which the third is omitted.

They

are the work of older masters, Gabrieli (No. 3), Merulo (No. 5),
Guami (No. 6), and Maschera (No. 8).
All the canzonas except for two eight-part compositions, by
Bartolini (No . 30) and Chilese (No. 31), end essentially with authenic cadences.

In twenty-four canzonas the authentic cadence is

reinforced by an extension one to four measures long, ending in a
plagal cadence·.

Half of the final cadences are perfect-the upper-

most instrument sounds the root of the chord.
All the authentic cadences are introduced with suspensions.
The chief elements which determine the stopping power of a cadence
are the duration of the suspension and the presence or absence of
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a plagal extension.

Where no plagal extension is added, the sus-

pended dissonance is generally a minim (Ex. 45), but in two canzonas
by Chilese (No. 22 a 5) and Guami (No. 25 a 8) the dissonance is
only a semiminim.
Ex. 45.

Gioseffo Guami, Canzona No. 6 a 4, final cadence

Where an authentic cadence is reinforced by a plagal extension, its dissonance may be shorter.

The most decisive cadences

are those in which a plagal extension prepares an additional suspension within the final tonic, exemplified in a four-part canzona by
Guami (No. 17; Ex. 46).
Ex. 46.

Gioseffo Guami, Canzona No. 17 a 4, final cadence
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Authentic or plagal cadences may be equipped with additional
ornamentation.

The most frequent pattern is the suspension embel-

lished by the lower neighbor to the tone of resolution.

Such em-

bellished resolutions may be given to the leading tone or the third
of the final cadence (Ex. 46).

They appear in nine final cadences,

on the final chord in plagal cadences (Nos. 15, 17, 18, and 30) and
preceding the final chord in authentic cadences (Nos. 6, 8, 12, 21,
and 26).

Occasionally a part will not come to rest when the other

parts begin the final chords.

The part that keeps moving will in -

variably descend to a lower pitch within the final chord.

The lower

pitch is regularly reached on an offbeat and then sounded again (Ex.
47).

Examples of such ornamentation occur only in canzonas for

eight or more parts (Nos. 24, 25, 26, 28, 32, and 35).
Ex. 47. Giovanni Gabrieli, Canzona No. 28 a 8, final cadence

Harmonic rhythm in the collection as a whole generally coincides with the composite rhythmic implications of all the elements-
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one change per minim in duple time, one or two changes in each
triple measure.

The principle, however, is not strictly applied.

Harmonic changes often occur at the rate of every semiminim (Ex.
39) and occasionally as infrequently as every breve.
Tone Color
Instrumentation, aside from the organ -bass, is specified only
in two canzonas by Massaino, one of which prescribes eight trombones (No. 33); the other, four viols and four chitaroni (bass lutes)
or lutes (No. 34).
For the remaining compositions, each might be performed by
any of several instruments.

The most extensive and detailed infor-

mation on the possibilities and limitations of orchestration in the
early seventeenth century is found in Michael Praetorius' Syntagma
music um.

Praetorius describes the various instruments in the sec-

ond part of his second volume, Organographia (1618) and furnishes
detailed drawings depicting them in an appendix to the second volume, under the title of Theatrum instrumentorum (1620).

In the

third part of the third volume, Termini musici (1619), he discusses
possible and desirable instrumental combinations.
The instruments with which Praetorius deals in his discussion of orchestration may be surveyed conveniently in terms of the
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instrumental families to which they belong.
tions are based on the Syntagma musicum.

1

The following descripWhere possible, only

the· Italian nomenclature is cited.
The leading bowed instruments were the viole da gamba or
viols and the viole da braccio (Ger. Geigen), which included the
violins.

The viols originally were larger instruments held _?n the

leg; the earliest viole da braccio were the smaller sizes, held at
the shoulder.

By Praetorius' time both varieties encompassed com-

plete families of instruments.

The viole da gamba had sloping shoul-

ders, deep ribs, six thin strings, frets, and C holes .
was darker and less robust than that of the violin .

2

Their sound
The viole da

braccio became the modern violin family, and the viole da gamba ,
once the more popular variety, gradually fell into disuse.

The larg-

est viola da gamba was called violon .
Praetorius mentions seven sizes of recorders (flauti), from a
"Klein Flottlin" to a "Gross Bassflot," and three transverse flutes
(traverse, fiffari) , the middle of which corresponds approximately to
the modern flute.

1

Facsimile ed. by Wilibald Gur litt; translation of Vol. II, pts.
i-ii, by Harold Blumenfeld.
W.

w.

2

curt Sachs, The history of musical instruments (New York:
Norton, 1940), p. 347.
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The double-reed instruments comprised several families that
may be regarded as forerunners of the modern oboe and bassoon.
Among the ancestors of the oboe, Praetorius mentions first the
shawm.

The upper members of the shawm family were called piffari

(Ger. Schalmeyen); the lower members, bombardi (Pommern) and bombardone (Gross Bass-Pommer).

Other families similar to the shawms

included the bassanelli, the nicolo, the cromornes, the cornamuse,
and the schryari.

The bassanelli were closest to the shawms.

Their bore was narrow, and they had a bassoon-like curved mouthpipe between the upper end of the instrument and the reed.

Prae-

torius lists a bass, a tenor-alto, and a canto whose range reached
only as high as g'.

The nicolo, cromornes, cornarnuse, and schryari

had in common a cap which, placed over the reed, prevented the
player's lips from controlling the reed directly.
wise resembled the tenor shawm.

The nicolo other-

The cromornes were J-shaped, as

indicated by their Italian and German names, cornamuti torti, storti,
Krumbhorner ("curved horns").

Praetorius cites five sizes, which

made possible a total range from A, to d".
the same range.

The cornamuse spanned

They were straight, covered at the lower end with

a perforated cap through which the sound passed.

Consequently

they produced a tone which Praetorius describes as "quieter and
lovelier'' (stiller und lieblicher) than that of the cromornes.

The
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schryari resembled the cornamuse, except that they lacked the cap
at their lower end.

Accordingly , their tone was "strong and

fresh' ' (stark und frisch}.
The bassoons of the time had acquired their modern names in
Italian and German (It. fagotti, Ger. Fagotten) .

Praetorius describes

three, the Chorist-Fagott , equivalent to the modern bassoon, and two
double bassoons, a fourth and fifth lower than the Chorist-Fagott.
In the Theatrum instrumentorum, he depicts a more complete family
embracing, in addition to the three instruments described, a tenor
bassoon or Korthold, an alto bassoon, and a discant bassoon.

The

range of the family extended from F, to d".

Closely related to the

bassoons were the sordoni (Ger. Sordunen).

The sordoni resem-

bled the cornamuse and cromornes in tone, but like the bassoon
they were folded back upon themselves.

The largest of the sordoni

was only half as long as the double bassoon, but the lowest notes of
the two instruments were the same, a fact that Praetorius, with good
reason, finds remarkable.

He lists and depicts five sordoni, with a

total range from F, to g'.

The term Dolcianen (It. dolce suono) is

indefinite in meaning.

For Praetorius it is interchangeable with

Fagotten, but he admits that some people use it to refer to the
Korthold, others to the sordoni.
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The chief wind instruments with cup mouthpieces were cornetti (Ger. Zincken) and trombones (It. tromboni, Ger. Po:s aunen).
Praetorius subdivides the cornets into cornetti recti ("straight
cornets") and cornetti curvi (' 'curved cornets'').

The straight

cornets comprised the cornetto diritto ("straight cornet"), whose
mouthpiece was detachable, and the cornetto muto (•'quiet cornet"),
in which the mouthpiece and instrument were turned on a lathe from
a single piece of wood.

The curved cornet was made from a single

piece of wood, which was split, hollowed out, drilled, reassembled,
and covered with leather.
mouthpiece was detachable.

Its cross section was octagonal, and its
The range of the cornet extended from

a to a", but Praetorius says that an accomplished player could expand the range by a few notes at each end.

The fundamental could

be overblown to produce the octave, the twelfth, and the fifteenth.
The diatonic notes between the partials were produced by opening
one or more of the lateral finger holes in the body of the instruments.

By the use of cross-fingering and half-opened holes, chro-

matic notes could also be obtained.

The corno or cornetto torto

("twisted cornet") was a tenor cornet, pitched a fifth below the
cornet.

Praetorius calls its tone "unlovely and hornlike" (un-

lieblich und hornhafftig); he prefers the trombone.

The cornettino
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was a fifth higher than the cornet, and Praetorius finds its tone not
unpleasant.
The basic trombone was the trombetta, or trombone picolo,
whose range corresponded exactly with that of the modern trombone.
The alto trombone, called trombetta picciola or trombino, was a fifth
higher.

The trombon grando (sic) or trombone majore was a four~h

or fifth lower than the ordinary trombone.

The lowest member of

the family was the double trombone (trombone doppio), an octave
lower than the tenor.
In the orchestration of polyphonic compositions, Praetorius is

inclined to assign the individual parts of single choirs to instruments from the same family (Chor).

1

Where limitations of range

necessitate the introduction of an instrument outside the basic family, he recommends an instrument with a similar tone quality.

The

clef in which a part is written indicates the range of the part itself
and thereby the instruments which might play it.
Cornets and violins can play parts written in treble, soprano,
and mezzo-soprano clefs.

If the composition requires lower instru-

ments, the lower parts may be covered by trombones, bassoons, or,
if it is an ensemble of violins, tenor violin.
1

Praetorius,
Dart, pp. 107-108.

m, 154-168. Further discussion is found in
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Transverse flutes can play parts in any clefs from the treble
to the bass; however, in the lower clefs (tenor and below), the flute
should play an octave higher, and the part in its proper range
should be played by a trombone or tenor violin.
Recorders and viols can play parts in any clefs from treble
to bass.

If a choir of recorders is to be used in performance with

another instrumental choir, the lower parts should be reinforced by
tenor violins, bassoons, or trombones.
Choirs of trombones and bassoons are restricted to the low
clefs (alto and below).

Parts in higher clefs may be played by re-

corders, violins, or cornets.
Cromornes as a family can play parts in any clef, so long as
they do not exceed the range from B1-flat to d" .
Shawms, including all the piffari (Schalmeyen) and bombardi
(Pommern), span the entire range of clefs.
In Praetorius' Lauten-Chor ("lute choir") the term Lauten

is used freely to designate all plucked instruments, chiefly lutes and
their relatives, such as theorbos, chitarroni, pandoras, orpharions,
and citterns, in addition to harpsichords, mainly clavicembali and
spinets.

As a foundation for the Laut en -Chor, Praetorius recom-

mends the addition of a Bass -Lyra (a variety of bass viola da gamba),
a Bass-Geig (bass of the viole da braccio), or some other of the
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Fundamenten-lnstrumenten (' 'foundation instruments'').

Al though lutes

normally played from tablature, Massaino's specification of quattro
chitaroni

o leuti

in one canzona (No. 34) shows that rendition by

lutes of music in mensural notation was not out of the question.
Praetorius describes a performance of Jacques de Wert's sevenpart motet Egressus Jesus by two theorbos, three lutes, two citterns, four clavicembali and spinets, seven viols, two transverse
flutes, two boy sopranos, one alto, and a bass viola da braccio, but
no organ or regal (reed organ).
Despite the proliferation of complete instrumental families,
many of the instruments seem to have continued their association
with a particular range.

The cornet, viola da braccio, and recorder

were treble instruments; the trombone, viola da gamba, and bassoon
were tenor and bass instruments.
In polychoral music Praetorius shows a preference for con-

trast between choirs, as illustrated in his recommendations for the
performance of Lasso's ten-part motet Quo properas.

1

The ten

parts form two five-voice choirs, each of which includes a soprano,
alto, two tenors, and bass.

1

Praetorius, ill, 154.

Praetorius lists seven arrangements
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whereby instruments may supplement the singers.

Six of his seven

suggestions prescribe contrast between choirs:
Second Choir

First Choir
1. Cornet or voice,

Cornet or voice, four
trombones

2. Voices

Cornet, four trombones

3. Voices

Viole da braccio

4. Voices

Two recorders, two
trombones, bassoon

5. Viole da braccio

Shawm, four trombones

6. Viole da braccio

Two recorders, two
trombones, bassoon

7. Two recorders, two
trombones, bassoon

Cornet, four trombones

four trombones

Contrapuntal Style
The canzonas in Rauerij's collection, like the earlier canzonas by Maschera, Gabrieli, and others, reflect the older polyphonic style of the Renaissance as well as the more modern homophonic tendencies of the time.

Within each composition a variety of

styles is possible, imitative and nonimitative counterpoint, chordal
writing, blends of linear and vertical elements.

Polyphony
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predominates in the duple sections, while sections in triple meter
are mainly chordal.
The basso generale, if realized, reinforces the vertical sonorities, but the texture of the polyphonic parts is sufficiently dense
so that the accompaniment is not essential.

Rauerij 's collection is

the first sizable body of canzonas to be equipped with an organ-bass.
The basso generale is essentially a basso seguente, a bass line
which reproduces the lowest notes of the polyphonic texture, without
distinction of the parts in which they might occur.

H a composition

ope!ls with imitation and the voices enter in descending order, the
basso seguente follows the soprano until another voice becomes the
lowest part.

H the bass part rests, even briefly, the basso seguente

borrows the lowest notes from the remaining parts.

As the seven-

teenth century progressed, the basso generale evolved according to
a newer conception, which assigned to it a melodic and contrapuntal
function, instead of a solely harmonic one.

The new style called for

an organ-bass that was an independent melodic line, not a mechanically derived patchwork of fragments from high and low parts ,
Rauerij 's basso generale expresses the more modern tendencies in
several deviations from the rigidity of a true basso seguente.
basso generale includes occasional rests; thus when the lowest

The
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polyphonic part has a short rest, the basso generale may rest also,
rather than skip grotesquely to another part (Ex. 48a). ·
Ex. 48.

Basso generale treatment

<•) F,-escol,•/J,-, No.lJ, m,•s.

At times the basso generale is exempted from skipping to another
part by alteration of its note values, in order to compensate for a
rest in the polyphonic bass part (Ex. 48b).

The basso generale may

follow momentarily a part that is not the lowest, if it will produce a
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better phrase (Ex. 48c).

Finally, the basso generale sometimes re-

produces one or more notes at the lower octave instead of at the
unison (Ex , 48d) .
The origin of Rauerij 's basso generale part presents something of a puzzle.

At the time of its publication, Maschera, Merulo,

and Luzzaschi were dead and in all probability were not the authors
of the organ-basses for their canzonas--1)articularly Maschera, who
died before 1584, can hardly be believed to have written a basso
generale.

Of Guami's four-part canzona (No. 17) and Merulo's can-

zona a 4 & 5 (No. 18), which appeared in earlier publications, neither contained an organ-bass in the earlier print.

Thus for at least

part of the collection, someone other than the composers provided
the basso generale--in all probability, Rauerij himself.

The canzo-

nas composed shortly before their publication in 1608 probably included organ-basses by their authors since by that time ensemble
compositions were usually furnished with organ-basses.

Moreover,

stylistic differences indicate that the basso generale for the various
canzonas was written by many hands, not by a single author.

Ga-

brieli, Frescobaldi, Lappi, and Grillo, all of whom were alive and
active in 1608, have been cited for the incipient freedom of their
organ-basses from the rigid basso seguente (Ex. 48).

Possibly the

younger, more progressive composers supplied their own organ-basses,
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while Rauerij or someone else added organ-basses to the canzonas
by older or deceased composers.
The collection as a whole discloses a relationship in the individual canzonas between the choice of contrapuntal style and the
number of voice parts; the polyphonic aspect is most pronounced in
the four-part compositions, least pronounced in the canzonas for
eight and sixteen voices.
The various contrapuntal styles are exemplified in the opening sections of the different canzonas.

Among the four-part canzo-

nas all but Antegnati's (No. 9) open imitatively .

The imitative en-

tries are usually spaced at a distance of one or more full semibreves;
less frequently, at closer distances.

In most of the four-part canzo-

nas the spacing of imitative entries results in the formation of pairs
of voices, setting the two upper voices against the two lower voices.
Only in three canzonas, by Gabrieli (No. 4), Maschera (No. 8), and
Frescobaldi (No. 13), is pairing not found in the opening imitation.
In each canzona the voices within both pairs enter in the same ar-

rangement.

Thus, if the canto precedes the alto, the tenore will

precede the basso; if the alto precedes the canto, the basso will
precede the tenore.

The most frequent pattern of entries is canto,

alto, tenore, and basso, which occurs in six of the seventeen fourpart canzonas.

Imitation is carried out for a distance of one-half
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to three measures--generally about one and one-half measures.

The

voices enter on the tonic and dominant, usually in alternation between
the two levels; however, in Luzzaschi's canzona (No. 10) the basso
enters on the subdominant.
actly.

Occasionally the subject is answered ex-

More often minor and major intervals are exchanged to pro-

duce tonal answers (Ex. 49).
Ex. 49. Giovanni' Gabrieli, Canzona No. 4 a 4, meas. 1-2,
tenore and basso

In a few entries in canzonas by Gabriell (No. 1) and Guami (Nos . 6

and 17) the imitative answer is more drastically altered.
A few opening sections display unusual treatment.
by Antegnati (No. 9) opens chordally.

A canzona

The opening section of Grillo's

Capricio (No. 14) is a lengthy imitative duet between the two upper
voices.

Another canzona by Grillo opens with pairwise grouping in

which the upper parts answer the lower parts in imitation, but within
each pair the voices present different material (Ex. 50).

In a can-

zona by Guami (No. 6) an independent subject is introduced in an
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otherwise imitative group of entries.

In Frescobaldi's four-part

canzona (No. 13) the upper parts elaborate one theme ~bile the
lower parts elaborate another.
Ex. 50. Giovanni Battista Grillo, Canzona No. 15 a 4,
opening

The contrapuntal practice in the five-part compositions is
not so regular as that in the four-part ones.

The quinto, or fifth

part, is written variously in soprano, mezzo-soprano, and baritone
clefs; hence it may serve as an additional soprano, alto, tenor, or
baritone.

All the five-part canzonas open imitatively, but without

pairwise grouping.

In Merulo's canzonas

a4

& 5 si placet, the

presumably optional quinto enters simultaneously with another voice.
In the majority of opening sections, the voices enter in descending
order, with the same material.

In general the five voices are

equal, or nearly equal, in importance; however, in Chilese 's fivepart canzona (No. 22), the two upper voices detach themselves temporarily from the rest of the group and become soloists (Vol. II,
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pp. 73-75, meas. 16--20 and 29-41).

Occasionally the composer takes

advantage of his expanded resources in five-part writing by creating
artificial antiphonal effects.

The impression of two four-part choirs

can be created with only five voices, if three voices serve in both
choirs; thus in Guami's Canzon decimanona (No . 19) a choir including the canto, alto, quinto, and tenore answers a choir made up of
the alto, quinto, tenore, and basso (Vol. II, p . 62, meas. 37-40).

The

voices which serve twice are given different assignments the second
time .

In a similar way Merulo creates the impression of two three-

part choirs within five-part texture (No. 23; Vol. II, pp . 76-78,
meas. 7-10 and 25-33).
Two eight-part canzonas are not polychoral.

In Gabriell's

Canzon fa sol la re (No. 27), the seven upper voices either imitate
one another or form chords above a reiterated melodic pattern in
the bass (above, p. 262).

The roles of the individual voices shift

from one possibility to the other, and thus no consistent grouping of
voices develops.

Massaino,.s canzona for eight trombones (No. 33)

is based on imitation within a single eight-part choir.
In the remainder of the canzonas for eight or more voices,

the voices are disposed in clearly defined four-part choirs.

Within

each choir the contrapuntal style may be polyphonic, chordal, or of
any intermediate shade.

Only rarely do the imitative voices form
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pairs.

More frequently the upper voice assumes a florid, virtuoso

character.
The composers represented in Rauerij 's collection are rather
restricted in their repertory of styles for the juxtaposition of choirs.
Collectively they are no richer than Gabrieli alone in his Sacrae
symphoniae; nevertheless, they combine the choirs of instruments in
several ways.
duced.

Generally one choir rests while the second is intro-

The second choir may answer the first with the same mate-

rial in the same style, as in the eight-part compositions by Guami
(Nos. 24 and 25) and Bartolini (No. 30).

The second choir may

answer the first with new material in the same style, as in canzonas
by Lappi (No. 26), Chilese (No. 32), and Massaino (Nos. 34 and 35).
In Frescobaldi's eight-part canzona (No. 29) both choirs present the

same material in different styles.

Gabrieli's Canzon sol sol la sol

fa mi (No. 28) opens with a lengthy canonic duet between the two

sopranos.

The second choir of Chilese's echo canzona (No. 31)

rests for thirty-seven measures; when it finally enters, it echoes
the phrase endings of the first choir.
No polychoral canzona begins with a tutti or with close antiphonal imitation of short motives, but both techniques--particularly,
close antiphonal imitation---occur later in the compositions.

CHAPTER V
THE COMPOSERS AND THEIR CANZONAS
Three generations of composers, whose birth dates span half
a century, are represented in Rauerij 's collection.

So scarce is

biographical information on the twelve composers that a chronological presentation based entirely on dates of birth or death is not
possible.
In the following pages the composers are introduced in an

arrangement that is chronological, so far as can be established, on
the basis of dates of death--death dates are more plentiful than
birth dates .

The arrangement is modified by consideration of

birth dates and dates of the periods of the composers' greatest
productivity as reflected in their printed publications.

Thus An-

tegnati, for example, who seems to have lived until 1624, appears
ahead of Grillo (d. 1623), since Antegnati's birth date is comparatively early (1549) and he is represented by extant publications forty
years earlier than is Grillo.

Similarly, Chilese, whose dates of

birth and death are not known, is assigned a place in the order
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of presentation solely on the basis of the date of his published
music.
Florentio Maschera
Florentio Maschera, in a polizza d'estimo (census report) of
May 27, 1568, gives his age as twenty-seven years; thus he must
have been born in 1540 or 1541.

1

Maschera's first name suggests

that he was Florentine by birth, but the dedication of Giovanni Lanfranco 's Scintille di musica (Brescia: Lodovico Britannico, 1533)
establishes Maschera's family in Brescia before Florentio's birth.
Lanfranco, who was maestro di cappella at the cathedral in Brescia
from 1515, dedicates his "musical sparkles," a theoretical treatise,
to "Bartholomeo Maschera Bresciano," Florentio's father.

Bartho-

lomeo taught the clerics and boy sopranos at the cathedral.

Lan-

franco praises him for his excellence in the fields of Greek, Latin,
and Italian, as well as in the theory and practice of music.

2

Bar-

tholomeo Maschera probably was Florentio 's first music teacher.

1

Paolo Guerrini, "Di alcuni organist! della cattedrale di
Brescia," Note d'Archivo per la Storia Musicale, III (1926), 252.
2
Gaetano Gaspari, in Catalogo della biblioteca del Liceo
Musicale di Bologna (Bologna: Libreria Romagnoli dall 'Acqua,
1890-), I, 229, reprints Lanfranco's dedication.
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The next biographical information on Florentia Maschera is
found in a report by the Procuratori of San Marco in Venice, dated
July 2, 1557.

The report announces the election of Claudio Merulo,

then organist at the cathedral of Brescia, to the post of organist in
San Marco .

Among the contestants for the position, the report

names "Florentia Maschera, organista a S. Spirito. ,,l

Maschera,

then, was in Venice while Merulo was serving in Brescia.

Never-

theless, Costanzo Antegnati (154~1624), also a Brescian, in L'arte
organica (Brescia, 1608), claims that Maschera studied under Merulo.

2

Maschera lost the contest at San Marco, but he filled the

vacancy created by Merulo's departure from the cathedral in his
native Brescia.

He was elected on September 4, 1557, and given

a five-year contract at a salary of 180 lire per year.

3

His con-

tract was renewed in 1562, and his salary was raised to 210 lire .

1

The report is reprinted in Benvenuti's preface to Andrea
e Giovanni Gabrieli e la musica strumentale in San Marco, Vol . I
of Istituzioni e monumenti dell 'arte musicale italiana (Milan: Ricardi,
1931), p. xliv.
2

L 'arte organica is reprinted in the preface to Gerolamo
Frescobaldi, Toccate e partite, ed . Fernando Germani, Part I
(Rome: Santis, 1937). The reference to Maschera and Merulo appears on p. viii.
3

The record of his election is reprinted in Guerrini, "Di
alcuni organisti,'' pp. 253-255.
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Another contract and an increase in pay to 240 lire followed in
1567.

In 1572, his contract was renewed, but his salary remained

the same.

The archive records cease in 1571.

chera continued at the cathedral until his death.

Presumably MasPaolo Guerrini,

in an article composed of miscellaneous information on Brescian
music, cites an obituary for Francesco Mombellino, who is identified as organist at the cathedral of Brescia.
date is given as May 19, 1584.

1

Mombellino's death

Antegnati, who became organist

at the cathedral on July 16, 1584, refers to Maschera as mio
precessore, with the implication that the succession of organists
ran directly from Maschera to Antegnati.

2

Perhaps Antegnati re-

garded Mombellino as not worthy of mention, or Mombellino may
have been a second organist.

Maschera's preface for the earliest

extant edition of his Libro primo de canzoni (1584) is dated March
2, 1582.

Probably he died within the next two years.

Ottavio Rossi, a Brescian historian of the early seventeenth
century, testifies that Maschera was a viol player as well as organist and composer.

Guerrini quotes an excerpt from Rossi's Elogi

historic! di Bresciani illustri (Brescia, 1620):
1

Paolo Guerrini, "Per la storia della musica a Brescia,"
Note d'Archivo per la Storia Musicale, XI (1934), 17.
2
Antegnati, L'arte organica, p. viii.
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Florentio Maschera was one of the first to compose canzoni
francesi for the organ, on which instrument he formerly played
for forty years with much praise. In playing the viols he was
judged inimitable. He played with highest honors in the principal cities of Italy . His compositions are esteemed to be most
lovely, and without doubt he helped the organists significantly.
He died while still young, infected with the French disease
[syphilis J and was buried in the cathedral cemetery .1
Maschera's extant works comprise twenty-three canzonas,
twenty-one in the Libra primo de canzoni, discussed earlier (pp.
202 ff.); and two four-part canzonas in Rauerij 's collection, La
Mazzuola (No. 7) and La Fontana (No. 8).

2

The two canzonas in Rauerij 's collections are not strikingly
different from those in the Libra primo de canzoni, although they
are somewhat more generously endowed with typically instrumental
traits, short notes, and wide skips in fast motion (Ex. 51).

1
Guerrini, "Di alcuni organisti," 251-252, "Fiorenza Mascara fu uno de' primi che componesse canzoni Francesi sopra
l 'Organo. Nel quale istromento egli gia quarant'anni si essercito
con molta lode. Nel tasteggiar le viole fu giudicato inimitabile.
Sono con premij honorati nelle maggiori citta d'Italia. Le sue composizioni sono stimate leggiadrissime et non e dubbio ch'egli notabilmente giovo a gli Organisti. Morl ancor giovane infetto di mal
francese, et fu sepolto nel cimitero del Duomo."
2

Further discussion on Maschera and his works is given in
William Elmer McKee's The music of Florentia Maschera (1540-1584)
(North Texas State Univ. diss ., 1958); also, Oscar Mischiati and
Luigi Ferdinando Tagliavini, "Maschera," Musik in Geschichte und
Gegenwart, ed. Friedrich Blume (Kassel and Basel, BiirenreiterVerlag, 1949-), VIII, 1749-1751.
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Ex. 51. Maschera, instrumental idioms from two canzonas,
La Mazzuola (No. 7 a 4) and La Fontana (No. 8 a 4)

No. 7., c,1,,to, ~,~. 21-2.I'

No. 8.J t~no,.,, -meas. I,- 7

J
Stretto-like close imitation occurs frequently.

In La Fontana

(No . 8, Vol. II, pp. 21-24) the four voices enter initially within a
total distance of one and one-half measures .

Sometimes Maschera

forms pairs in which the voices are spaced at a distance of one
minim (No. 8, meas. ~10, 22-24).
The form of the eighth canzona is rather ordinary-the last
section is repeated (ABCDEE).
18--21) is less typical.

La Mazzuola (No. 7, Vol. II, pp.

The last section restates earlier material,

but the reiterated section is the second, instead of the first or last
section.

Aside from sectional restatement, the two canzonas are

integrated within themselves by thematic transformation.

The
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opening theme of La Fontana (No . 8) returns in varied form (meas.
22-23; Ex. 52}.

In La Mazzuola (No. 7) the opening theme reap-

pears, changed and with a varied answer, in the second section
(meas. 12-18; Ex. 52), which returns at the close of the composition {AA' BCDA' extended}.
Ex. 52. Maschera, thematic transformation in two canzonas,
La Mazzuola (No. 7 a 4) and La Fontana (No. 8 a 4)

No.7,

canto, m•as. /-2

No. cl'., canto,

?nei/S.

tenore.... anti 6;,s.,-0.1 me-1.s. /f.-lS'

11"'~ 22-Z~

I~

Claudio Merulo
Most modern biographies of Merulo rely heavily on the work
of Girolamo Tiraboschi (1731-1794).

Tiraboschi 's Biblioteca mode-

nese (Modena: La Societa Tipografica, 1781-86) presented a biographical sketch of Merulo (VI, 58~596) which brought together all
the information available at the time of its publication.

Since then,
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supplementary material has been unearthed in small and scattered
quantities .

Among the notable contributors are Carl von Winterfeld,

Francesco Caffi, and Angelo Catelani in the nineteenth century; and,
more recently, Arnoldo Barilli, Paolo Guerrini, Nicolo Pelicelli,
and Giacomo Benvenuti.

1

Claudio Merulo was born in Correggio, a small city twelve
miles northwest of Modena and twenty-four miles east of Parma.

At

the time of Merulo's birth, Correggio was enjoying a period of independence, under the rule of the Correggeschi.

In 1634, financial

difficulties caused Correggio to come under the protection of the
2

Este, then dukes of Modena.

Claudio, born Claudio Merlotti, was

1

carl von Winterfeld, Johannes Gabrieli und sein Zeitalter
(Berlin: Schlesinger, 1834).
Francesco Caffi, Storia della musica sacra nella gia cappella
ducale di San Marco in Venezia dal 1318 al 1797 (Venice, 1854-55;
facsimile reprint, Milan: Bollettino Bibliografico Musicale, 1931).
Angelo Catelani, Memorie della vita e delle opere di Claudio
Merulo (Parma, 1861), reprinted with additions and corrections by
Giacomo Benvenuti (Milan: Bollettino Bibliografico Musicale, 1931).
Arnoldo Barilli, ''Claudio Merulo e Ottavio Farnese,'' Rivista
Musicale Italiana, XII (1905), 623 ff.
Paolo Guerrini, "Di alcuni organisti della cattedrale di Brescia," Note d 'Archivo per la Storia Musicale, III (1926), 246 ff.
Nicolo Pelicelli, "Musicisti in Parma nei secoli XV-XVI,"
Note d'Archivo per la Storia Musicale, VIII (1931), 132 ff., 196 ff.,
278 ff.
Giacomo Benvenuti, preface to Vol. I of Istituzioni e monumenti.
2
Omero Masnovo, "Correggio," Enciclopedia italiana, XI
(1931), 473.
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baptized on April 8, 1533, in the church of San Quirino (Tiraboschi,
VI, 590).

His father was Antonio Merlotti, and his mother's maiden

name was Giovanna Govt.

Merlotto means "black bird, '' and the

family crest of the Merlotti depicted a group of mountains in the
form of a pyramid with a blackbird at the peak.

1

Among the musi-

cians in Correggio under whom Claudio may have had his early instruction, Tiraboschi mentions Tuttovale Menon, a Frenchman,
Girolamo Donati, who was attached to San Quirino, and Francesco
Bordini, a mathematician as well as musician .

Merulo displayed his

musical gifts early in life by the ease with which he learned to
play instruments.

To further his musical study , he went to Venice

(Tiraboschi, VI, 590).

Caffi, without identifying the source of his

information, claims that Merulo studied under Willaert.

2

On October 21, 1556, Merulo ("Claudius de Merlottis de
Coregio") was elected to fill the post of organist at the cathedral
of Brescia made vacant by the death of Vincenzo Parabosco: he was
3
given a five-year contract at an annual salary of 210 lire .
The contract was not fulfilled .

Within a year, Girolamo

Parabosco, Vincenzo's son and organist at San Marco in Venice,
1
3

catelani, p. 19.

2

caffi, I, 118 .

Guerrini, in "Di alcuni organisti," pp. 250-251, reprints
the report of Merulo 's election.
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died.

The Procuratori held a contest to find Parabosco's succes-

sor, and Merulo was declared winner by unanimous vote on July 2,
1557 .

1

The terms of Merulo 's new contract called for the same

pay and working conditions that had been Parabosco's.

Merulo was

released from his contract in Brescia, and his place was filled by
Florentia Maschera (above, p. 313).
In 1566, Merulo formed a partnership with Fausto Betanio, a
Brescian, in a music-printing business.

The firm lasted only a year,

after which Merulo, having duly compensated Betanio, continued alone
until 1571.

2

The wording of several titles from Merulo's press in-

dicates that he edited and revised music in addition to printing it.
Apparently Claudio left the name Merlotti in Brescia.

3

In

Venice he was known as Claudio da Correggio or Claudio Merulo.
The two forms of his name seem to have been used side by side for
several years, after which the form Merulo became predominant.

In

the publications from his own press, he referred to himself as

1

Benvenuti, in his preface to Istituzioni e monumenti, I, xliv,
reprints the notice.
2

claudio Sartori, Dizionario degli editori musicali italiani
(Florence: Leo S. Olschki, 1958), pp. 101-102, 173-174.
3

Benvenuti, in his appendix to Catelani 's Memorie, lists the
collections printed by Merulo, pp. 7~81. See also, Sartori, Dizionario, pp. 101-102.
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Claudio da Correggio in the five earliest prints (1566-1567); and
subsequently, as Claudio Merulo (1567-1571) .

1

The word merulo

occurs in Latin (merulus and merula) and in Italian (merulo).
both languages it is synonymous with merlo or merlotto.

In

2

The problem of rank and seniority among the organists at
San Marco has been discussed from the time of Winterfeld to the
present.

Winterfeld and Caffi furnish tables showing the succession

of organists at the first and second organs.

3

Their findings have

been corrected by Benvenuti, according to whose tables Merulo was
first organist throughout his tenure at San Marco .

4

Denis Arnold,

in an article on Giovanni Gabriell, indicates that "the first idea of
seniority of organists seems to date from the first half of the seventeenth century. "

5

Documentary evidence supports Arnold; the

records of the Procuratori refer to the organist!, or l'altro

1
Benvenuti, appendix to Catelani, Memorie, p. 80.
2
Nicolo Tommaseo and Bernardo Bellini, Dizionario della
lingua italiana (Turin: Unione Tipografico-Editrice, [1861-1879 J),
III, 215; Simpson, D. P ., Cassell 's new Latin dictionary (New
York: Funk & Wagnalls Co., 1959), p . 370.
3
4

winterfeld, Johannes Gabriell, I, 198-199; Caffi, I, 53-58 .
Benvenuti, preface to Istituzioni e monumenti, I, xxxix, lxxiv.

5
oenis Arnold, "Towards a biography of Giovanni Gabrieli,"
Musica Disciplina, XV (1961), 199.
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organista suo collega ("the other organist his colleague"); but not
to a first or second organist.

1

Moreover, both organists generally received the same pay.
Merulo's starting salary is not known, but in 1563 his annual salary and that of his colleague, Annibale Padovano, were raised from
eighty to one hundred ducats, at 6.4 lire per ducat.

2

In 1571, Me-

rulo petitioned the Procuratori to be made equal to Andrea Gabriell,
who had succeeded Padovano.

Their salaries were the same, but

Andrea was living without rent in a house owned by the Procuratori.
The Procuratori bowed to Merulo's demands and raised the annual
salary of both organists by twenty ducats, with the stipulation that
Andrea, if he should continue to live in the same house, should refund the twenty ducats as rent.

3

In 1578, the Procuratori awarded

bonuses of twenty ducats apiece to Andrea and Claudio on account
of the excellence of their work.

4

Merulo's musical activities outside San Marco have been
mentioned above (Chap. I).

He seems to have been particularly

active in the field of music for dramatic productions.

1

Benvenuti, preface to Istituzioni e monumenti, I, lxx.

2
lbid., lxviii.
4

In addition

lbid., lxx.

3

Tuid., lxx.
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to Frangipani's Tragedia (above, pp. 49-50), Merulo is known to have
set two texts by Lodovico Dolce (1508-1568):
two intermezzi for Le Troiane (1566).
Venetian noble Maffia Veniero.

1

Marianna (1565); and

Merulo also set a text by the

The production was mounted at Florence

in 1579 in honor of the marriage between Francesco de' Medici (15411587), grand duke of Tuscany, and Bianca Cappello (1548-1587), the
beautiful daughter of one of Venice's most noble families.

2

Merulo's reputation in Venice is attested directly by Francesco Sansovino (1521-1586), the republic's most prolific chronicler.
Tiraboschi quotes Sansovino's Ritratti delle citta d'Italia (1571) :
. . . and it [Venice] honors greatly Claudio Merulo, musician
and organist of established excellence, who, living in Venice, is
lavishly paid by the Venetian republic for his services to the
church of San Marco, and who has written, in that capacity,
various choice things, being very well loved and embraced by
the Venetian nobility. 3

1

Egon Wellesz, "Die Oper in Italien im 17. Jahrhundert,"
Handbuch der Musikgeschichte, ed. Guido Adler (Frankfurt: Frankfurter Verlags-Anstalt A.-G., 1924), p. 355; second ed., 1930; Luigi
Fernandina Tagliavini, ''Merulo, '' Musik in Geschichte und Gegenwart,
IX (1961), 139.
2
3

Catelani, pp. 2 9-3 0.

Tiraboschi, VI, 591, "Et la honora molto Claudio Merulo
Musico & Organista di conosciuta eccellenza, il quale habitando in
Venizia e grossamente salariato dalla Republica Veneziana per lo
servitio della Chiesa di S. Marco, & il quale ha scritto in quella
professione diverse cose elette, essendo esso molto bene amato &
abbracciato dalla nobilita Vinitiana. ''
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Merulo dedicated his Primo libro de' madrigali a cinque voci
(Venice: Claudio da Correggio & Fausto Bethania Compagni, 1566)
to Ottavio Farnese, the second duke of Parma.

1

The capital city of

the duchy of Parma is situated about fifty-five miles northwest of
Bologna.

The duchy of Parma was released from the papal holdings

by Pope Paul III (Alessandro Farnese), who made his son Pierluigi
(1503-1547) duke of Parma and Piacenza.
.until 1731.

2

The Farnese ruled Parma

Pierluigi was succeeded by Ottavio (1521-1586), then

Alessandro (1545-1592), and Ranuccio I (156~1622).
Merulo left Venice late in 1584 and was immediately replaced
at San Marco by Giovanni Gabrieli.

3

Two years later Ottavio Far-

nese died; a letter from Merulo to Alessandro Farnese, dated December 20, 1586, consoles the new duke on the death of his father
Ottavio and reaffirms Merulo's allegiance to the Farnese.

4

The

letter, written from Parma, establishes that Merulo was in the

1

Emil Vogel, Bibliothek der gedruckten weltlichen Vocalmusik Italiens aus den Jahren 1500-1700 (Berlin: A. Haack, 1892),
I, 457.
2

Luigi Villari, "Farnese," Encyclopaedia britannica, 11th ed.
(Cambridge, England, 1911), X, 183-184.
3

Benvenuti, preface to Istituzioni e monumenti, I, lxx-lxxi.

4

The letter is reprinted in Barilli's "Claudio Merulo e
Ottavio Farnese," p. 627.
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service of the Farnese at the time.

Alessandro spent most of his

adult life, from as early as 1565, in the service of King Philip of
Spain, first as a general, then as governor general of the Netherlands.

It is unlikely, therefore, that he was responsible for Merulo 's

change from Venice to Parma.

Ranuccio, Alessandro's son, was only

fifteen or sixteen when Merulo left Venice.

Probably, then, it was

Ottavio, duke of Parma throughout Merulo's stay in Venice, who
lured Claudio from San Marco.

The word "lure" is used advisedly :

Merulo's annual salary under the Farnese was 225 gold ducats at
eight lire per ducat--more than double his salary at San Marco.

1

The two years between Merulo's departure from Venice and
his documented appearance in Parma have puzzled biographers from
Catelani to the present.

Catelani believes that Merulo may have

spent the time in Mantua in the service of the Gonzaga.

Catelani 's

hypothesis rests on a line from the chronicle of one of Merulo 's
earliest biographers, Fra Alberto Draghi, whose Dialoghi tre della
poesia scenica (Brescia, 1624) states that Merulo was a favorite of
.

the Gonzaga as well as of the Farnese.

1
2

2

Barilli, "Claudio Merulo e Ottavio Farnese," p . 626.
Catelani, p. 30.
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Merulo is recorded as organist at the cathedral of Parma
beginning May 7, 1587.

On April 19, 1591, he was elected organist

also at the church of the Madonna della Steccata (Our Lady of the
Palisade), the ducal chapel.

In addition, Merulo was active in

music-making at court and at the castle of Montechiarugolo, the
home of Count Pomponio Torelli.
Merulo married twice .

1

A daughter, Antonia, born in Venice

of his first marriage, married Andrea Cerati in Parma, May 16,
1588.

On July 10 of the same year, Merulo was married again, to

Amabilia Banzola, a noble woman.

In his later years, Merulo lived

in a house contiguous with the oratory of San Claudio.

2

The Farnese bestowed their favor on Merulo throughout his
stay in Parma.

Ranuccio I, who became duke in 1592, made Merulo

a knight.
The circumstances of Claudio's death are recorded in ususually complete detail in a letter from Alessandro Volpino, one of
Merulo's pupils, to Ferrante Carli.
in full.

3

1

Tiraboschi has quoted the letter

Merulo was taken 111 on Sunday, April 25, 1604.

The

Pelicelli, ''Musicisti in Parma," p. 213.

2
Ibid., pp. 213-214.
3

Tiraboschi, VI, 592-593. The letter is trans. in J. R.
Sterndale Bennet's "Merulo," Grove's dictionary of music and
musicians, 5th ed., V, 719 .
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efforts of the physicians, among them Merulo's son-in-law Andrea
Cerati, were in vain, and after ten days, on May 4, he died.
duke took charge of funeral arrangements.

The

Merulo was crowned

with laurel and ivy and dressed as a Capuchin monk; books of
music were placed in the coffin.

He was buried in the cathedral

on May 10, next to the grave of Cipriano de Rore.

A Mass for

two choirs was sung at the funeral.
The admiration for Merulo manifest in his patrons and
employers was matched by that of Merulo's fellow musicians.
Composers and theorists--particularly Merulo's students--did not
hesitate to associate themselves with the master in the titles and
prefaces to their collections.

1

Vincenzo Galilei (c. 1520-1591),

a more dispassionate observer, in his Dialogo della musica antica e moderna (Florence: Giorgio Marescotti, 1581) names Merulo,
Gioseffo Guami, Luzzasco Luzzaschi, and Annibale Padovano as
the four composers in all Italy che habbiano saputo ben sonare &
bene scrivere (' 'who have been able to play well and to write
well'').

2

1
2

sartori, Bibliografia, 1589b, 1593b, 1622e, 1623d, 1626c.

Facsimile ed. with preface by Fabio Fano (Rome: Reale
Accademia d'Italia, 1934), p. 138.
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In all, twenty-three collections by Merulo are preserved.

1

Nine contain sacred vocal music for from three to sixteen voices,
and four contain madrigals for from three to five voices.

His in-

strumental collections include three books of Canzoni d'intavolatura
d'organo (1592, 1606, 1611); a book of Ricercari d'intavolatura d'organo (1567); three books of Ricercari da cantare (1574, 1607, 1608);
two books of Toccate d'intavolatura d'organo (1598, 1604); and a
book of Messe d'intavolatura d'organo, libro quarto (1568).

Three

earlier books of organ Masses, implied in the designation libro
quarto of the 1568 print, are not preserved.
In addition to collections devoted primarily to his own works,
Merulo's compositions are contained in numerous anthologies, beginning with Alessandro Striggio's Primo libro de madrigali
(Venice: Antonio Gardano, 1560).
1

a sei

voci

2

catelani furnishes a list of Merulo's published collections
(pp. 46-56), to which Benvenuti has made additions and corrections
in the modern edition (pp. 82-86). Both lists, however, are far
from complete. More thorough information is found in Robert Eitner 's Biographisch-bibliographisches Quell en- Lexikon der Musiker
und Musikgelehrten (Leipzig: Breitkopf & HH.rtel, 1899-1903; reprint,
New York: Musurgia, 1947), VI, 447-448; Tagliavini, "Merulo," pp.
139-140; and Hugo Riemann, Musik Lexikon, ed. Wilibald Gurlitt
(Mainz: B. Schott's Sohne, 1959-), II, 205. The three sources generally agree; however, Tagliavini gives an apparently wrong date
for Merulo's first book of six-part motets; Eitner and Riemann-Gurlitt
refer to Merulo's second and third books of Ricercari da cantare
(1607, 1608) as Ricercari d'intavolatura; and Eitner omits Merulo's
Primo libro de motetti a quattro voci (Venice, 1584).
2

Vogel, I, 459; II, 225.
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Modern reprints from Merulo's instrumental collections have
been confined chiefly to keyboard music.

1

Merulo's canzonas published in part-books include two fourpart examples in Giacomo Vincenti's Canzon di diversi (Venice,
1588) and four compositions in Rauerij 's collection, one in four
parts (No. 5), one in five parts (No. 23), and two in four or five
parts (Nos. 18 and 36).

2

A manuscript in the Biblioteca Capitolare

di Verona contains six four-part canzonas by Merulo in separate
parts.

Four are unadorned versions of canzonas from the Canzoni

d 'intavolatura, libro primo (1592).

1

Benvenuti Disertori has edited

canzoni d'intavolatura (1592), ed. Pierre Pidoux (Kassel:
Bli.renreiter, (1954]). Single canzonas (1592) are contained in Johannes Wolf's Music of earlier times (New York: Broude Bros.,
1946), pp. 96-99; Otto Kinkeldey's Orgel und Klavier in der Musi.k
des 16. Jahrhunderts (Leipzig: Breitkopf & Hli.rtel, 1910), pp. 296300. One Ricercar (1567) is contained in Alfred Einstein's Beispielsammlung zur Musikgeschichte (Leipzig: B. G. Teubner, 1930;
reprinted as supplement to Einstein's Short history of music, New
York: Alfred Knopf, 1938), pp. 26-30 of first ed.; pp. 301-307 of
reprint. The toccatas have been edited by Sandro Dalla Libera,
Vols. I-III (Milan: Ricordi, 1959-). Other editions of toccatas include Luigi Torchi, L'arte musicale in Italia (Milan: Ricordi, 1897-),
m, 91-130; Felix Guilmant and Andre Pirro, Archives des Mattres
de l'orgue des xv1e, xv11e, et xvme siecles (Paris: A. Durand et
Fils, 1898--(1910?]), X, 49-66; G. S. Bedbrook, Early Italian keyboard music (London: Schott & Co., 1954-), No. 1; Arnold Schering,
Geschichte der Musi.k in Beispielen (Leipzig: Breitkopf & Hli.rtel,
1931), pp. 151-154; Winterfeld, Johannes Gabriell, III, 62-64.
2

Sartori, 1588b.
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the manuscript and described it in an article.

1

The manuscript

contains no canzonas found in Rauerij's collection .
Of Merulo's canzonas in the Rauerij collection, the one in
four parts (No . 5, Vol. II, pp. 12-15) is the least remarkable .

Its

sections are clearly marked, and the structure is unified by recapitulation of the first section at the close (ABCDEA).

The opening

section and its return, together with the second section, consume
four-fifths of the composition; eleven remaining measures (meas.
3 2--42) are distributed among three sections .

The second section

(meas. 13-32) is of more than routine interest.

Merulo presents

two themes (Ex. 53), introducing first one theme alone (meas . 1318), then both in alternation (meas. 19-27), and finally only the
second theme (meas. 28-32).

Variety is attained chiefly through

diversity of contrapuntal styles.

The canzona begins with pair-

ing of voices (meas. 1--4) and includes stretto imitation (meas.
13-32), chordal writing (meas. 3~39), and antiphonal pairing of
voices in which the voices within each pair are nonimitative (meas.
4o-42).

1

claudio Merulo, Sei canzoni da sonar a 4, ed . Benvenuto
Disertori (Milan: Suvini Zerboni, 1950); Benvenuto Disertori, "Le
canzoni strumentali da sonar a quattro di Claudio Merulo," Rivista
Musicale Italiana, XLVII (1943), 30fr-321.
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Ex. 53.

Merulo, from Canzona No. 5 a 4

alto) 111~•.s. 1.3-14

Two canzonas (Nos. 18 and 36) are
four parts or five if desired").

a4

& 5 si placet ("in

The compositions may have been

composed first as four-part canzonas, with the fifth part added
later, or they may have been conceived originally for the two performance possibilities described in their titles.

Presumably the

quinto is the optional part in both canzonas, although it is not specifically identified as such; nor is its melodic and rhythmic style
substantially different from that of the other voices.

It is, however,

not essential to the contrapuntal progress of the two compositions;
in both canzonas the initial entry of the quinto occurs simultaneously
with that of another voice.

Moreover, the quinto never presents the

suspended dissonance in cadences, although it might otherwise be
expected to do so, since it occupies the same range as the alto in
one canzona (No. 18) and the tenore in the other (No. 36).

It is,

nevertheless, an independent part which enriches the sonority and
rhythmic motion of the polyphonic texture.
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The first of the two canzonas for four or five parts (No. 18,
Vol. II, pp. 5~58) occurs, heavily ornamented, in Merulo's Canzoni
d'intavolatura d'organo, libro primo (1592).

In the tablature it is

called Canzon a 4 dita Petit Jacquet, probably after a French chanson.

The title Petit Jacquet occurs in other instrumental collections,

in two of which the original author is named as Courtois (Sartori,
1577b, 1584e, and 1605g), apparently Jean Courtois (Curtois), who in
1540 was master of the chapel at Cambrai.

1

A third version by

Merulo of Petit Jacquet is found in Johann Woltz 's Nova musices
organicae tabulatura (Basel: Genath, 1617).

2

It is a four-part

setting, one of ten canzonas by Merulo in Woltz's tablature.

Eight

of the compositions are unornamented versions of canzonas in Merulo's tablature of 1592.

The two remaining ones have not been

identified.
The three versions of Petit Jacquet (Ex. 54) are alike in the
opening motives of their themes, in harmony, and in form (AABB
extended CC extended).

One version may have served as a model

1

Eitner, Quellen-Lexikon, III, 86-87; Nanie Bridgman, "Courtois," Musik in Geschichte und Gegenwart, II, 1747.
2

Alfred Einstein, A collection of instrumental music of the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries (manuscript, Northampton, Mass.:
Smith College Archives, 1949-), Vol. VIII.
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for one or both of the others; or perhaps all three may stem directly from Courtois' model.
simplest.

The setting in Woltz 's tablature is the

The version in Rauerij 's collection, which may be played

either in four or five parts, is not-as might be expected-the same
as the Woltz version with an additional voice part.

While both set-

tings contain approximately the same musical material, it is distributed differently in the two versions and the partwriting is different.
Ex. 54. Merulo, openings of Courtois' Petit Jacquet in three
versions
Woltz, Nova musices organicae tabulatura (1617)

Rauerij, Canzona No. 18 a 4 & 5
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Ex. 54 (cont.)
Merulo, Canzoni d'intavolatura d'organo, libro primo (1592)

Moreover, the phrase structure varies somewhat; for instance, the
opening section in the Rauerij setting is half a measure longer
than the corresponding section in Woltz's version.

The setting

from Merulo's Canzoni d'intavolatura d'organo, like that in the
Woltz tablature, is in four parts; nevertheless, its opening phrase
corresponds to Rauerij's instead of Woltz's version.
The second canzona for four or five parts is the last canzona of the collection (No. 36, Vol. II, pp. 162-166).

It seems to

belong with the eighteenth canzona, between the canzonas for four
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and the canzonas for five parts.

Possibly it was added to the col-

lection after the preceding canzonas had been set in type.

Styl-

istically the composition is somewhat apart from Merulo 's other
canzonas in the collection.

It contains a section in triple meter,

and the normal picture of note values--quarters and eighths-is
relieved by sections which move predominantly in sixteenth notes.
The form is based on a simple recapitulation plan (ABCDEA), in
which the last section restates the first almost literally.

Imitation

is the chief contrapuntal resource, and the imitative entries are
frequently spaced quite closely.

The tripl_e section is mostly

chordal.
The opening section illustrates a practice that occurs frequently in Merulo 's canzonas.

1

The thematic material consists

largely of three motives which are passed from voice to voice and
stated contrapuntally against one another in irregular order (Ex. 55).
The canzona closes with an extension of the final cadence in
which a motive from the preceding section is recalled in smaller
note values (Ex. 56).

1

See Merulo, Canzona No. 5 a 4 (Vol. II, p. 14, meas. 3235); also Merulo Sei canzoni, ed. Disertori, La Rosa (meas. 25-39)
and La Zerata (meas. 12-29).
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Ex. 55.

Merulo, Canzona No. 36 a 4 & 5, opening

CANTO

AJ.TIJ

BASSO

Ex. 56.

Merulo, from Canzona No. 36 a 4 & 5, canto

meas. .r6-51

HU6:Fr

1° II
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Merulo's five-part canzona (No. 23, Vol. II, pp. 75-78) is
built up in numerous short sections.

Forty-two measures contain

eight sections, the first of which returns at the close.

The range

of note values is restricted almost entirely to quarter notes and
eighth notes, but in spite of the consistency of motion and mood,
Merulo manages to suggest considerable variety by contrapuntal
means.

An imitative opening section (meas. 1-6) is followed by

~uggestions of antiphonal imitation (meas. 7-10).

A brief section

in paired imitation, which requires that one voice rest (meas. 1114), gi'yes way to an imitative section in which the voices sometimes
enter in stretto (meas. 14-20).

Two tiny sections (meas. 20-22;

22-25) are less strictly imitative.

A chordal section for the three

upper voices (meas. 25-28) is answered by the three lower voices
in chords and the two upper voices in stretto imitation (meas. 29).
A decisive cadence closes the section and mar ks the return of the
opening material (meas. 33).
Merulo avoids a literal restatement of the opening section.
When the initial material returns he presents it in a new contrapuntal
setting with new harmonic implications.

The opening theme outlines

a major triad, descending from the fifth to the root. In the opening
section, the voices enter on the tonic and dominant of the key (F
major), thus they outline the subdominant and tonic triads (Ex. 57).
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Ex. 57.

Merulo, from Canzona No. 23 a 5

In the recapitulation the voices enter on the dominant and super-

tonic and thereby outline the tonic and dominant harmonies.

An

authentic cadence is formed (meas. 40) and extended for two measures during which the voices enter in close imitation.

Finally the

basso enters on the tonic and outlines subdominant harmony, which
resolves to tonic in a plagal cadence.
Luzzasco Luzzaschi
Luzzasco Luzzaschi was born in Ferrara in 1544 or 1545.

1

Shortly before 1557, he be~ame a pupil of Cipriano de Rore, maestro
di cappella at the court of Duke Ercole II d 'Este.

Luzzaschi him-

s elf entered the service of the Este no later than 1567.

2

His con-

tributions to the musical life at the court of the Este have been

1

Luzzaschi's date of birth may be calculated from the fact
that he died in September, 1607, at the age of sixty-two (see below).
2

Riemann, Musik-Lexikon, ed. Gurlitt, II, 118.
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mentioned previously (pp. 59 f., 67, and 70).

The exact nature of Luz-

zaschi 's professional duties in Ferrara is not clear.

In his pub-

lished collections, he is called Organista del Serenissimo Signore il
Signor Duca di Ferrara ("Organist of the most serene Lord, the
Duke of Ferrara").

1

According to Walther, Luzzaschi was concert-

master (Concert-Meister) at the court as well.

2

Adriano Banchieri

names Luzzaschi as organist at the cathedral of Ferrara.

3

Some-

what more recently, Fetis and Vander Straeten have held that Luzzaschi was maestro at the cathedral.

4

Among Luzzaschi 's pupils, the most notable was Girolamo
Frescobaldi.

Unlike Frescobaldi, Luzzaschi remained in Ferrara

after the downfall of the duchy.

A letter to the duchess of Mantua

from Giulio Moro, a lesser Ferrarese musician, shows that

1
Vogel, I, 372-374.

2
Johann Gottfried Walther, Musikalisches Lexikon (Leipzig,
1732; facsimile, Kassel and Basel: Barenreiter, 1953), pp . 374-375.
3

Adriano Banchieri, Conclusioni nel suono dell 'organo, op.
20 (Bologna: Gio. Rossi's heirs, 1609; facsimile reprint, Milan:
Bollettino Bibliografico Musicale, 1934), p. 13.
4

Franc;ois-Joseph Fetis, "Luzzasco Luzzaschi," Biographie
universelle des musiciens, 2nd ed. (Paris: Firmin Didot, 1878), V,
384-385; Edmond vander Straeten, La Musique aux Pays-Bas (Brussels: Van Trigt, 1867-88), VI, 133.
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Luzzaschi died September 11, 1607 .
old.

1

He was sixty-two years

2
Walther says that Luzzaschi was "next to Claudio Merulo,

the best organist that Italy ever had" (nebst Claudio da Correggio,
der beste Organist gewesen, so jemahls Italien gehabt hat).

3

Ac-

cording to Fetis, who does not identify his source, Merulo regarded
Luzzaschi as the greatest organist of the time.

4

Luzzaschi is one

of the four musicians whom Vincenzo Galilei cites for their skill at
playing as well as writing music (~ove, p. 327).
Luzzaschi's extant published collections of vocal music include a book of five-part motets (1598) and eleven books of madrigals, one in four parts (1576), eight in five parts (1571-1613), one
in six parts (1584), and a book of Madrigali per cantare et sonare
a uno, e doi, e tre soprani, fatti per la musica del gia Serenissimo
Duca Alfonso d'Este (Rome: Simone Verovio, 1601).

1

genwart,

5

The last,

oenis Arnold, "Luzzaschi," Musik in Geschichte und Gevm, 1354.

2
Walther, Musikalisches Lexikon, p. 375.
4

Fetis, V, 384.

5
Vogel, I, 374. Gurlitt's list of Luzzaschi's output in his
edition of Riemann's Musik-Lexikon, II, 118-119, is more complete
than that of Eitner or Vogel.
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"Madrigals to be sung and played, for one, and two, and three sopranos, composed for the music of the former most serene Duke
Alfonso d'Este," are among the chief musical landmarks of the
time.

The collection includes twelve madrigals for one, two, and

three soprano voices, with a written-out accompaniment for harpsichord.

Kinkeldey has described the collection in an article and

has reprinted three compositions; Einstein and Schering have reprinted two others .

1

The collection is part of the repertory of the

three singing ladies of Ferrara (above, pp. 68-70).

The madrigals

undoubtedly were composed many years before their publicationprobably no later than the 1580's--but Duke Alfonso, jealous of his
famous cantatrici and their music, kept the music out of print while
he was alive.

2

The madrigals are four-part compositions in which

the accompaniment plays all the parts and the soprani sing the upper part or parts.

Sometimes the solo voices double the corre-

sponding parts in the accompaniment; at other times they dissolve

1
otto Kinkeldey, "Luzzasco Luzzaschi 's Solo-Madrigale mit
Klavier-Begleitung," Sammelbande der lnternationalen Musik-Gesellschaft, IX (1908), 538-565; Kinkeldey, Orgel und Klavier, 286-295;
Alfred Einstein, The Italian madrigal, trans. Alexander H. Krappe,
Roger H. Sessions, and Oliver Strunk (Princeton, N.J .: Princeton
University Press, 1949), III, 310-316; Schering, Geschichte der
Musik in Beispielen, pp. 176-178.
2

Einstein, The Italian madrigal, II, 829, 845.
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the notes of the accompaniment into incredibly florid virtuoso pas sages.

The madrigals reflect the tendencies of the tim~ toward

accompanied melody.
throughout Europe.

The cantatrici and their music were praised
The Medici of Florence in particular envied the

Este, and in the Florentine attempts to emulate the achievements of
Ferrara, Luzzaschi 's madrigals and the three cantatrici were drawn
into the development. of monody and the stile rappresentativo.

1

Luzzaschi's preserved instrumental compositions include one
toccata, two ricercars, and one canzona .

The toccata was published

in tablature in Girolamo Diruta's Transilvano (Venice: Giacomo Vincenti, 1593; reprinted three times).

2

The ricercars appear in Di-

ruta's Seconda parte del Transilvano (Venice: Giacomo Vincenti,
1609, dedication, 1610; reprinted, 1622).

3

The canzona is found in

Rauerij 's collection.
The Gardano catalog of 1591 cites a publication of Ricercari
a 4 by Luzzaschi.
1
2

4

No copy is known to exist, but the location of

Einstein, The Italian madrigal, II, 845-847.
Sartori, 1593b.

3

sartori, 160~1610. The toccata and the ricercars are
reprinted in Torchi, L'arte musicale in Italia, m, 14~152 .
4

Genevieve Thibault (ed.), "Deux Catalogues de libraires
musicaux: Vincenti et Gardane (Venise, 1591)," Revue de Musicologie, XI (1930), p. 13.
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the reference in the catalog suggests a publication in part-books.
Probably the two ricercars in Diruta's tablature were taken from
the set listed by Gardano.
Luzzaschi's canzona (No. 10, Vol. II, pp. 27-28), written for
four parts, is one of the briefest compositions in Rauerij 's collection.

It consists of two equal sections, followed by a shorter re-

peated section at the close.

The opening theme recalls a piece a

century older-La Bernardina (Ex. 58), a textless three-part composition by Josquin (Venice: Petrucci, 1503) .

1

The first section

is more highly organized than is customary in the canzona.
Ex. 58. Josquin, La Bernardina, meas. 5-7, canto after
Schering (cf. Ex. 59)

A strong cadence near the midpoint (meas. 6) separates two smaller

sections, each of which contains a different imitative setting of two
-instead of the usual, one--themes.

The melodic contour of the

second theme is directed downward and thereby balances the upward

1

Reprinted in Schering's Geschichte der Musik in Beispielen,
pp. 61-62.
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thrust of the first theme (Ex. 59, meas. 4).

The themes of the

second and third sections, like that of the first, are based on an
ascending tetrachord (Ex. 59, meas. 1~11, 20).
Ex. 59.

Luzzaschi, from Canzona No. 10 a 4, canto

71Je8S. /-.5

m,ills.4

Ha~

'Ur

CJ
meas. IIJ-11

f

11

c:r~f_J7 f

Gioseffo Guami
Gioseffo (Giuseppe, Gioseppe) Guami, the most illustrious
member of a family of musicians stemming from Guarno di Lucchesia,
was born in Lucca in 1530 to 1540.

1

He spent some time in Ven-

ice during his youth and was a pupil of Willaert.

In 1567, Orlando

di Lasso, maestro of the chapel of Duke Albrecht V (1528-1579) of
Bavaria, came to Venice to recruit musicians for the ducal chapel;
the following year Guarni was in Munich serving as organist in

1

The birth date and family background are given in Alfredo
Bonaccorsi, "I Guami da Lucca," Note d 'Archivo per la Storia
Musicale, XV (1938), 15; also Denis Arnold, "Guami, '' Musik in
Geschichte und Gegenwart, V, 998-1001.
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Lasso's cappella.

1

The District Archive records at Munich show

that Guami remained at the Bavarian court as organist until 1579.

2

From Munich Guami returned to Lucca, where around 1582
he was active at the cathedral.

3

In 1585, he was maestro di cap-

pella at the court of Gian Andrea d'Oria (1539-1606) in Genoa.

4

On October 30, 1588, Guami was elected organist at San
Marco in Venice, filling the post which had been vacated by the
death of Vincenzo Bell'Haver (c. 153~1587), who in turn had been
engaged following the death of Andrea Gabrieli (1586).
and the two Gabrieli, his annual salary was 120 ducats.

Like Merulo
5

1

Lasso's recruiting tour is mentioned in Charles van den
Borren's Orlande de Lassus (Paris: Librairie Felix Alcan, 1920),
pp. 17-18. Gioseffo is named as court organist and cited as a pupil of Willaert in Massimo Trojano's Dialoghi (Venice, 1569), which
describes the festivities in honor of the wedding of Duke Albrecht's
son William to Ren~e of Lorraine (above, pp. 190f.). Trojano names
Gioseffo's brother Francesco as a trombonist in the cappella. Trojano's Dialoghi are discussed by Robert Eitner in "Orlandus de
Lassus," Monatshefte fUr Musikgeschichte, VI (1874), 109-111; Kinkeldey, Orgel und Klavier, 179-181; Benvenuti, preface to Istituzioni
e monumenti, I, lxii-lxiii.
2

Eitner, Quellen-Lexikon, IV, 400.

3

Bonaccorsi, "I Guami," p. 16, citing L. Nerici, Storia
della musica in Lucca (Lucca, 1880), pp. 159-160.
4

Eitner, Quell en- Lexikon, IV, 400, citing Boccherini, giornale musicale mensile (Associazione alla Societa del Quartetto di
Firenze), May 31, 1876.
5

Benvenuti, preface to Istituzioni e monumenti, I, lxxi-lxxiv.
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On August 11, 1591, the Procurator! reported that Guami
had departed without permission (senza licenza).

1

Guami had re-

turned to Lucca, where he assumed the post of organist at the
cathedral on April 5, 1591.

During this period he also served as

organist at San Michele in Foro.

He died in 1611, and in the

following year Vincenzo Guami, one of three sons of Gioseffo who
had become organists, succeeded to his father's post at the cathedral.

2
As organist at the Bavarian court and at San Marco, Guami

must have been highly esteemed by his contemporaries.

Zar lino,

who was maestro di cappella at San Marco during Guami's tenure,
called him eccellente compositore et sonatore d 'organi suavissimo
("excellent composer and sweetest organ player").

3

Adriano Ban-

chieri, Guami's most illustrious pupil, was full of admiration for his
master; he dedicated his Cartella musicale (1609) to celebratissimo
signor Gioseffo Guami ("most celebrated sir Gioseffo Guami ") from
V. S. affettionato discepolo ("your most affectionate disciple").

4

1
Ibid., p. lxxiii.
2
Bonaccorsi, "I Guami," pp. 67-68.
3

Extract from Zar lino, Sopplimenti musicale (1588), Cap . III,
reprinted in Bonaccorsi, "I Guami," p . 19.
4

Bonaccorsi, "I Guami," p. 20, contains the dedication .
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Charles Burney, whose source is Georg Draud's Bibliotheca classica
(first ed ., 1611), states that Guami was an excellent violinist.

1

Like

Merulo and Luzzaschi, Guami is among the four Italian musicians
praised by Vincenzo Galilei for their ability to compose and play
(above, p. 327).
Guami 's earliest preserved works are contained in Manoli
Blessi, 11 primo libro delle Gregesche (Venice: Antonio Gardano, 1564).

2

His extant collections of sacred vocal music include a book of motets for five to ten voices (158 5) and a book of Sacrae cantiones
for voices and instruments (1608).

3

Three books of madrigals (1565,

1584, 1591) preserve compositions in four to ten parts.

Another

book of madrigals, evidently published between 1565 and 1584, is
not extant.

4

Bonaccorsi cites a collection of Canzonette francesci a quattro, cinque, ed otto voci, per cantare con piu sorte di stromenti

1

charles Burney, A general history of music (1st. ed., 177689), modern ed. by Frank Mercer (New York: Harcourt, Brace and
Co., 1935), II, 433.
2
Vogel, II, 404-405.

3
4

Eitner, Quellen-Lexikon, IV, 400-401.
Vogel, I, 315--316.
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(Venice: Giacomo Vincenti, 1601) .

1

A Partidura per sonare delle

canzonette alla francese (Venice: Giacomo Vincenti, 16~1) is a rudimentary score, apparently of the same collection.
systems of two staves.

It is printed in

The top staff gives only the highest part;

the lower staff only the lowest part .

2

Crocker, quoting from the

Catalogue of printed music in the library of Christ Church Oxford
(London: Oxford University Press, 1919), lists Canzonette francese
a 4, 5, e 8 voci per concertare con piu strumenti (Antwerp: P.
Phalesio, 1612) .

3

Probably all the publications are different edi-

tions of the same canzonette .

The titles in the table of contents for

the partidura (Sartori, 1601e) make it fairly clear that the canzonette are instrumental, not vocal, compositions.
.

Diruta included a toccata by Guami in his Transilvano (1593).

4

Several canzonas are contained in collections published from 1588 to
1617, including two four-part compositions in the Canzon di diversi

1

Bonaccorsi, "I Guami," p. 24.

2
Gaspari, in Catalogo, IV, 5(}-51, describes the partidura.
3

Eunice Crocker, An introductory study of the Italian canzona for instrumental ensembles and of its influence upon the baroque sonata (unpublished Radcliff diss., 1943), Bibliography, I, A,
2. See also Eitner, Quellen-Lexikon, IV, 40(}-401; Vogel, I, 316.
4

Reprinted in Torchi, L'arte musicale in Italia, III, 183 ff.
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(Sartori, 1588b), and one, La Guamina, in Banchieri 's Canzoni alla
francese, libro secondo (Sartori, 1596b).
the Canzonette (above).

La Guamina reappears in

Woltz 's Nova musices organicae tabulatura

(Sartori, 1617e) contains La Guamina and one composition from the
Canzon di diversi.

1

Five canzonas by Guami are contained in Rauerij 's collection, two in four parts (Nos. 6 and 17), one in five parts (No. 19),
and two in eight parts (Nos. 24 and 25).

One four-part canzona

(No. 17) is also found in the earlier Canzon di diversi and the
later tablature book of Woltz.
Guami's canzonas in the Rauerij collection mostly lack sectional restatement.

Sometimes Guami introduces a second subject in

an otherwise imitative group of entries.

The canzonas for four and

five parts, unlike the canzonas by Maschera and Merulo, are rich
in passages of fusas and semifusas (i.e., sixteenth notes and thirtysecond notes in the edition in Vol. Il).

In this respect they suggest

the style of Giovanni Gabrieli, Guami's colleague at San Marco.
The Canzon settimadecima (No. 17, Vol. II, pp. 51-54) was
written at least twenty years before its appearance in Rauerij 's
collection.

1

Among Guami 's canzonas in the Rauerij collection it is

Einstein, A collection of instrumental music, Vol. X.
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the only one in which a sectional restatement occurs-the last section is repeated (ABCDEFGG extended).

The theme of the first

section reappears ornamented as the basis for the second section
(meas. 10-18; see Ex. 60) .
Ex. 60.

Guami, from Canzona No. 17 a 4, canto
m111s. ltJ-11

111et11. l-2

Together, the first two sections balance the weight of the repeated
section at the close (meas. 43-55).

Several shorter sections sepa-

rate the large structural units at the beginning and end.

The first

(meas. 19-24) contains suggestions of antiphonal imitation such as
occurs in the canzonas by Merulo (above, p. 337).

A choir consist-

ing of the alto, tenore, and basso answers the canto, alto, and tenore
with the same material at the lower octave; then the forces join in a
small tutti (meas. 23).

Three short imitative sections follow, in

which the imitative subjects are nothing more than short motives
(Ex. 61).

The closing section is also based on motives in imitation.

The repeat (meas. 49-55) is displaced a quarter-measure from the
position of the initial statement (meas. 43--48).

The disparity is
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made up by an extension in the repeat (meas. 53-54), which allows
the cadence to occur at the beginning of a measure (meas. 55).

*

Ex. 61.

Guami, from Canzona No. 17 a 4

c11nto, 111$S. 24; 11/to,l!Mils.:u-31;

/tPJlo,-tf, - ~

The four-part Canzon sesta (No. 6, Vol. II, pp. 16-18) is
built up in four thematically unrelated sections which range in
length from two to seventeen measures.
1-18) is the most imposing.

The opening section (meas.

Cadence formulas occur within the

section, but without sufficient authority to create clearly defined
subsections.

The principal thematic material of the section con-

sists of an initial motive in eighth notes, followed by a motive in
sixteenth notes, which serves as a counter subject to the first (Ex. 62).
Ex. 62. Guami, Canzona No . 6 a 4, meas. 1-3, canto and
tenore
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In the initial group of entries, the alto introduces an independent

theme.

The countersubject may follow the subject immediately, or

it may occur independently.
The second section (meas. 18-25) is based on two motives
which are sometimes presented together to form antiphonal pairs
(Ex. 63).

The section closes with a weak cadence on the fourth

quarter of the measure (meas. 25).
Ex. 63.

Guami, Canzona No. 6 a 4, meas. 18-19

Two brief sections follow, each with an imitative motive, one
in eighth notes (meas. 2&--27), the other in sixteenths (meas. 28-30).
Another section opens with antiphonal pairs of two motives and
closes with a mild cadence at a weak point in the measure (meas.
31-35; cf. meas. 18-25).

The closing section (meas. 35-39) con-

tains suggestions of imitation and is rhythmically somewhat more
vigorous than the preceding sections.
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In the five-part canzona (No. 19, Vol. II, pp. 58---63), Guami

places the longest sections at the beginning and end (meas. 1-10,
42-55).

The intermediate sections are short and seldom clearly

defined, due to contrapuntal looseness and a lack of strong cadences.

The opening section begins with imitative entries and

closes with an unorthodox cadence (canto, meas. 9-10).

The sec-

ond section (meas. 11-14) contains two imitative subjects: one in
the canto and basso; the other in the inner voices.

The theme of

the canto and basso in inversion appears in the next brief section
(meas. 14-16).

The following section (meas. 17-21) is dominated by

a descending quarter-note figure enlivened by syncopation.

A brief

return of earlier material (cf. tenore, basso, meas. 21-23, with
canto, basso, meas. 14-16) is followed by an extended passage in
syncopation between the tenore and basso (meas. 24-26) .

A motive

in quarter notes (meas. 27-30) is presented subsequently in halved
note values (meas. 30-33).

An imitative section (meas. 34-37) with

some pairing of voices introduces a theme in repeated notes.

The

chain of intermediate sections closes with antiphonal effects (meas.
37-42) and a cadence which would be strong were it not that Guami
allows the tenore to rest (meas. 42) before initiating the final section.

The closing imitation is regular~ except that the canto

enters with a second subject (meas. 44) which is imitated by the
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tenore in the following measure.

The closing section merges with a

cadence extension (meas. 53-55) which leads to a final plagal cadence.
In Guami's eight-part canzonas (Nos. 24 and 25), imitative

counterpoint among the individual voices all but disappears-not one
regular imitation is found in either composition.

The suppression of

imitative counterpoint and the resultant emphasis on chordal texture
permits one voice in a choir to detach itself from the rest and assume the bulk of the melodic burden.

Both of Guami's eight-part

canzonas are generously furnished with passages in which the sopranos embark upon lengthy florid runs, usually against a simple
chordal background in relatively long notes (No. 25, meas. 11-19;
see also Exx. 36 and 41).
The tendencies toward multisectional construction, noticeable occasionally in Merulo 's canzonas, reach fulfillment in Guami 's
eight-part canzonas.

In the Canzon vigesimaquarta (No. 24, Vol. II,

pp. 79-85), sixty-five measures are distributed among more than
twenty minute segments, each of which contains musical material
presented in one choir and imitated in the other.

To safeguard

against monotony, the choirs frequently exchange roles as initiators
and respondents of musical material.

Larger formal units are as -

sembled and given definition by the introduction of two triple
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sections (meas. 25--36 and 47-56) and by the formation of two distinct
sections within the first duple area (meas. 1-17 and 17-24) .
In general the choirs play one at a time.

Sometimes longer

segments give way to shorter segments as a section progresses.
Accordingly, the distances between entries of the choirs decrease .
The resultant tension is further increased when the choirs enter in
stretto; when the choirs join forces, the listener may justifiably
anticipate a significant cadence.

The principles described are il-

lustrated in the opening section of the Canzon vigesimaquarta (meas.
1-17).

In the first segment (meas. 1-5), the choirs present a two-

measure phrase; the second choir enters at a distance of two measures.

The material of the second segment (meas. 5-8) is shorter by

a half-measure, and the distance at which the second choir enters is
reduced accordingly.

In the next two and one-half measures (meas.

8-10), the choirs or the musical material change every half-meas-

ure, during which time the first choir relinquishes its role as
leader to the second choir.

The distance between entries shrinks

to a quarter of a measure (meas . 1~11) as the first choir interrupts the second.

The choirs retreat to a distance of one and three-

quarters measures (meas. 1~14), but advance again to within threequarters of a measure of one another (meas. 14--15), then one-eighth
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of a measure (meas. 16); finally they come together for the cadence
(meas. 17).
Not all the sections are as elaborate as the first, but in all
the duple sections Guami brings the choirs together at the cadence.
The finality of the closing section is emphasized by the participation
of both choirs simultaneously for the last eight measures-first in
imitation of motives (meas. 57-59}, then in free counterpoint.
The twenty-fifth canzona (II, 85-91) resembles the twentyfourth in most respects.

A strong cadence marks the end of the

first major section (meas. 24).

1

Near the close (meas. 72), both

choirs enter in an impressive chord and proceed with rich display
of free counterpoint to the final cadence.

The intervening space

(meas. 24-72) is made up of twelve musical segments, ranging in
length from one to eight measures and presented without the intrusion of strong cadences.

Most of the musical material is stated

once by each choir, but some phrases and motives are developed
more fully (Ex. 64; see also meas. 50--66}.

1
In accordance with the large number of small notes in the
composition, the edition has been made in measures only half as
long as the standard measure of the edition.
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Ex. 64. Guami, Canzona No. 25 a 8, meas. 50-56, canti I
and II

Tiburtio Massaino
Tiburtio Massaino was born in Cremona, probably before
1550.
monks.

At an unlmown date he joined the Augustinian order of
1

Ills first recorded musical post was that of maestro di

cappella in Piacenza.

2

In 1571, according to Francesco Arisio,

Massaino was in Rome, serving as Musicorum praefectus in Ecclesia
Santa Maria del Popolo (' 'Prefect of the musicians in the church of
Santa Maria of the People").

3

Sometime before 1578 he came under

1

Helmut Federhofer, "Massaini," Musik in Geschichte und
Gegenwart, VIII, 1770.
2

carlo Schmid!, Dizionario universale dei musicisti (Milan:
Sonzogno, 1937-38), II, 57.
3

Francesco Arisio, Cremona literata (Parma: Paula Montii,
1702-1705), II, 454.
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the protection of the house of Rangona.

1

In 1587, he was in Salo,

where he may have been maestro at the cathedral.

2

Shortly thereafter Massaino served in Innsbruck as a singer
and chaplain at the court of Archduke Franz Ferdinand (152~1595)
of the Tyrol.

3

In 1589, Massaino became Hofkapellmeister under

Archbishop Wolf Dietrich (155~1612) in Salzburg.

4

A letter from

the Archduke to Archbishop Dietrich (June 24, 1590) complains that
Massaino was luring singers away from Innsbruck.

5

Later Massaino

became involved in a lawsuit and was suspended from his job.

6

Mas-

saino's troubles continued, for on October 14, 1591, a pontifical
board found him "highly suspect of unspeakable crimes against nature'' (de nefando crimine contra naturam vehementer suspectus).

1
oedication of Massaino's second book of five-part madrigals
as quoted by Vogel, I, 429.
2

Schmid!, II, 57; dedication of Massaino's second book of
Masses for five voices, as quoted by Gaspari, Catalogo, II, 97.
3

walter Senn, Musik und Theater am Hof zu Innsbruck (Innsbruck: Osterreichische Verlagsanstalt, 1954), p. 129.

4

Hermann Spies, Die Tonkunst in Salzburg in der Regierungszeit des Filrsten und Erzbischofs Wolf Dietrich von Raitenau (15871612), Sonderabdruck aus den Mitteilungen der Gesellschaft fllr Salzburger Landeskunde, LXXI (1931), 7-8, 98.
5
6

Senn, Musik und Theater, 129--130.

lbid.
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He was compelled to leave the country and the diocese within three
days or face a lifetime as a galley slave .

1

The dedications of two publications establish Massaino in
Prague in 1592, where he may have served in the nearby chapel of
Emperor Rudolph II (1576-1612).

2

Massaino returned to Italy, but the titles and dedications of
his publications show that he moved frequently.
in 1594 and Piacenza in 1598.

3

He was in Cremona

In his Masses for eight voices

(1600), Massaino announced that he was maestro di cappella at the

cathedral of Lodi.

4

There he seems to have lingered; in 1608,

Costanzo Antegnati listed Massaino in L'arte organica as maestro
di cappella di S. Agostino & hora nel Duomo di Lodi.

5

In 1609,

Banchieri, in his Conclusioni nel suono dell' organo, called

1
Ibid.
2

Eitner, Quellen-Lexikon, VI, 371, entries for Massaino's
motets for four voices and motets for six to twelve voices.
3

oedication of Massaino's fourth book of five-part madrigals (1594), as quoted by Vogel, I, 430; dedication of Massaino's
third book of five-part Masses (1598}, as quoted by Gaspari, Catalogo, II, 97.
-4

Gaspari, Catalogo, II, 97.

5
Antegnati, L'arte organica, ed. Germani, p. vii.
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Massaino maestro di cappella nel Duomo di Piasenza.
died after 1612.

1

Massaino

2

Massaino was a prolific composer of vocal music .

Eitner

lists eighteen collections of Masses, motets, and other sacred music
published between 1576 and 1607, including polychoral motets (1592
and . 1601), as well as sacred Musica per cantare con l'organo a una,
due, et tre voci (Venice: Rauerij, 1607).

3

In the Musica per cantare

the voices are accompanied by an organ part realized from a partitura of two staves on which are printed generally the bass and the
highest part of the composition.

According to Massaino's preface,

the compositions were composed over a period of nearly forty years.
Vogel lists seven books of madrigals in four, five, and six
parts published between 1569 and 1604.

5

Massaino was the chief

contributor to the Trionfo di musica di diversi (Venice: L 'herede

1
2

Banchieri, Conclusioni, p. 25.
Federhofer, "Massaini, '' p. 1770.

3

Eitner, Quellen-Lexikon, VI, 370-371. Federhofer, in
"Massaini," p. 1771, cites an additional third book of five-part
motets (1590). Riemann's Musik Lexikon, ed. Gurlitt, Il, 168, mentions an additional book of four-part hymns (1599).
4

Kinkeldey, Orgel und Klavier, pp. 20 5, 208, 223.

5
vogel, I, 428-431. Riemann's Musik Lexikon, ed. Gurlitt,
II, 168, mentions an additional book of four-part madrigals (1573).

4
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di Girolamo Scotto, 1579), an anthology of madrigals in honor of
the nuptials of Francesco de' Medici and Bianca Cappello (above,
p. 323) .

1

Other collections of vocal music by Massaino have not been
preserved, including publications cited by Walther.

2

Massaino's only extant instrumental works are three canzonas in Rauerij's collection, two in eight parts (Nos . 33 and 34)
and one in sixteen parts (No. 35).
The Canzon trigesimaterza (No. 33, Vol. II, pp. 141-146)
displays several traits also found in Giovanni Gabrieli 's canzonas
and sonatas of 1597.

The voices are not grouped in separate

choirs, relatively long notes prevail, and the instrumentationeight trombones-is specified.
canzona are vague.

3

The formal outlines of Massaino's

Sectional repetition and decisive cadences

within the composition do not occur; rhythmic, melodic, and contrapuntal elements vary only slightly in style from the beginning to the
end.

The result is a continuous musical flow, broken twice by

1
Vogel, II, 428.
2
walther, Musikalisches Lexikon, pp. 388-389.
3

See Gabrieli, canzonas reprinted in Istituzioni e monumenti,
II, Nos. 6--8, 14-16.
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general pauses (meas. 45 and 62).

The individual voices retain a

generally high level of independence.

A regular group of imitative

entries opens the composition, but thereafter imitation is sporadic.
Occasionally a new point of imitation is introduced (meas. 11 and
23), but the imitative entries are confined to two or three voices.

A few motives persist throughout the composition, the traditional
dactyl in both its usual and abbreviated forms ( J

S JJJ

IJ) and

JJ

I)

and

a conjunct ascending figure in eighth notes (e.g.,

meas. 2-3, sesto; meas. 6, ottavo).

1

The closing section (meas.

62--69), clearly marked by a general pause, is further emphasized

by a chordal tutti at its head.

Massaino seems concerned chiefly

with the sonorous possibilities of eight trombones and with free,
instead of imitative, counterpoint.
The Canzon trigesimaquarta (No. 34, Vol. II, pp. 147-151)
engages a primo choro of four viols and a secondo choro of four
chitaroni or lutes.

Chordal writing prevails throughout, except for

a few measures (meas. 4o-43 and 54-56).

The voices exist mostly

for the sake of the vertical sonority rather than for melodic beauty,
as illustrated by the opening phrase of the canto (Ex. 65).

No sec-

tional repetition or recapitulation occurs; the formal plan is defined

1

The last notes of the rhythms quoted may be of any value.
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by the manner in which the two choirs function in relation to one
another.
Ex. 65. Massaino, Canzona No. 34 a 8, opening, canto I
(viol)

The choirs are antiphonal.

The answering choir imitates the musi-

cal material presented in the other choir, but the imitations are far
from literal restatements.

The length and rhythm of the antiphonal

answers mostly correspond with the length and rhythm of the initial
presentations, but melody and harmony vary in the two statements
(Ex. 66).
Generally one choir rests while the other is playing.

The

first cycle of answer and response (meas. 1-9) is the longest of the
composition and constitutes a self-sufficient section.

It is followed

by a section which consists of a series of motives and short phrases
presented in the viols and answered in the lutes (meas. 10-35) .

Near

the end of the section (meas. 31), the spacing of entries becomes
quite close--a quarter- to a half-measure.

The entries merge in a

short tutti (meas. 35-36), after which the alternation of choirs is
resumed (meas. 37-46), now with the lutes in the leading position.
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Ex. 66.

Massaino, Canzona No. 35 a 8, meas. ~10

CNfJROI

CHOROJI

The individual voices become more independent in a brief passage
(meas. 41-43) during which they take turns, either singly or in
pairs, in the execution of an ascending sixteenth-note figure.

The

section ends, as does the earlier antiphonal section, with close
imitation of short motives (cf. meas. 31-35 and 43-46).

A chordal

tutti (meas. 46-50), longer than the first, is followed by a brief
return to alternation between choirs (meas. 5~54), which, in turn,
gives way to flourishes in sixteenth notes, in which the separate
identity of the choirs disappears and the voices become independent.
Massaino 's predilection for opulent sonority, manifest in the
instrumentation of the two preceding canzonas, expresses itself in
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the Canzon trigesimaquinta (No. 35, Vol. Il, pp. 152-161) through the
magnitude of the forces engaged-four four-part choirs.

Massaino

combines the four choirs in several ways, and the patterns into
which the choirs are grouped become the basis for the formal organization of the canzona.

Various ,P ossibilities of grouping occur.

The choirs may enter antiphonally in numerical order (Choir I,
Choir Il, Choir
Il; or I,

m, Choir IV), or in a different order (I, m, IV,

m, II, IV).

The choirs may combine in two eight-voice

bodies which play in antiphony (I,

m; n, IV), and the four choirs

may combine in a chordal or polyphonic tutti.

In changing from one

possibility to another, Massaino creates a composition built up in
ten musical sections which range in length from two to fourteen
measures.

Within each choir, chordal writing prevails to the vir-

tual exclusion of polyphonic elements.

In the antiphonal answers of

the choirs, imitation is confined, as in the preceding canzona, to
rhythmic restatement without reference to the melody or harmony of
the material as presented initially.

The canzona opens with the

introduction of the four choirs in numerical order (meas. 1-14).

An antiphonal section between two pairs of choirs sets the first
and third choirs against the second and fourth (meas. 14-18).

Then

the choirs enter in a new antiphonal order (Choirs I, Ill, IV, and II),
which occurs four times (meas. 18-27).

A brief section presented by
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paired choirs (meas. 27-29) is followed by a group of choir-entries
in a third order (I, III, II, IV) .

Again Massaino forms pairs of

choirs (meas. 33-34) in presentation of a two-note motive

(1),J).

The motive is so short that close imitation between the two pairs
of choirs results in continuous motion in eighth notes.

The stretto

effect between the pairs of choirs culminates in a momentous chordal
tutti (meas. 35-38).

The choirs now enter in their original order

(I, II, III, IV), beginning at a point exactly two-thirds of the distance from the beginning to the end of the composition (meas. 3 9).
The cycle of entries is compassed twice (meas. 3H8), after which
the motive of the final cycle (

JJJJ ) passes

into a new section (meas.

49-51), created by a final return to pairwise grouping of the four
choirs.

A short motive which has been introduced previously is

again presented in close imitation (cf . meas. 33-34 and 50-51).

As

in the earlier instance, the stretto effect signals the coming of a
tutti (meas. 51-57).

The second tutti is the closing section; it

differs from the first tutti and from the bulk of the composition,
since it is the only instance in which the predominantly chordal
style yields to linear polyphony.
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Giovanni Gabrieli
Despite the recognition accorded Giovanni Gabriell in recent
times, scholars have been able to document with certainty only the
most skeletal biographical information.
drea Gabriell's nephew.

Giovanni Gabrieli was An-

Winterfeld and Caffi show that the name

Gabrieli-spelled variously, Gabrielli, Cavobelli, and Cabrielibelonged to one of the oldest patrician families in Venice, but attempts to relate Andrea and Giovanni to the noble family are based
. t ure. 1
on conJec

Giovanni, in a letter and in the account books of

the Scuola di San Rocco, signs his name Gabrielli.

2

Venetian spell-

ing practice frequently results in the transformation of Giovanni to
Zuanne.

Most publications in which Giovanni's works are included

or in which he is mentioned spell Gabrieli, the form adopted in
this study.

Nevertheless, several prints, including Rauerij 's Can-

zoni per sonare, spell Gabrielli.

3

1
Winterfeld, Johannes Gabrieli, I, 34; Caffi, Storia della
musica, I, 165.
2

The letter is reproduced in Denis Arnold's "Gabrieli,"
Musik in Geschichte und Gegenwart, Vol. IV; facing p. 1185. The
signatures are discussed in Denis Arnold's "Towards a biography
of Giovanni Gabrieli," Musica Discipllna, XV (1961), pp. 200, 203;
one signature is spelled Jovanni Gabriello.
3

other instances of the spelling Gabrielli are found in Vogel, I, 306; n, 76, 423; also Sartori, 1584d, 1591b, 1609-1610.
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Giovanni Gabriell was born between 1553 and 1557 (below,
p. 377).

Little is known of his early life; his musical development

seems to have been entrusted to his illustrious uncle.
vanni is represented in two anthologies.

In 1575, Gio-

One is a collection of four-

part madrigals chiefly by Cipriano de Rore, but including compositions by Andrea and Giovanni Gabriell, as well as Costanzo Porta.

1

That compositions by Giovanni are contained in a collection devoted
mostly to a master of Rore's stature indicates that Gabriell's wol'k
was highly regarded as early as 1575.

The other anthology of 1575

contains five-part madrigals by composers described in the title of
the collection as Florid! virtuosi del Serenissimo Duca di Baviera
("Florid virtuosos of the most serene duke of Bavaria").
madrigals are by "Gio. de Andrea Gabrielli."

2

Two

Giovanni seems,

therefore, to have entered the service of the duke of Bavaria sometime before 1575.
Under the leadership of Lasso, who was active in the Bavarian court from about 1556, Duke Albrecht's court at Munich
became one of the most brilliant centers of Renaissance music,
ranking with Venice and Ferrara.

The musical festivities in 1568

for the wedding of Wilhelm, heir to the duchy, and Renee of Lorraine
1
Vogel, II, 155.

2
Ibid., II, 422--423.
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have been mentioned. Massimo Trojano, who describes the music for
the wedding banquet, tells of motets and madrigals played by instruments (above, pp. 190f.). He mentions further a twelve-part composition
by Annibale Padovano played by six viole da brazzo, five trombones,
a cornet, and a regale dolce. Another composition was executed by six
viols, all a fourth lower than was customary, six recorders, six voices,
and a harpsichord. The next composition was played by a harpsichord,
trombone, recorder, lute, a cornamusa, a cornetto muto, a viol, and a_
shawm. A twelve-part composition for three choirs followed . The
first choir comprised viols; the second choir, large recorders; and
the third choir, a dolzaina, a cornamusa, a shawm, and a cornetto muto.
The music for the occasion closed with a composition sung by the entire cappella. Another time an eight-part composition was played by
eight viols, eight viole da braccio, a bassoon, a cornamusa, a cornetto
muto, a cornetto alto, a cornetto grosso storto, a shawm, a dolzaino, and
a bass trombone.

It was repeated with eight voices. On the same

occasion Lasso's Moresche were performed by six shawms and six
voices, and Padovano's Battaglia was executed by forty performers,
including eight trombones, eight viols, eight large recorders, a harpsichord, a lute, and fourteen singers. 1
1
Benvenuti, preface to Istituzioni e monumenti, I, lxii-lxiii.
Further information on the Bavarian cappella is found in Kinkeldey,
Orgel und Klavier, pp. 17~181; Gaspari, Catalogo, I, 346; Eitner,
"Orlandus de Lassus," 10~111.
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At the time of the wedding, the cappella was at its largestseventy-nine singers and instrumentalists, of which eighteen were
singing boys, who furnished music for the sacred and secular life
of the court.

1

Into this opulent musical setting came young Giovanni Gabrieli.

Venice and Germany were closely linked by commerce

(above, pp. 22f.), and Andrea Gabrieli knew the Bavarian court,
having traveled with Lasso in the retinue of Albrecht V in Bohemia
and on the Rhine.

2

Andrea also established relations with the Fug-

gers, the powerful banking and commercial family of Augsburg, to
whom Giovanni later dedicated several publications.

3

Giovanni may

have been sent to Munich by Andrea because of a plague raging at
the time in Venice.

4

Giovanni's stay in Munich is documented only

in his inclusion among the "florid virtuosos" of the Bavarian duke,
but he could scarcely have escaped the influence of Lasso, with
whom he may have studied.

1
Oskar Kaul, "MUnchen," Musik in Geschichte und Gegenwart,
IX, 882.

2

Einstein, The Italian madrigal,

n, 522.

3

Sartori, 1587a, 1590b, 1597e; Winterfeld, Johannes Gabrieli,
I, 42-43.
4

Benvenuti, preface to Istituzioni e monumenti, I, lxxix.
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The maintenance of the cappella at Munich put a heavy burden
on the Bavarian treasury.

With Duke Albrecht's death in 1579, a

policy of austerity was adopted, and the size of the cappella was
greatly diminished.

1

Gioseffo Guami left Munich in that year and

so, presumably, did Gabrieli.
Gabrieli is next recorded in Venice, where he took the examination for the post of organist at San Marco on November 7,
1584.

He was elected organist, filling the vacancy created by

Merulo's departure, on January 1, 1585.

On January 13, the Pro-

curatori awarded Gabrieli one month's pay for having substituted
for Merulo.

2

Gabrieli 's rank in San Marco has not been fully established.
According to Winterfeld, Gabrieli became first organist on November
7, 1584, and retained that post for the remainder of his life, while
Andrea remained second organist.

3

Caffi corroborates Winterfeld,

but gives January 1, 1585, as the date of Gabrieli's appointment.

1
2
I, 177.

Kaul, "MUnchen," p. 882.
Benvenuti, preface to Istituzioni e monumenti, I, lxxi.

3

Winterfeld, Johannes Gabrieli, I, 198.

4

4

Caffi, I, 55.

Caffi,
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More recently, Benvenuti has held that Gabriell was second organist
from 1585 although he held the position of first organis,t for a few
months late in 1584.

1

Denis Arnold suggests that Giovanni became

second organist in 1584, Andrea moving up to the first organ, and
that on Andrea's death in 1586, Giovanni became first organist.

2

As with Merulo, the distinction between first and second organist,
if it existed at all, made no difference in practical matters.

Gio-

vanni received the same pay as did Andrea, Merulo, and Guami, 120
ducats per year.

3

When Guami left in 1591, he was replaced-at

the first organ, according to Benvenuti--by Paolo Giusto, whose
salary was only 100 ducats per year.

4

Gabriell's activities in Venice were not confined to his duties at San Marco.

He became an organist at the Scuola di San

Rocco (above, pp. 36 f .) no later than February 13, 1585, at an
annual salary of twenty-four ducats.

1

5

At San Marco, Gabrieli often

Benvenuti, preface to Istituzioni e monumenti, I, lxxiv.

2
Arnold, "Gabrieli," pp. 1195 f.
3

Benvenuti, preface to Istituzioni e monumenti, I, bod.

4

Ibid., pp. lxxiii-lxxiv.

5

xv,

Arnold, "Towards a biography of Giovanni Gabrieli,"
200.
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was entrusted with the payment of extra players and singers required
for special occasions.
ular festivities.

1

Gabrieli may have furnished music for sec-

Arnold has found the text of a Rappresentatione al

Sereniss. Principe di Venetia .... Pasquale Cicogna il giorno di S.
Stefano 1585 ("Representation for the Most Serene Prince of Venice
. . . Pasquale Cicogna, on St. Stephan's day, 1585"), in which the
text of the opening madrigal O che felice giorno corresponds to the
poem of an eight-part madrigal by Gabrieli published later in an anthology of Dialoghi musicali (Venice: Angelo Gardano, 1590).

2

At

the Scuola di San Rocco, Gabrieli received money for the rental of
organs and the payment of extra musicians needed for special occasions.

In 1595, for the Feast of San Rocco, the scuola paid Ga-

briell 112 lire for himself and his company and another 27 lire for
rental of organs and other items.

3

From 1602 to 1611, Gabrieli

provided organs--usually seven, at a fee of 147 lir~o the scuola
for the Feast of its patron saint.

For his part in making the

1
Ibid., pp. 200-201, 204.
2
Ibid., pp. 201-202.
456-457.3

The Dialoghi are cited in Vogel, II,

Denis Arnold, "Music at the scuola di San Rocco," Music
and Letters, XL (1959), 235.
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arrangements, Gabrieli received a cortesia of 62 to 90 lire .

1

Since

the Venetian ducat was worth 6.4 lire, Gabrieli's cortesia amounted
to about 10 to 14 ducats-a significant addition to the 120 ducats
paid him annually at San Marco and his regular salary of 24 ducats
at the scuola.
From time to time, the Procuratori of San Marco expressed
their admiration of Gabrieli through special bonuses.

Thus he re-

ceived an entire year's salary on December 30, 1586; and 20 ducats
on December 13, 1591.

2

The account books at San Marco show that Gabrieli was ill
in 1593 and again in 1600.

3

Around 1606, the illness became more

severe and necessitated that Gabrieli curtail his activities at San
Marco.

In 1607 the Procuratori shifted some of Gabrieli's respon-

sibilities to Paolo Giusto, the other organist, and Giovanni Bassano,
head of the instrumentalists.
the organ work.

Paolo Savii was hired to help with

4

1
Arnold, "Towards a biography of Giovanni Gabrieli," pp.
203, 206-207; idem, "Music at the Scuola di San Rocco," p. 237.
2
3

201-202.
4

Caffi, I, 177 .

Arnold, ''Towards a biography of Giovanni Gabrieli, '' pp.

caffi, I, 178; Arnold, ''Towards a biography of Giovanni
Gabrieli," p. 205.
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In his later years, Gabrieli 's fame brought him pupils from

throughout Europe.

From Germany came Heinrich Schlitz (1585-

1672), Johann Grabbe, and Christoph Klemsee.

From Graz came

Alessandro Tadei, who asked his benefactor Archduke Ferdinand
for a stipend of 100 florins to be used as a gift for his teacher,
since he had been told that such presents were customary by nobles
who entrusted their musicians to Gabrieli.

1

Other pupils of Ga-

brieli included Melchior Borchgrevinck (d. 1632}, a Netherlander
who was active in Denmark; the E3candinavians Hans Nielsen, Mogens
Peders4>n, Aageson, and Egbertson; and the Italians Giovanni Battista
Grillo and Alvise Grani.

2

Hans Leo Hassler (1564-1612), who began

his studies with Andrea Gabrieli, continued under Giovanni's guidance following the uncle's death .
Gabriell's pupils were among his most eloquent admirers, and
each poured out his admiration for the master in the preface to a
Primo libro de madrigali, the composition of which seems to have
been part of his course of study.

Grabbe called him quel vivo sole

della musica ("that living sun of music"), and Peders4>n, quel vero

1

Helmut Federhofer, "Alessandro Tadei, a pupil of Giovanni
Gabriell," Musica Disciplina, VI (1952), 117.
2
Arnold, "Gabrieli," p. 1196.
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lume della musica ("that true light of music").

1

Klemsee rejoiced

that he had been permitted "to drink from the sacred· breast of one
of the most limpid fountains of the art of music" (ex hujus sacro
pectore hianti ore bibere potuerim limpidissimos artis musicae fon tes).

2

Heinrich Schiltz seems to have occupied a place of special

favor among Gabrieli's students.

He probably helped Gabrieli with

his duties at San Marco, and according to Schiltz 's own testimony,
Gabrieli on his deathbed bequeathed to Schiltz one of his rings.

3

For Schlitz, Gabrieli and his music were "that flood which bears
the whole of Italy along its rushing euphony, resembling the harmony
of heaven."

4

Gabriell died in 1612 or 1613.

His death is recorded in the

necrology of the Venetian department of sanitation (Provveditori alla
Sanita).

The entry is dated August 12, 1612; it states that the cause

1
Vogel, I, 306; II, 76.

2
vogel, I, 174; translation after Hans Joachim Moser, Heinrich Schiltz~ his life and work, trans. Carl F. Pfatteicher (St. Louis:
Concordia, 1959), p. 66.
3
4

Moser, Heinrich Schiltz, pp. 55-56.

The dedication is reprinted in Heinrich Schiltz, Sfunmtliche
Werke, ed. Philipp Spitta (Leipzig: Breitkopf & Hartel, 1885-1894),
preface to Vol. IX: "quell 'onda, che tutta I 'Italia, con mormorio piu
d'ogni altro simile all'Armonia Celeste va illustrando"; see also
Vogel, Il, 202; translation after Moser, Heinrich Schiltz, p . 54.
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of death was gallstones, and it names Dr. Cercheri as the attending
physician.

1

San Marco.

On the same day, Savii acceded to Gabrieli's post at
2

The necrology gives Gabrieli 's age at the time of his

death as fifty-eight , thus indicating that Gabrieli was born in 1553
or 1554.
Some evidence suggests that the necrology contains two errors.

Gabrieli's gravestone at the church of San Stefano gives

August 12, 1613, as his death date and his age as fifty-six years.
If this is true, Gabrieli was born in 1556 or 1557.

3

Arnold points

out that most of Gabrieli's students returned home in 1613.

4

Schiltz,

who came to Gabrieli in 1609, writes in the preface to his Symphoniae sacrae (Venice: Bartolomeo Magni, 1629):
I myself am a most trustworthy witness, having derived the highest benefit from four full years association with him. 5

1

Arnold, "Towards a biography of Giovanni Gabrieli," p.
207; Caffi, I, 179.

2
3

Caffi, I, 56, 212.
Arnold, "Gabrieli," p. 1195 .

4
lbid.
5

"Ego ipse testis locupletissimus, qui quadriennio toto illius
contubernio magno meo usus optimo sum''; the preface is reproduced
in facsimile in Arnold, "Gabrieli," p. 1199; translation after Oliver
Strunk, Source readings in music history (New York: W. W. Norton,
1950), p. 433.
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On the whole, the evidence pertaining to Gabrieli's death
seems rather equally divided between support of 1612 and 1613 as
the correct date .
Gabrieli 's sacred vocal music is contained chiefly in the
Sacrae symphoniae of 1597 and in his Symphoniae sacrae, Uber
secundus, 6, 7, 8, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, et 19, tam vocibus_ quam instrumentis (Venice: Bartholomeo Magni, 1615) .

1

Sacred

compositions by Gabrieli are also found in anthologies, beginning
with the Concerti di Andrea et di Gia. Gabrieli (Venice: Angelo
Gardano, 1587).

2

Gabrieli's secular vocal music was published in forty-three
anthologies between 1575 and 1624 (Vogel, I, 259).

1
Gaspari, Catalogo, II, 424; Arnold, "Gabrieli," p. 1198,
lists Ecclesiasticae cantiones in 4-6 parts (Venice: Gardano, 1589),
a collection not mentioned in Eitner, nor in the Repertoire international des sources musicales, Recueils imprimes; xv1e-xv11e
siecles, nor in Gardano's catalog of 1591 as reprinted in Thibault,
"Deux Catalogues de libraires musicaux: Vincenti et Gardane (Venise, 1591)."
2

The sacred music of 1587 and 1597 is reprinted in Giovanni
Gabrieli, Opera omnia, ed. Denis Arnold (Rome: American Institute
of Musicology, 195~), Vols. 1-11. Two compositions from the Symphoniae sacrae of 1615 are reprinted in Winterfeld, Johannes Gi=brieli, m, 66-81.
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Keyboard music represents a relatively small portion of
Giovanni's total output.
toccata.

2

1

Diruta 's Transilvano (1593} includes a

Eleven intonationi are contained in a book of keyboard

music by Andrea and Giovanni (Sartori, 1593c}.

3

Two ricercars by

Giovanni are included in the Ricercari di Andrea Gabriel!, llbro
secondo (Venice: Angelo Gardano, 1595} .

4

Three eight-part madrigals by Giovanni Gabriell admit the
possibility of instrumental as well as vocal performance : Lieto godea from the Concerti of 1587; and two Arie per sona:r: from the
Dialog hi musicali of 1590 (above, pp. 217 f .) .

5

1
A modern edition, Giovanni Gabriell, Composizioni per organo, ed. Sandro Dalla Libera, 3 vols. (Milan: Ricardi, 1957-58),
includes keyboard compositions preserved in manuscript as well as
in print.
2

Reprinted in Torchi, L'arte musicale in Italia, III, 137-140.

3
0ne composition is reprinted in Wasielewski, Geschichte der
Instrumentalmusik im XVI. Jahrhundert (Berlin: Guttentag, 1878), pp.
8(}.....81 of Supplement. Other intonationi are found in Torchi, L'arte
musicale in Italia, Ill, 131-136.
4

Reprinted in Giovanni Gabriell, Werke fUr Tasteninstrumente,
ed . G. S. Bedbrook (Kassel and Basel: Barenreiter [1957J). The
Ricercar del decimo tono is reprinted in Wasielewski , Geschichte
der Instrumentalmusik, pp. 48-52 of Supplement, and in Riemann, Musikgeschichte in Beispielen, pp. 10(}.....103.
5

sartori, 1587a, 1590d. The three madrigals are reprinted
in Istituzioni e monumenti, I, 35--44, 136-176.
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Gabrieli 's extant music for instrumental ensembles includes
the canzonas and sonatas of 1597 (above, pp. 218 ff.) .• the Canzoni
et sonate of 1615 (above, pp. 83, 124ff.), and six canzonas in Rauerij's collection, four of which are in four parts (Nos. 1-4) and two
in eight parts (Nos . 27 and 28) .
The four-part canzonas display little of the stylistic progress found elsewhere in Gabrieli's canzonas for ensemble; probably
they are among Gabrieli 's earlier works.

Einstein, in the preface

to his edition, maintains that the compositions could scarcely have
been written later than 1580 .

1

The canzonas may be relegated with

fair confidence to the period before 1597, but Einstein's contention
that they were written some twenty years earlier seems doubtful.
Gabrieli's canzonas are as advanced in most respects as the canzonas in Vincenti's Canzon di diversi of 1588, in which Merulo and
Guami, both of whom were older than Giovanni Gabrieli and in a
position to influence Giovanni's style, are represented.

Probably

Gabrieli's canzonas were written around 1588 or shortly afterward.
They may have been published earlier in an edition that has not
been preserved.

Probably the basso generale was added later

(above, pp. 305f.).
1
Giovanni Gabrieli, Canzoni per sonar a 4, ed. Alfred Einstein (Mainz: B. Schott's SBhne, 1933).
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The formal plans of the compositions are conventional.

In the

first canzona the last section is repeated; in the other three canzonas the last section restates the first.

Sections in triple meter

occur in the first and third canzonas.

Cadential extensions and

final plagal cadences are appended at the end of each composition.
Displaying the usual repertory of contrapuntal styles, the canzonas
offer imitation, especially in pairs of voices, pairwise grouping of
voices in which the pairs are imitative but the voices within each
pair are not, nonimitative polyphony, and chordal writing.
The harmonic practice is conservative.

The first canzona

is in Dorian transposed to G; the others are in Ionian .

In more

modern terms, the first canzona is in G minor; the other three are
in C major.

Generally the tonal level stays close to the home key.

Gabrieli's individual genius expresses itself chiefly in his
melodic and rhythmic techniques, which foretell some of the practices found in the canzonas of 1597 and later.

The opening of the

Canzon prima is matched in rhythmic animation by the opening of
Guami's Canzon sesta (Vol. II, No. 6; see Ex. 67), which may well
have been written at about the same time.

Similarly, the opening

points of Gabrieli's Canzon terza and Canzon quarta are not unique
even for the 1580's.

The opening theme of the Canzon seconda,

however, introduces a flourish of sixteen fusas and thereby
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surpasses the efforts of the other canzona composers from the late
sixteenth century (Ex. 67).
Ex. 67.

Rauerij collection, opening themes, canto

Gal,.,·11/,~ Cuzo11d N'!./ • 4

Gu-,,,.,-, Canzona No. 6

r;.,1,,.,-,J,~

C;,uo1111

Jffiffi 1

i1 4

No. 2

a

=! tJ

4~

Semlfusas, absent in the early canzonas of Maschera, Merulo,
Guami, and Banchieri, are found in Gabrieli's Canzon prima (No. 1,
Vol. II, pp. 1-3), boldly placed at the head of a motive which is
presented repeatedly in all voices (meas. 36--43; cf. Ex. 68).

The

resultant rhythmic vigor may account for the subtitle of the composition-La spiritata ("The lively one").
The Canzon prima opens with a large section (meas. 1-14),
built up of two equal smaller sections (meas. 1-7 and 7-13) and a
short extension (meas. 13-14) .

The prevailing style is imitative

and the voices are grouped in pairs; the canto and alto are answered
by the tenore and basso.

Each of the smaller sections contains an
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entry for each voice and an additional entry.

The additional entries

occur at the end of the first small section and at the beginning of
the second (meas. 5, alto and meas. 7, canto).

In the first small

section the upper pair of voices enters first, while in the second
small section the lower pair enters first.

A section in triple meter

contains four presentations of a two-measure theme, the first three
by different pairs of instruments (canto and alto; tenore and basso;
alto and tenore), the fourth by all four voices .

A short imitative

section (meas. 23-30) in which the entries are spaced at a distance
of one minim is followed by the repeated closing section (meas. 3041) .

The first six and one-half measures of the closing section

(meas. 30-36) contain three minute sections in which the upper and
lower pairs of voices answer one another in imitation although neither pair is imitative within itself.

Pairing of voices continues in

the last five measures of the section (meas. 36--41) but in accordance
with new principles, for the upper pair moves mostly in parallel
motion, note against note, while the lower pair presents different
material in imitation (Ex. 68).

The phrase introduced thus is pre-

sented five times, at levels largely corresponding to a descending
cycle of fifths (G, C, F, B-flat, G).

An extension of the closing

section (meas. 41--43) is based on the preceding material.
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Ex. 68.

Gabrieli, Canzona No . 1 a 4, meas . 36-37

The Canzon seconda (No. 2, Vol. II, pp. 4-7) is symmetrical
in design.

The first and last sections are identical; the middle

section is the longest; the second and fourth sections, while unrelated, are almost equal in length.

The first section is imitative

and presents two complete groups of entries.

The order of entries

is altered in the second group (meas. 6-8), in which the canto and
tenore enter in s tretto (meas. 6).

The second section (meas. 10-

16) is imitative and contains seven entries of its theme--two for
each voice except the tenore.

A brief chordal passage (meas. 16-

17) introduces the third section (meas. 18-30), in which two themes
are elaborated.

The first theme is extended by sequential treatment

(Ex . 69a); the second theme originates as a countersubject for the

first, but subsequently develops a life of its own (Ex. 69b; see also
meas. 25-30).
30-37).

The voices form pairs in the fourth section (meas.

Neither pair is imitative within itself, but the upper pair
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imitates the lower pair in the presentation of three short motives,
the first of which (meas. 30-32) is stated four times, in a descending cycle of fifths (A, D, G, C, F).

The closing section (meas . 37-

46) recapitulates the first section.
Ex. 69. Gabrieli, Canzona No. 2 a 4, meas. 19-25, canto
and alto

The opening section of the Canzon terza (No. 3, Vol. Il, pp.
7-9) is comparatively short (meas. 1-5); thus each voice enters only
once.

The second section, in triple meter, is in chordal style.

The

third section (meas. 11-23), the longest in the composition, is based
on a single theme (Ex. 70) which enters twelve times, usually in
close imitation.

Cadences of varying strength (meas. 14, 17, and

20) suggest a further subdivision of the section.

As the section

opens, each pair of voices rests while the other is playing, but the
texture later becomes more dense, and in the last five measures all
the voices participate.
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Ex. 70.

Gabrieli, Canzona No. 3 a 4, meas. 11-12, tenore

The fourth section (meas. 23-34) contains several unrelated musical
fragments.

An essentially chordal style is relieved occasionally by

independent voice movement and suggestions of imitation (meas. 27).
The opening section again returns (meas. 34) as the closing section.
The Canzon quarta (No. 4, Vol. II, pp. 10-12) is built up of
six sections, the last of which is a recapitulation of the first.

The

opening section (meas. 1-8) introduces the voices in a different order than is customary-tenore, basso, alto, and canto.
are not paired.

The voices

Since the section is short, the voices enter only

once, except for an additional entry in the bass.

The second sec-

tion (meas. 8-15) presents a short motive which seems to be derived
from the opening theme (Ex. 71; cf. a and a').

The new motive is

stated imitatively in the three lower voices (meas. 8-9), then in an
antiphonal passage in which the upper pair of voices is answered by
the lower pair (meas. 11-15).

The voices within each pair are not

imitative except for the initial motive (Ex. 71).

The lower member

of each pair is given a passage introduced first in the opening section (Ex. 71; cf. b and b') .
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Ex. 71.

;1

Gabrieli, from Canzona No. 4 a 4

r CJ crrr 1±1r

f

The two following sections are vaguely defined (meas. 15-18 and
18-25).

The voices are independent and are nonimitative except for

two instances (meas. 1~16 and 18-19).

A cadence on the dominant

(meas. 24) is extended for one and one-half measures during which
the tonic level is restored (meas. 25).

A chordal section (meas.

2~32), which opens with repeated notes reminiscent of the Parisian
chanson (Ex . 72), announces the return of the opening section (meas.

32).
Gabrieli's canzonas in eight parts, entitled Fa sol la re (No.
27) and Sol sol la sol fa mi (No. 28), are probably fruits of his
later years.

One (No. 27) is contained also in the posthumous Can-

zoni et sonate of 1615 (Canzon IX); the other, on the basis of its
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style, likewise belongs to the period of the Canzoni et sonate, rather than to that of the Sacrae symphoniae of 1597.
Ex. 72.

Gabrieli, Canzona No. 4 a 4, meas. 25-27

The Canzon fa sol la re (No. 27, Vol. II, pp. 9~107) is
unique among the canzonas published before Gabrieli 's Canzoni et
sonate.

It is in triple meter throughout, except for a few measures

of duple time near the end.

Its form does not follow any of the

conventional formulas of repetition, recapitulation, or ritornello, nor
is it built up of clearly defined but unrelated sections.

Instead, an

over-all unity is provided by an ostinato motive that recurs intermittently in the basso throughout the composition.

The motive,

which is the sole material of the basso, is presented in different
rhythms and at five levels of pitch--the original level and four
transpositions (Ex. 73).

Its melodic outline is stated by the solmi-

zation formula in the title of the canzona-fa sol la re .

The motive

is a cadence formula characteristic of the time; thus in its different
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transpositions it suggests five keys, A minor, D minor, G Major,
C Major, and F Major (Ex. 73).
Ex. 73.

Gabrieli, Canzona No. 27 a 8, Fa sol la re, basso

Z:P rr IJ
meas.

f

81.-8.J

me~s. .31-31
j

m~as. '17-/()(J

o=J

I"

~=J

meu.

o,:J

/fl- 114

r Ir I

It is stated thirty-two times, thirteen times on the level of D, nine

on A, six on C, three on F, and once on C.

The incidence of the

motive increases during the course of the composition.

Nineteen

appearances occur in the second half; twelve of them in the last
quarter.
The over-all tonal plan may be plotted on the basis of the
ostinato motive and the tonal levels that it implies.
composition is in Aeolian mode, or A minor.

Accordingly, the

The home key is prom-

inent near the beginning (meas. 4, 9, and 19) and end (meas. 97 and
109).

The level most frequently touched is D minor, the plagal rela-

tive of the home key; it is particularly in evidence near the end of
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the composition.

The keys of F and G major are confined to the

first half of the canzona; the last quarter contains four of the six
appearances of C major .
a---

key
meas.
F---

30

-d--F---

80

a---

d---

d---

60

G---

10

c---

a---

c--- a--40

d---

20

F--a--d--70

c--a-c---c---c----

90

50

d-

d---

a----d----a------d---d---d---d
100

----a------d---100

The melodic basis for the upper voices is formed chiefly by
imitative motives one measure in length.

Most of the motives begin

with a dotted quarter and eighth note or with a dotted eighth and
sixteenth note.

Both patterns are illustrated in the opening of the

canto (Ex. 74).
Antiphonal writing is avoided.

If the voices seem to form

separate groups (e.g., meas. 84-90), their alliances are only momentary.

More generally, contrapuntal procedure is carried out on the

basis of individual voices.

Imitation is a major resource, but imi-

tative points are seldom taken up by more than a few of the voices.
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Ex. 74.

<>•J

Gabrieli, from Canzona No. 27 a 8, Fa sol la re

c~nto. m~-s. 1-1.

fl r-

H IQctr

.settnno, m~,1.s. 10 _11
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4uun Ir ::r ~r
.uttimo, m~ilJ.21-22

JJ IJ.

.Ito, m,as.23-2+

1J 11J.

alto,

·111~;J. 1.s-1,f

}J 11}1;Q ;J Ir·

,.a

t,IIIJH', meas. l'I-Jo

111ea5.J7-28

1J. 11J.

±JJ IJ

met1J . •l.·•J

Jj/J J IIQCikr I l'CIPF J 1r

Sometimes an imitative theme is presented in parallel thirds.

In

one instance (meas. 27-32) a motive is introduced in parallel thirds
and imitated in inversion; then the original and inverted forms of
the motive are presented simultaneously, each in parallel thirds
with another voice (Ex. 75).

Throughout the composition, the osti-

nato motive, wherever it occurs, is given additional weight by chords
formed in the upper voices (Ex. 75).
The formal plan is determined by the interaction of rhythmic,
harmonic, melodic, and contrapuntal elements.

Since the ostinato

motive occurs thirty-two times, its appearance does not always indicate a point of major structural importance; other analytical
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Ex. 75. Gabrieli, Canzona No. 27 a 8, Fa sol la re, meas.
27-32

criteria must be applied.

Near the close of the composition the

formal units are clearly defined-a section in duple meter (meas.
97-100), a return to triple time (meas. 10{}-108), a restatement of

the duple section (meas. 109--112), a closing cadential extension
(meas. 112-115).

An opening section (meas. 1-19), while not so

boldly outlined as the closing sections, is nevertheless recognizable.
It is made up of four smaller sections.

The first two (meas. 1-4

and 4-9) are contrapuntal variants of the same material.
tions conclude with a cadence on A.

Both sec-

The third small section (meas.

9--13) introduces new thematic material and a modulation to C.

fourth section (meas. 13-19) restores the original key level and

The
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recalls thematic material from the first two sections.

A decisive

cadence closes the section (meas. 19).
The region between the opening and closing sections (meas.
19-96) is filled with a multitude of brief sections of varying character, in which the boundaries of larger areas are only suggested.
The original key level is touched twice (meas. 43 and 71). thereby outlining three sections (meas. 19-43, 43-71, and 71-96).

The third of

the three intermediate sections is further set apart from the preceding two by an authoritative cadeoce (meas. 71) and by the introduction of new rhythmic versions of the ostinato motive.

It pos-

sesses an over-all placid quality, brought about through the avoidance of faster notes and dotted rhythm.
In the first duple section (meas. 97-100), a descending eighth-

note figure is presented in close imitation by the two highest voices.
The ostinato motive, now in the original key, moves at the rate of
one note for each measure.

For the first time in the composition the

ostinato motive appears in the upper voices (Ex. 76).
The cadential extension (meas. 112-115) introduces elaboration of motives resulting in almost continuous motion in sixteenth
notes.

Two motives are employed, one of which is the ostinato mo-

tive, fa sol la re, in diminution (Ex. 77).
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Ex. 76.

97-98

Gabrieli, Canzona No. 27 a 8, Fa sol la re, meas.

Ex. 77. Gabrieli, Canzona No. 27 a 8, Fa sol la re, meas .
113-115

qyinto
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The second eight-part canzona, entitled Sol sol la sol fa mi
(No. 28, Vol. II, pp. 107-111), is polychoral.

The solmization for-

mula refers to the opening theme, which also occurs in two subsequent sections of the composition.

Chordal antiphony predominates,

relieved occasionally by more linear writing.

The main outlines of

the canzona develop through the alternation of duple and triple meter.

Five major sections are formed.

The first, third, and fifth

sections are in duple meter and based on the same thematic material.
Diversity is achieved by harmonic and contrapuntal variation.
second and fourth sections, in triple meter, are identical.
duet between the two canti opens the first section (Ex. 78).
key level is C major.

The

A canonic
The

A brief section in chordal antiphony (meas.

4-6) leads to a short tutti in which the key level modulates abruptly

-the section closes with a cadence on D (meas. 8).
section is antiphonal.

The triple

A three-measure phrase is presented three

times; twice by the first choir, once by the second.

The D major

chord with which the first section ends becomes the dominant of
G minor, the prevailing key of the triple section.

With the return

to duple meter (meas . 16), the opening duet is presented again, by
the two basses in the key of G major.

The remaining voices do not

rest as before, but embellish the canonic duet with free counterpoint
and suggestions of imitation.

The dominant chord in G major with
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Ex. 78. Gabrieli, Canzona No. 28 a 8, Sol sol la sol fa mi ,
opening, canti I and II

which the duet section ends resolves to its tonic, which in turn becomes the dominant for the original key of C major (meas. 20).

The

ensuing five measures (meas. 20-25) are an exact restatement of the
corresponding measures in the first duple section (cf. meas. 4-9 and
20-25).

The second triple section (meas . 25-32) is followed by a

new version of the opening duet.

Again G major is the key.

An

antiphonal rendition of the original duet between the three upper
voices of each choir seems under way (meas. 32-33) when the home
key is suddenly restored (meas. 33).

Now the duet is in the canti,

and the remaining voices form a generally chordal background.

The

duet ends on dominant harmony (meas. 37), and the voices enter at
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distances of a quarter-measure in presentation of a new theme in
descending eighth notes.

An authentic cadence on C (meas. 39) is

extended following a general pause.

An antiphonal entrance of the

two choirs (meas. 39-42) is followed by free counterpoint and a final
plagal cadence.
Gabrieli 's last canzonas to appear in print are contained in
the posthumous Canzoni et sonate of 1615 (above, pp. 83, 124ff.) .

1

The publication contains a canzona in five parts, three canzonas in
six parts, three in seven parts, five in eight parts, two in ten
parts, and two in twelve parts.

2

not be established with certainty.

Their dates of composition can
The ninth canzona appears also

in Rauerij's collection (above, p. 387); probably the compositions in
the Canzoni et sonate were composed after those in the Sacrae symphoniae of 1597, but hardly later than about 1610.
The term "canzon" seems to carry with it the implication of
conservatism in the Canzoni et sonate.

The compositions in the

1
A Ph.D. dissertation by Leon Ford Brown, based on the
Canzoni et sonate, is in progress at North Texas State University.
2
The five-part canzona has been published in an arrangement
for brass instruments (New York: Mentor Music Co., 1961). A sixpart canzona is reprinted in Joseph Wilhelm von Wasielewski's lnstrumentalsatze vom Ende des XVI. bis Ende des XVII. Jahrhunderts
(Bonn: M. Cohn & Sohn, 1874, reprinted, 1905), pp. 15-16.
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largest numbers of parts are called ''sonata,'' as is the progressive
Sonata con tre violini.
The canzonas in eight or more parts are polycho~al, except
for the eight-part Canzon IX (Rauerij, No. 27) and the ten-part
Canzon XV.

In the poly choral canzonas the voices are divided into

choirs of equal size.

All the canzonas open imitatively.

The fourth

canzona (Ex. 12) opens with an imitative quartet followed by a chordal
tutti of the entire ensemble.

In the sixth canzona, Gabrieli presents

an opening canonic duet as in the Canzon sol sol la sol fa mi in
Rauerij 's collection (Ex. 79).
Ex. 79. Gabrieli, Canzona No. VI a 7, from the Canzoni et
sonate (1615), opening

r
In the remaining canzonas for five, six, and seven instruments, the

parts enter in a regular imitation.

In the polychoral canzonas the

first choir enters in an imitation; the other choir or choirs may
enter either chordally or imitatively.
All the canzonas except two (Nos. I and VI) contain both
duple and triple meter .

Four canzonas (Nos. VII, IX, XI, and XVII)
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open in triple time.

The total range of note values extends from the

long:a (No. Vill) to , the bis croma, ( (No. II) .

1

In general, the rhyth-

mic picture is one of shorter notes than in the Sacrae symphoniae.
The upper limit of the melodic range is raised to d"' in one
violin part (No. X, canto), which is notated partly with a G clef on
the first staff-line.

Particularly noteworthy for their melodic style

are the opening themes of the third canzona, in which a diminished
fifth is boldly introduced (Ex. 80a); of the fifteenth canzona, which
is based on an extended se9uence (Ex. 80b}; of the sixteenth canzona, with its wide leap in fusas (Ex. 80c}; and of the seventeenth
canzona, where the beginning is based almost entirely on the tones
of a major chord (Ex. 80d} .
Specification of instruments in the canzonas is confined
mostly to compositions for eight or more voices.

For one six-part

canzona (No. IV), two violini, one cornetto, and two trombones are
prescribed.

2

Only upper parts are identified in the canzonas for

eight or more voices.

In two poly choral canzonas (Nos . X and XI),

1

The "biscroma" is shown and described by Giovanni Bassano in the preface to his Ricercate, passaggi, et cadentie (Venice:
Giacomo Vincenti, 1585 and 1598}. See Sartori, 1585a and 1598c.
The biscroma, according to Bassano, had a value one thirty-second
that of a semibreve.
2
wasielewski, Instrumentals~tze, p. 15.
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Ex. 80. Gabrieli, Canzoni et sonate (1615), four opening
themes
(a) No..lff a , , ca11fo

,nrJo aret iutr c1r:r utrtt rMJ
4*H H
,~1r U JIU If Pr r IC
(/,) No. "XY a /()) setl;mo (corn~tto)

(c) No. 'Kf[ a 11,

1

Ci111to

(d) No. XflI a 12, canto (cornetlo) <>=J

the two upper parts in one choir are given to cornetti and in the
other choir to violini.

In two other polychoral canzonas (Nos. XV

and XVII), the two upper voices in each choir are designated ''corneto" and "violin."

The ten-part Canzon XV, which is not poly-

choral, calls for one pair of violins and another of cornetti for the
four upper parts.
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Costanzo Antegnati
Costanzo Antegnati belonged to the fourth of six generations
of Antegnati who built organs in northern Italy from about 1486 to
He was the only member of the family to distinguish himself

1642.

as a composer.
Bartolomeo Antegnati, the first of the organ builders, was the
son of Giovanni Antegnati, who was "Dottore di Collegio" at Brescia.1

Bartolomeo probably learned his craft from Bernhard the

German (Bernardo di Stefanino Murer), who may have invented the
organ pedal.

2

Bernhard was organist at San Marco in Venice from

1445 to 1459 and was active in Brescia and Milan between 1463 and
.1468.

3

Bartolomeo Antegnati was a famous performer as well as

builder of organs-he was called "Cavaliere dell'Organo. "

4

He had

five sons, including Giovanni Francesco (c. 1500), who also built
harpsichords; Giovanni Giacomo (Giovanni Jacopo), who built the
cathedral organ at Milan; and Giovanni Battista.

1
Gaspari, Catalogo, I, 329.
3

2

5

Graziadei Antegnati

Caffi, I, 62.

Hans Klotz, "Antegnati," Musil{ in Geschichte und Gegenwart,
I, 510; Caffi, I, 53, 61; Fetis, Biographie universelle, I, 374 f.
4
Gaspari, Catalogo, I, 330.
5schmidl, Dizionario, I, 58.
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was Giovanni Battista's son and Costanzo's father.
able organist.

He , too, was an

Costanza's son Giovanni Francesco (b . 15?7) and his

grandson Graziadio (b. 1609) were the last organ builders of the
family.

1

Costanzo Antegnati was born in Brescia in 1549.
his father in the construction of organs around 1570.

He joined

On July 16,

1584, he was appointed organist at the cathedral in Brescia at an
annual salary of 240 lire.

2

His predecessor was either Florentia

Maschera or Francesco Mombellino.
Around 1600, Giovanni Francesco became his father's apprentice, and for him Costanzo wrote L'arte organica, op. 16
(Brescia: Francesco Tebaldino, 1608), which, together with Diruta's
Transilvano (1593, 1609) and Banchieri's Conclusioni nel suono
dell'organo (1609), is one of the chief treatises on organ-playing
in that time.

3

In L'arte organica, Antegnati reviews the accom-

plishments of the family.

1

He lists 129 organs built by the Antegnati

Klotz, "Antegnati," p. 510.

2

Paolo Guerrini, "Di alcuni organist! della cattedrale di
Brescia," Note d'Archivo per la Storia Musicale, III (1926), 256.
3
1n addition to Germani's edition of L'arte organica, already
cited, Gaspari, Catalogo, I, 328-330, contains excerpts and paraphrases.
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to that time and names Girolamo Cavazzoni as his former organ
teacher.
Sometime before 1605, Antegnati suffered a stroke which
made further strenuous work impossible.

His pessimism is evi-

dent in the preface to his Intavolatura de ricercari d'organo, op .
16 (Venice: Angelo Gardano et Fratelli, 1608), a companion volume
to L'arte organica, in which he speaks of impending death ("mi andaro con piu lieto cuore preparando al ben morire") .

1

Antegnati 's

decline was gradual, and he held his post at the cathedral until
1619, when another stroke forced his resignation.

He died on No-

vember 16, 1624.
Antegnati 's earliest extant publication is a Primo libro de
madrigali a quatro voci con un dialogo
di Antonio Gardano, 1571).

2

a otto

(Venice: Li Figliuoli

Five preserved publications of sacred

music by Antegnati include two books of Masses for six to eight

1

sartori, 1608d, ''I will go about preparing for death with a
happier heart." A portrait of Antegnati on the frontispiece of the
Intavolatura is bordered by a frieze on which is inscribed Antegnati 's
name and age--fifty-one years. On this basis Gaspari has calculated
Antegnati's birth date as 1557 (Catalogo, I, 330). However, the portrait may have been executed several years earlier. The painting is
reproduced in Klotz, "Antegnati," p. 510.
2

Vogel, I, 27.
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voices (1578 and 1589) and three books of motets and other sacred
music in four to eight parts (1575, 1581, and 1592).
The extant instrumental music includes the Intavolatura de
ricercari d'organo of 1608; two canzonas in Rauerij 's collection, one
in four parts (No. 9) and one in five parts (No. 20}; fifteen canzonas in Waltz's Nova musices organicae tabulatura of 1617 (Sartori,
1617e); a canzona and a fantasia in an anthology of 1622 (Sartori,
1622g} .

1
Several publications apparently are lost.

Angelo Gardano's

catalog of 1591 lists a book of Canzoni da cantar e sonar a 4 ed
a 8 by Antegnati.

2

Alessandro Vincenti's catalogue of 1619 lists

four books of four-part Canzoni per sonar and a collection of motets and Masses in twelve parts for three choirs.

3

Walther, rely-

ing on a list of Antegnati's works in Leonardo Cozzando's Libraria

1

Eitner, Quellen-Lexikon, I, 165. Three ricercars from the
print of 1608 are reprinted in Torchi, L'arte musicale in Italia, III,
153-160.
2

Thibault, "Deux Catalogues de libraires musicaux: Vincenti
et Gardane (Venise, 1591}," Revue de Musicologie, XI (1930}, 13.
3
1ndice di tutte le opere di musica che si trovano nella
stampa della pagina di Alessandro Vincenti (Venice, 1619), reprinted
as Beilage for Monatshefte filr Musikgeschichte, XIV (1882), 5, 8, 23.
According to Fetis, I, 116-117, the canzonas were reprinted (Venice,
1621) and the twelve-part collection was published in 1619.
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bresciana (Brescia: Gio. Maria Rizzardi, 1694), mentions further a
collection of Masses and motets for two and three choirs, a collection of eight-part Masses and sinfonias, and a book of Hinni d'intavolatura d 'organo.

1

Antegnati's four-part canzona La Battera, in Rauerij's collection (No. 9, Vol. Il, pp. 25-26), is quite conventional in form-it
consists of two adjacent repeated sections.

Its modality is Mixoly-

dian, transposed to the lower fifth; thus the key center is C.

The

impression of tonality is weakened somewhat by the B-flat prescribed
in the key signature.
The opening is chordal, the only example of such practice
among the four-part compositions in Rauerij 's collection.

The

chordal style soon gives way to imitation (meas. 2), which is the
basis for the remainder of the section.

The imitative theme is

presented in paired imitation, first in the upper pair of voices, then
the lower pair, then again the upper pair.

Imitation is carried out

for two measures in the first four entries--a distance considerably
greater than in usual practice.

All voices participate in the imita-

tion during the closing measures of the section.

1
walther, Musikalisches Lexikon, p. 38.
gives approximately the same information.

Fetis, I, 116-117,
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The second section, more diverse than the first, contains
three smaller sections.

The first (meas. 10-17) introduces a theme

not strikingly different from that of the first section.

The new

theme is presented first in stretto entries by the two lower voices.
The second entry imitates the first for three and one-half measures
(meas. 10-13).

In subsequent entries (meas. 11, 14, and 15), imita-

tion is carried out for shorter distances.

The alto does not par-

ticipate in the imitation but enters with independent material (meas.
13).

The second subsection (meas. 17-20) within the second larger

section introduces antiphonal voice-pairing.
pair are not imitative.

The voices within each

Four combinations of voices present the

same material (Ex. 81), the tenore and basso (meas. 17), the canto
and alto (meas. 18), the canto and basso (meas. 19), and the alto and
basso (meas. 20).
Ex. 81. Antegnatl, Canzona La Battera a 4, meas. 17, tenore
and basso

A final point of imitation is introduced in close pairwise imitation
first by the upper pair (meas. 20), then the lower pair, followed
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by additional suggestions of imitation and a cadence (meas. 24),
which is extended to a final plagal resolution.
La Moranda (No. 20, Vol. II, pp. 6~7), for five voices, is
in Dorian mode transposed to the lower fifth.

One flat in the key

signature and another introduced with accidental signs impart a
strong sensation of G minor, which persists throughout the composition, except for a brief excursion to the dominant (meas. 16-17).
In outward appearance, the form is conventional--a s·e ries of unre-

lated sections, the last of which is repeated.

Within this framework

Antegnati achieves fuller integration of ·the formal elements through
the return of motives from the opening theme.
tute the first theme.

Two figures consti-

Both outline triads, one descending from the

fifth, the other ascending (Ex. 82).
Ex. 82. Antegnati, Canzona La Moranda a 5, meas. 1-2,
canto

Ir
La Moranda contains a larger measure of voice pairing than
do the other five-part canzonas in Rauerij 's collection.

Close imi-

tation, found frequently in La Battera, also occurs often in La Moranda.
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The opening section (meas. 1-7) introduces the five voices;
each has one entry.

The canto and alto and the tenore • and quinto

form pairs in which the voices enter at a distance of a quartermeasure.

The second section (meas. 7-12) takes as its point the

second figure of the opening theme; the entries are generally
closely spaced (Ex. 83) .
Ex. 83.

Antegnati, Canzona La Moranda a 5, meas. 8-10

Paired close imitation predominates in the following section (meas.
12-17), after which a new theme is introduced and presented with
melodic variation, mostly in imitation, but once in parallel thirds
(meas. lf>L20).
The second figure from the opening theme reappears in
doubled note values in the two lower voices (meas. 21-29), while
the upper voices execute a subject in quarter notes followed by a
countersubject in eighth notes (Ex. 84).
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Ex. 84.

Antegnati, Canzona La Moranda a 5, meas. 20-22

c,nJf()

The theme of the upper voices is presented subsequently both in its
original form and in inversion (e.g., meas. 23, tenore).

At the close

of the section (meas. 28-29), the first figure of the opening theme
appears in the tenore, against the second figure in the basso.
The repeated section (meas. 30-43) opens with a subsection
in nonimitative counterpoint (meas. 30-37), in which the second figure of the opening theme is stated twice in the quinto (meas. 33,
35).

The first figure, with shortened first note, is the basis for

the final subsection (meas. 37-43).

It is presented imitatively in all

voices and on several levels (G, C, F, and B-flat, though not in a
continuous cycle of descending fifths).

An extension of the final

cadence .(meas. 43-45) terminates in a plagal close.
Giovanni Battista Grillo
Hardly anything is known of Grillo's early life.

Schmid!,

without identifying his source, states that Grillo was born in
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1

Vicenza.

Denis Arnold maintains that Grillo may have spent some

time in Germany.

2

The earliest notice of Grillo occurs in Constantino Baselli's
Secondo libro delle canzonette a tre voci (Venice: Ricciardo Amadino, 1600), in which Grillo is represented by three compositions.

3

Grillo is mentioned in D. Romano Micheli's Musica vaga (Venice:
Giacomo Vincenti, 1615) as organist in the Venetian church of Santa
Madonna dell 'Orto.

4

On December 30, 1619, he was elected to the post of
organist at San Marco.

5

Grillo stood between the two greatest masters of the early
seventeenth century, Giovanni Gabrieli and Claudio Monteverdi.

Al-

through Gabrieli's death antedated Grillo's appointment at San Marco,
Grillo was probably in Venice while Gabrieli was living.

Certainly

1

Schmid!, Dizionario, I, 665. Schmidl's claim may be based
on the fact that the dedication of Baselli's Canzonette, the earliest
extant collection in which Grillo is represented, was written in Vicenza.
2

Denis Arnold, "Grillo," Musik in Geschichte und Gegenwart,
V, 915. Arnold cites the preface to Grillo's Sacri concentus and
the writings of Giovanni Nicolo Doglioni.
3

Vogel, I, 68.

5

Caffi, I, 56.

4

Gaspari, Catalogo, II, 462.
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Gabrieli's influence persisted long after his death.

Monteverdi was

maestro di cappella at San Marco during Grillo 's tenure there, and
Grillo seems to have been his pupil.

1

Grillo 's stature in his own age is proven by the fact that he
was called upon to help with the musical arrangements for a requiem
Mass in commemoration of the death of Cosimo
1621), grand duke of Tuscany.

n

de' Medici (1590-

The Mass was requested by the

Florentine residents of Venice and was celebrated on May 25, 1621,
in the church of Santi Giovanni e Paolo.

Monteverdi, Grillo, and

Francesco Usper each contributed a portion of the music.

Grillo

furnished the Kyrie, which was performed with a band of trombones,
bassoons, and four organs draped with black cloth.

He also wrote

the Domine J esu and the verset to follow the communion.

Monteverdi

set the Dies irae and De profundis, while to Usper was entrusted the
Graduale and the Tratto.

The music for the service is lost.

2

A letter from Monteverdi to Alessandro Striggio, dated December 31, 1622, mentions the death of "un organista di Santo
1Ibid., I, 248.

2

caffi, I, 249; Leo Schrade, Monteverdi (New York: W. W.
Norton, 1950), p. 320; Emil Vogel, "Claudio Monteverdi," Vierteljahrschrift fUr Musikwissenschaft, m {1887), 377. The primary
source for all accounts of the ceremony seems to be a contemporary
description by Giulio Strozzi, which confirms that Grillo was Monteverdi's pupil (Vogel, "Claudio Monteverdi," p. 377).
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Marco."

Probably the organist was Grillo, since a new organist,

.1
Carlo Fillago, took over Grillo's post on May 1, 1623 ..

Grillo's extant compositions include a book of Sacri concentus ac symphoniae . . . 6. 7. 8. 12 vocum (Venice: Bartolomeo
Magni, 1618).

2

According to Arnold, the collection contains a

Canzon plan e forte

a8

and a Canzon in eco.

3

Compositions by Grillo are found in several anthologies in
addition to the Canzonette already cited.
and 1624 preserve two motets each.

4

Collections from 1620

According to Caffi, composi-

tions by Grillo are contained in Orfeo, musiche di diversi autori
eccellentissimi (Venice: Bartolomeo Magni, 1613).

5

Rauerij's col-

lection contains three four-part canzonas by Grillo (Nos. 14-16).

1

Caffi, I, 56. Monteverdi's letter is reprinted in G. Francesco Malipiero, Claudio Monteverdi (Milan: Fratelli Treves, 1929),
pp. 231-233.
2
Eitner, Quellen-Lexikon, IV, 377.
3

Arnold, "Grillo," p. 915. The number of voice parts in
the Canzon in eco is not specified.
4Robert Eitner, Biblio raphie der Musik-Sammelwerke des
XVI. und XVII. Jahrhunderts fBerlin: Liepmannssohn, 1877), pp. 265,
270-271. Repertoire international des sources musicales, Part I:
Recueils imprimes; xv1e-XV11e si~cles, 16202 , 16242 •
5

Caffi, I, 248. The collection is not mentioned in Eitner,
Bibliographie der Musik-Sammelwerke, nor in the Repertoire international des sources musicales.
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Grillo's canzonas are regular in most respects; however, they
are built up in many brief sections.

The minute sections are grouped

into larger formal elements that are in turn arranged in plans somewhat more complex than is usual.
Multisectional structure may explain the subtitle "Capricio"
in one four-part canzona (No. 14, Vol. II, pp. 40-44), since no persistent special theme is to be found.

1

The formal plan is the most

intricate one to be found in Rauerij 's collection.
tural units are marked by changes in meter.

Eight large struc-

The last two sections

(meas. 54-69) are a literal restatement of the first two (meas. 1-16);
the third section (meas. 16--30) recalls material from the first section and introduces material which is the basis for the fifth section
(meas. 3Hl).

Gabriell's influence on Grillo is evident in the open-

ing (meas. 1-4), in which the upper pair of voices plays an imitative

duet similar to those at the openings of Gabriell's Canzon vigesimaottavo in Rauerij's collection (No. 28) and his sixth canzona of
1615 (Ex. 79).

The opening theme contains two figures which re-

turn separately and together later in the composition (Ex. 85).
A chordal section in triple meter is followed by a series of
brief subsections (meas. 16--30).
1

The first subsection (meas. 16-19)

The capriccio as a form is discussed more fully in
Chapter II.
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Ex. 85. Grillo, Canzona No. 14, Capricio a 4, meas. 1-4,
canto and alto

recalls the opening duet, modified slightly, in the lower pair of
voices.

Imitative suggestions of the opening theme (meas. 19-21)

are followed by a new point of imitation (meas. 21-23), introduced
first by the basso, and a return of the second motive from the
opening theme in a loosely imitative setting (meas. 23-25).

A

chordal passage, mostly in repeated notes (meas. 26--27), and a
new imitative theme (Ex. 86, meas. 28--30) complete the chain of
subsections.
Ex. 86. Grillo, Canzona No. 14, Capricio a 4, meas . 2~
29, canto

A section in triple meter (meas. 31-38), unrelated to the
first triple section, precedes a short duple section in which the
closing theme from the preceding duple section reappears (meas.
39-41; cf. meas. 28-30 and Ex. 86).

A third section in triple time
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recalls the rhythm of the first triple section (meas. 42-54; cf. meas.
5-16).

The formal plan is completed by a return of the opening duet

and the first triple section (meas. 54-69).

A cadence extension in

duple meter (meas. 69-71) is based on the second figure of the opening theme.
The following canzona (No. 15, Vol. II, pp. 44-47) exemplifies
the decline of modality and the corresponding rise of major and minor tonality.

A final on G, and a B-flat in the key signature indi-

cate Dorian mode transposed to the lower fifth; however, E is flatted
by accidentals more often than not.

When unaltered, it stands usu-

ally at a rhythmically weak point or in a situation in which the performer would alter it anyway under the practice of musica ficta.
Thus the Dorian quality disappears--the canzona is in G minor.
The form follows a tripartite plan.

The opening section re-

turns at the end, after an unrepeated middle section.
is made up of two smaller subsections.

Each section

The first and last sections

are of equal length; the middle section is slightly shorter.
The composition opens with a group of pairwise entries in
which the upper pair of voices imitate the lower pair at the octave.
Within the pairs the voices are nonimitative.

A theme and its elab-

oration fill the remainder of the first section (meas. 4-13).

Mild

cadences (meas. 6, 9, and 12) suggest further subdivision, according
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to which the theme is presented first by the tenore and canto (meas.
4-6), second by the basso and alto (meas. 6-9), third by all voices

except the alto, and last by only the alto (meas. 12-13).
The middle section opens with antiphonal effects between two
three-voice choirs, the canto, alto, and tenore (meas. 13-16) set
against the alto, tenore, and basso (meas. 16-18).

The second choir

answers the first with the same material at the lower octave.

Within

each choir, imitation occurs between the lower pair of voices and the
upper voice.

A new point of imitation is introduced by all voices,

with an additional entry in the canto (meas. 18-23).

The section

closes with a cadence on the relative major (meas. 23).
The third section opens, as did the first, with pairwise entries.

The pairs are imitative but the voices within each pair are

not (meas. 23-24).

The lower pair of voices answers the upper

pair at the lower octave.

The theme presented by the lower mem-

ber of each pair reappears in slightly altered rhythm as a point of
imitation in the canto, alto, and tenore (meas. 26--26).

The theme

presented by the upper member of each pair is stated again in the
basso (meas. 26-27).

Another group of entries (meas. 28-30), simi-

lar to those at the head of the first and third sections, dissolves
into free treatment, which assigns imitative entrances to all voices
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except the alto.

A final cadential extension (meas. 25-28) recalls the

theme of the preceding section.
The sixteenth canzona (No. 16, a 4, Vol. II, pp. 48-50) consists of two repeated sections.

The first is short (meas. 1-7); the

opening theme is introduced in pairwise imitation.

A second theme,

which appears first in the basso (meas. 4-5), is imitated in the
canto (meas. 5-6) and restated by the basso (meas. 6).
The second section is in reality a succession of several subsections, repeated as a group.

The first subsection, in triple me-

ter (meas. 10-21), is of more than routine interest.

It opens with

a chordal passage (meas. 10-12), and then introduces a point of
imitation (meas. 13), a contrapuntal element rarely found in the
triple sections of canzonas.

The imitative voices do not form a

cadence until after the return to duple meter (meas. 23; Ex. 87).
Ex. 87.

Grillo, Canzona No. 16 a 4, meas. 19-23
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A short chordal passage (meas. 23) is followed by a section
1n which the basso imitates the canto (meas. 24--27; Ex. 88), first at

the distance of a half-measure, then at that of only an eighth of a
measure.

The second part enters a diminished fifth below the first

(meas. 24).
Ex. 88. Grillo, Canzona No. 16 a 4, meas. 24--27, canto and
basso

The final section (meas. 27-38) is imitative.

Grillo presents

a theme the second motive of which (Ex. 89) detaches itself and appears 1n numerous entries, independent of the theme as a whole
(meas. 30, canto; meas. 31, basso, and frequently thereafter).
Ex. 89.

Grillo, Canzona No. 16 a 4, meas. 27-28, alto
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The same motive is the basis for an extension of the final cadence
{meas. 38-40).
Bastiano Chilese
Chilese is known chiefly through Rauerij's collection, in
which he is represented by three canzonas, one in five parts {No.
22) and two in eight parts {Nos. 31 and 32).

Carlo Schmid! states that Chilese was an Italian organist
who lived around 1600.

1

Schmidl does not reveal his source, but

perhaps the information regarding Chilese as an organist was inferred from the fact that most composers of canzonas were organists.
The list of musicians employed in the imperial chapel at
Vienna mentions "Joh. Chilese" {also "Chilesi"), who may have
been related to Bastiano Chllese.

2

In the chronology of the canzonas contained in Rauerij's col-

lection, Chilese's compositions may be reckoned among the later
works.

Their style makes it seem probable that they were composed

1
2

Schmid!, Dizionario, I, 333.

Ludwig von KBchel, Die kaiserliche Hof-Musikkapelle in
Wien von 1543 bis 1867 {Vienna: Alfred Hl)lder, 1869), pp. 57, 60.
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not long before their appearance in 1608.
recapitulation do not occur.
nate the musical texture.

Sectional repetition and

The bass and soprano frequently domi-

The melody is often organized in sequences,

and the rhythmic style admits florid passages in semifusas.

Dynamic

effects are specified in the first eight-part canzona (No. 31).
In the five-part canzona (No. 22, Vol. II, pp . 71-75), the
canto and quinto share the same range and are in effect two sopranos supported by lower voices of lesser importance.

In contra-

puntal style, the composition is reminiscent of a ten-part canzona
in Giovanni Gabrieli 's Sacrae symphoniae (lstituzioni e monumenti,
II, No. 9).
Chllese's composition is built up in four sections.
(meas. 1-12) is imitative.

The first

The theme is presented by each voice in

turn; pairwise grouping does not occur.

Midway in the section. the

two sopranos take a point and elaborate it in imitation at the unison, first at a distance of one measure (meas . 6-7) , then one-half
measure (meas. 8-9).

At the close of the section, the sopranos

come together to present the original theme in parallel thirds (meas .
1(}-12).

The two sopranos are still more independent in the second

section (meas. 12-20).

Together with the tenore they open the sec-

tion in chordal style, after which the sopranos become imitative at the
unison, a quarter of a measure apart (meas . 13-17).

The tenore
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plays a supporting role and is joined shortly (meas. 15} by the alto
and basso.

The three lower voices provide an accompaniment based

on a short motive interlocked with itself in close imitation (Ex. 90}.
Ex. 90.

Chllese, Canzona No. 22 a 5, meas. lf>--17

CANTO

QUINTP

ALTO

Imitation in the sopranos again gives way to parallel thirds (meas.
17-20}.

The alto and tenore in parallel thirds present a separate

passage in fusas (meas. 18-19), but the basso continues its function
as a harmonic foundation in slower motion.
The third section (meas. 20-28) is imitative, and the voices
are generally equal in importance.

A second point of imitation is

introduced within the section, first in the tenore (meas. 23}.

An

extension of the third section (meas. 29--31) is dominated by the two
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sopranos, which present a new motive in imitation against a pedalpoint of repeated half notes in the alto.

All voices participate at

the cadence (meas. 31).
A general pause separates the final section from the preceding material (meas. 32).

The closing section is introduced by a

chordal tutti, after which the sopranos play in imitation at the unison, first at a distance of one measure (meas. 33-3 5), then onehalf measure (meas. 36-39), and finally, one-quarter measure (meas.
39--40); the lower voices resume their accompanying play with motives (meas. 33-35; cf. meas. 15-17 and Ex. 90).
The first eight-part canzona (No. 31, Vol. II, pp. 120-133) is
furnished with a textual commentary: echo
far anco

a4

a 8.

per sonar, & si puol

voci cioe li doi bassi, & li doi soprani ("echo in eight

parts to be played, and one can do it with four voices, namely the
two basses and the two sopranos'').
into two choirs.

The eight voices are divided

The first choir is designated proposta d'echo

("proposal of the echo"), the second choir risposta d'echo ("answer
of the echo").

The second choir is restricted entirely to short

antiphonal responses, repeating material presented in the first choir.
Development toward a musical climax: is achieved throush a generally
continuous increase in the frequency with which the second choir
answers the first and through increasing rhythmic diminution in the
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two canti.
choir.

Both imitation and chordal writing are found in the first

Imitation, predominant in the first half of the composition,

gives way in the second half to a prevailingly chordal style.
second choir is chiefly chordal.

The

In both choirs the canti become

increasingly prominent during the course of the composition and attain absolute supremacy near the end (Ex. 91}.
The composition is the longest in Rauerij 's collection-198
semibreves devoted to a succession of brief, thematically unrelated
1
.
sec t ions.

Decisive cadences with written-out trills divide the to-

tal length into nearly equal quarters (meas. 47-50, 98-100, 148-150).
The second choir enters twice in the first quarter, six times in
each of the middle quarters, and twenty-three times in the fourth
quarter.
The first quarter is given over chiefly to the first choir,
which presents first a series of imitative sections (meas. 1-37}.
The second choir, resting during the first thirty-six measures,
echoes the cadence of the first.

Another imitative section in the

first choir (meas. 40-48} and an echo by the second choir complete

1

1n accordance with the large number of short notes in the
composition, the edition has been made in measures half as long as
those generally adopted in the collection; the time signature is
instead of the customary

!.
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the first quarter.

The echo is more active during the second quar-

ter of the composition, although it once rests for twenty measures
(meas. 66-85).

The second half of the composition opens, as did

the first half, with a long section for the first choir alone, answered
by the second choir only at the cadence.

Rapid alternation of forte

and pian is specified at two points in the canto of the first choir
(meas. 129--130, 134-135).

During the fourth quarter the two choirs

are nearly equal in importance, although the second choir is always
the echo.

The cycle of proposta and risposta increases in fre-

quency; finally the choirs alternate every half-measure (meas. 192197).

The final chord is extended by flourishes in a quite original

manner far removed from the traditional practice of the time (Ex. 91).
Chilese's second eight-part canzona (No. 32, Vol. II, pp. 134140) is more conventional.

The voices are grouped in two similar

choirs of nearly equal importance.

Within each choir the canto and

basso are occasionally more prominent than the inner voices.
Three large sections _constitute the formal plan.

The first

and third are in duple meter; the middle section is in triple meter.
Each of the duple sections contains numerous subdivisions, marked
off generally by the alternation of choirs.

Sectional restatement,

beyond immediate repetition of material in the alternate choir, does
not occur.
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Ex. 91. Chilese, Canzona No. 31, echo a 8 per sonar,
conclusion

Within each choir the contrapuntal style may be imitative, but
chordal writing and nonimitative polyphony prevail.

Imitation is found

chiefly near the beginning of the composition.
In the alternation of choirs, one choir may answer the other

with the same musical material or it may imitate only the rhythm.
Frequently the answer introduces entirely new material.

At the

close of each large section, Chilese brings the choirs together in
a tutti.

In the duple sections the effect of climax is developed by

a progressive increase in the frequency with which the choirs
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alternate with one another and by a corresponding decrease in the
distance at which one choir imitates the other.
The first large section opens with a succession of five unrelated subsections (meas. 1-20), presented · by the two choirs in
alternation.

The fifth subsection (meas. 16-20) opens with an ex-

tended ornamental melodic sequence in the canto of the first choir
(Ex. 92).
Ex. 92.

Chilese, Canzona No. 32 a 8, meas. 16-19, canto

A cadence in the first choir (meas. 20) is imitated in the second
choir.

A series of short phrases in which the first choir answers

the second (meas. 21-25), first at a distance of one measure, then
one-half measure is followed by a closing flourish (meas. 26-29)
during which the separate identity of the choirs disappears.
The middle section, in triple meter, is devoted mostly to
presentation of a short motive
alternately by the two choirs.

<). j)J

IJ ),

which is taken up

The melody of the motive varies,

but it is always set in strictly chordal style.
imitates the presentation in the first choir.

The second choir
Near the close of the
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section, the second choir takes the lead (meas. 40), and the previous motive is dropped in favor of quarter notes and half notes.
A short chordal tutti (meas. 44--45) completes the section.
The third section opens with two unrelated subsections, one
for each choir.

In the first (meas. 46-51), a generally chordal style

is relieved occasionally by independent movement of voices and suggestions of imitation.

In the second subsection (meas. 51-54), the

voices of the second choir, after staggered entries, form pairs.
Both pairs present the same motive in a descending sequence.

The

canto and alto move in parallel sixths, the tenore and basso in parallel thirds.

The lower parts imitate the higher ones at a distance

of a quarter-measure.
Two subsections (meas. 54-58, 58~2) each contain several
repercussions of short chordal motives.

Then follows close imita-

tion of other short themes and motives (meas. 62~8) first at a distance of one measure, then one-half measure (meas. 64~5), and
finally, one-quarter measure (meas. 66~8).

This leads to a union

of the two choirs in a chordal tutti and authentic cadence (meas.
68-70).

A cadential extension (meas. 71-72) presents the choirs

briefly in close imitation of one motive, then together in a chordal,
plagal close.
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Pietro Lappi
Information regarding Pietro Lappi's life is found chiefly in
the titles and dedications of his printed music.

1

He seems to have

been born in Florence, for he is generally called "Pietro Lappi
Fiorentino."

Lappi 's earliest extant publication is his Sacra om-

nium solemnitatum vespertina psalmodia, cum tribus Beatae Virginis
Mariae canticis (Venice: Angelo Gardano, 1600).

In the dedication

Lappi reveals that he once made his home in the town of Lendinara.
In the dedication of his Hymni per tutto l'anno (Venice: Bartolomeo

Magni, 1623), he expresses gratitude to the Brescian family of Gambara for thirty-five years of patronage, a period that must have
begun around 1593.

3

Throughout the span of his publications, beginning with the
Sacra omnium of 1600, he is named as maestro di cappella at the
Brescian church of Santa Maria delle Grazie.

1

Eitner, Quellen-Lexikon, VI, 51, contains a list of Lappi's
works. Eitner's list is supplemented in Claudio Sartori, "Lappi,"
Musik in Geschichte und Gegenwart, IX, 217. See also Gaspari,
Catalogo, II, 8~90, 247-248.
2
Gaspari, Catalogo, II, 247.
3

Ibid., II, 248.

2
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Lappi's reputation extended beyond the confines of Brescia.
He dedicated his Regis Davidis Psalmi (Venice: Angelo Gardano,
1605) to King Sigismund

m

(1566-1632) of Poland, who seems to

have had Lappi's music performed at the Polish court.

1

Giovanni Francesco Capello, a Venetian who was organist at
Santa Maria delle Grazie, dedicated his Mottetti in dialogo a due,
tre, e quattro voci, op. 5 (Venice: Giacomo Vincenti, 1613), to Lappi.

In the dedication Capello shows that Lappi was a priest of the Florentine Congregation of Fiesola and that in 1612 he was Visitator of
the Order.

2

Lappi's last preserved publication is his four-part Salmi
spezzati, op. 22 (Venice, 1630).

3

Probably he died in Brescia

shortly thereafter.
Lappi was a prolific composer of sacred vocal music.

Eitner

and Sartori name seventeen collections of Masses, motets, and other
sacred music published between 1600 and 1630.

Lappi's extant in-

strumental music includes a book of Canzoni da suonare a 4, 5, 6,
7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, & 13, libro primo, con partitura, op. 9 (Venice:
Stampa del Gardano, 1616), of which only the sesto part-book is

1
lbid.
3

Sartori, "Lappi," p. 217.
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preserved (Sartori, 1616b); three canzonas in Rauerij's collection;
and six sinfonias in his Sacrae melodiae of 1614 (Sartori, 1614e,
reprinted 1622 and 1628; see above, p. 161).
Of Lappi 's canzonas in Rauerij 's collection, two are in four

parts (Nos. 11 and 12) and one in eight (No. 26).

In accordance

with the usual practice of the Brescian canzona composers, the canzonas bear titles beyond the simple designation of their numbers in
the order of the collection.

The four-part canzonas are called La

Serafina (No. 11) and La Alle (No. 12), apparently in honor of prominent Brescian families.

Similarly, the eight-part canzona (No. 26)

is called La Negrona.
La Serafina (No. 11, Vol. II, pp. 29-33) is a four-part composition built in seven easily recognizable sections.

The fifth sec-

tion is in triple meter, and the last section is repeated.

The pre-

vailing contrapuntal style is imitative, although occasional chordal
passages occur.

The key is C major.

16) is the largest.

The first section (meas. 1-

A comparatively long subject (two measures) is

introduced in pairwise imitation.

Following the initial group of en-

tries, each voice is given an additional entry.

The canto and alto

maintain their pairwise relationship, but the lower voices do not.
The contrapuntal texture becomes more dense with the approach of
the end of the section.

The voices are grouped in pairs for the
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second section (meas. 16-21).

The pairs present the same musical

material in antlphony, but within each pair the .v oices are nonimitative (Ex. 93).
Ex. 93. Lappi, Canzona No. 11, La Serafina a 4, meas.
16-17

Pairwise imitation is the basis for the third section, in which each
pair of voices presents the point once while the other pair rests
(meas. 21-26).

A short motive is elaborated imitatively by all

voices in the fourth se~t~on (meas. 25-32).

The section in triple

meter is chordal and contains harmonies somewhat farther removed
from the key center than is customary in the canzona (e.g., B-flat
major, meas. 35, and A major, meas. 36).

The section comprises

two four-measure phrases (meas. 33-36, 37--40) and an extension
(meas. 41--43).

The rhythm of the second phrase repeats that of

the first phrase.
The sixth section (meas. 43-53) is imitative.

Its theme as-

cends in eighth notes, then descends (canto, meas. 43).

Several
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slight melodic variations occur.

In the repeated closing section

(meas . 53-59), two motives are introduced.

Both are presented

mostly in parallel thirds by several combinations of voices (Ex. 94).
A cadential extension (meas. 59-61) is based on material from the
preceding section .
Ex. 94 . Lappi, Canzona No. 11, La Serafina a 4, meas.
53-54

La Alle (No. 12, Vol. II, pp. 33-38), also a four-part composition, is formed according to a recapitulation plan.

The first sec-

tion and its reappearance near the end of the canzona account for
nearly two-thirds of the total length.

Two smaller, nearly equal

sections fill the space between the first and last sections.
prevails throughout.

Imitation

The mode of the composition is transposed

Ionian or F major.
The opening section (meas. 1-20) is longer and more complex
than is usual.

The thematic material consists of the opening theme,
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the second motive of which is elaborated independently, and a third
motive which is introduced later in the section (Ex. 95).
Ex. 95.

Lappi, from Canzona No. 12, La Alle a 4, canto

mras. 1-2.

m,~s. 1

II

crq·

The opening theme is played by all voices in pairwise imitation (meas. 1-6), after which Lappi presents several additional
entries (meas. 6, 7, 8, 9, 11, and 13) and the third motive (meas.
7 and thereafter).

The additional entries sometimes occur in pairs.

In the first pair (meas. 6 and 7), the canto and alto enter at their

original levels of C and F.

In the second pair of additional en-

tries (meas. 8 and 9), the basso and canto bring about a modulation
to C major by entering on G.

The original key is restored with

entries by the tenore and basso on the original levels (meas. 11
and 13).

The third motive appears frequently throughout the period

of the additional entries.
(meas. 14-15).

Subsequently it becomes more prominent

An imitation based on the second motive of the open-

ing theme (meas. 16-18) and three imitative entries of the third motive (meas. 18-19) are followed by a cadence on the dominant (meas.
20).
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In the second section, a theme made up of two new motives

(Ex. 96) is presented in eleven imitative entries.

Ex. 96.
alto

Lappi, Canzona No. 12, La Alle a 4, meas. 20--21,

The voices enter mostly on the tonic or dominant of the original
key, but two entries on the dominant of the dominant (G; meas. 20,
alto, and meas. 23, canto) reinforce the modulation implied in the
preceding cadence (meas. 20).

Near the midpoint of the section, the

second motive of the theme enters independently of the theme at
large (meas. 19-20, alto; see Ex. 96).

Several similar entries fol-

low (meas. 25-26, canto; 27-28, tenore; 28, canto; 29, alto).

The

section ends with a cadence on F (meas. 30).
The third section (meas. 30-38) is devoted mostly to sequences of a single descending figure (
tation (Ex. 39, Chap. IV).

) in interlocking imi-

Other contrapuntal settings of descending

sequences fill the remainder of the section.

An extension of the

cadence (meas. 39) is overlapped by the re-entry of the opening
section.

Since the opening section concludes with a cadence on

the dominant (meas. 20 and 58), the cadence is extended at the end
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of the composition in order to accomplish a modulation to the home
key.
Lappi's eight-part La Negrona (No. 26, Vol. Il, pp. 92-98)
engages two four-part choirs, the second of which is about a sixth
lower in range than the first.

The formal plan establishes three

sections, two in duple meter and an intervening section in triple
meter.

The mode is Dorian, transposed to G.

The prevailing key

is G minor, although the composition opens in G major.
trapuntal style is decidedly chordal.

Imitation occurs infrequently

and is implied rather than worked out.
at a time.

The con-

The choirs play mostly one

Occasionally one choir answers the other with the same

musical material.

More generally, the answering choir presents new

material or a slight suggestion of the preceding material.
The composition opens with a long presentation of the first
choir (meas. 1-11).

The entry of the second choir borrows material

from that of the first choir (cf. choir I, meas. ~10; choir II, meas.
11-12).

Following the first appearance of the second choir (meas.

11-18) and a new passage for the first choir (meas. 18--21), the
antiphonal style changes.

The alternation of choirs becomes more

frequent, and a number of minute antiphonal segments (meas. 21-29),
some loosely related by common thematic material (meas. 21-22,
2fr-26), are formed.

The segments are assembled in two larger
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units (meas. 21-24, 24-28), the second of which is a variant of the
first.

An entry by each choir (meas. 30, 33), in which the material

presented by the second choir is derived from that of the first
choir, is followed by close imitation of repeated-note motives (meas.
37-40) and the close of the section on D (meas. 42).
The triple section is based entirely on the rhythmic pattern

J IJ, presented in chains of three to six repetitions, by one choir
or the other, always in strictly chordal style.

The basses are also

organized in repetitions of a larger pattern, a cadence formula suggestive of the ostinato motive in Gabriell's eight-part canzona Fa
sol la re (No. 27).

The bass pattern (Ex. 97) is presented with

slight melodic variations on two levels, terminating on G or D.
Ex. 97. Lappi, Canzona No. 26, La Negrona a 8, meas. 4245, basso

F IF
The third and closing section is dominated by passages each
of which begins with the rhythmic pattern 'I

wr .

The section

opens with an imitation of the first choir by the second, after which
both choirs join in a tutti and cadence (meas. 57~5) .

A contrasting

passage for the first choir only (meas. 65--70) is followed by a
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reappearance of the characteristic rhythmic pattern.
choir answers the second with

a hint

The first

of imitation (meas. 69--75).

A cadence on C (meas. 75) is extended, with a recollection of material from the preceding section, to a cadence in F, the original
key.
Orindio Bartolini
Orindio Bartolini (Bertolini, Bertholini, Bartholini) was born
in Siena.

In his youth he lived in Perugia and later spent ten

years as a musician at San Marco in Venice.

He entered the

priesthood, and on October 19, 1609, he received his first tonsure,
by the Venetian patriarch Francesco Vendramino.

1

The following

month he was nominated maestro di cappella at the cathedral of
Udine.

At the duomo he established a singing school for clerics,

and an order of October 9, 1611, made attendance compulsory.

2

He referred to himself as accademico sventato detto lo strepitoso ("frustrated academician called the boisterous one").

3

1
Giuseppe Vale, "La cappella musicale del duomo di Udine,"
Note d'Archivo per la Storia Musicale, VII (1930), 133. Vale cites
R. Morrocchi, La musica in Siena (Siena, 1886), p. 98.
2

Vale, "La cappella musicale," p. 134.

3

According to Eitner, Quellen-Lexikon, I, 356, from Bartolini's publication of 1633.
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Although "boisterous," he does not seem to have been particularly
celebrated.

Nevertheless, the city fathers of Udine were suffi-

ciently appreciative to underwrite the publication of some of his
works .

1
In 1635, he retired from the singing school and sometime

afterward returned to his native Siena, where he spent the remainder of his life as maestro at San Giovanni Decollato.
1640.

He died in

2
Bartolini 's earliest preserved publications are from his Ve-

netian period.

They include mostly secular vocal music-a book of

five-part madrigals (1606) and a collection of Canzonette et arie
alla romana a tre voci, libro primo (Venice: Rauerij, 1608).

3

Rauerij 's Canzoni per sonare contains a single eight-part composition
by Bartolini (No. 30).

After moving to Udine, Bartolini concentrated

on sacred vocal music and published the Compieta con le littanie
della B. V. (1613), two collections of Masses and motets (1633 and
1634), and a collection of motets (1634).

4

1
Vale, "La cappella musicale," p. 135.
p. 98.

2
lbid., p. 133, citation of Morrocchi, La Musica in Siena,
3

Vogel, I, 68.

4

Eitner, Quellen-Lexikon, I, 356-357.
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Bartolini 's contribution to Rauerij 's book, the Canzon trigesima (No. 30, Vol. II, pp. 115-119), notwithstanding the limited stature of its composer, displays a level of creative imagination somewhat beyond that of a mere imitator.

The composition contains

several traits that are unusual, even unique, in the canzonas of
the time.
The final of the composition is G, and the voices enter initially on G and D.

The modality, therefore, is Mixolydian; yet all

the significant interior cadences are formed on C, with the result
that the final cadence on G leaves the impression of a half-cadence
in

c.
The form consists of a series of unrelated sections, of

which the next to the last is ruled by a sign of triple proportion.
Bartolini presents a variety of contrapuntal styles, including
imitation, chordal writing, and nonimitative polyphony.

Pairwise

imitation is not found.

The eight voices form two equal choirs of

nearly identical range.

Mostly the choirs are antiphonal and play

separately, but for about one-third of the composition the choirs
play simultaneously.
In the first section all voices enter with. a point of imitation.

The voices of the first choir enter in descending order and suggest
a cadence on D (meas. 4).

The voices in the second choir enter,
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but the first choir, instead of resting, continues in nonimitative
counterpoint.

All voices participate in a cadence on C (meas. 8).

The second choir initiates the second section, in which the
quinto and settimo (soprano and alto) dominate the musical texture
with a sequence in fusas, while the lower voices play a supporting
role (meas. 8-12).

The second choir is imitated exactly by the

first choir (meas. 12-15).

Close imitation of short motives and

passages (meas. l&-19) precedes a section for both choirs, which
play together in a style which is not strictly imitative but offers
some elaboration of motives (meas. 20-22).

A slight cadence on G

followed immediately by one on C (meas. 21-22) barely interrupts
the contrapuntal flow.
at this point.

Nevertheless, an entirely new element enters

The remainder of the duple section (meas. 23-33) is

organized according to a scale pattern in the bass parts, which
descends through a C major scale at the rate of two degrees for
each measure, then ascends in exactly the same manner.

The two

basses do not double one another--the bass of the first choir imitates the bass of the second choir at a distance of one measure
(Ex. 98).

Both parts are set in the same pattern of note values,

but while the melody is imitative at a distance of one measure, the
rhythm is imitative at one-half measure.
where the melodic direction turns.

The parts exchange rhythms
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Ex. 98. Bartolini, Canzona No. 30 a 8, meas. 23-32, basso
and ottavo

Under the sign of triple proportion (meas. 34---46), the meter
is not at all triple, but quintuple.

The second choir answers the

first in close imitation of numerous short ascending motives; the
distance is invariably that of two beats.

Except for the final meas-

ure, quarter notes and quarter-note rests are the only rhythmic
units of the section.

All the imitative motives are cast in the same

rhythm, four quarter notes followed by a quarter rest.

The result-

ing pattern of five quarters is presented repeatedly with a fine
disregard for the triple meter prescribed by the proportional sign
(Ex. 99).

The basses throughout present a descent in quarter notes

through a fourth.

In the third and fourth measures of the section

(meas. 36-37) the basses begin a sequence which descends diatonically.

The motives begin the descent from D.

After six presenta-

tions, the motive touches C, whereupon a cadence ensues.
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Ex. 99.

Bartolini, Canzona No. 30 a 8, meas. 34--38

The closing section is short and in duple meter (meas. 4750).

The choirs lose their separate identity, and the voices become

largely independent.

No regular point of imitation occurs, although

some motives are elaborated.

Bartolini's concentration on scale-

wise movement, found in the basses of the earlier sections, expresses
itself again in a descending theme presented in close imitation by the
two sopranos (meas. 47--49).
Girolamo Frescobaldi
Few musicians ha.ve known recognition such as that accorded
Frescobaldi by his own age.

His first performance at the organ of
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Saint Peter's basilica in Rome is said to have attracted 30,000
listeners .

1

At his death he was described in a letter from a Mo-

denese servant to his master as 11 piu famoso organista de nostri
tempi ("the most famous organist of our time").

2

Nearly a century

later, Johann Gottfried Walther accorded him coverage in his Musikalisches Lexikon (1732) about equal to Monteverdi, more than for
either Gabrieli, and only slightly less than for J. S. Bach.

3

With

the decline of the Baroque, Frescobaldi 's star fell too, and the
meager body of knowledge concerning his life was not augmented
until the closing years of the nineteenth century.

The first signifi-

cant modern study of Frescobaldi was an article by Franz Xaver
Haberl, followed by Alberto Cametti's study some two decades
4
later .

These two essays formed the basis for the present state

of knowledge regarding Frescobaldi.

A stylistic study by Luigi

1
Vogel, I, 250-251. Giuseppe Baini, Memorie storico-critiche
della vita e delle opere di Giovanni Pierluigi da Palestrina (Rome:
Societa Tipografica, 1828), I, 147.
2

Extract after Alberto Cametti, "Girolamo Frescobaldi in
Roma," Rivista Musicale Italiana, XV (1908), 73 7..
3

Walther, M\.Isikalisches Lexikon, p. 261.

4

Franz Xaver Haberl, "Hieronymus Frescobaldi," Kirchenmusikalisches Jahrbuch, II (1887), 67-82.
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Ronga added little biographical information .

1

Existing biographical

material has been organized and presented in some detail, together
with extensive bibliography, in an article by Margarete Reimann.

2

Girolamo Frescobaldi was baptized on September 9, 1583, in
the cathedral of Ferrara.

3

His father Filippo, who may have been

an organist, married twice; each wife bore him two children.

Gi-

rolamo and his sister Giulia were the children of Filippo Frescobaldi and his first wife, Lucrezia.

4

Girolamo's youth is scantily

documented, and the picture is clouded by the writings of his contemporaries, who praise Frescobaldi in terms so unrestrained that
their reliability must be suspected.

5

He seems to have been held

in high esteem as a singer, lutenist, and performer on other instruments.

6

Frescobaldi 's most significant music teacher was Luzzasco

1
1930).

Luigi Ronga, Gerolamo Frescobaldi (Turin, Fratelli Bocca,

2
Margarete Reimann, "Frescobaldi,'' Musik in Geschichte und
Gegenwart, IV, 912-926.
3

Haber1, "Hieronymus Frescobaldi," p. 67.

4

Cametti, "Girolamo Frescobaldi in Roma," p. 752, includes
a geneological table of Frescobaldi's family.
5
Reimann, "Frescobaldi," pp. 912-913.
6

Haberl, "Hieronymus Frescobaldi," pp. 68-71.
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Luzzaschi, who was organist at the cathedral of Ferrara and also
served the court of Alfonso Il d'Este (above, p. 59).

Frescobaldi

acknowledges his debt to Luzzaschi in the preface to his Primo
libro di capricci fatti sopra diversi soggetti, et arie in partltura
(Rome: Luca Antonio Soldi, 1624) .

1

As a disciple of Luzzaschi, Frescobaldi not only was brought
into contact with other outstanding musicians, but was introduced to
the circle of Ferrarese nobility.

With the death in 1597 of Alfonso .

II d 'Este and the reversion of Ferrara to the papacy, the liaison
between Rome and Ferrara was strengthened.

In 1599, Guido Ben-

tlvoglio (1579-1644), who belonged to one of the noblest Ferrarese
fam1lies, entered the private service of Pope Clement

vm

(Ippolito

Aldobrandino; pope from 1592 to 1605), whose nephew Cardinal Pietro
Aldobrandino (1572-1621) was vicar general of Ferrara.
1600, Frescobaldi left Ferrara for Rome.

2

Around

In view of the close as-

sociatlon between Frescobaldi and Bentivoglio in later years, it
seems reasonable to assume that Frescobaldi was drawn to Rome
by Bentlvoglio.
1
2

Sartori, 1624b.

Luzzaschi dedicated his madrigals for one, two, and three
sopranos with harpsichord accompaniment to Pietro Aldobrandino
(Vogel, I, 374).
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Frescobaldi is first recorded in Rome in 1604 as an organist
and singer in the Congregazione ed Accademia di Santa Cecilia.

1

Three years later he was organist at Santa Maria in Trastevere, a
post which he held from January 1 through May, 1607.

2

On June 11

of the same year, Guido Bentivoglio, now a cardinal, left Rome for
Brussels as papal envoy of Paul V (pope from 1605 to 1621).
Frescobaldi seems to have accompanied Bentivoglio.

His Primo

libro de madrigali (Antwerp: Pierre Phalese, 1608) is dedicated to
Bentivoglio.

3

In the dedication, which is signed Antwerp, June 16,

1608, Frescobaldi says that he has come to Antwerp with Bentivoglio's permission to see the city and to put in print a collection
of madrigals composed at Bentivoglio's house in Brussels, where
Frescobaldi has been staying ~bile in Flanders.

4

He calls the mad-

rigals questa mia prima fatica ("this first effort of mine").
1
2

5

Cametti, "Girolamo Frescobaldi in Roma," p. 702.
Reimann, "Frescobaldi," p. 914.

3

Vogel, I, 250.

4

"Son venuto in Anversa con licenza di V. S. I. per vedere
questa Citta, e per metter in prova una muta di Madrigali ch'io sono
andato componendo costi in Brusselles, in caso di V. S. I. da che
me trovo in Fiandre."
5

In the preface to his Primo libro delle fantasie a quattro
(Milan: L 'herede di Simon Tint & Filippo Lomazzo, 1608), Frescobaldi refers to the instrumental fantasias similarly as queste mie
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The cardinal remained in Brussels until 1615, but Frescobaldi returned to Rome, where, on July 21, 1608, he defeated Alessandro Constantini in a competition for the post of organist of the
Cappella Giulia at St. Peter's.
l

scudi (387 lire).

1

His annual salary was seventy-two

Frescobaldi 's salary receipts at the Cappella are

uneven, showing advance payments, payments for several months,
absences, and payments to a third person, such as his son Domenico.
The records of the house of Aldobrandino also show payments to
Frescobaldi, who may have served as direttore dei concerti da camera.

2

Frescobaldi married Orsola dal Pino in the church of Santa
Maria in Via on February 18, 1613.

Orsola was the daughter of a

Milanese family and a poetess of some reputation.

3

She bore five

children, the first of which was born out of wedlock-Francesco (b.
1612), Maddalena (b. 1613), Domenico (b. 1614), Steffano (b. 1616 or
1617), and Caterina (b. 1619).

4

prime fatiche ("these my first efforts"). The dedication is signed
Ferrara, November 8, 1608 (Sartori, 16081).
1
2

Ibid., pp. 714-715.

3

4

Cametti, "Girolamo Frescobaldi in Roma," pp. 71~711.

Reimann, "Frescobaldi," p. 916.
cametti, "Girolamo Frescobaldi in Roma," p. 716.
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Beginning in October, 1614, Frescobaldi sought a position at
the court of the Gonzaga in Mantua, negotiating through Paolo Facconi, a retired papal singer.

1

Frescobaldi demanded 600 ducats per

year, 300 to be paid in advance to finance the printing of his Toccate e partite d 'intavolatura di cimbalo, libro primo (Rome: Nicolo
Borbon!, 1615}, which were to be dedicated to the duke.

In addition,

he insisted upon a furnished house and a supply of food for four
months.

The terms must have been met, for in the second half of

February, 1615, Frescobaldi left Rome for Mantua, leaving his family behind.

The position at Mantua proved disappointing.

Fresco-

baldi's reception was cold, and the terms of his employment were
not fulfilled.

After two months he returned to Rome.

2

For the period from 1615 to 1628, Frescobaldi's life is documented only by his published music.

3

The Secondo libro di toccate,

canzone, versi d'hinni, magnificat, gagliarde, correnti, et altre partite (Rome, 1627} contains an engraving of Frescobaldi by Cristiano
Sas, after a drawing by F. G. Saliani.
1
Ibid., 717 ff.

4

The correspondence is reprinted.

2 .
Ibid., pp. 720-721.
3
4

sartori, 1615g, 1623e, 1624b, 1627b.
.

Sartori, 1627b; reprinted, Rome, Nicolo Barbone, 1637
(Sartori, 1637g}. The portrait is reproduced in Georg Kinsky's
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Ferdinand II de' Medici (1610-1670), grand duke of Tuscany,
visited Rome in March, 1628, and was entertained enthusiastically by
the Roman nobility, including the Aldobrandini.

1

Frescobaldi, who

may still have been in the service of the Aldobrandini, seems to
have established contact with the grand duke, to whom he dedicated
his Primo libro delle canzoni ad una, due, tre, e quattro voci (Rome:
Giovanni Battista Robletti, 1623; reprinted 1628).
Frescobaldi left St. Peter's.

Late in 1628,

Two books of Arie musicali, per can-

tarsi nel gravicimbalo e tiorba, a una, a dua e a tre voci (Florence:
Giovanni Battista Landini, both books, 1630) show that he entered
the service of the Medici as organista del serenissimo gran duca di
Toscana.

2

Frescobaldi's tenure in Florence lasted about five years.

The account books of the Cappella show that Frescobaldi returned to his old post on May 1, 1534, and that by special bonuses
his annual pay was increased to ninety-six scudi.

3

Frescobaldi 's

History of music in pictures (New York: Dover Publications Inc. ,
1951), p. 161.
1

Cametti, "Girolamo Frescobaldi in Roma," p. 726.

2
Vogel, I, 250-251. Modern reprints of the arie include Girolamo Frescobaldi, Primo libro d'arie musicali, ed. Felice Boghen
(Florence: Mignani, 1933); Girolamo Frescobaldi, Arie musicali (Bks.
1-11) , ed. Helga Spohr, Vol. IV of Musikalische Denkmfiler (Mainz: B.
Schott's SBhne, 1933).
3

.
Cametti, "Girolamo Frescobaldi in Roma," pp. 729-730.
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son Domenico, who had entered the priesthood, was brought under
the protection of the Vatican.
During the last years of his life, Frescobaldi's fame was particularly widespread.

As early as 1625, he taught pupils from Po-

land and Germany, as well as from Italy.

1

J. J. Froberger {1616-

1667), who studied with Frescobaldi from 1636 until March 1, 1641,
was his most illustrious student.

2

Andre Maugars, a French viol

player who was active in Rome around 1639, was filled with admiration for the master, whom he proposed as modello a tutti i nostri
organisti ("a model for all our organists").

3

Death came suddenly to Frescobaldi.
fever, he died on March 1, 1643.

Following ten days of

He was buried at his favorite

church, Santi Apostoli, where fu cantata le messe funebre dalli
principali musici di questa citta (' 'his requiem was sung by the
principal musicians of this city").

1

4

Reimann, "Frescobaldi," pp. 916-917.

2

Ibid., p. 918. According to Carnett!., "Girolamo Frescobaldi
in Roma,~. 734, Froberger was Frescobaldi's pupil from October,
1637, through March, 1641.
3

4

Cametti, "Girolamo Frescobaldi in Roma," p. 735.

From a letter of a Modenese servant to his master, Cametti,
''Girolamo Frescobaldi in Roma,'' p. 737.
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toccatas and partitas are printed in tablature.

The Toccate e par-

Ute d'intavolatura di cimbalo, libro primo -(Rome: Nicolo Borboni,
1615) was enlarged somewhat in a later edition of the same year.
The enlarged collection was reprinted in 1616 and 1628.

In a sub-

sequent edition (1637) the collection is further augmented.

1

The

Secondo libro di toccate, canzone, versi d'hinni, magnificat, gagliarde, correnti, et altre partite d'intavolatura di cimbalo et organo
(Rome, 1627) was reissued ten years later with some omissions.

2

In score were printed many canzoni, recercari, capricci,

fantasie, and arie.

The Primo libro delle fantasie a quattro (Milan:

L'herede di Simon Tini & Filippo Lomazzo, 1608) is in score, as
is the Recercari et canzoni franzese, fatte sopra diversi oblighi in
partitura, libro primo (Rome: Bartolomeo Zanetti, 1615).

3

The

Primo libro di capricci fatti sopra diversi soggetti et arie, in

1954-1959). Other editions of keyboard compositions by Frescobaldi
include Girolamo Frescobaldi, Toccate e partite d'intavolatura di
cimbalo et organo: Toccate, ed. Fernando Germani, 2 vols. (Rome:
De Santis, 1937); Girolamo Frescobaldi, AusgewM.hlte Orgelwerke,
ed. Hermann Keller, 2 vols. (New York: C. F. Peters, 1948}; Torchi, L'arte musicale in Italia, III, 207-256 (twenty-three miscellaneous compositions).
1
2
3

Sartori, 1615a, 161fr1616b, 1616f, 1628k, 1637f.
Sartori, 1627b, 1637g.
Sartori, 16081, 1615g (reprint, 1618g).
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partitura (Rome: Luca Antonio Soldi, 1624) was later combined with
the Recercari et canzoni francese into 11 primo libro di capricci,
canzon francese e recercari, in partitura (Venice: Alessandro Vincenti, 1626; reprinted, 1642).

1

In score were also published the

Fiori musicali di diverse compositioni, toccate, kirie, canzoni, capricci e recercari, in partitura, a quattro (Venice: Alessandro Vincenti, 1635), and the posthumous Canzoni alla francese, in partitura,
libro quarto (Venice: Alessandro Vincenti, 1645).

2

All the compositions in part-books are canzonas.

The Primo

libro delle canzoni ad una, due, tre e quattro voci, accomodate per
sonar con ogni sorte de stromenti (Rome: Giovanni Battista Robletti,
1623) was reissued with modifications, twice in part-books, and once
(Sartori, 1628i) in partitura.

3

To Rauerij 's GOllection Frescobaldi

contributed one canzona in four parts (No. 13), one in five parts (No.
21) and one in eight parts (No. 29).
earliest preserved works.

1
2
3

They might be Frescobaldi's

At least they date from the period of

sartori, 1624b, 16261, 16281, 1642h.
Sartori, 1635a, 1645a.

Sartori, 1623e, 16281, 1628j, 1634. Five canzonas for two
canti have been reprinted as Gerolamo Frescobaldi, Canzoni a due
cant1 col basso continuo per sonar con ogni sorte di stromenti, ed.
Hans T. David (Mainz: B. Schott's Sohne, 1933). See also Einstein,
A collection of instrumental music, Vol. V.
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the two collections which Frescobaldi claims as his first works
(above, p. 446).
The four-part canzona (No. 13, Vol. II, pp. 38--40) is the
shortest composition in Rauerij 's collection-it fills only twenty-four
measures.

The formal plan consists of two sections of moderate

length and a short closing section.
lation does not occur.

Sectional repetition or recapitu-

In the first section (meas. 1-10) Frescobaldi

introduces an imitative subject and a contrasting countersubject.
Both the subject and countersubject open with dactylic rhythm, but
the dactyl in the countersubject is twice as fast as that in the subject; and the head motive of the subject descends, while that of the
countersubject ascends.

The countersubject is regularly treated as

an independent theme, not as an extension of the subject; usually it
enters following a rest.
the alto.

The initial entry of the subject is given to

It is accompanied by two imitative entries of the counter-

subject in the lower parts (Ex. 100).
Ex. 100.

Frescobaldi, Canzona No. 13 a 4, opening
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Subsequent entries of the subject occur only in the three upper
voices, while the countersubject is confined to the tenore and basso.
In the second section (meas. 1~21) a short ascending theme

is introduced in the alto (meas. 10; Ex. 101) and imitated once, in
the basso (meas. 12).
Ex. 101.

Frescobaldi, Canzona No. 13 a 4, meas. 1~11

Against this new theme Frescobaldi sets suggestions of the original
subject.

The head motive of the original subject appears once in

the tenore (meas. 11; Ex. 101) in imitation of an ornamented version
of the same motive in the canto (meas. 1~11; Ex. 101).

The orna-

mented version is elaborated throughout the section together with
another ornamental figure which is presented occasionally in inversion (Ex. 102).

The two figures occur mostly in pairs early in the

section (Ex. 102) and singly later in the section (meas. 17-21). The
closing section (meas. 2~24) is based on new motives in sixteenth
notes, which suggest a continuation of the preceding material.
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Ex. 102.

Frescobaldi, from Canzona No. 13 a 4

c~nlo,

11111s. 15

Frescobaldi's five-part Canzon vigesimaprima (No. 21, Vol.
II, pp. 68-71)° ls not integrated by literal recapitulation or sectional
repetition..

Instead, unity 1s enhanced through thematic transforma-

tion and by a return of thematic material in a new contrapuntal setting.

In the opening section (meas. 1-10), the voices enter imitatively

with either the subject or a transformation of the subject.

The sub-

ject is presented in the entries of the canto, quinto, and tenore,
while the transformation appears first in the entries of the alto and
basso.

The transformation enters at the unison but continues at the

lower fourth (Ex. 103).
Ex. 103. Frescobaldi, Canzona No. 21 a 5, opening, canto
and alto

r

7
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Two melodic figures, both of which contain dotted rhythm, appear
with consistency sufficient to suggest countersubjects (Ex. 104).
Ex. 104.

Frescobaldi, from Canzona No. 21 a 5

A short imitative section (meas. 10-13), based on the third
theme of the first section, gives way without a strong cadence to a
larger imitative section (meas. 13-26) in which a new theme (Ex.
105) is exposed in all voices (meas. 13-17), then presented in free

inversion (meas. 17-22), and finally restored to its original form
(meas. 22--26) .
Ex. 105.

Frescobaldi, from Canzona No. 21 a 5

1.vinlo., meas. 13-14

A contrasting section (meas. 26-35) is based on a single motive which recalls the transformation of the original subject (Ex.
106; cf. Ex. 103).

The closing section (meas. 35--41) is based on

the theme of an earlier section (meas. 13-26; Ex. 105) in a new
imitative setting.
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but in such fashion that it imitates the tenor's theme at a half a measure's distance.

Thus, although all voices present the same theme,

the meter of the lower pair is at odds with that established in the
upper pair (Ex. 107}.
Ex. 107.

Frescobaldi, Canzona No. 29 a 8, opening

The second choir enters with a chordal setting of the theme
introduced in the first choir (meas. 4-5).

A new passage in the

first choir (meas. 6-7} is mostly chordal but contains a trace of
imitation between the canto and basso.

It is imitated in the second

choir (meas. 6-9), whose soprano enters a second higher than did
the soprano of the first choir.

The choirs then alternate rapidly

in close imitation of two motives.

Imitations of the first motive

(meas. ~12) occur at a distance of one-half measure, mostly not
at the unison, but in a harmonic sequence of ascending fifths.

The

sequence begins with the first choir, whose first presentation of the
motive ends on G (meas. ~10}.

Subsequent imitations of the motive
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end on D, A, and E.

The second motive is imitated at distances of

one-quarter measure (meas. 13-14), during which the harmonic sequence reverses and compasses a descending cycle of fifths (E, A,
D, G, C, F).

Further antiphonal presentations of short passages

(meas. 14-20) culminate in a chordal tutti which introduces the repeated section (meas. 21).
The repeated section is dominated by three tuttis (meas. 21,
24, and 28) which are separated by episodes for one choir or both
in alternation and followed by a closing passage for both choirs
together.

The tuttis are integrated by common dactylic rhythm.

The first episode, played by the first choir (meas. 21-24) seems
unrelated to any other section of the composition.

In the second

episode (meas. 25-27), the first choir answers the second in imitation.

The three tuttis and the second episode contain numerous

appearances of a brief figure in sixteenth notes which may refer to
the opening theme of the composition (Ex. 108).

Following the third

tutti the choirs alternate in close imitation (meas. 28-30).

The en-

tries overlap; finally both choirs join into one body in preparation
for the final cadence (meas. 31-33).
Ex. 108.
'

fflHS. /

Frescobaldi, from Canzona No. 29 a 8, canto
111,,S. 2/

CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSION
The Canzona after Rauerij 's Collection
All preserved instrumental canzonas before the end of the
first decade in the seventeenth century are written in four or more
obbligato parts, with or without an organ-bass.

The increasing

prominence of the basso continua in the music of the seventeenth
century and its influence on the style of instrumental ensemble music have been mentioned in the earlier discussion of the sonata
(above, pp. 148ff.).

The organ-bass and its realization made pos-

sible compositions in which the full sonority of four or more parts
was preserved while the number of obbligato melodic voices could
be reduced.
Frescobaldi's later canzonas for ensemble are preserved in
four editions of his Primo libro delle canzoni ad una, due, tre e quattro
voci (above, p. 453), in which most of the canzonas are written for
less than four melodic voices and basso generale.
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FrescobaldJ was not the first to explore the possibilities of
few-voiced canzonas with chordal accompaniment.

As early as 1611,

Amante Franzoni published a Canzon francese for cornet, two trombones, and basso continuo in his Concerti ecclesiastic! a una, due,
et a tre voci col basso continuo per l 'organo (Venice: Ricciardo
Amadino, 1611).

1

Canzonas for two, three, and four instruments

with basso continuo also appear in collections by Giulio Belli (Sartori, 1613b), Giovanni Battista Riccio (1614a and 1620b), Biagio
Marini (1617c), Giulio Mussi (16201), Stefano Bernardi (1621f), and

Carlo Milanuzzi (1622a).
The four editions of Frescobaldi's collection (part-books of
1623, 1628, and 1634; score of 1628) vary in contents and in details
of style.

The edition of 1634, the only one available to this study,

contains forty-one canzonas, including four for canto solo; four for
basso solo; four for two bassi; six for canto and basso; four for two
canti; four for two bassi and canto; five for two canti and basso; four
for two canti and two bassi; and six for canto, alto, tenore, and basso.

1

Claudio Sartori, Bibliografia della musica strumentale italiana stampata in Italia fino al 1700 (Florence: Leo S. Olschki,
1952), 1611a.
2
Alfred Einstein, A collection of instrumental music of the
sixteenth and seventeenth centuries (manuscript, Northampton, Mass.:
Smith College Archives, 1949--), Vol. V.

2
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Some canzonas in the print of 1634 are revised or otherwise altered from their previous versions.
Tempo prescriptions of adagio, allegro, and, occasionally,
presto are found in most of the compositions in the print of 1634.
Frescobaldi seems to have been the first to apply indications of
tempo regularly in ensemble music.

1

The contrapuntal style admits imitative and chordal writing
in approximately the same proportions as found in the earlier canzonas; however, the basso per l 'organo and its realization impart
an over-all chordal background regardless of the style of the upper
voices.

The basso per l'organo attains a higher level of indepen-

dence than is characteristic of the earlier organ-basses.

The degree

of its autonomy varies within the collection as a whole and also
within the individual compositions.

In general, when the melodic

voices include a basso, the basso per l 'organo 1s a basso seguente
in the older style.

Where no basso is present, the basso per

1Eunice Crocker, An introductory study of the Italian canzona
for instrumental ensembles and of its influence upon the baroque sonata (unpublished Ph.D. diss., Radcliff College, 1943), pp. 416-417.
At least in the Canzoni a due canti, most of the tempo indications do
not appear in the earlier edition; see Gerolamo Frescobaldi, Canzoni a due canti col basso continuo per sonar con ogni sorte di
stromenti, ed. Hans T. David (Mainz: B. Schott's SBhne, 1933), critical comments, p. 24.
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l'organo is independent.

Within a single composition the basso per

l 'organo may be independent when the basso rests and may otherwise duplicate the basso (Ex. 109).
Ex. 109. Frescobaldi, Canzon prima, canto e basso (1634),
opening, after Einstein

Exceptions to the foregoing description are sufficiently numerous to require comment.

Sometimes the basso per l 'organo

duplicates a canto, as in the older practice of the basso seguente.
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At other times the basso per l 'organo is independent despite the presence of melodic bassi. Between the editions of 1628 and 1634, the
basso generale was revised in the direction of greater simplicity. 1
Instrumentation, specified in the canzonas for canto solo in
the part-books of 1628 (Sartori, 1628j), is not prescribed in the
edition. of 1634.

The tendency of the time toward concentration on

the soprano and bass parts of the polyphonic texture has been mentioned (pp. 148 ff.).

In Frescobaldi's ensemble canzonas of 1623 and

later the alto and tenore are omitted except in a few compositions.
A few examples of sectional repetition are found.

More

generally, Frescobaldi presents a series of sections unrelated by
theme.

Multisectlonal structure, found frequently in the canzonas

of RaueriJ's collection, is generally absent from Frescobaldi's canzonas of 1634.

The sections are less numerous, and the musical

material is more fully worked out.

Marked contrast between sec-

tions is achieved chiefly through changes in meter and through al ternation of sections, or movements, marked adagio and allegro.
The canzona after the first quarter of the seventeenth century
has been treated extensively by Crocker.
1

Crocker, pp. 428 f.

2
Ibid., pp. 446ff., 466ff.

2

The terms sonata and
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canzona existed side by side in the second quarter of the century to
denote compositions that were often indistinguishable in style.

The

leading master of the canzona in this period was Tarquinio Merula
"Cremonese" (d. c. 1652), whose canzonas may be regarded as an
extension of the style of Frescobaldi.

1

After the middle of the century, the sonata won out, and the
term canzona was applied chiefly to sections within larger works.
In particular, Henry Purcell (1659-1695) included canzonas as movements within his sonatas and in instrumental pieces for his masques
and operas.

Invariably his canzonas are imitative and written in

small note values; they are always introduced by a slower section.
Ten of Purcell's twelve Sonnata~s of m parts (1683) contain canzonas, as do eight of the posthumous Ten sonata's in four parts (1697).
The Fairy Queen (1692) contains a canzona in the symphony which

1

Sartori, 1615d, 1637a, 1639c, ant. 1649, 1651a. Two canzonas from Merula's Secondo libro delle canzoni da suonare a tre,
duoi violin! & basso, op. 9 (Venice: Alessandro Vincenti, 1639) are
reprinted in Joseph Wilhelm von Wasielewski, Instrumentalsttze vom
Ende des XVI. bis Ende des XVIl. Jahrhunderts (Bonn: M. Cohen &
Sohn, 1874; reprinted, 1905), pp. 29-31.
2

Henry Purcell, Works, ed. The Purcell Society (London:
Novello, 1878-). The three-part sonatas are contained in Vol. V,
ed. J. A. Fuller-Maitland; the four-part sonatas are contained in
Vol. vn, ed. Charles Villiers Stanford.

2
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opens the fourth act.

1

The Indian Queen (1692 ?) contains one can-

zona in the symphony for the second act; another canzona forms the
second section of a "Trumpet overture" within the third act.

2

By Purcell's time, then, the canzona had been absorbed by
other forms, in which it served as an imitative movement in quick
time.

The outlook of the mature Baroque toward the canzona is ex-

pressed by the English lexicographer James Grassineau (c. 171&--1769):
If the word Canzone be added to a piece of instrumental music,
it signifies much the same as Sonata. . . . If placed in any· part

of a Sonata, it signifies much the same as Allegro, and only denotes that the part to which it is prefixed is to play or sing in
a brisk and lively manner. 3

1
2
61~6.

Purcell, Works, Vol. XII, ed. J. S. Shedlock, pp. 103-106.
Purcell, Works, Vol. XIX, ed. Edward J. Dent, pp. 26-34,

3
James Grassineau, A musical dictionary (London: J. Wilcox,
1740), p. 20. Grassineau's entry for canzone is apparently a free
translation of that given by Sebastian de Brossard (1654-1730) in his
Dictionaire de musique (Paris: Ballard, 1703; reprinted twice). Johann Gottfried Walther, in his Musikalisches Lexikon (1732), facsimile
ed. Richard Schaal (Kassel and Basel: Bft.renreiter-Verlag, 1953),
confines his definition to a restat~ment of that given by Michael
Praetorius in his Syntagma musicum (161&---1620), facsimile ed. by
Wilibald Gurlitt (Kassel and Basel: BH.renreiter-Verlag, 1958-59),
m, 16f.
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Summary
The over-all history of the instrumental canzona extends from
the first half of the sixteenth century to the second half of the seventeenth century.

During this period the instrumental canzona rose

from its progenitor, the French polyphonic chanson, and attained a
high level of development as an independent instrumental form.

At

the close of the sixteenth century, the instrumental canzona was the
chief Italian form of music for instrumental ensembles.

In the first

half of the seventeenth century the instrumental canzona lost its
place of eminence.

It did not decline; instead, it bequeathed its

whole style to the baroque sonata.

The disappearance of the instru-

mental canzona after 1650 and the increasing prominence of the baroque sonata represents simply a -change in nomenclature.
The canzona as an independent instrumental composition
evolved in two distinct stages.

In the first stage, which spanned

the last quarter of the sixteenth century and the first decade of
the seventeenth, the canzona reflected the style of the Renaissance.
It was written for four or more parts of relatively equal importance; a full sonority resulted from the combination of melodic
voices.

The second stage in the canzona's development began

around 1610 and continued until the middle of the seventeenth
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century.

The canzonas from this period were a product of newer

musical ideals; they belonged decidedly to the baroque era. Written mostly for fewer voices, with emphasis on the soprano and bass,
they depended on the realization of an organ-bass for a full sound.
So closely were the canzona and sonata interwoven during
the second stage that the separate identity of the two forms was
lost.

The first period, therefore, is the more important of the

two in the individual history of the canzona.
Rauerij 's Canzoni per sonare appeared at the climax of the
first period.

In Rauerij 's book most of the outstanding composers

who wrote canzonas in the late sixteenth and early seventeenth
centuries are represented.

Together they impart to the collection

a diversity of style unmatched in contemporary collections of music
for instrumental ensembles.

The compositions in the collection were

written over a period of three decades.

Some are among the ear-

liest examples of the canzona for instrumental ensembles.

Others

date from the last years in which the canzona was cultivated in accordance with Rainaissance ideals.
Rauerij 's collection, then, constitutes a monument, not only in the
history of the canzona, but 1n the development of musical style at large;
for it represents one of the last expressions of the Renaissance musical spirit before the ultimate triumph of the onrushing Baroque.
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